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PURE Hl-Fl
FROMSANSUl

1 TU-D 33XL TUNER £109 inc. vat
"A couple of plays revealed that the nJ-D 33XL s ability 
to prise decent sound stage, with ample depth to 
convey 3-0 presence and base. from musical 
instruments or sound effects was, at times, near 
awesome."
••rhe Sansui is a devilish successful solution for those 
of you who can no longer bear to pan with a fiver 
whenever you crave something new."
'And it's pretty to boot/

Ken Kessler. Hi-Fi News. May 1985

AU-G 55X STEREO AMP. £249 inc. vat
'Altogether a very satisfying stereo amplifier which
I could live with for a long time. Well recommended." 

John Gilbert. Gramophone. April 1985
"To most people, names such as Sansui enjoy street 
credibility while other mqre esoteric names simply 
cannot match up."
"The Sansui easily won out in the specific area of 
maximum loudness. which was achieved in a seamless 
and unstrained manner."
"'/ like the Sansui. In addition to its superb build, finish 
and flexibility, it was capable of real quality music 
making."

Alvin Gold. What Hi-Fi? February 1985.

5 SR-222 MkV BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE 
£109 inc. vat
"I was very impressed with the sound from this MkV 
version of the SR-222. ltwas consistently smooth and 
even toned, with only a slight lack of subtlety giving 
awayits market position compared to more expensive 
units. On the whole it gave a consistently revealing 
sense of atmosphere and plenty of detail, but above 
all it got the feet tapping and reallyinvited you to 
participate. Forjust aver £100 that's got to be 
good value."

Jonathan Kettle, New Hi-Fi Sound. July 198 5.

6 D-290 CASSETTE DECK £129 inc. vat
"Overall I felt the D-290 turned in a very respectable 
performance and would provide a good casual 
listening source even for the owner of above average 
systems."

John Nicholson, Hi-Fi for Pleasure, March 1985
A full logic cassette deck with Dolby C /B noise 
reduction systems. Mic. mixing facility with volume 
control offering the advantage of adding commentary 
to tapes while recording from another source. The 
D-290 also offers automatic music programme search 
for cueing convenience. Precise LED meters, a timer 
switch, and headphone socket are the finishing 
touches to this cassette deck.

SANSU/ PURE HI-FI DEALERS
ALDERSHOT BRYANTSHl-Fl. 81High-Street.0252 20728
BRISTOl RADFORD Hl-FI. 52-54 Gloucester Road. 0272 428248
COLWYN BAY ELECTRO TRADER Hl-Fl. 19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos-on-Sea. 0492 48932
COVENTRY R.S.C • 17 Sheltoo Square. 0203 25983
CROYDON ST. GEORGES AUDIO, 36 St. Georges Walk, Croydon Centre. 0^6811484
LEEDS SUPER Fl, 34-36 Quen Victoria Street. 0532 449075
VIRGIN RETAIL LTD., 94-96 The Briggate. 0532 452 769
LONDON AUDIO 1, 25 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9RA. 01-631 0129 
8ILlYVfF S^JNOSYSTFMS 24A leeHifih " ■ - ' .........  S.L13. 01 J10 5 755
BUDGET SOUND. 242 Tottenham Court Road. W.1.01-636 5974
HI-WAY HI-FI. 315 Edgware Road. W.2.01-402 2441
Also available from selected branches of Laskys

SOUTH LONDON HI-FI. 210 BriKtoo Hü!, S.W.2.01-674 4433
SPATIAL HI-FI, 29 TottenhamCourt Road.W.1. 01-637 8702
NEWCASTl.E-U^^TYNE HI-FI OPPORTUNITIES, 33 Handy Side Arcade. 0632 327 79^
NEW MALDEN UNllfT.35 High Street. 01-942 9567
NOTNGHAM NOTTINGHAM HI-FI, 120-122 Alfreton Road. 0602 786919
^PORTSMOUTH VIRGIN RETAIL LTD , 69-73 The Tricorn. Charlotte Street. 0705 81685
PORTSMOUTH hi-FI. 350-352 Fratton Road. 0705 822034
SEVENOAKS SEVENOAKSHl-Fl.111 London Road. 0732 459555
SHEFFIELD AUDIO CENTRE. 284 Glossop Road. 07 42 737893
ST. LEONARDS ON stAHASl INUb HI-FI. 32 Western Road. 0424 4429 75
WESTON-SUPER-MARE PAUL ROBERTS, 203 Milton Road. 0934 414423
YORK VICKERS Hl-Fl. 12-24 Gillygate. 0904 29659
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3 AU-G 33X STEREO AMP. £169 inc. vat
"SansuiAU-G 33X is pretty damn good. l" fact it's a 
cracker."
••1 have the distinct impression that here, at last is one 
main stream manufacturer making a concerted,stab 
at closing the gap with the best of the audiophile 
orientated competition."
"The Sansui does go louder-much louder-than the 
LlOO to£120 models, and it has that rare and 
precious facility of staying in perfect control of the 
loudspeakers to which it's presented." 
“Recommended".

Alvin Gold, New Hi-Fi Sound. February 198 5.

PCV-100 COMPACT DISC PLAYER 
£3:19 inc. vat. '
"Thi ilayeroffers a good sound quality for the money, 
togi c,er with a competent transport, claiming fast 
access times. In common with other related models, 
the new PCV-100 has no difficulty in gaining a 
recommendation in this issue and in view of the latest 
pricing wins a ‘Best Buy' rating. "

Hi-Ri Choice. June 1985_

"Welcome back Sansui! Your PCV-100 player is an 
excellent product and is warmly recommended.
For: Good looks. Ease of operation. Very quiet running.
Against: The third screw along the back was the wrong 
shade of black!" Stan Curtis, Which Compact Disc? June 1985.

8

TU-D 99X TUNER £229 inc. vat
SANSUI TU-0 99X. Best Buy, Hi-Fi Choice. March 1985. 
"'With a front rank sound quality and a very strong RF 
performance, this is clearly a fine tuner design. Suited, 
with the 'local' switch, to both fringe and high strength 
locations, a versatile performance is offered'' 
Conclusion. 'The TU-0 99X represents very good value 
in its prjceEector, and qualifies for a Best Buy rating ” 

Hi-FiChoice.
The TU-0 99Xincorporates a super linear digital 
decoder which eliminates beat interference. It does 
so effectively and without creating its own audible beat 
since no harmonics are generated.

AU-G 11X STEREO AMP. £109 inc. vat
The AU-G 11X is an affordable amplifier offering the 
same technology as models AU-G 33X and AU-G 55X. 
The X Balanced Amp Type II is designed to eliminate al/ 
ground related problems so music is reproduced with 
unbelievable purity and clarity.
In the event of speaker impedance becoming low, the 
AU-G 11Xis equipped to supply ample current ro the 
power output stage and can deliver as much as 75 
watts of dynamic power into 2 ohms

— — — — — - — — — — — — ■
Send the coupon today for further details on 
any of the products shown above and a full 
list of Sansui Pure Hi Fi dealers.

NAME. _______
!IN Al OCK CAPIT AlS PI I ASf •

ADDRESS______________

SANSUI ELECTRONICS I UK) LTD ..
Unit lOA. Lyon Industrial Estate. Rockware Avenue, Greenford. Middx. UB6 OAA

I POSTCODE _______ _
L J



In recent years the development of hi-fi 
generally has led to improved sound quality, 
which in turn, has increased the expectations 
of the listener for an even better sound from 
his system. The much acclaimed Rotel range 
is the result of our on-going research and 
design programme in the UK to constantly 
improve the quality, performance and visual 
appeal of our hi-fi systems whilst maintaining 
our reputation of value for money.
Our concerted effort to optimise sound quality 
has led to the removal of unecessaiy controls 
and features, which in many cases can 
degrade the sound of a system, and enabled 
our designers to include much higher quality 
components. The result is improved sound 
quality from visually enhanced products, with 
cleaner simpler lines, which you will be proud 
to own.

RP830. The RP830 turned in a superlative 
performance that really made me sit up and 
listen. Eyes closed, I'd never have thought 
I was listening to such a reasonably priced 
machine. What Hi-Fi.
RA820BX. This remarkable little amp shows 
the competition a clean pair of heels. It's a 
gem that can only further enhance Rotel's 
reputation. Hi-Fi for Pleasure, a 
Best Buys — Hi-Fi Choice. ®

^otel Simplicity

Send A4 SAE for further information on products 
philosophy and your local dealer

RL850. The RL850 fully meets all the criteria 
for reproducing music in an informative and 
unobtrusive way. They're essentially 
uncoloured and smooth with a well controlled 
and quite powerful bass and an overall^lively 
forward feel. Hi-Fi Choice (Best Buy). A
The System. This system combines individual 
excellence with the integrity of some of the 
best in this category to provide a truly 
stunning system package.
What Hi-Fi Awards 1985 — Win 
'Best System'.



CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

This edition of Hi-Fi Choice is Intended as a complete guide to getting the best from your record 
collection — despite the Compact Disc revolution, the black vinyl disc has much to offer-. This 
introduction covers disc and cartridge principles, alignment and system matching.

Though the smallest separate part of a hi-fi 
system, the cartridge is in some ways the most 
important — and it is certainly one of the hardest 
to manufacture, since inside that small block of 
plastic attached to the end of the record player 
arm is some remarkable micro-engineering. The 
job of the cartridge is to 'read' the undulations 
of the groove which represent the original sound, 
and to convert this mechanical representation of 
music into an electrical signal which can be fed 
to an amplifier, and finally to a pair of 
loudspeakers.

All cartridges work on the fundamental prin
ciple of 'tracking' or 'tracing' the record groove 
with a flexibly-mounted stylus. The movements 
of the stylus in relation to the cartridge body can 
then be used to generate an electrical signal.

Many people still think of the stylus as the 
'needle; this term a hangover from the days of 78s. 
Today, the stylus is a very tiny, carefully-shaped 
diamond, mounted on the end of a thin rod or tube 
called the cantilever, which may itself be only as 
thick as a pin or needle.

Inside the cartridge body, the other end of the 
cantilever passes through a compliant synthetic 
rubber bung, the flexible pivot which allows stylus 
movement. The exact degree of flexibility or com
pliance may be very important.

Moving-magnet cartridges
The electrical generating elements are usually 
behind the pivot, a tiny magnet (or piece of mag
netically permeable material) being attached to 
the back end of the cantilever. Movements of the 
magnet in relation to the surrounding fixed coil 
windings produce tiny electrical signals in the 
latter. There are countless variations on the 
moving-magnet idea — ADC's induced magnet, 
Ortofon's 'Variable magnetic Shunt; Grado's 'Flux 
Bridger' and the Glanz 'Moving Flux' — most of 
which use a moving element of magnetically 
permeable material (allowing low moving mass) 
which is arranged to vary the field of a fixed 
magnet in proximity to the fixed coils. With some 
exceptions (Linn, Rega), moving magnet carb 
ridges have user replaceable stylus assemblies, 
generally at around 80% of the cartridge price.

Moving-coil cartridges
Where the coils are the moving element of the 
generator, they are usually mounted in front of the 
pivot block, and their movement in relation to very 

powerful fixed magnet produces the musical 
signal. Owing to the need for wire connections 
to the moving parts, and the desirability of rigid 
construction, moving-coils hardly ever have 
replaceable styli; instead, the maker will usually 
offer a trade-in deal which probably amounts to 
a similar proportion of the price. 'High-output' 
moving coils produce big enough signal voltages 
(though sometimes only just) to drive normal 
amplifier disc inputs, while 'low-output' types 
need an 'me' input, or alternatively a special 'head^ 
amp' or step-up transformer.

Disc principles
As it traces the groove to convert mechanical 
movements to electrical signals, the cartridge is 
performing the reverse function of the cutter 
which produced the groove on the master disc. 
In fact some cartridge and turntable manufactu^ 
rers have made advertising claims to the effect 
that their product follows the operating principle 
of the cutter more closely than its competitors. 
So before discussing cartridges in more detail, 
we should look very briefly at how the record is 
cut. Comparison of the recording and replay 
processes does shed some light on the way the 
cartridge should work.

Disc cutting
On the cutting lathe, a lacquer master disc, made 
of relatively soft plastic, is held down very firmly 
on the platter by vacuum suction. The cutter head 
carries a tiny, accurately-shaped diamond chisel, 
or cutting stylus, which is operated by a number 
of feedback-controlled motors; when electrical 
signals representing music (and stored on tape) 
are amplified and fed to the cutter head, the 
cutting stylus carves an accurately-controlled 
groove in the master disc. From this master, a 
series of moulding and electroplating processes 
yields a negative stamper which is used to press 
the vinyl discs themselves.

Stereo recording and playback
In the days of mono, the cutter was simply driven 
from side to side to produce lateral 'wiggles' in 
the groove. For stereo, two separate sound chan
nels must be recorded in a single groove, and to 
achieve this the cutter head is driven diagonally 
as shown in the diagram. If there is sound in one 
channel only, the groove will undulate at 45 
degrees to the record surface, in the direction A-

J



CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

B for one channel or C-D for the other. This 
system is called 45/45 stereo. If the sound signal 
is identical on both channels, the net result will 
be a horizontal movement — in other words, a 
mono signal. If the oscillating signals in the two 
channels are at any given moment moving in 
opposite directions (that is they are 'out of phase), 
the net result will be a vertical movement of the 
cutter.

In practice, the music signal will be a complex 
combination of in-phase and out-of-phase com
ponents, and on replay it is the presence of the 
latter that produces the stereo effect of instru
ments or voices variously positioned across the 
'sound stage' between and around the speakers. 
This is why, in order to play back stereo records, 
the cartridge pivot has to allow vertical stylus 
movements as well as horizontal ones.

Cartridge support
In disc mastering, the cutting head is driven 
radially across the disc with the utmost precision, 
its position always tightly controlled; unfortu
nately, the same situation cannot exist for play
back. The cartridge cannot be driven across the 
disc as the cutter was, since it must follow the 
groove through changes of spiral pitch, eccentri
cities and warps. So the cartridge must be sup

ported in a way which allows it to be pulled slowly 
across the disc by the groove and to climb over 
warps, while maintaining the steady position of 
the cartridge body relative to the part of the 
groove being traced. This is only possible 
because the vital movements of the stylus relative 
to the cartridge body (produced by the 'wiggles' 
in the groove) are actually vibrations at frequen
cies of above 20Hz (20 cycles per second) while 
the larger-scale ann movements are at slow speed 
(hence lower frequencies) and so the two kinds 
of movement can be more or less prevented from 
interfering with each other.

Compliance and resonance
However, the cartridge compliance, connected to 
the mass of the arm, is in mechanical terms a 
spring and weight arrangement, and as such has 
a resonant frequency, determined by the values 
of compliance and arm effective mass. If excited 
at or near this frequency, the combination will 
vibrate in an uncontrolled fashion. The answer is 
to ensure that the resonant frequency lies some- 
wh7re near 10Hz — high enough not to be excited 
by gassing record warps, footfalls or turntable 
suspension movements, but low enough to be 
clear of the lowest-frequency signals on the 
record.

SPHERICAL

FRONT 
(ELEVATION) 
VIEW

ELLIPTICAL LINE-CONTACT v
PLAN
VIEW

SHAPE OF 
'FOOTPRINT' oo

Different stylus types: The three sets of diagrams above attempt to show the difference between the main 
types of stylus profile, although these two-dimensional views cannot show the 3-0 forms accurately. The 
'footprint' shows the shape ot the tip's contact area on the angled groove wall, and is not drawn to scale.
6



CONSUMER INTRODUCTION
In this book, the cartridge reviews quote the 

range of arm effective mass that will be suitable, 
and of course effective mass is quoted for each 
arm reviewed - so cartridge/arm matching 
should be a simple matter. For other combina
tions, refer to the diagram on page 17, which 
should give the answer for any possible case. It 
would seem that ideally, lateral and vertical 
compliances should be similar, as resonances 
in both planes should be watched, but sometimes 
this is not the case; it is interesting to note that 
the Decca cartridge, which has almost no vertical 
and quite high lateral compliance, was originally 
conceived partly for an abortive early stereo 
technique which did not use the 45/45 idea

Resonances may be more or less damped by 
the cartridge suspension system, so that even at 
non-optimum frequencies their effects will be 
lessened. The extreme case is the Shure's exter
nal damper brush, which suppresses the arm/ 
cartridge resonance so effectively that the cart
ridge will work in virtually any arm. Lightly- 
damped cartridges, Paul Messenger concludes, 
will on the other hand work well only with high- 
quality turntables and arms, which do not intro
duce low-frequency problems of their own.

The other important resonance which occurs 
in cartridges is that of the stylus tip mass and 
the compliance of the vinyl. Where this occurs 
in the audio band (below 20kHz) it may be used 
deliberately to extend the treble response; but the 
most refined modern cartridges have ultra-low tip 
mass and therefore a high resonant frequency 
But the HF resonance can be an important factor 
in the sound character and tonal balance of a 
cartridge.

Tracking angle error and 'linear tracking'
Still the most common, and usually the most 
effective, arms are of the pivoted type which 
sweeps the stylus across the disc in an arc 
(usually of about 230mm radius). This means that 
during play the axis of the cartridge turns slightly 
away from the ideal tangent to the groove. In fact, 
modern arms are designed with a combination of 
offset, that is, the cartridge is mounted at an angle 
to a line which joins it and the arm pivot, and 
overhang, that is, the cartridge is set so that the 
arc described by the stylus passes not through 
the centre spindle but beyond, or rather in front 
of it.

This geometrical trick minimises the lateral 
tracking angle error, which is held to within a 
degree or so across the disc and actually reaches 
zero at points near the inside and outside 
grooves. To get the cartridge aligned properly, it 

is best to use an alignment protractor (Elite, 
Heybrook etc). If the arm geometry and mounting 
position on the turntable is correct, it should be 
possible to get the cartridge in the correct posi
tion and straight in the headshell.

'Linear tracking' arms, so called because they 
purported originally to do away with tracking 
angle error, move bodily across the disc under 
se^motor control; but in practice, well-designed 
pivoted arm reduce the error and resultant distor
tions to negligible proportions anyway, and most 
linear tracking arms in our experience have pro
duced poor sound, due to their lack of rigidity, 
particularly if the sliding bearings at the back are 
sloppy.

Vertical tracking angle
The edge or face of the cutter, viewed from the 
side, cannot for practical reasons be made exactly 
perpendicular to the surface of the master, but 
is set at an angle to the vertical which is suppos
edly held to an international standard of 20 
degrees. In theory, the 'reading' edge of the stylus 
should be set at this same 'vertical tracking angle: 
but in practice both cutters and cartridges depart 
from the standard. Any discrepancy must result 
in increased distortion on playback. Strictly 
speaking, the cartridge manufacturer should 
make sure that the stylus is set at the correct 
angle to the cantilever; incorrect VTA here can in 
effect be compensated for by arm height adjust
ment - but remember that a huge vertical move
ment at the arm pillar is needed to make a tiny 
angular change at the cartridge end.

Stylus profiles
For accurate groove tracing the stylus tip ought 
ideally to resemble the V-shaped cutting edge of 
the cutter, but of course if it got too close to this 
it would do some cutting of its own! The simplest 
stylus tip is the spherical or conical type, which 
leaves a circular footprint' on each groove wall. 
The length of this footprint limits the tip's ability 
to get in and out of the shortest modulations. This 
is fairly unimportant at the outside grooves, where 
the vinyl is travelling past the tip quite fast, but 
at the inner grooves, the stylus becomes unable 
to trace short (high frequency) groove excursions. 
Because of this, spherical stylii may tend to pro
duce noticeably less treble towards the end of a 
record side.

This problem was first overcome by the intro
duction of elliptical (often in fact 'bi-radial' rather 
than true 'swept' elliptical) tips, where a smaller 
radius 'edge' gave improved high frequency trac
ing - though the smaller contact area enforced 

7



Now a group of
MPs reallyworth

listening to.
What Hi-fi?
Awards

$0

®NAGAOKA ®NAGAOKA @NAGAOKA

MOVING PERMALLOY 
STEREO CARTRIDGE

/MP-1O
MP10 "Very much the 'baby' of the Nagoaka 
moving magnet range. the MP10 shares the same 
impressively rigid body structure

"Separation figures rivalled many cartridges 
costing many times the poce. even showing 
respectable control at high frequencies".

"The MP10 was very well liked for the 
seamlessness' and control of its sound, which 
showed iemMkdbly good integration for such a 
low cost design'

"An obvious best buy"
HiFi Choice

MP10 £14.

Styli fully interchangeable for ease 
and economy of upgrading.

MOVING PERMALLOY 
STEREO CARTRIDGE 

/UP-11
MP11 "In terms of sound quality. the MP11 
stood out as the cledr winner Its ability to get the 
last degree of articulation and control from a bass 
m ' v or synth line could make even the excellent 
C77 seem a In iIe ponderous at lime). Piano and 
synthesiser chord changes seem !o be conveyed 
more precisely with the MP11. Nhilc vocals are 
open and backing vocals are very well separated 
and articulated' ... It has all the detail and delicacy 
of the C77 wilh an added power and life that 
really help to convey d rhythm line"

"Superb sound. Excellent mounting quality.
Nothing to concise at ihe price" 
What Hifi 12 cartridge supertest

"Wilh much improved quality control. the 
MP11 now offers a superb all round performance 
for the price"'
What Hifi Awards 1985 Best cartridge under ¿50

MP11 £19.

MOVING PERMALLOY 
STEREO CARTRIDGE 

/UP-1 Iboron

MP11 Boron "Low mass tips are often 
expensive to engineer and diffiLu<t to align" 

"Nagaoka heve come up with a novel solution to 
reducing moving mass in the popular MP11 de)ign" 

"Nagaoka use a shanked diamond. where only 
the tip is made from dijmond. but unlike other 
shanks which use diamond rn a metal alloy ihi$ 
u)es Boron. Bomn has simiLii' 'strength' 
properties to sapphire and yet it's nearly a third 
lighter than diamond  ̂'

"The sound quality improvement fully )u$tifies 
the price difference on the new model. The MP11 
Boron shows itself very cdpably m complej 
tymbal and percussion passages. It proved more 
<apdble of revealing the atmosphere of the 
recording acou)ti(

"The audibly lower distortion of the MP11 
Boron gives music a much more confident 
dynarnic quality ... it can < ompete well out of ils 
pnce category' ' 
WhatHifi MP11 Boron £29.

NAGAOKA
MPs that keep their promise.

PATH LIMITED, 1 BERENS ROAD. LONDON NW10 SDY. TELEPHONE: 01 969 2514 TELEX: 8814198



CONSUMER INTRODUCTION
lower tracking weights (down to 1g) and higher 
compliance to avoid increasing the pressure on 
the vinyl to the point of permanent groove 
damage.

Further development has brought the range of 
'line contact' tip types, which extend the foot
print' of the elliptical stylus up the wall of the 
groove, increasing contact area and hence allow
ing higher tracking weights and lower 
compliances.

The earliest line contact stylus was the Shibata 
type, introduced in the early 1970s for the ill-fated 
CD-4 quadrophonic system which demanded a 
frequency response extended to 38kHz (a 
requirement which, incidentally, helped to enforce 
the use of low-capacitance arm leads) but for 
normal stereo use these tended to an over-bright 
sound quality. Recent developments have been 
much more successful and there are now many 
advanced ‘super elliptical' types.

Tracking weight and mlstracklng
While Shure long ago designed cartridges that 
could track very well at 1g, other manufacturers 
have never quite reached this point. Many people 
still mistakenly believe that lighter tracking forces 
will automatically mean less groove damage and 
wear, when in fact the reverse is often true. If a 
cartridge fails to track (most obviously resulting 
in momentary treble spittiness or sibilant distor
tion on loud passages) then the stylus, instead 
of following the groove closely, is bouncing 
around and damaging it. The answer is, always 
stick near the top of the manufacturers' recom-

The stereo disc: this diagram represents either cutter 
or stylus. The lines A+ to B- and C + to D- show 
the direction of vibration corresponding to the signals 
of each channel. A side-to side vibration of cutter or 
stylus will cut or read (respectively) two signals of the 
same size and phase (both channels moving, to ' + 'at 
the same time). This gives a central mono signal. A 
vertical cut gives equal size signals but out of phase, 
so that the two channels when mixed together will 
cancel.

mended tracking weight range — the lower figure 
quoted may be rather optimistic !

Blas correction
An outward force applied to the arm by a thread- 
and-weight, spring or other device, bias correction 
counteracts the inward pull created by the arm 
geometry. Usually, the bias calibration on the turn
table (related to tracking weight) will be approxi
mately right, but fine-tuning will be well worth it 
because bias requirements vary according to cart
ridge design. Too little bias causes mistracking 
on the right channel, too much, mistracking on 
the left. A test record such as HFS 81 will be 
helpful here.

T4P or 'P-Mount' cartridges
Many cartridges have produced turntables which 
dispense with the conventional cartridge mount
ing bolts, and indeed with all the fiddly business 
of wiring and aligning the pickup. A couple of 
years ago, Technics introduced the T4P standard 
which specifies arm and cartridge mass as well 
as the design of the plug-in body, so any 'P-mount' 
cartridge will give the same 1.25g tracking force 
with no adjustment whatsoever by the consumer. 
We h^ only tested P-mount cartridges which are 

supplied with an adaptor to allow the use of 
normal mounting bolts, when unfortunately many 
sounded unsatisfactory due to the lack of mech
anical integrity of the adaptor. But it must be 
remembered that the T4P idea is primarily applic
able to midi- and rack-system turntables, which 
fall somewhat outside the scope of this book.

Choosing and Installing
Turntable and arm design questions are fully 
covered in the Technical Introduction which pre
cedes the turntable review section later in this 
book. Suffice it to say here that the turntable and 
arm have a fundamental effect on the sound 
quality of a cartridge, and that it is well worthwhile 
to seek out a balanced combination rather than 
to plump immediately for one 'super' component 
at the expense of the others. The reviews in this 
book should give a helpful guide to subjectively 
‘right' combinations, as well as making sure that 
you avoid mechanical or electrical mismatches. 
But of course the best way is to seek out a helpful 
dealer, who will introduce you to a range of com
binations without exerting undue pressure or bias. 
And if you are not too confident of your installa
tion abilities, he will be able to make sure every
thing works perfectly — leaving you to simply 
enjoy the music.

Steve Harris
9



OUR NEW CARTRIDGE HAS SOMETHING V 
A VARIARLEP

Hi-Fi cartridges (even the more expensive 
ones) have sometimes had one thing wrong 
with them.

If you want to upgrade them, you have to 
throw away the old cartridge. Along with 
the money it cost you.

Ortofon have found a way round 
this frustrating dilemma. And we've 
made it the principle behind our new

series of Optimum Match cartridges.
The OM Range (as it's more catchily known) 

features two basic cartridges.
Which, between them, will match almost any 

contemporary tonearm.
The OM, for all standard fittings, 

complete with removable weight-plate 
to differentiate between low and 
medium-mass models.



And the OMP for P mount (Plug-in), fittings.
Both these cartridges can then be fitted 

from a choice of three different stylus units, of 
increasing quality. The 10, an Elliptical diamond.
The 20, a nude, highly-polished Elliptical 
diamond. And the 30, a highly-polished 
Fine Line diamond.

So, you can improve the perform
ance of your cartridge without actually 

be something else you 
never expected from 
Ortofon.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT' ORTOFON ITO., DENMARK HOUSE, TAVSTDCK 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ''• TWYFORD, BERKS. RC!O 9NJ. TELEPHONE' (0734} 343611.

changing the whole cartridge unit.
Have a look and listen at the new OM range at 

your Ortofon stockist. With the OM10 or OMP10 
only setting you back around £14, the prices will

ortofon
accuracy in sound



Listen to Ariston from 
the following dealers:

AUDIO EXCELLENCE Cardiff
AUDIO EXCELLENT Swansea
AERCO Farnborough
AERCO Liverpool
BARTLETS London
BEECHWOOD AUDIO Braintree
BRENTWOOD MUSIC CENTRE Brentwood
W. DARBY St Albans
PETER ELIS Newark
E.T.S. Helston
GELSON AUDO Middlesbrough
HUDDERSFIELD HiFi Huddersfield
HUGHES Lowestoft
KENSINGTON HiFi London
MIDLAND HiFi Wolverhampton
MUSIC ROOM Glasgow
MUSIC ROOM Manchester
RUTTERS Salisbury
RUTTERS Devizes
SOUND SENSE London
STILTION AUDIO Peterborough
TARGET ELECTRIC Dunstable

ARISTON ACOUSTICS
Freeport, Scotland 

Prestwick International Airport 
Prestwick, Ayrshire KA9 2RB 

Tel: 0292 76933
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION:
CARTRIDGES

All the cartridges covered in this book have been subjected to stringent lab tests as well as careful 
listening tests. This section explains how and why the various tests were carried out.

This is the sixth Choice to cover cartridges, and 
the second by the present author; the reviewing 
approach and test techniques are substantially 
unchanged since the last edition, and so do 
generally allow direct comparison between older 
models and the new ones included here for the 
first time.

I should first note my personal preference for 
subjective rather than measurement-based review
ing. Not that I deny the value of technical results 
— I for one find them fascinating reading, and lab 
measurements do frequently offer valuable 
insights — but they are fundamentally less use
ful than auditioning and hands-on experience of 
even the briefest kind.

In its original inception, Choice attempted to 
test everything that was available, but in the early 
years this may have amounted to only 50 or so 
components in any product category. More 
recently, there have been up to 300 cartridges 
available (to a greater or lesser extent) on the UK 
market, under around 50 different brands. For the 
1984 Cartridges edition, we received samples of 
about 140 different models, covering the great 
majority of available brands.

To cope with this number of models we took 
advantage of a recent development in test 
equipment and evolved a two-part test pro
gramme; each cartridge was given a relatively 
superficial first review, which nonetheless 
enabled us to accumulate an enormous amount 
of data, and to make a selection, based on various 
considerations, of models which would be given 
extended full reviews. This time round, the 
number of new models to be covered was some
what smaller and so all were subjected to full 
reviews.

Review criteria
There are many possible ways to analyse 
cartridges. For the purpose of this review exercise, 
sound quality takes precedence, though a reason
able technical performance is expected to back 
this up. We also take note of the practicality of 
the design, in terms of its suitability to 
commercially available turntables and arms.

We are frankly suspicious of the over-compliant 
cartridge. The low frequency resonance inter
action between arm and cartridge mass and 
cartridge low frequency compliance is a vital 
determinant of overall performance. The target 
range’ has traditionally been set at 8-12Hz, though 
our experience suggests that resonance 

frequencies below 10Hz are better avoided, 
provided this is not achieved at the expense of 
flimsiness in arm construction. Mechanical 
rigidity in the cartridge structure must be an 
important ingredient of sound quality, or why 
would mechanical rigidity play such an important 
part in the sound of different tonearms? A good 
tonearm is designed to accommodate the vibra
tional energy fed to it from the cartridge, so there 
is no earthly point in its owner fitting a cartridge 
which absorbs its own energy by sympathetic 
stator and body vibrations, and consequent loss 
of signal information.

Initial measurements
One of the more useful hi-fi by-products of the 
microcomputer revolution has been the introduc
tion by cartridge manufacturer Ortofon of the 
TC3000 cartridge test system. A strength of the 
TC3000 over traditional techniques is the 
simplicity with which one can check the total 
performance of the system when varying para
meters such as tracking weight, vertical tracking 
angle, bias compensation and input capacitance.

By no means a replacement for the careful 
examination using a variety of test discs in a well- 
equipped laboratory, it does provide a simple, 
quick, and impressively repeatable means of 
gleaning many of the most important parameters 
of cartridge performance. It therefore provided the 
foundation for the first series of 'screening' tests 
which were applied to all cartridges.

Low-frequency resonance
The data on low frequency resonance is in
valuable for ensuring good arm mass/compliance 
compatibility.

Figures for vertical and horizontal resonant 
frequencies and the resonance rise quoted in the 
data tables are for the individual cartridges 
mounted in an arm of 13.5g effective mass (a 
figure close to the mean of conventional single
pivot arms).

Channel balance
The spot measurements relating to channel 
balance, separation and tracking abilities also 
provide useful information on the cartridges, 
though their 'spotty' nature means that they 
should not be over-interpreted!

11 is better to rely upon response graphs for 
channel balance, as a variation of this factor 
across the frequency band is more troublesome

13



TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION:
CARTRIDGES
than a specific constant shift which may be 
corrected simply enough by a balance adjustment 
on the amplifier. (In the published graphs, we have 
separated left and right channel traces for clarity, 
but this makes any overall imbalance less obvious 
- Ed).

Tracking ability
Most cartridges sailed happily through the 
tracking ability test provided on the computer 
system, which provided a maximum test level of 
80pm. One might infer that the tracking test was 
insufficiently severe, but in the author's opinion 
a sensible maximum has been chosen which 
indicates those cartridges which may cause 
problems if used unwisely, while avoiding the un
necessary 'glamorisation' of 'supertrackers'. It is 
in fact a reflection of the relative tack of 
importance that need be attached to this para
meter nowadays, despite the fact that historically 
it was for many years accepted as a prime arbiter 
of cartridge quality.

Over many years the author has extensively 
used some of the 'worst' tracking cartridges in 
the book, where 80pm looks like pure self
indulgence, yet scarcely ever encountered 
mistracking during regular everyday use. Those 
with a particular penchant for operatic and choral 
music (or with a peculiar obsession with special 
audiophile discs) would do well to be a little 
cautious of the poorest trackers, but many users 
will no doubt find themselves confirming the 
author's experiences. Today's best cartridge 
engineering can give perfectly adequate tracking 
abilities without compromising performance and 
sound quality through too high a compliance for 
sensible arm matching. And again, in the author's 
opinion and experience, there's no better way to 
get good tracking from a cartridge than to start 
with a decent turntable/arm foundation.

Channel separation
As with channel balance, the computer test's 
single 'figure of goodness' for channel separation 
is really only a guideline and may often be a 
substantial oversimplification. Many cartridges 
comfortably achieved the computer's maximum 
of 30dB on both channels. The more detailed 
figures quoted in all full reviews as 'stereo 
separation', giving both left-on-right and right-on- 
left crosstalk at three frequencies, obviously give 
a more complete picture.

Frequency response figures
The frequency response measurements needed 
to be carefully interpreted in the light of 
14

experience with the machine and discs. We 
conducted exhaustive statistical analysis of 
results, and relied upon comparison with various 
mean values obtained from different samples of 
the test cartridges. While this approach does not 
attempt to define an absolute 'flatness' of 
response, it has the benefit of establishing a 
cartridge's performance in relation to the norm.

Output level
The final useful computer-derived measurement 
is that of output level. Not so much because of 
the actual value, but again because a specific cart
ridge's output can be related to the mean for the 
type (low or high output).

As a rough guide, figures twice or half the mean 
are most unlikely to cause amplifier matching 
problems, and three times or one-third can 
generally be accommodated. Mean values 
recorded (one channel, 1kHz, 5cm/s) were 3.6mV 
for high output cartridges and 0.29mV for low 
output models.

Extended Technical Tests
Frequency response graphs for the full reviews 
were plotted over the range 20Hz-20kHz, using the 
inner bands of the JVC TRS-100711 test disc. This 
ultra-thick and ultra-flat disc is widely regarded 
as an industry standard, and was of good enough 
quality to enable traces to be made at low and 
high writing speeds, the former to establish the 
general trend while the latter provided useful addi
tional information on the mechanical integrity of 
the cartridge and its general stability in the 
groove. Temperature was again held as closely as 
practical to 17-20° C, which is considered by the 
author to be most appropriate to the British 
climate, though below the range often specified 
by manufacturers.

The reference trace is taken with low- 
capacitance loading at the B&K measurement 
pre-amplifier (capacitance being 100pF including 
tonearm wiring and leads), which gets as close 
as possible to defining the inherent response of 
the cartridge.

Some moving magnet cartridges are 
specifically designed to make use of some addi
tional capacitance loading to enhance their 
response. Usually this is done by providing a 
tuned electrical resonance to interact construc
tively with the inherent mechanical losses of the 
particular design, and so optimise response. 
Critics of this technique can sagely point out that 
two wrongs rarely make a right.

It will be noted that there is a discrepany 
betweeen these reponses and data the



V?" .Mounting Bracket makes the new MMC 
generation a universal til. The MMC 
cartridgeweighsonly33g with the 
mounting bracket. Extra weight can be 
added depending on mountingscrews, 
angles.weight etc

Syrnmetncal Permalloy'Bo'dy sy closes the 
magnetic circuitolthe cartridge,actmg as a 
shield agamstthe eflect otexternal hum 
fields and makes it possible to design such a 
small cartridge.

Powerful Samarium Cobalt fur!gM9g!lfilt 
forms one ofthepoles mthearrgap, 
allowing for total symmetry in the magnetic 
system and no loss of magnetic current 
yivmghigh output

High Output, Low Impedance Coils make for 
easy matching and less critical choice ol 
tonearm cables and preamplifier input 
characteristics

Multi-radiaLContact Line Diamond 
{MMC 1&2) is ensuring you precise high 
frequencysound reprodu:tion,lowETM and 
thereby lowrecordwearand perfect 
tracking

Hollow Tube , C-ystai Sapphire Cantilever 
(MMC 1&2). The Sapphire is 5 times stifler 
than aluminium and 40% stiffer than 
beryllium. The sapphire tube cantilever 
ensures lineartransferof signalssmce 
longitudinal vibrations are eliminated

Patented Qomoutei designed Moving Micro 
'Cross Armature (lMCjywich is x-shaped, 
ensuresexcellentchannelseparationover 
theentire frequency range.llis miniaturized 
to ensure lowETM and thereby minimal 
record wearand internal resonance control

Specially Formulated Elastomer Suspension, 
together withthe precise,symmetrically 
mounted cantilever,ensuresthatthe stylus 
has a single,accurate pivotpointlo obtain 
better stereo imaging

The MMC series. Cartridges for the digital age.
Every music lover knows the excitement which comes 

from discovering a new hi-fi component that has suddenly 
made his music sound decisively better.

You will make that discovery, and experience that 
excitement, with the Bang & Olufsen MMC Series 
Cartridges.

No longer will you have awareness that a cartridge has 
interposed itself between the music as it was recorded, and 
the music you are hearing. On the contrary, you wtll 
delight in finding new depth, detail and spatial perspective 
in even your most familiar recordings.
The cartridge as an electronic component.

The phono cartridge, of course, is by nature an electro
mechanical component. However, Bang & Olufsen has 
succeeded in virtually removing the performance 

limitations placed on the cartridge by its mechanical 
design. The result is a change in cartridge performance so 
astounding, you might conclude that the Cartridges 
have become electronic components for the new age of 
improved software.
You already have the right turntable for an 
MMC cartridge.

The MMC Series contains a cartridge that will 
match or exceed the abilities of the turntable you own. 
In fact, you may well find that your turntable has more 
potential rhan you imagined. A correctly matched MMC 
cartridge simply makes high performance possible where it 
wasn't before. And at prices starting from around £21, 
the improvement will be far from expensive'

The use of Samarium Cobalt for 
the MMC's ring magnet has 
a owed a slgiff cant reduction in 
the pckups oveial sze Its 
extreme sma ness and ghtness 
{on y 3 3g inc u(Lng h" mounting) 4J||| 
means that the advantages of the " 
MMC techn que 
can now be 
enjoyed by users 
of heavier arms 
too!

Actual size 
of cartridge

MMC1 MMC2 MMC3 MMC4 MMC5

Sty us 
d amond

Unframed 
contact line

Unframed 
contact line

Unframed 
elliptical

Titanium 
bonded 
elliptical

Titanium 
bonded 
elliptical

Cant ever Sapphire 
tube

Sapphire 
tube

Tapered 
aluminium 
tube

Tapered 
aluminium 
tube

Straight 
aluminium 
tube

Effective 
tip mass

0.25 mg 0.3 mg 0.35 mg 0.4 mg 0.5mg

Compliance 30^mlmN 30^mlmN 25^mlmN 25^mlmN 20^mlmN

Frequency 
response

20-20,000 Hz
±1 dB

20-20,000 Hz 
±15dB

20-20,000 Hz
±2dB

20-200100 Hz 
±25 bB

20-20,000 Hz 
±3dB

Channel 
separation

>30dB1KHz >25dB/1KHz >25dB1KHz >22dB1KHz >20dB1KHz

See and hear these amazing cartridges at your local Bang & Olufsen dealer or send for the free Design Srory to us, 
Bang & Olufsen UK Limited, Oept HC2, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. Telephone (0452) 21591

Bang & Olufsen



The van den Hui MC10 cartridge
The MCIO cartridge is the first cartridge
entirely designed and individually hand
built by A J van den Hul.

It embodies all his knowledge on cartridge 
design and mono-crystal technology.

It is probably the finest and most complete 
pick-up cartridge ever made.

Only a small quantity will ever be 
produced. Appropriately, it is already a 
collector's item.

Automation Sciences Company 
20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamstead

Herts. HP4 1 PA, England 
(044284-2786)

BI-FI CARE LTD
We don't stock or sell any hi-fi or video equipment!
But we do stock and specialise in hi-fi audio and video accessories for most leading 
brands of equipment.
Example: our stylus range begins from steel needles for wind-up gramophones to the 
very latest moving-coil cartridge for the most advanced turntable.

Why not visit Hi-Fi Care's walk round stores
To see the latest in microphones, headphones, record/tape care, audio/video tapes, 
switchboxes, plugs and leads, speaker/TV stands and brackets, cartridges and styli, 
TV/FM aerials and boosters, plus a comprehensive range of video accessories and many 
difficult to find accessory items too numerous to mention.
Our knowledgeable and helpful staff would be pleased to advise you on your 
requirements at:

HI-FI CARE LTD

245 Tottenham Court Road. London WI Tel 01 637 8911/2 
7 Tottenham Court Road. London WI Tel 01 637 0371

SHOP HOURS MON-SAT AM-6PM
PHONE ORDER CAN BE ACCEPTED ON ACCESS & VISA

TAX FREE SERVICE FOR OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION:
CARTRIDGES

Ortofon computer, which is also quoted. This is 
simply because the computer-derived data relates 
to a carefully chosen mean frequency response, 
whereas the pen chart assumes that the inherent 
response of the disc is ruler flat.

One naturally assumes that a flat frequency 
response is a desirable end in itself, but this is 
obviously an oversimplification. More important 
perhaps is the general response evenness, so that 
if a straight line is drawn through the graph, any 
departures from the line are small, and more 
particularly, gradual. Any sharp change in 
response is more distracting sonically, and 
indicative of problems, than a gradual one.

A valuable by-product of the response trace is 
the opportunity to examine channel balance 
closely and in detail, as this provides further clues 
to the mechanical integrity of generator and 
stator. Some discrepancy at high frequencies 
(above 10kHz) may be deemed acceptable, but 
variations between channels (as distinct from 
constant channel differences) are definitely to be 
avoided.

The other key measurement of cartridge 
performance is stereo separation. We used the 
same test disc (different bands), but this time 
recorded the result using third-octave band 
averaging on a computing spectrum analyser. 
Here we used a 50kHz bandwidth, which gave an 
opportunity to examine the amount of out-of-band 
spuria produced by the test cartridge.

This averaging technique can be rather flatter
ing to the cartridge, but is still capable of 
providing useful results on the general trend, and 
spotlighting any notable anomaly. It is probable 
that the actual value of separation (recorded at 
three selected frequency bands in the data table) 
is less important than the trends and anomalies, 
which are very sensitive indicators to the 
mechanical behaviour and internal alignment of 
the cartridge sample.

Stylus examination
For full reviews, all styli were carefully examined 
under a high quality stereo microscope. This was 
certainly capable of weeding out any duff 
samples, checking alignment, polish, quality of 
mounting and orientation, and confirming (or 
denying) the manufacturer's general claim for the 
tip type and quality.

Listening tests
All the submitted cartridges were run in and 
auditioned briefly as part of the 'screening' 
procedures. Further listening involved formal 
'blind' panel sessions.

Further extended listening was undertaken 
daily on specific models across a wide range of 
programme material.

Acknowledgements
The author would like to express his thanks first 
and foremost to all the distributors and manu
facturers who had sufficient faith to participate!

Special thanks for their support in the domestic 
listening are due to Exposure Electronics for the 
use of their facilities and to Jeffries Hi-Fi for much 
generous assistance throughout.

On the technical side, my thanks to Ortofon, 
without whose impressive TC3<00 computer data 
gathering would have been very hard work; Alvin 
Gold, for extended loan of his Neutrik pen
recorder; to Martin Colloms for his Nicolet 
computing spectrum analyser and a lot of 
invaluable advice; JVC for assistance with test 
discs; and Studio 99 for access to their Canon 
stereo microscope. And finally, by no means least 
to long-suffering assistant Xavier Wilcox, and to 
the willing volunteers who made up the listening 
panel.

Paul Messenger

Arm and cartridge resonance matching: the low- 
frequency resonance of an arm/cartridge combination 
can be calculated from the arm effective mass, 
cartridge mass and cartridge compliance. Add 
together the arm and cartridge masses, and draw in 
the corresponding vertical fine. Then draw in a 
horizontal line corresponding to cartridge compliance. 
Where the two lines Intersect, the resonant frequency 
can be read from the diagonal scale. The shaded area 
Is the optimum area within which the lines should 
Intersect.
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>AV^ PAVIO

Meanwwhile, back in foe real world...
...Quite frankly, at Audio T, we really dont mind if you feel 

the compulsion to align your Hi-fi along the lode-lines, set your 
room thermostat to 21-4c and don a white tie and tails, before 
you pick up your baton to enjoy an informal musical evening 
at home.

Whilst we specialise in the very best audio equipment 
available in the world today, we are happy to be able to offer 
consistently enjoyable real music systems for less than £300.00 
(complete with cables etc.l.

We stock fine equipment from -
A&R AIWA ALPHASON AUDIOLAB AUDIO RESEARCH BURMESTER CREEK CROFT DENON DUAL 

DUNLOP GALE HEYBROOK KOETSU KRELL LINN MAGNUM MICHELL MISSION/CYRUS NAKAMICHI 
PINK TRIANGLE PROAC QUAD ROTEL SPENDOR THORENS VAN DEN HUL YAMAHA ZETA

Phone for an appointment in 
either of our two demonstration rooms.

OEMMSTMTKM

AudioT
190 West End Lane 

London
NW61SQ

01 794 7848
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REASSESSED

ADC Phase I
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 500
Tel (0753) 76911

This long established American cartridge 
manufacturer is best known for using an 
'induced magnet' variation on the moving 
magnet theme. ADC have applied this basic 
principle at different levels of refinement over 
many years.

Currently, the Phase 1 is the cheapest ADC 
model. The detachable stylus assembly is a bit 
fiddly to fit properly, but the body is solidly 
made and can be secured tightly in the 
headshell.

The stylus has a spherical tip which was 
quite small and neatly mounted. Tracking 
weight is a sensible 2g, the compliance quite 
low (lower than the other ADCs), and the LF 
resonance well-damped, so the cartridge is 
suitable for a wide range of arms, with only the 
lowest mass examples best avoided.

Lab report
The output level and electrical amplifier 
loading requirements are average, so will suit 
all amplifiers. Although capacitance change 
made a minor difference to the response, the 
value seemed subjectively irrelevant.

Frequency response shows a generally 
smooth trend with pronounced but gentle 
treble rolloff. Channel imbalances are slight 
and confined to the frequency extremes, but 
there is clear evidence of some mechanical 
resonances in the midband.

Separation results were reasonable enough 
for the price, the spectrum analyser confirming 
the computer readings. Tracking abilities are 
clearly more than adequate, assisted by the 
highish tracking weight but impressive enough 
considering the compliance.

Sound quality
The balance of this cartridge was particularly 
liked. Considering its low price level, it showed 
a general midrange integrity which could be 

the envy of more expensive designs, and sur
prisingly good 'focus' for a modest model, 
though inevitably there was little real 
impression of stereo depth.

Very much an 'up-front midrange' cartridge, 
the Phase I offered treble that was inevitably 
lacking in output and detail. The bass lacked 
impact while still sounding quite firm and 
detailed. Though it could be said to lack 
subtlety, the sound was quite tuneful and 
involving, and well suited to rock material. The 
cartridge seemed unusually stable in the 
groove, which often seems to be associated 
with a solid coherent sound.

Conclusions
This is an unpretentious cartridge that 
manages to deliver a rather fine balance of 
qualities, particularly well-suited to budget 
turntables. Clearly a Best Buy, it offers almost 
universal compatibility and a decent sound 
quality. Even the treble rolloff could well be a 
positive benefit in the context of a budget 
system.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.....................................................moving magnet 5.8g
Stylus type......................................................................... spherical
Stylus inspection result......................well mounted, little polish
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)....................................................3.5mV
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/s).........................................-1dB
Channel balance.................................................................... 0.25dB
Channel separation (L,R)................................................ 21.6, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................... 80, 80Hm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.....................................+ 1, -2dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz...................... + 1, - 7dB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........24, 23, 20dB
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........29, 29, 23dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz............0, 0.5, OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1 kHz-15kHz.... + 0, - 3dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.....+ 0, - 6dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.........................................2g, 275pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................ 11, 11Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).......................................15, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass...................................... 8-18g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).........................11.3, 10dB
Typical selling price.....................................................................£12

Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

ADC Phase IV _____
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street.Slough, Berks SLL5DD 
Tel(0753) 76911

bass and lower mid, but in the case of the IV 
the treble seemed a trifle 'detached'. The bass 
was rather lacking in 'weight' and 'power', 
though it was quite tuneful and uncoloured.

Stereo imaging was quite nicely focussed 
with reasonable depth, if a trifle 'narrow'. 
Though not the most dynamic of cartridges, it 
sounded pretty consistent throughout the 
range and seemed well-suited to all types of 
music. The cartridge sat reasonably securely in 
the groove despite the lowish tracking weight, 
though surface noise seemed a touch empha
sised.

This £41 model is the top of the range for the 
traditional Phase series ADC induced magnet 
cartridges. The body construction seems 
sound, with sensible mounting lugs for firm 
headshell fixing, though removing or fitting the 
stylus assembly — in this instance carbon 
fibre instead of ordinary plastic — was a bit 
fiddly.

A nude elliptical stylus is specified, and this 
was confirmed on inspection. Tracking weight 
is a lowish 1.2g, and the compliance and damp
ing are moderate enough to suit a wide range 
of low-medium mass arms.

Lab report
Output level and capacitance loading require
ments are entirely average, which should ensure 
good amplifier compatibility. Capacitance 
adjustment does change response slightly, 
though not to the extent of being subjectively 
too distracting.

Frequency response showed a very smooth 
gently falling treble range with low loading 
whi;h was rather better maintained but then 
rolled mo re ;harpl; !;th increased capaci
tance. Channel balance was only fair, with 
some variation particularly at low frequencies 
(like Phase I). Interestingly, due either to the 
carbon fibre or the higher compliance, the 
midrange resonances noted with the '/ were 
virtually absent.

Channel separation was a touch disappoint
ing considering the price level, being poorest 
at low frequencies, with some asymmetry. 
Tracking ability, on the other hand, was fine.

Sound quality
The improvement of high frequency output 
over the ’I was immediately obvious, though 
perhaps a trifle too much so. There is a family 
resemblance about the sound of the Phases 
which preserves fine integrity though the upper

Conclusions
This is a pretty well-balanced design, as the 
Phase series generally seem to be. It suits the 
lower mass arms best, and can sound a touch 
'bright', but detail and integrity are pretty good, 
and the sound betters many at its price.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...................................................... moving magnet 5.8g
Stylus type.............................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result...........................................adequate nude
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)..................................................3.48mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)......................................- 1.5dB
Channel balance....................................................................1.03d8
Channel separation (L,R)................................................24.6, 30dB
Tracking ability(L,R)... . ....80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.....................+ 0.5, - 2d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz + 0.5, -4.5d8 
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......28, 31,26d8
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 30, 30, 25dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz...... 0, 0.5, 0.5dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz. ... + 0, -2d8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1 kHz-20kHz..... + 0, - 3d8 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................1.5g, 275pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).................. 9.5, 8Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................16, 22cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................ 5-14g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).......................13.5, 13.5d8
Typical selling price......................      £41

Frequency response, left and right channels
•BASS» «MIDRANGE» «TREBLE»
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Frequency response with higher toad capacitance
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REASSESSED

A&R C77
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach 
Tel (0223) 861550

, Cambridge CB6 9PB

A&R are best known for their A60 amplifier, but 
in recent years they have expanded their acti
vities into the loudspeaker and cartridge 
markets. Their original cartridge policy was to 
take a fairly conventional moving magnet 
design and specify a very high quality stylus 
(Weinz Paree on the original Pll), while 
keeping the price quite modest.

They have added other models since, and 
made a number of developmental changes, so 
there are now three moving magnet cartridges, 
sharing a common body but differing in styli 
and cantilevers. The newer PMX10 is a moving
coil model which applies the original concept 
to a moving-coil design of Goldring manu
facture.

The unassuming C77 moving magnet model 
shows good mechanical integrity in body and 
stylus assembly. The latter has a spherical tip 
which was small, neat and well-mounted. Com
pliance is moderate with little damping, suited 
to the many arms in the effective mass range 
7-15g. Tracking weight for this model is a 
sensible 1.8g, a figure which confers reason
able groove security.

Lab report
Output is conveniently average, and amplifier 
input capacitance is quite uncritical (250pF 
increase adding 1dB to treble level).

Frequency response showed a fairly obvious 
broad 3dB suckout in the mid treble, followed 
by a mild rise to the 16/17kHz resonance. 
Channel balance improved steadily towards 
high frequencies, and the overall trace did in 
fact manage to look quite 'clean' even at high 
writing speeds.

The separation analysis showed decent 
enough figures which were generally pretty 
consistent down to low frequencies, though 
reducing somewhat at HF. Tracking abilities 
were fine.

Sound quality
The measured frequency balance was quite 
obvious in the sound quality, but this is some
thing of a compliment to an inherently very 
clear and clean sounding cartridge, which in 
many respects sounds most impressive con
sidering its price.

The treble peak was a trifle obvious and 
sounded a little 'detached', perhaps because 
the extreme HF was not particularly detailed. 
Elsewhere the balance and dynamics were 
thoroughly impressive, with plenty of 'bounce' 
and a genuine attempt to convey stereo depth. 
Surface noise was not exaggerated, midrange 
focus was pretty good, and the general 
integrity was good.

Conclusions
Belying its rather nondescript appearance, the 
Cll is the sort of model that gives moving 
magnets a good name. It offers good compati
bility and sound quality at a very sensible price. 
Clearly a Best Buy, the only question mark lies 
over the treble peak and how it might interact 
with a given system and pair of ears.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.......................................................moving magnet 6g
Stylus type......................................................................... spherical
Stylus inspection result......................confirmed, well mounted
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)................................................3.75mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).......................................- 1dB
Channel balance.............. ......................................................0.85dB
Channel separation (l,R)............................................ 28.5, 28.8d8
Tracking ability (l,R).........................................................80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.................. + 1, -2.5d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz....................+ 1, -9dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.... 22, 31, 22dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.... 28, 24, 22dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz.... 0.5, 0.5, 1d8
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz..........  + 2.5, 
-1.5d8
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz + 2.5, -2d8 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................1.8g, 300pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)........... 10, 10.3Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)......................................16, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass..................................... 6d6g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)......................14.5, 12d8
Typical selling price......................................................................£20

Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

A&R P77
A&R Cambridge Ltd, De. ., '"' '"'"""" ''"'", Wa,.,0ooo0, O^"ri""' OOO "" 
Tel (0223) 861550

The original 77 started with a Weinz Paroc 
stylus profile on a conventional Japanese- 
sourced body/cantilever, chosen for good 
rigidity and sensible compliance. This stylus is 
now replaced by a special elliptical/line 
'profiled' tip, which is fitted in the UK.

The quality of this tiny nude tip was 
confirmed by inspection, and is fair justi
fication for the moderate £45 asking price. This 
A&R stylus assembly may be purchased 
separately, to upgrade any of the other A&R 
cartridges when the time comes for stylus 
replacement. Compliance was a touch lower 
than the other 77s, with rather greater 
damping, so low-medium effective mass arms 
are to be preferred.

Lab report
Medium output and uncritical capacitance 
loading should avoid any compatibility 
problems with amplifiers. Adding capacitance 
in fact served merely to fill the upper-mid/treble 
suckout by less than 1dB.

Frequency response showed a remarkable 
similarity to the C77, though the extreme HF 
peak was a trifle more pronounced. Channel 
balance was much closer - width-of-the-pen- 
trace stuff in fact - which confirms A&R's 
claim that they select the closest tolerance 
bodies for the P model. The trace itself was 
impressively smooth, with no obvious identi
fiable mechanical resonances midband.

Separation gave rather variable results, and 
it was difficult to determine a trend, but the 
figures were pretty reasonable nonetheless. 
Tracking abilities seemed fine.

Sound quality
Though the response indicated a less 
promising result than the C77, in fact the 
reverse was true. Though still a slightly 'tizzy' 
cartridge, the definition and 'sweetness' at 

high frequencies was improved sufficiently to 
render the peak somehow less sonically 
'isolated'.

In fact clarity, detail and control were 
impressive throughout, and quite good stereo 
images were produced, with reasonable depth 
albeit the occasional anomaly. The bass did 
sound a touch congested, perhaps the effect of 
increased damping which certainly made the 
cartridge very stable in the groove.

Conclusions
Another well balanced A&R cartridge, clearly 
meriting recommendation, the Pll does a 
pretty good job of justifying its extra cost over 
the C. Despite the measured response, it is one 
of the more listenable moving magnet cart
ridges around, while offering sensible wide
spread compatibility.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass..........................................................moving magnet 6g
Stylus type...................................................... ‘profiled’ line contact
Stylus inspection result........................ fine nude line contact tip
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)....................................................3.4mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)...................................... -1.5dB
Channel balance......................................................................0.36dB
Channel separation (L,R)................................................. 25.8, 24dB
Tracking ability (L,R)........................................................ 80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz^5Hz.....................+ 1, -2.5dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz^20kHz......................+ 1, -4dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 21,30, 22dB 
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 33, 26, 35dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz.............0, 0, 0.5d8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz .. +2, -1.5d8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz + 3.5, - 1.5d8 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................... 1.8g, 300pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...... 9, 8.6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................18, 19cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 6d5g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...................... 10.6, 10.6d8
Typical selling price............... ...............  £45

Frequency response (channels identical)
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Audio-Technica AT105E
Audio-Technica (UK) Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estate, Lew Road, Leeds
Tel (05321 771441

Cheapest of the Audio Technica branded models 
tested by Choice (though Linn's Basik is based 
on an even less expensive model), this £11.50 mag
netic cartridge nevertheless shares A:r’s latest 
tweak, L.C-OFC (linear crystal oxygen-free opper) 
wire, with most of its more expensive stable
mates.

It has a fairly rigid body shape, albeit with only 
half-circle mounting lugs, and a very firmly located 
stylus assembly and is solidly built; the spherical 
stylus - which when examined, appeared to 
carry a mild elliptical profile - tracks at a sen
sible 2g downforce.

Compliance is well chosen too, indicating com
patibility with a wide range of medium and high- 
ish mass arms, taking account of the highish 
mass of the cartridge itself. However there is little 
damping of the LF resonance, so the 105is likely 
to work best, when the turntable is of at least 
reasonable quality.

a cartridge at tnis price level, and the high fre
quency limitations tended to dominate listeners' 
reactions. While the sound was described as 'shut 
in' with the lack of extreme treble emphasising 
the midband, the bass was praised for tightness, 
good articulation and integration.

Conclusions
This Audio Technica model provides solid value 
for money for those seeking a low price cartridge, 
though it is perhaps worth finding the extra fiver 
to go one rung further up the ladder. Better suited 
to medium and high mass arms and the better 
class of turntable, ii is capable of a lively 
performance and is inherently well engineered.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass....................................................... moving magnet 7.2g
Stylus type..........................................................conical (spherical)
Stylus inspection result...................................... very mild ellipse!
Output Level (1kHz, Semis)......................................................4.1mV
Relative output (OdB=lmV/cm/s)...............................................OdB
Channel balance....................................................................... 0.5dB
Channel separation (L,R).................................................. 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................... 80, 80pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz........+1.5, -1.5dB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz..........+1.5, -6dB 
Stereo Separation Lon R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........32, 35, 29dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 36, 36, 29dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz.. +1.5, -0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz. +1.5, -2.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading...........................................2g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................. 10, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................13, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass  ................................. 6d6g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).......................... 15, 17dB
Typical selling price.................................................................£11.50

Lab report
Output level is about average, and low (100-200pF) 
capacitance is specified. Increasing the capaci
tance loading did flatten the response up to 
10kHz, but curtailed the bandwidth thereafter and 
sharpened the peak a shade. Sonically, changes 
in loading seemed more innocuous than the 
measurements suggest, so pre-amp matching 
should be fairly uncritical.

Frequency response fell gently and smoothly 
some 2.5-3dB from 100Hz-10kHz; above 10kHz the 
treble rolled off quite quickly. The response traces 
are reasonably smooth, with only a couple of 
minor midrange 'glitches'.

Separation was quite good, 29dB being a very 
respectable 'worst case' at high frequencies, with 
3MB typical and symmetrical elsewhere. Tracking 
abilities seemed fine.

Sound quality
One should not perhaps expect a great deal from



Audio-Technica ATllOE
Audio-Technica (UK) Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estata Low Road, Leeds
Tel 10532) 771441

This conventional low cost (£16) magnetic 
cartridge shares bodywork and the new LC-OFC 
(linear crystal) wiring with the 105 and 115E The 
rigid body, mildly compromised by half-circle 
mounting lugs, accepts a firmly located stylus 
assembly. It tracks securely enough at a sensible 
152g, though the specified mild-profile elliptical 
stylus looked suspiciously spherical under the 
'scope — a curious juxtaposition with the test 
'105.

Compliance is pretty sensible, suiting a wide 
range of arms, though better class turntables are 
to be preferred as there is little damping of the 
resonance. The highish mass of the cartridge 
suggests that the lowest mass arms are better 
avoided.

Lab report
Output level is about average, and although low 
capacitance is specified, a high capacitance load 
did flatten the response and extend the band
width, not to mention sounding slightly better. 
Most pre-amps should provide suitable loading, 
though experimentation with a little extra might 
pay off in some systems.

Frequency response downtilted quite notice
ably until some capacitance was added, when a 
good overall response to 14kHz was obtained. 
Channel balance error was a less than impressive 
11d8, though the match between channels was 
quite close. Even at the fast writing speed the 
response traces were pretty smooth, with only a 
couple of minor 'glitches'.

Separation was very good considering the 
modest price of this model, only mildly asymmet
rical and showing a 5d8 improvement at high fre
quencies over the cheaper '105.

Sound quality
The improvement over the cheaper 105due to the 
extra treble was immediately apparent in the 
listening tests, providing a significantly 'livelier' 

sound. With high capacitance loading the cart
ridge could sound rather brittle and aggressive, 
so the recommendation for low capacitance 
should be followed. The sound was quite 'fast’, 
firm' and 'bouncy', with a good overall balance, 
but a mild 'steely' coloration was also described.

Conclusions
This exceedingly well balanced budget cartridge 
is a very capable performer, with few grounds for 
technical criticism, a sound quality that more than 
stands up to scrutiny, and performance more than 
able to do justice to better quality turntables. 
Whether the L.-OFC wire actually is a worthwhile 
'magic ingredient' remains a moot point, but the 
110E is clearly a very competitive package well 
deserving recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass............................................................ moving magnet 7.2g
Stylus type...................................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result........................................................spherical!
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)......................................................... 4.0mV
Relative output (MB=1mV/cm/s)...................................................OdB
Channel balance.............................................................................. 11dB
Channel separation (L,R)........................................................ 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................  80, 7S,.m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz.............+ 1.5, -2dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz.............+ 1.5, -7dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...........33, 36, 32dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...........36, 39, 33dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +O, -2dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +O, -5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................... 1.8g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g ann) (vert, lat)..................... 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)............................................ 15, 15cu
Recommended ann effective mass........................................... S16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g ann) (vert, lat).............................14, 16dB
Typical selling price........................................................................... £16

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Audio-Technica ATIISE
Audio-Technica (UK) Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estata Low Road, Leeds
Tel 105321 771441

This conventional £25 magnetic cartridge shares 
generator and LC-OFC wiring with the '105 and 
'110E. Construction indicates good mechanical 
rigidity mildly compromised by those half-circle 
mounting lugs, with a firm stylus assembly fit.

The slightly sharper ellipse stylus profile used 
in this model suits the reduced tracking pressure, 
and consequently gives lower tracking ability 
margins, though these should still be adequate 
nonetheless.

Compliance is sensible, suiting a wide range 
of arms, though the highish cartridge mass 
suggests that medium and high mass arms will 
provide the better match. Little low frequency 
resonance damping would suggest that the better 
class of turntable is to be preferred.

Lab report
Output level is above average, and the responses 
show that the low capacitance specified does 
give the flattest response in this instance. 
However, it is unfortunate that with this stylus the 
HF resonance occurs half an octave below that 
of the 110E. Changes in load capacitance 
produced a fairly mild change in the response.

Though lacking extension, the frequency bal
ance is quite flat. Channel balance was not too 
impressive, showing significant 1dB 
discrepancies at high frequencies.

Separation was fair enough considering the 
price of this model, though below the standard 
of the '110E nevertheless, which is mildly 
disappointing.

Sound quality
Described as 'a bit of a thumper, the 115E 
sounded clear, with quite good detail, but a 
balance that was a little on the 'heavy' side. 
Described by one panelist as 'not for the classical 
buff’, this model could well find particular favour 
amongst rock and reggae enthusiasts. Mild criti
cism was also directed at the quality of the bass, 

described as a little 'slow' and 'sluggish: but the 
overall sound was regarded as pretty competitive.

Conclusions
While this is an inherently good cartridge design, 
the balance of different aspects of measured and 
subjective performance did not seem to have 
been as finely judged as the cheaper '110Eof the 
same series. The clarity of the well balanced 
treble may possibly have been assisted by the 
special LC-OFC coil windings, but the overall 
'heavy' character and poorer response and 
separation than the cheaper model mitigate 
against recommendation. But for those who want 
to add a little extra to their bottom end ...

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...................................................... moving magnet 7.2g
Stylus ty^........................................................................... elliptical
Stylus inspection result.........................................simple elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).....................................................5.2mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)......................................... +1.5dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.5dB
Channel separation (L,R)........................     30, 28dB
Tracking ability (L,R)...........................................................70, 70Mm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz........+1.5, -1.5dB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.......... +1.5, -6dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........33, 34, 27dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 33, 32, 25dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz. +0.5, -0.5dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz20kHz.... +0.5, -4dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................1.5g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lal)....................9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................15, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 5-16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).......................... 15, 16dB
Typical selling price........................................... £25

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Audio-Technica AT3200XE II
Audio-Technica (UK) Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds
Tel (0532) 771441

The '3220 XE II is the latest model in Audio 
Technicas original series of modestly-priced 
moving-coil models, following the 30and 31 but 
no relation to the pillbox-bodied 32or 33. None 
of which makes life any simpler!

This is a high output model, though our com
puter seemed to become confused and came up 
with what was presumably a spurious reading 
indicating a 'mid-output; this was not corrobora
ted in practice. The body is fashioned in a poly
styrene regrettably redolent of the unpainted toys 
which fall out of cereal packets, and the mounting 
lugs in particular did not feel particularly rigid. In 
fact the complete generator mechanism can be 
unplugged from the mounting section, a feature 
of dubious value which does nothing to preserve 
mechanical integrity. Furthermore, the mounting 
plate only contacts the headshell over a compara
tively small area

Sensible and symmetrical compliance ratings 
suit a wide range of tonearms, while the lack of 
significant low frequency damping suggests that 
best results will only be obtained when a 
respectable quality turntable is being used. 
Tracking was adequate at a reasonable downforce, 
though the stylus shape and alignment left some
thing to be desired.

Lab report
Moving coil cartridges, high or low output, are 
unaffected by pre-amplifier loading differences. 
The measured response of the 3200 was 
promisingly even and extended, though signifi
cantly downtilted from bass to treble. Inadequate 
structural rigidity is indicated by the 'glitches’ 
which may be seen at 800Hz and 1200Hz, though 
the high frequency region looks remarkably well 
controlled for such a modestly priced m-c 
design.

Promising results for stereo separation, with an 
even trend gently reducing either side of the 
midband, was marred by significant asymmetry

between the channels.

Sound quality
Given that this is perhaps the cheapest moving
coil model generally available, it auditioned better 
than appearances might have suggested. Results 
were somewhat inconsistent, but the consensus 
was only a little below the overall average, which 
is a more than reasonable result considering the 
price.

The 'laid back’ balance is one notable charac
teristic, and the ability to convey convincing 
‘space’ was praised. The bass gave good detail 
and articulation, but could also sound a little 
'heavy’ and 'detached’. The treble was well 
controlled, if lacking the fine resolution of some 
more exotic models.

Conclusions
Sonically the 3200 represents a valiant and at 
least partly successful attempt to present moving
coil qualities at an affordable price and in a 
convenient high output form. The mechanical 
engineering and presentation let it down some
what, but the generator has become impressively 
refined after a number of years' development. it 
faces stiff competition from the best moving 
magnet designs at the same sort of price, but 
manages to offer a very credible alternative.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................ high output moving coil 4.3g
Stylus type........................ .................................................... elliptical
Stylus inspection result.....................indifferent shape/alignment
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)......................................................0.9mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)................   -13dB
Channel balance.........................................................................0.4dB
Channel separation (L,R)................................... ...30, 24.1dB
Tracking ability (l,R).............................................................76, 73pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz..........+ 1.5, -2dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz—20kHz...........+1.5, -2dB
St=recSepar!ton L onR ROHz, 3kHz, 1ikHz.   . 3t,52, 3MB 
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 28, 32, 27dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. + 1.5, -I.SdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.. + 1.5, -I.SdB 
Test tracking weight, loading............... ............1.7g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat) . 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)......................... ..18, 18cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................ .618g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...........................16, t6dB
Typical selling price.......................................................................£42

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Audio-Technica AT140ML
AudioTechnica (UK) Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estate, low Road, Leeds
Tel (05321 771441

The increasing importance of moving-coil models 
over the past few years has led to a situation 
where there seem to be precious few £100 moving 
magnet cartridges on the market, so the AT140ML 
is a welcome arrival. In many senses it may be 
seen as a low cost version of the £135 AT160ML 
(quite favourably reviewed in the last edition), the 
first to have A-T's L.C-OFC (linear crystal) coil 
windings and their 'ML ridged’ stylus profile.

Though the '140 has more than its fair share of 
‘hi-tech’ features, the body seems less likely than 
A-T’s cheap models to allow really firm mounting 
in the headshell. That said, the stylus assembly 
makes a fine rigid and well-located coupling to 
the bodywork. The stylus itself had an acceptable 
ridged profile but lacked the stone symmetry 
which distinguishes the best examples.

Technical performance shows some significant 
improvements over the older '160design, notably 
a more sensibly chosen compliance and reduced 
body mass. Suitable for use with the majority of 
separate tonearms, lower mass arms are still to 
be preferred, the reduced LF damping implies that 
a good turntable is essential.

Lab report
Output is generous, though there was an 
unwelcome 0.7dB discrepancy between channels. 
The recommendation for low capacitance loading 
still produced a distinctly elevated treble region, 
with a +2-3dB plateau from 10-18kHz. Increasing 
the load produced an even more exaggerated res
ponse, peaking +4dB at 8-9kHz.

Despite the low tracking weight and reasonable 
compliance, tracking abilities were fine. The sep
aration data reflects the peaked frequency res
ponse, indicating an in-band resonance at high 
frequencies.

Sound quality
Inevitably the high frequency response aberration 
featured significantly in the comments of 

listeners, though the widespread observation of 
brightness was not necessarily condemnatory — 
qualitatively, the treble was liked, though the 
quantitative by the excess tended to exaggerate 
surface noise and defects.

Fine stereo space and midrange clarity were 
praised, but offset by the over-brightness and 
undistinguished bass reproduction, giving an 
overall sound which was above average, but more 
acceptable to some listeners than others.

Conclusions
This cartridge has a number of positive and 
attractive features which should have a particular 
appeal to those for whom tracking ability, low 
coloration and stereo imaging are major priorities. 
However, the treble elevation in a model compet
ing at this fairly high price is too great to permit 
recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...................................................... moving magnet 6.5g
Stylus type...........................................................................microline
Stylus inspection result.......................indifferent profile & stone
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).....................................................4.7mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s).............................................+1dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.7dB
Channel separation (L,R)...................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)..........................................................80, 80pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz..........+1, -O.SdB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz............ +2, -2dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 31, 35, 24dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........37, 44, 28dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz.... +3.5, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +3.5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading......................................1.25g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)....................7, BHz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................25, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 6-12g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat) . . . ..................18, 16dB
Typical selling price..........................  £96



REASSESSED

Audio Technica AT33ML
Audio Technica UK Ltd, Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds
Tel (053<) 771441

Top model amongst AT's middle range of moving 
coil cartridges, the low output '33ML is priced 
at £227 - quite an advance on the £120 asked 
for the AT32E II, for example. Apart from the Linear 
Crystal (LC) internal wiring, now used by AT 
throughout the range, the '33ML also features a 
beautifully executed Microline 'ridged' stylus 
profile. The longish cantilever is gold plated 
beryllium tubing.

The body is rather bulky but beaut1tu11y (or 
maybe garishly) finished, using plastic and 
alloy, and can be firmly and closely mounted in 
the headshell. Compliance was moderate and 
lightly damped, suggesting a preference for 
lowish arm masses.

Lab report
Output level was substantial compared to most 
low output models, and is probably sufficient 
to drive some moving magnet input stages, 
though a proper high gain input is to be 
preferred.

Fitting a 3dB window across the bandwidth, 
the frequency response was fairly smooth but 
dominated by a 2dB peak at 12kHz, which is 
certainly low enough to be clearly audible. 
Though absolute channel balance was poor on 
our sample, the much more important channel 
matching was very close. The traces were quite 
smooth, but not without a slight ripple at fast 
writing speed particularly at high frequencies.

Separation figures were generally 
reasonable, though slightly asymmetric and far 
from spectacular considering the price. Some 
ultrasonic spuriae were produced, but tracking 
was excellent.

Sound quality
The '33ML was an odd mixture, because in part 
it reflects characteristics of the range from 
which it comes, yet the additional high-tech 
design input was also clearly audible. The 

result is quite a nice blend, strong on excite
ment and energy, if a little lacking in control, 
with fine mid focus, reasonable stereo depth, a 
marginally 'fat' bass, and slightly 'overblown' 
top. Though somewhat distracting and inclined 
to emphasise sibillants and surface noise, the 
treble was very clear and the dynamic range 
was most impressive.

Conclusions
Deserving commendation for the sheer gusto 
of its performance, the '33ML provides good 
ammunition to support the claims that LC 
wiring provides improved sound quality. At the 
same time the 'untidiness' suggests that 
certain aspects of the design could be better 
balanced.

Recommended in the last issue, the '33ML has 
since suffered a substantial price increase, but 
is still worth considering.

TEST RESULTS
Type. mass..........................................low output moving-coil 6.8g
Stylus type... .......................ML
Stylus inspection result....small square long shank with ridged 
line contact
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...................................................0.47mV
Relative output (OdB =1 mV/cm/s)....................................... -17dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.0dB
Channel separation (L,R)...............................................25.2, 27.7d8
Tracking ability (L,R)............................................................ 80. 80^m
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz...................... + 1, -0.5d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz...................... + 1, -2d8
Stereo Separalion L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 22, 29, 32dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 31,27, 23dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz........... 1. 1, 1.5d8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... + 1, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz .. + 1.5, - OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading............................................1.5g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)..................... 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................16, 16cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 6-15g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)............................ 14. 13dB
Typical selling price..... ........................  £227
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REASSESSED

Audionote 102vdH
Audio By Design Ltd, Unit B, Dyke Road Mews, 74/76 Dyke Road, Brighton BNl 3JD 
Tel: 102731 203277

Possibly the most fascinating, certainly the most 
expensive cartridge tested for the 1984 edition, 
the van den Hui-tipped /O2is now available in the 
UK via a new distributor, Audio By Design. The 
cartridge itself is now priced at £695, while a 
package including a suitable step-up transformer 
now costs about £975. The /O2has internal silver 
wiring and comes with flying leads for attachment 
to the arm, the intention being that this should 
also ideally be silver-wired.

The 1O2is also twice the weight of any of the 
opposition, 18g no less, and built to give new 
meaning to the term rigidity, with four head
shell screws to boot. However, compliance is 
very low, so it suits a wide range of medium 
and high mass arms. Some asymmetry was 
apparent in the compliance, with notably heavy 
damping in the vertical plane.

lab report
Output is very low ( -28dB), so the matching 
(low impedance) transformer will often be 
needed, though we found Nairn moving-coil 
boards just about usable directly. Experiment
ing with different loadings showed that reduc
ing the impedance or adding the transformer 
seemed to cut down the detail, but also 
reduced the slightly obtrusive treble,

Frequency response was pretty impressive, 
albeit with a 3dB downtilt across the band 
through the midrange, and mild recovery above 
6kHz. Channel balance was very good, though 
with minor departures at the frequency 
:x! remes.The trace w:s sm oo\h thro ugh the 
midband, but uneven below 50Hz on one 
channel- . .. ... . . .Separation was disappointingly asymmetric, 
but at the same time highly impressive 1n some 
respects, espeeially at low and mid frequen
cies. Tracking abilities seemed reasonable, 
particularly in view of the compliance, though 
there is not much in reserve for difficult discs.

Sound quality
Going some way towards justifying its 
extravagant price, the 102 vdH was obviously 
one of the very best, and was particularly liked 
for an extraordinarily relaxing midrange clarity, 
giving plenty of 'space' around instruments.

Notably clean in the upper bass, it reacted 
extremely well to panel speakers, and sounded 
thoroughly romantic via its transformer. Used 
directly into dynamic speakers the low bass 
was a bit 'rich' and the extreme top a trifle 
obvious — detailed, but exaggerating surface 
noise a little. It was a trifle prone to dust clog
ging, so records need to be kept clean. Not 
quite the 'fastest' cartridge, it was always one 
of the most listenable, though it certainly 
requires careful system and arm matching.

Conclusions
Very much the sort of product with which one 
enters into an emotional relationship, it is not 
for the fainthearted who prefer to fit and forget. 
Nevertheless it has some unique strengths 
which may well charm the dedicated enthu
siast, and definitely represents one variation 
on the current state of the art.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.......................................... low output moving coil 18g
Stylus type..................................................................... van den Hui
Stylus inspection result..................confirmed, superb mounting
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)..............................................0.03mV
Relative output (OdB= 1mV/cm/s)......................................- 29dB
Channel balance...........................................................................
Channel separation (l,R).......... .............. ....................................
Tracking ability (L,R)......................................................................—
Frequency response limits 100Hz^5Hz...................+ 1.5, -1.5dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz^20kHz....................+ 2, -1.5dB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 50 + , 26, 20dB 
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 30, 20, 15dB 
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz............... 0, 0, OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^15kHz................... —
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz................... —
Test tracking weight, loading.............................................2g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................ 12, 10Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................6, 14cu
Recommended arm effective mass.......................................8^18g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)..............................8, 13dB
Typical selling price..................................................................£695
•requires special transformer, supplied as an extra

Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

Bang & Olufsen MMC4
Bang & Olufsen (UK) Ltd, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 ?DE 
Tel (0452) 21591

Selected to represent the lower end of the B&O 
range, this cartridge slots neatly into the hier
archy of five models, which share a common 
adaptor to provide compatibility with B&O's 
turntables and their super-light arms.

The cartridge itself is a little miracle of 
engineering miniaturisation, though the 
adaptor is slightly flexible and the connection 
only push-fit. The whole weighs a mere 3.3g, 
tracks at a low 1.2g, using a tapered aluminium 
cantilever fitted with a small titanium-bonded 
elliptical tip, which examination suggested 
was a little short on polish.

Compliance needs to be high enough to 
match B&O's own arms, yet is still low enough 
(with the low cartridge mass) to allow a reason
able range of low-medium mass arms to be 
used.

Lab report
Output level is rather below average, but this 
almost certainly only means that users will 
have the luxury of a wider volume control 
range! The change in measured response with 
increased capacitance was very marginal, but 
the sound was slightly preferred.

Response is most impressive, showing the 
usual gently falling trace, with a mild recovery 
to a well-damped resonance at around 10kHz. 
Channel balance was fine. Much of the class of 
this cartridge can be gleaned from the remark
ably smooth trace even at high writing speed, 
but the Achilles heel of the adaptor resonance 
is shown clearly at 900Hz, similar to though 
less severe (and at a higher frequency) than 
those encountered with P-mount cartridges, 
but subjectively significant nonetheless.

Despite the low cost of this model, fine 
results were obtained for separation, 
particularly in the midband, bettering 30dB 
over most of the range. Tracking was (inevi
tably) impressively secure throughout.

Sound quality
There is a close family resemblance 
throughout the B&O range. All are handicapped 
by slight softening and blurring at low frequen
cies, which gives a relaxed rather than 'punchy' 
presentation, with fine control.

The '4 was picked out for its particular 
solidity and overall balance, which seemed 
remarkably 'seamless' for the price. Midrange 
clarity, dynamics and focus are excellent, 
giving fine stereo imaging. The treble is well 
balanced and controlled for the price, though a 
touch unrefined. Stability was impressive and 
surface noise was well under control.

Conclusions
The general standard attained by the B&Os 
transcends their modest price level, and does 
much to reinforce their claim that moving 
magnets sound as good as moving-coils. The 
mounting bracket problem keeps them from 
the top class, but its sonic significance will 
depend on the relative importance the listener 
attaches to powerful integrated bass.

The level of engineering expertise 
demonstrated in other respects is mildly awe
inspiring, and an added bonus is the relatively 
easy time given to the tonearm by such light
tracking cartridges.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass..................................................... moving magnet 3.3g
Stylus type.............................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result........ short squat brazed elliptical, little 
polish
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).................................................. 2.55mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).........................................- 4d8
Channel balance.................  0.05d8
Channel separation (LJR)....................................................30, 30d8
Tracking ability (LJR)............................................................80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz ...... + 1, -1.5dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz...................... + 1, - 3d8
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........30, 38, 27d8
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......... 26, 39, 26d8
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz..........0.5,1,0.5d8
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz. ... + 0, -1d8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz..... + 2, -1d8 
Test tracking weight, loading.......................................1.2g, 200pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).....................9,9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................ 24, 24cu
Recommended arm effective mass.......................................5d5g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)............................ 15,12d8
Typical selling price.......................................................................£25

Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

Bang & Olufsen MMC1
Bang & Olufsen (UK) Ltd, Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE 
Tel(0452) 21591

With the top-of-the range MMC1, B&O throw all 
their advanced technology into a miniature 
cartridge with jewelled cantilever and tiny 
diamond tip with exquisite line-contact profile 
(but with a sensible shank long enough to 
avoid too much dust collection). Regrettably 
again we have the plug-in adaptor, though the 
overall mass is still low, and downforce a 
superlight 1 g.

Compliance is pretty sensible, considering it 
has to accommodoate B&O's own ultra-low- 
mass arms, though 13g arm effective mass 
represents the top limit for safety.

Lab report
Output is a little on the low side, but should be 
sufficient for the great majority of amplifier 
moving magnet inputs. Though specified and 
measured as insensitive to capacitance 
loading changes, in fact we found low capaci
tance inputs substantially superior subjec
tively.

Response and channel balance were 
exemplary, save for the 900Hz 'glitch' we attri
bute to the mounting adaptor. That apart the 
trace was pretty smooth, gently falling 4-5dB 
across the band with exemplary high frequency 
control.

Stereo separation was likewise reference
standard stuff, with outstanding figures 
throughout the band, and no compromise at 
high frequencies. Groove stability was decent 
and tracking ability fine, despite the low 
downforce, though the cartridge as a whole 
was rather microphonic.

Sound quality
The extraordinary clarity and detail at high 
frequencies are almost sufficient to rate this 
amongst the very top cartridges, and will be 
sufficient and convincing reason for many pur
chasers. But one does notice the treble,

inasmuch as it somehow draws attention to 
itself, while the bass plods along a bit, almost 
as an afterthought. Focus, midrange dynamics, 
and stereo imaging were of the highest order.

Conclusions
Probably deserving recommendation for its 
strengths, the MMC1 also deserves a better 
adaptor. (Perhaps GB Engineering can be 
persuaded to make a clamp, or Mission a 
special 774 wand!) Even as it stands it is a very 
satisfying cartridge, possibly with greater 
appeal to the classical than rock listener. 
Meanwhile the enthusiast prepared to chance 
his delicate stylus assembly and start messing 
around with Superglue and Araldite could well 
find himself with a true audiophile cartridge on 
the cheap.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass................................................... moving magnet 3.3g
Stylus t ype.............................................................small nude ‘ line’
Stylus C nspection result fine, tiny, I ong ‘ pegged’ I ine contact 
Output Level t 1kHz, 5cm/s).................................................2.75mV
Relative output t OdB = 1mV/cm/s)........................................- 2dB
Channel balance.................................................................... 0.4dB
Channel separation t L,R)..................................................30, C0dB
Tracking ability ( L,R)......................................................... 80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz^5Hz.....................+ 1, -1.5dB
Frequency response I imits C0Hz^20kHz.......................+ 1, - 4dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, t 0kHz......... 29, C8, C2dB 
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........33, C8, C4dB 
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, t0kHz......... 0.5, 0.5, CdB 
Response C imits ref computer mean, C kHz-15kHz.... + 0, -3dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz..... + 2, - 3dB 
Test t racking weight, C oading.........................................1g, C00pF
LF resonance f requency, 12.5g arm Cvert, C at)....................9, CHz
Estimated compliance (vert, C at)......................................24, C1cu
Recommended arm effective mass.....................................5-13g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm C vert, C at)...........................13, 12dB
Typical selling price.....................................................................£95

Frequency response, left and right channels



109-113 London Road

SEVENOAKS Kent
^(0732)459555

162 Powis Street Woolwich

LONDON SE18
^01)8558016

34 Mount Ephraim

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
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SWMOAKSH/fí+WDFO

If you can buy 
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4 Railwaystreet 

CHATHAM Kent 
& (0634) 46859
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BRIGHTON Sussex
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Ampfers
A&R Alpha
A&R A60
AR THE AMP 
CyruiOni 
CyruiTwo 
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DtnonPMA717 
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Nad 2155 ..
Nad3120. ..................  
Nad30208 
Nad21S0powi^mp 
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Nad2200powirimp 
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ProlooO510 .
Ouad34/U/105.21520
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[11'9S 
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£201195 
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CUI.IS
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£24195 
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aeo.............................. 
Rot111RA8O!J 
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TnoKA74

tJJl.95 
[121.15 
C2ll.15

P.O.A.

U 49.15 
C10t.15

Vimihi A07
Vimihi A320
Yimihi A420
Yamaha ASM

Cassette Decks
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bHl—p<icH Ihiimonlh P.O.A.
0O!Jon0R171 C1l4.15
0O!Jon0RM11 C171.9
O1.on0RM22 £244.15
Drnon^M33HX £289.95
O^onORMUHX 1341.9
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Nidl1M................................ [111.9
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NiUmichi8X1SO Ull.H
NaUmichiRX202 1324.15
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ProtonP7M........................... £111.95
RoHROIM [124.95
TnoKX54 CH.IS
V:mah. K 210 [111.15
YamahaK3M [141.15
Yamih^Kl20 £111.15

Tuners
A&RT21 
Cyrus Tun^ 
Oenon TU717 
Oan on TU110 
HitechiFTSSOOll 
NidllSS 
Nid^020B 
Pioniirf99X 
P^otonP^M 
ProtonPUO 
auidFM^ 
RotalRT820 
RotelRTIJO 
Rol9lRTISO 
SaniuiTU033XL 
SaniuiTU099XL 
TnoKTS4L 
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Compact 
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^<>-+£30^^ 
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(except *) 

EXTTRA SPECIAL OFFER: 
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Rogers LS7 
RogtrsStudool 
RoltlRLISO 
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U40.IS 
UfO.9

£10.95 
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U'9.IS

C84.I5 
Cltt.9

UH.IS

£11.95

CIH.95

Turntables
AcouihcRasaarch/AR £19995
AcousthcRasaarchfLVX £234.IS
AtoutthtRasaarchEBWI C119.15 
Ou^tCSS0512 £94.15
011^CSSOSl2 6'1u« £IOI.IS
0uaiCS5U......................... £51.15
Million 775LCT £171.95
Nid5l20 Ul.15
Oh .. CH.15
PinkTnin9l8 tlH.H
QEOT231 ° [131.95
Rol81 RPIJ0 [121.15
Rol«RPl50 .............. [1H.IS
SantuiSR222V . [101195
Sylttmdtk IV ........... P.O.A.
Sylltmdek IlX . £125.95
Systamdek IIX electronic £184.95
Thot911fO166................... £121.95
ThortniTOJ16 C179.H
ThortniTOJIl £119.95
ThortniTOJ21 ............ Ull.H
Thor9ntTO321fLVX tl14.15
Thortni TOJ20 U77.H

OrthonOCO1SOO tlH.9
Mir^ntiC04S8 £221.15
MifinlzCO74 e £2 79.15
Mifintz CO84 e £311.15
MinionDAD7000R CUl.15
Nik^michi P.O.A.
Phibp1C011M* Ull.9$
PhilipsC0150^ UH.I5
Philips COJ<M^ £329.15
PhdopsCOJSO Ull.95
Pion^^rPOXSOO^ £2 71.9
PionurPOX700 Ull.15
PionHrP0 7010 tlU.H
PionwP06010 £2 79.95
Pion^erPOS010  ̂ Ull.H
SinsuiPCV7SO tlll.15
SiniuiPCV100 £299 95
SonyCOPJO^ UH.I5
SonyCOP70........................... £299.95
SonyCOP102^ 1351.95
SonyCOPJ02^ CUl.15
SonyCOPS02^ .................... [121.15
Technici$LPJIK .. tl21.1$
TtchniciSLPlK . [44111$
TtchnicsSLP2K Clff.11
TtchnicsSLP1K tl'9.1$
Trio0P770 ............................. £22995
Trio0P840 . U71.H
Trio DP700 £321.15Tnog=M0. Ull.15
Y,mah^CDX2^ Ull.15
Yam^COJ Ull.H

Each component has ^^n acclaimed "Best 
Buy" in the UK Hi-Fi Preas, and as a system offers 
^W\be11&ble value for money.
This is an unrepeatable chance to purchase an 
excellent quality hi-fi at a bargain price. ।

JPW PI or 
Celestion DO!J
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A&R Arum Two CUl.15
8ot1onAIO CH.IS
8&WDM100 Cll.95
8&WDM110 C111.H
8& W OM220 £111.9
CeleslionOU ......................... C99.95
Ceies 1ionOL6 £121.95
CeleslionOLB ........................ C111.95
C8les thonSL6 £2 79.95
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JPWP1
JPWAP2 
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Ktl C N—S^n" 
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K^IR104.2 ..................
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Minion 770 f 
Mtnion7IO A .... 
Monitor AudioRlOO 
Monitor AudioR252v 
Monitor AudioR352 
MonitorAudio R700 .. 
MonitorAudioRl52 
MonitorAudioR552.
Mord^unlShorlM510 . 
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Mord1untShortMSl00 
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OuadELSIJ................
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AiW1VI5OW(t«)............. U41.H
Aiw^ vaS0(H|....................... £549.11
Atw^VIHW(H)....................CUl.K
AiW^VIOO(H)... Clll.H
AiW^V250(H).......................  £34995
AlwaVo0 (H).......................  Cnt.H
AiwaV150(ei),   U'9.9
AiwiV100(ti) Cnt.H
JVC XJ.................. UM.II 
JVC XS............ .......................UH.H
JVC E20............................. £421.H
Pioo—S110.................. U4..I5
Pioo— SJ81 Ult.H
Pioo—S5M............................ UH.H
Pion—S770 ................ £751.9
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Speakers included unies, staled

Specials
AUIGXR5S ........................... £171.95
CS 50511.................................. Ut.H
JYCE50System.................... CM9.95
M^rtntzCOllB........................ CIH.H
MlfinJ0C05I ....................... U11.H
N81l150................................  £171.H
Pioneer In-Car.................. Crei» P.OA.:::^;ng^^H.......... riH.H
Slnclelr ..91trum + ................ CH.II
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M.a - Malt O""’ Sevenoak^ branch only,

I Mail order to O!Jvenoake Hi-Fi,11.113 London Rd,

Dual CS505-2 
TURNTABLE 

(deluxe extra £20)

£244.95
inc. Cartridge & leads

RotelRAl20 
AMPLIFIER

Sevenoaks, Kent. 0732 45995 
Please Send me . _______________ ___________

I enclose cheque/cash/card no. including p. & p. I

A 'I good^ tuli» Insured against los.or damage In trônait Please 
!llow up to 1(1 day.lo^slir.ry.^tfwugh ^<:.M ^r^ M 
much leu. Csrrl^e a— Iniurenc^ tt pe^ IMm UK malnliM. 

N.B. - Mill Orofer Sa"'"°ak‘ branch onty
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Decca London Blue and London Gold
Presence Audio. Eastland House. Hummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NY 
Tel 104 4851 333

Defying comparison with other cartridges, the 
Decca is a throwback to the days when record 
companies carried out much of the technical 
development. Some regard it merely as a curious 
British anachronism that can't possibly work. But 
Decca enthusiasts will contend that it can spit 
contemptuously on any rivals.

The 'moving-iron' generator with no conven
tional cantilever, is completely undamped and has 
wildly differing vertical and horizontal com
pliances which would suggest there isn't an arm 
on the market which is really suitable; in practice 
the more substantial tonearms seem to work best, 
and some form of damping can be a boon.

Lab report
All Deccas possess steep low frequency rise due 
to the high Q vertical resonance at around 20Hz; 
this can add some excess 'weight’. Response from 
the mid bass up to the lower treble (5kHz) is then 
remarkably flat, if marred by the mounting bracket 
decoupling effect at around 350Hz. The main 
treble resonance around SkHz is surely the most 
dominant subjective factor, after which the various 
models (and samples) tend to do their own thing.

In fact our samples held quite close limits at 
high frequencies, though the elliptical-tipped 
Gold seemed less smooth than the spherical Blue 
(illustrated). Separation was quite reasonable. 
There was some tracking uncertainty, particularly 
on heavy bass transients and sometimes at high 
frequencies.

Sound quality
The Deccas' unique strength is the sheer 'speed' 
and dynamics of the midrange, which makes even 
its most exotic rivals sound comparatively pon
derous and 'smeared'. This tremendous 'attack', 
and the equally impressive notable lack of 'over
hang', further spotlighted by the SkHz resonance, 
does however tend to leave low bass and high 
treble sounding like something of an afterthought.

Criticism was made of the mild tracking uncer
tainty, some midrange coloration and flattening 
of stereo perspectives, and some exaggeration of 
surface noise (particularly with the Go/et,, but both 
models ended up towards the top of panellist's 
preferences nonetheless.

Conclusions
Deccas seem to look the same but manage to 
sound better year by year. It is likely that their 
undamped modus operandum reaps increased 
benefits with the steady improvement in turn
tables and tonearms.

Despite reservations regarding consistency, fra
gility and the possibility of record wear due to the 
stiff vertical compliance, the Deccas' main 
strength demands recognition. The Blue offers 
exotic performance at a down-to-earth price, and 
so deserves warm recommendation for those pre
pared to live with the idiosyncracies.

TEST RESULTS: Decca London Blue 
Type, mass....... ............................... moving iron (elf. magnet) 6.7g
Stylus type........................................................................... spherical
Stylus inspection result......................................neat spherical tip
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...................... ..................5.5mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).............................................+3dB
Channel balance............................ ...........................................1.2dB
Channel separation (L,R).................................................... 17, 24dB
Tracking ability (L,R)........................................................... 80, 80pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz....... +0.5, -0.5dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............ .+5, -3dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 25, 26, 21dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........30, 35, 17dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +3, -OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +7, -OdB '
Test tracking weight, loading.......................................... 2g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................18, 11Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)...................................... 3.5, 10cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................... see text 8-20g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)................................25dB
Typical selling price.................................................£80 (Gold £138)

«BASS»__________________«MIDRANGE»_________________ «TREBLE»

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1k 2k Sk 10k 20k
Frequency response, left and right channels (Blue?
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Decca Super Gold
Presence Audio, Eastland House, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NY 
Tel (044 485) 333

Similar to other Deccas at first sight, close 
inspection shows that the underside of £250 
Super Gold body has been chamfered to give a 
slightly less blunt shape. Closer inspection still 
revealed a high quality van den Hui stylus.

The classic Decca asymmetric compliance 
characteristics make arm matching a trifle 
uncertain, our advice being to avoid the flimsier 
lightweight models and go for some arm damping 
if possible. (The skittish behaviour on a 
suspended subchassis turntable is completely 
removed with the trough-equipped Elite Rock to 
the point that the combination could be used in 
a discotheque!)

Marginally increased compliance on the Super 
Gold gives tracking abilities that are quite 
adequate at a fairly modest 1.6g downforce. 
Changes in pre-amp capacitance loading has no 
influence on this 'moving iron’ design.

Lab report
Following the same response pattern as all 
Deccas, our Super Gold sample was even flatter 
in the vital midband from 100Hz to 5kHz. The 
effect of the mounting bracket seemed minimal 
in this instance, while the treble resonance was 
well controlled, but at a slightly lower frequency 
than the London models, around 5.5kHz. The final 
two octaves showed fine control and channel 
matching, though distinctly 'bright’.

The past tendency for Decccas to produce 
substantial ultrasonic spuriae seemed somewhat 
ameliorated, as distortion and crosstalk products 
were held below -15d8 throughout the high fre
quency region. Separation measurements were 
acceptable enough by Decca standards.

Sound quality
In a typical display of temperament, the Super 
Gold declined to make proper contact in its 
mounting block, so the 'blind’ listening test had 
to be aborted. The consistent results obtained for 

the Londons and careful comparative listening 
later showed that the Super Gold is a very 
worthwhile refinement of the cheaper models' 
strengths, but with its own distinct character.

Sounding decidedly ‘bright’ in balance, more 
perhaps than might be suspected from the mea
surements, the Super Gold could sound a little 
fierce’ and tended to emphasise record surface 
faults and tape hiss. However, treble detail was 
exceptionally fine where the cheaper models 
could sound a little coarse.

Traditional virtues of dramatic 'speed’ and lack 
of 'overhang' were fully — even exaggeratedly — 
on display, while some coloration was evident and 
stereo imaging seemed precise but somewhat 
'up-front: with reduced depth.

Conclusions
There is probably no cartridge more capable of 
revealing the excitement and tension of musical 
performance than the Super Gold, though it is 
kind neither to record and recording defects nor 
surfaces. Capable of inducing the fiercest and 
most loyal love/hate relationships in audio, the top 
Decca is not for the fainthearted. For those who 
take the trouble to persevere in optimising a 
system, possibly involving some modification of 
mounting and body damping, the rewards can be 
considerable.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................moving iron (elf. magnet) 6.7g
Stylus type......................................................................van den Hui
Stylus inspection result....................  fine vdH confirmed
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...................................................... 3.6mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).............................................. -1dB
Channel balance......................................................................... 0.3dB
Channel separation (L,R).....................................................20, 25dB
Tracking ability (L,R)............................................................ 80, BO^m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz........+0.5, -OdB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz........+ 2.5, -1dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz. 3kHz, 10kHz........22, 21, 21dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz. 10kHz........27, 25, 21dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz45kHz +2, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +7, -IdB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................ 1.6g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)................17, 6Hz" 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)....................... complex: 4, 30cu"
Recommended arm effective mass......................complex: 820g"
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...........................14, 1MB
Typical selling price..................................................................... £248
•see text

Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

Decca Garrott
Parabolic Stylus Co, PO Box 38, Torquay TQ1 1DW 
Tel (0803) 26791

Though Deccas are again available in the UK, 
the 'Microscanner' version, modified in 
Australia by the Garrott Brothers, has built a 
strong reputation among UK audiophiles, and a 
special clamp made by GB Engineering is 
included in this very non-standard £325 
package.

There is no conventional cantilever, merely a 
tie-wire holding the vertical moving-iron 
element with its attached tiny line-contact 
stylus. The body is thin and of quite flexible 
metal, so the clamp cannot be tightened hard, 
nor should it be fixed too firmly in the 
headshell. Compliance is totally undamped 
and quite dissimilar in the two planes, so arm 
and turntable matching is a little unpredictable, 
with the traditional recommendation for a 
damped rigid unipivot arm of quite high mass 
still relevant, while tracking weight is a low 
1.3g.

Lab report
Output is more or less sufficient, and the 
cartridge is insensitive to capacitance; some 
enthusiasts prefer to load it with lower than 
standard impedance.

Frequency response is remarkably flat from 
100Hz to 5kHz, above which there Is some mild 
untidiness but little of which to complain. 
Channel balance is very close. Generally very 
clean, the series of short 'glitches' around 
2kHz relate to the suspension tie.

Separation figures are very mediocre, which 
says as much about the meaningfulness of this 
measurement than anything else! Tracking 
tended to be a bit ‘edgy’, but serious mistrack
ing was in fact rarely encountered.

Sound quality
The midrange clarity and dynamics of this 
cartridge are so startling that one easily 
ignores its less impressive characteristics. 

Across the broad central band of the response 
it provides such extraordinary speed of 
reaction, lack of 'hangover' and signal integrity 
that one is reminded of electrostatic and horn 
loudspeakers. There is some coloration here to 
be sure, and an occasional intimation that 
things are slightly exaggerated, but the stereo 
focus and aliveness can be breathtaking.

That said, the treble is a trifle uncomfortable 
and 'fierce', bass lacks power and energy, and 
low bass seems almost absent. Surfaces them
selves seem extraordinarily quiet, but imperfec
tions are ruthlessly revealed by the rapid rise 
time. Groove stability and handling sensitivity 
are the pits!

Conclusions
This is not a cartridge for the casual; it 
demands as much as it delivers, and can be as 
tiresome as it can be rewarding. But the 
enthusiast who encounters the Garrott Decca 
will have to face two questions. The first is 
whether or not he can live with its various 
vicissitudes; the second is whether he can 
possibly live without it! 1'11 use mine Mondays 
to Fridays when there's an R in the month.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass......... moving iron (high output) 9 including clamp 
Stylus type.................... ............... Garrott Microscanner
Stylus inspection result..... ............. fine-line profile on tiny rod 
Output Level (1kHz, Semis)...........................................................—
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)................................................—
Channel balance...................     —
Channel separation (L,R)........  —
Tracking ability (L,R)...................................................................... —
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.................. + 0.5, -OdB
Frequency response limits 30Hz^20kHz................+ 1, -O.SdB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.....18, 19, 11dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.....21, 22, 12dB
Channel diH. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz............ 0, 0, OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.................—
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.................—
Test tracking weight, loading..........................................1.3g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.Sg arm (vert, lat) .........12, 6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................8, 30cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................8-16g^

"LF resonance rise, 12.Sg arm (vert, lat)...............both very severe
Typical selling price....................................................................£325
•some arm damping may be tried if available

Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

Denon 103
Hayden Laboratories, Hayden """"• OOiltem ""' C""'"°' 
Tel (0753) 888447

'°'"' '"°''

One of the oldest models still in current 
production, the 103 is the low output moving
coil model which Denon made originally for 
NHK, the Japanese equivalent of the BBC, and 
which definitely made a major contribution 
towards the revival of the genre. Price has been 
held through the years, and £80 still looks 
reasonab1e. Other models in the 103 series, 
with more sophisticated styli and cantilevers, 
have been covered in the summaries.

It is a large but quite solid and heavy 
cartridge, with large headshell contact area but 
half-circle retaining lugs. Spherical styli may 
lack status, but that fitted here was very neat. 
Compliance is quite low, allowing matching 
with a usefully comprehensive range of arms 
from 6-16g effective mass.

Sound quality
Very well received, the strength of the sound is 
its fine integration and great liveliness, 
coupled with a firm and powerful bass. Treble 
can be inconsistent, and generally sounded a 
little rolled off, while the midrange extended 
the good clarity established through the bass.

Conclusions
Spherical styli may be unfashionable, but they 
have always worked exceedingly well in the 
103. Once again this stalwart shines out from 
the pack, and furthermore offers fine value for 
money and general (moving-coil) compatibility.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...................................... low output moving-coil 8.5g
Stylus type..................................................................... spherical
Stylus inspection result........ small v. short shank, diagonal set 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)..............................................0.44mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)................. .........- 19dB
Channel balance  ......................................1.0dB
Channel separation (L,R).......................................... 29.7, 28.4dB
Tracking ability (L,R)........................................................75, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz........................+ 1, -1d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz.................. + 1.5, -3d8
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz ...32, 31,26dB 
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 25, 32, 26dB 
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz........ 0, 0, 0.5dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzJ5kHz.... + 1, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz .. + 1.5, - OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading........ ..... 2.5g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................10,10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..................................... 13, 13cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................6^16g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...... ....................15, 13d8
Typical selling price.....................................................     £80

Lab report
Some high-gain pre-amps (notably certain valve 
models) should be able to take the 103 directly 
into moving magnet inputs, but most users will 
find it provides plenty of urge for m-c inputs.

Frequency response shows a fairly modest 
2dB downtilt through the midrange, and a 
slight flattening out at 7-8kHz. In fact a straight 
line could be drawn through the response trace 
from 20-20kHz with deviations of less than 
0.5dB, which is very impressive at this (or any) 
price level. However, the response was 2dB 
'brighter' if taken at the outer grooves, a 
function of the limited scanning radius of the 
spherical tip. Channel balance was pretty good, 
and the response was smooth, with just a tiny 
900Hz 'glitch' and some bass uneveness.

Separation generally exceeded 30dB across 
the bulk of the band, reducing somewhat at the 
extremes, and 2.5g tracking weight (no problem 
with the large footprint area of a spherical tip) 
provides adequate tracking abilities and extra
ordinary groove stability - it is easy to 
understand its popularity in broadcast studios. Frequency response, left and right channels
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Denon DLllO
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfant St Peter, Bucks
Tel (0753) 888447

Denon were busying away making '103 moving
coil cartridges for Japanese domestic and broad
cast customers while throughout the rest of the 
world only Ortofon stuck doggedly to the m-c 
principle of the rest of the world. But more recent 
Denon models have been high priced items, not 
always brought into the UK; the very top model 
has achieved an enviable international reputation, 
but less exotic versions have had to struggle a 
bit to justify their extra cost over the 103. Now 
we have two very competitively priced high(ish) 
output models which look more than capable.

The £50 DL110, finished in an attractive maroon 
tortoiseshell effect, has a neat rigid four-square 
body with substantial though only semicircular 
mounting lugs and a reasonable area of headshell 
contact. A high quality advanced elliptical tip 
stylus of low mass was fitted.

Cartridge mass is quite low, so a medium com
pliance at a sensible 1.Bg downforce provides 
good tracking capabilities in a package which is 
usefully compatible with a wide range of arms. 
The quite heavy internal generator damping 
should help it perform in inadequate turntable 
systems. Output level is significantly below 
normal, but most amplifiers will have sufficient 
reserve gain.

a positive phase when the 110 was presented, and 
were generally enthusiastic, praising the clarity 
and dynamics, a generally neutral balance, and 
fine midrange projection. Minor concern was 
raised at the quality of the bass, which some felt 
sounded mildly dissociated and detached.

The overall reaction seemed to be that this 
model offers a fine balance of strengths, while 
noting that it still falls short of the very highest 
standards.

Conclusion
To describe a cartridge as lacking character 
should be praise of a high order. The Denon 110 
sailed through our subjective and objective test 
programme with consummate ease. It deserves 
firm recommendation as a fine all-rounder which 
is very likely to perform to a consistently high 
standard under nearly all circumstances. Provided 
the lowish output is no problem, our only minor 
reservation is that other less well-damped models 
can sound rather more lively.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................high output moving coil 4.Bg
Stylus type...........................................................advanced elliptical
Stylus inspection result..............small nude stone, well aligned 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)............................... 1.5mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).... ........................................ -BdB
Channel balance........................................................................0.4dB
Channel separation (L,R)........  30, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)...........................  80, 7fym
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz....... +1.5, -0.5dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz... +1.5, -1.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........29, 38, 30dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 36, 47, 31dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +0.5, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +2, -1dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.... ..................... ....... 1.Bg, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..................10, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)......................................... 15, 19cu
Recommended arm effective mass.......................................6 46g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)............................11, 12dB
Typical selling price...................................................................... £50

Lab report
The frequency response trace is pretty remarkable 
by any standards, let alone those of £50 cart
ridges. Occasional minor uneveness can be 
detected in the 1-2kHz region, but there is no other 
ground for criticism apart from noting the normal 
overall downtilt, held to a respectable 3dB.

Separation results were good too, mildly asym
metric but held better than 30dB even at high 
frequencies, and with reasonable control of ultra
sonic spuriae besides.

Sound quality
The listening panel seemed to be passing through Frequency response, left and right channels
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Denon 01160
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House. Chiltern Hill, Chalfant St Peter. Bucks
Tel 107531 88647

the mildly unfortunate rider that this more expen
sive model was consistently rated a little below 
its sister. As a conjecture, the mild reduction in 
tracking abilities and downforce might well have 
contributed.

Highly competent in most respects, the '160 
lacked the refinement which distinguishes the 
best models, and was described as a trifle 'thin' 
in balance. Criticisms were few, but praise was 
not effusive either; one described the sound as 
'sweet but rather sticky! Another summarised: 
'surprisingly adequate'.

This £70 high-output moving-coil cartridge has 
much in common with the DL110, both models 
representing a renewed Denon assault upon the 
market for modestly-priced moving-coil models. 
A sultry 'sapphire tortoisehsell' plastic body 
replaces the '110s moody maroon. From the 
instruction leaflet, the only distinguishing detail 
being downforce and the size of the diamond tip 
itself; you pay more for the smaller stone. Further, 
the '160 tip seemed to be mildly asymmetrically 
shaped, though still representing good quality at 
this price level.

Low body mass plus sensible compliance will 
suit a wide range of tonearms, while the sub
stantial damping should assist performance in 
the poorer turntables. The output is on the low 
side; though most pre-amps will have plenty in 
hand to cope, it makes sense to check this is the 
case in specific instances. Though the tracking 
force is reduced some 10% below the '110, track
ing ability has suffered only slightly.

Lab report
The near copybook frequency respoonse is 
almost uncannily like the trace obtained for the 
'110, even down to a shared ‘glitch’ at 1.4kHz, 
though there were a couple of extra blips on this 
more expensive model. Nevertheless, it is a 
remarkably good performance, which many an 
exotic model would do well to emulate.

The uncanny similarity between the models 
extended even to the fine detail of the separation, 
the '160turning in a good solid performance with 
similar asymmetry and levels of ultrasonic 
spuriae. though impressive enough by absolute 
standards, one does begin to wonder what the 
extra £20 is supposed to provide.

Sound quality
It is hardly surprising that the auditioning results 
of the DL160 should prove similar to those of the 
DL1ia This was indeed the case, though with

Conclusions
There can be no denying the competence of a 
design which one participant described as 'a good 
£100 worth', yet the '160 was firmly undermined 
by the extremely similar, cheaper, and slightly 
better DL110. It is a fine all-rounder, suited to 
almost any system providing sufficient output is 
available for the pre-amp. its only failure was that 
it failed to provoke much positive enthusiasm 
amongst the listeners.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.........................................high output moving-coil 4.8g
Stylus type......... ..................................... special elliptical
Stylus inspection result.........fair. slightly asymmetric elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)........................................................1.4mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)............... . . . ...............-WB 
Channel balance     ..........................O.BdB
Channel separation (l,R).................................................... 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)............................................................ 80, 7^m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz...........+ 1, -0.5dB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz........... +1, -1.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........29, 35, 2WB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........38, 46, 2WB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +O, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +2, -1dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................ 1.6g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................... 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..........................................18, 18cu
Recommended arm effective mass......................................... 6-16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)............................11, 13d B
Typical selling price....................................................................... £70
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Empire MC-5M ..............._
Automation Sciences Company, 20 LlttleG""°"'" , BerMamst,, "'"' "F4 1PA 
Tel (0442841 2786

Empire is one of the long established US cartridge 
manufacturers, though the company’s European 
operation now appears to be autonomous, com
bining Japanese and European manufacturing 
with European design skills. Prominent among 
consultants has been AJ van de Hui, whose MC10 
is a refinement of Empire's MC1000.

The MC5M is an altogether more affordable 
item of quite different concept. Though a low- 
output moving-coil cartridge, this one is made in 
Japan, is fitted with a detachable stylus 
assembly/generator, and costs a reasonable £69.

The substantial metal frame with full circular 
fixing lugs looks a promising start mechanically, 
despite the minor weight penalty involved. But the 
headshell contact area is rather small, and a large 
area of purely decorative trim detached itself 
rather readily.

Furthennore, all the business bits are fitted into 
additional plastics mouldings (of admittedly very 
high quality), and there seems little rational justi
fication for introducing electrical and mechanical 
interfaces in order to provide a detachable facility 
that has very little value. That said, the stylus 
assembly fit was excellent!

Mechanically the cartridge will match well with 
most anns, and shows a fair degree of internal 
damping.

Lab report
Frequency balance of the MC-5M was a little 
unusual, showing minimal droop through the 
2-5kHz region and distinct recovery beyond, in 
some respects not unlike the balance shown by 
Decca cartridges. A minor 'glitch’ at 1.2kHz is 
detectable, and some high frequency uneasiness 
besides.

Separation was generally good, though dis
tinctly asymmetric between channels, showing 
the expected reduction towards the treble reson
ance (above the audible range) and good suppres
sion of ultrasonic spuriae.

quality 
secure

Output requires the extra boost of moving-coil 
pre-amplification circuitry, and a high 
advanced elliptical stylus tip provided 
tracking at a sensible 1.8g downforce.

Sound quality
On audition, the Decca analogy proved 
appropriate, for the MC-5M bounced along with 
lively dynamics and a bright, sometimes aggres
sive presentation. Providing an impressive sense 
of scale, some felt the presentation as a whole 
lacked subtlety, and could become wearing with 
prolonged listening.

Attempting to summarise varied reaction to this 
cartridge’s individual style is not easy, though the 
overall reaction was cautiously favourable, with 
averaged scores that more than justified its price.

Conclusion
Only the name remains the same, for this gutsy, 
almost fiery-sounding cartridge is quite unlike this 
author’s recollection of the earlier American 
designs. It represents a new direction which 
clearly deserves success. The cartridge itself 
providing an exciting sound in a mechanically 
well-controlled (if unnecessarily elaborate) 
package, and as such wins a recommendation.
TEST RESULTS

Type, mass......................... low o/p (detachable) moving-coil 6.2g
Stylus type....................................................................... ‘paralinea(
Stylus inspection result.................advanced high quality ellipse 
Output level (1kHz, 5cm/s)............  .........................0.31mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)...........................................-22dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.7dB
Channel separation (L,R)...................................................30, 23dB
Tracking ability (L,R)...........................................................30, BOpm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz......... +1, -0.5d8
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.........+2, -0.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........31, 45, 33d8
Stereo Separation R on L BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 26, 33, 25dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +2, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading.................................. 1 ‘..1.Bg, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)....................9, BHz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................  16, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................645g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).......................... 12, 12d8
Typical selling price.................................................................. £69

«BASS»__________________^MIDRANGE»_________________-TREBLE »
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Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

Dynavector DV10X IV
Dynavector UK, 117 Kings Road, Long Ditton, Surbiton KT6 5JE 
Tel 01-398 8710

This lightweight high output moving coil from 
Japanese specialist Dynavector is the latest in 
a long series of 10X models, which are 
accustomed to high ratings in Choice. Though 
the transparent bodywork is cantilevered from 
a plastic mounting plate, rigidity is reasonable. 
The longish cantilever looks a little vulnerable 
to accidental damage, and the stylus is a fine 
quality nude elliptical on a rectangular shank.

Compliance is fairly low and pretty well 
damped, so medium-to-high mass arms are to 
be preferred. Tracking abilities fell slightly 
short of the target despite the reasonable 1.7g 
downforce.

Lab report
Output level is lower than most models 
intended for moving magnet inputs, but was 
still high enough to be most unlikely to cause 
any difficulties. Capacitance matching is of 
course irrelevant in a low impedance moving
coil design.

Frequency response followed the familiar 
downtilted pattern but only dropping some 3dB 
across the whole band. The high frequency 
resonance is quite well controlled, but at a 
lowish 7-8kHz, while there were also a couple 
of midrange 'glitches' to cope with at 600 and 
800Hz. Channel balance showed some 0.5dB 
variation at different parts of the main 
frequency spectrum, but was held quite closely 
at high frequencies.

Separation figures were good for a cartridge 
at this price level (or any price level, for that 
matter), albeit with mild channel asymmetry.

Sound quality
In some respects this was the most balanced 
sounding of the Dynavectors, and certainly 
delivered a very decent level of quality. Bass 
was felt to be slightly overdamped, with mild 
upper bass richness combining to give an 

impression of slightly limited extension. The 
mild treble peak was audible as a slight 'bright
ness', and emphasised by 'smearing'. 
Midrange focusing was very good, and this 
tended to draw attention away from the limit
ations at the extremes. Stereo seemed a trifle 
lacking in depth, but was impressively solid 
and stable, as was the general behaviour of the 
cartridge in the groove.

Conclusions
This is a fine sounding cartridge at a realistic 
price, with the added convenience of driving 
moving magnet stages directly. Tracking ability 
is less its forte than groove stability, yet 
damping should be sufficient to ensure 
successful widespread compatibility, so firm 
recommendation is clearly indicated.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.......................................high output moving-coil 4.5g
Stylus type................................................................... nude elliptical
Stylus inspection result.............good small rectangular section 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...................................................2.35mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).......................................... -4dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.4dB
Channel separation (L,R).................................................26.1,30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)............................................................ 80, 77pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz....................+ 1.5, - 1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz...................... + 2, - 2dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........23, 32, 23dB
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........35, 35, 30dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz 0.5, 0.5, 0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean,1kHz-15kHz  +1, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz + 2, - 1dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.... ............1.7g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, la!)................. 11, 12Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..... ............... 12, 10cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................8-18g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).....................well damped
Typical selling price.............................  £60
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Glanz MFG 110EX
The Music Room, 221 St Vincent Street, Glasgow 
Tel 041-248 7221

Pertlaps less readily available than they were a few 
years ago, Japanese manufacturer Glanz make a 
comprehensive range of 'Moving Flux' (loosely, 
moving magnet) and moving-coil cartridges in the 
low and medium price ranges. The sole example 
reviewed here is a £30 moving magnet model, 
which as it happens is also the first Glanz model 
to come the way of the reviewer. Our sample was 
purchased from a London dealer.

Substantial in size, construction seems well- 
founded, and the stylus assembly fixes in quite 
precisely. The stylus itself, a simple elliptical, 
showed an indifferent standard of polish. The 
semi-circular lugs seem strong enough for rigid 
fixing, and a reasonable headshell contact can be 
made despite a superfluous centre trim piece.

Output level is sufficient for all moving magnet 
inputs, and different loadings have little effect 
upon response. Mechanically, the 110EXshould 
suit most tonearms, and gave good tracking 
ability at a sensible 1.75g downforce. The 
discrepancy between the size of horizontal and 
vertical resonances is curious as the frequency 
is identical, though it is impossible to predict 
cause or effect.

Lab report
Frequency response was gently downtilted in the 
usual manner, generally very smooth and even 
though with some variation between channels at 
high frequencies. Adding capacitance produced 
a flatter total response at the expense of a slightly 
more exposed, but effectively ultrasonic, treble 
peak. The difference amounted to only about 1dB, 
and may probably be safely ignored.

Separation was rather disappointing by the 
standards of most of today's cartridges, reaching 
only 24dB on one channel, 30dB on the other. 
Ultrasonic spuriae were reasonably well down.

Sound quality
Subjectively marginally preferred with 

capacitance loading, the Glanz was warmly 
received by a panel who admittedly appeared to 
be in a generous mood at the time of its 
presentation. Tonally described as a little 'bright’, 
not unlike CD, the midrange sounded lively if 
slightly coloured, the bass detailed if a little slow, 
and the treble clear with only slight overemphasis 
at times.

The 'average’ ratings were very good consider
ing the modest enough price of this model.

Conclusions
The MFG-110EX designation may be a bit of a 
mouthful, and it certainly doesn’t manage to 
define any new standards in technical perfor
mance, but nevertheless delivers a very competi
tive sound deserving recommendation. If it is 
typical of Glanz cartridges in general, the rest of 
the range should also be worth exploring.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass......  .......... moving flux (magnet) 5.5g
Stylus type............................................................................ elliptical
Stylus inspection result simple ellipse, indifferent polish 
Output Level (1kHz, Semis).................................. 3.4mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)............................................ -1dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.5dB
Channel separation (l,R)................................................... 20, 16dB
Tracking ability (L,R)........................................................... 80, 80^m
Frequency response from graph, 180Hz-5kHz..............+1, -1dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............ +1, -4dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 24, 24, 22dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 32, 30, 25dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz .. +1.5, -1.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz. +3.5, -1.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading......................................1.75g, 100pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................... 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................16, 16cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 646g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)............................ 9, 14dB
Typical selling price.... ....................£30

Frequency response, left and right channels
«BASS» «MIDRANGE» «TREBLE»

22 • 55 100 200 500 D 22 55 ^ 20k

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Goldring Epic
Goldring Products Ltd, Unit 8, Grey 
Tel (0284) 701101

Friar’s Rd, Moreton Hall Ind Est, Bury St Edmunds IP32 7DX

This now well established budget cartridge from 
Goldring attracted much interest and favourable 
comment from its introduction, as did the version 
Goldring build for Russ Andrews, the RATA RP20. 
The body is ratner large, though it can be 
mounted tightly with good contact area; 
the body is now made of good quality plastic 
material which allows firm mounting with no 
problems.

Stylus assembly made a fine tight fit, and the 
specified elliptical tip was confirmed and 
neatly mounted. Compliance is moderate and 
well-damped, so arms of up to 16g effective 
mass look a safe enough bet. The downforce of 
2g helps to give reasonable tracking 
performance.

Lab report
Plenty of output for the least sensitive 
amplifiers, plus a response which shows little 
change in shape with added capacitance will 
ensure no compatibility problems here. In fact 
the rather 'dim' response was improved a 
couple of dB by an extra 250pF without any 
untoward side effects, so adding a little extra 
capacitance may be beneficial.

The response trend is determinedly 
downtilted at high frequencies, falling some 
6dB between 1 kHz and 20kHz, which is not too 
promising. But it does follow a smooth and 
even trend, the final HF region is under fine 
control, and the curve itself is pretty smooth, 
with only one minor (750Hz) ‘glitch’.

Channel balance was acceptable enough for 
the price, and separation likewise, at least 
showing good balance and evenness if not at a 
particularly exalted level. Tracking abilities are 
adequate, and groove stability pretty good.

Sound quality
Dominated by the dulled response, the Epic 
tended to sound bass heavy but was quite 

impressive in terms of integration and focus, 
and was quite liked as a result on the listening 
tests. One hesitates to call it lively, but 
'punchy' is not a bad adjective. Dynamics and 
coloration were pretty decent throughout, and 
stereo imaging showed some depth, albeit with 
some congestion.

Conclusions
This unpretentious cartridge is rather too dull 
in balance for the standard of ancillary equip
ment we used during listening, but the tight 
high frequency control is not ill-suited to the 
budget equipment it is likely to partner. Provid
ing the body plastic is reinforced, the generally 
decent performance in other respects indi
cates cautious recommendation in the right 
system context.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...................................................... moving magnet 6.5g
Stylus type.............................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result................................neat simple elliptical
Output Level (1 kHz, 5cm/s)......... .......................... 3.8mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cmls).............................................OdB
Channel balance........................................................................ 0.3dB
Channel separation (L,R)..............................................28.6, 25.7dB
Tracking ability (L,R)............................................................ 70, 69pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz^5Hz........................ + 1, - 3d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz + 1.5, -617dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 21,27, 29d8
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 18, 23, 25dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz...... 0.5, 0.5, 1dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz  + 0, -3U8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1 kHz-20kHz + 2, -3dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........ .............................. 1.8g, 200pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).................10, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................ 13, 13cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................6-14g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...................... ......11,11dB
Typical selling price......................................................................£16

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Goldring 1010
Goldring Products Ltd, Unit 8 Greyfriars Road, Moreton Hall Industrial Estate, Bury St Edmunds IP32 7DX 
Tel 102841 701101 '

Goldring's new '100' series provides successors 
to the long-lived W range. Certain similarities 
remain, but the changes, notably in improving the 
overall mechanical rigidity of the package, are very 
obvious.

Cheapest of the series, the 1010 features a 
simple elliptical stylus of adequate quality. Stylus 
assemblies are interchangeable, allowing easy 
upgrading if desired. Full circular mounting lugs 
and a large flat contact area should ensure good 
headshell contact. The generator can is firmly 
located in a substantial moulding which includes 
the mounting plate, and the stylus assembly is 
also very firmly and precisely located.

The moderate compliance still provided ample 
tracking performance at the sensible 1.75g down
force, yet is mechanically suited to a broad range 
of tonearms - a welcome contrast to some of 
the earlier '^' series models of a few years ago. 
Compliance and damping were both somewhat 
asymmetric, laterally and vertically; electrically, 
output was ample.

little of the tension of performance and lacking 
in space and air particularly on complex material.

Furthermore the treble was described as 'spitty; 
which suggests that the peak revealed when 
measured with capacitance loading remains aud
ible in practical use, despite the successful 
attempts to control the output.

Conclusions
Just about everything about this new Goldring 
model looks positive, from the high standards of 
design and construction through to the fine 
technical performance. It was therefore a great 
disappointment to obtain such indifferent results 
for sound quality. Though there seems no obvious 
explanation, we must reserve judgement and 
defer any recommendation.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass. ..............................................moving magnet 6g
Stylus type............................................................................ elliptical
Stylus inspection result..........................adequate simple ellipse
Output Level (1kHz, Semis).............. .......................................4.3mV
Relative output (Od8=1mV/cm/s).............................................+1d8
Channel balance........................................................................ 0.1dB
Channel separation (L,R)...................................................30, 3MB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................... 80, 76pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz.............+1, -1d8
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.............+1, -2dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........31, 43, 2MB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........37, 37, 29dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +1.5, -MB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.. +1.5, -1.SdB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................ 1.8g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................. 10, 8Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)......................................... 14, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass.........................................S16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..........................12, 14dB
Typical selling price.............................................. :.......................£30

Lab report
Frequency response with low capacitance loading 
was almost ruler straight up to 18kHz, with very 
close channel balance and a solitary 1.2kHz 
‘glitch' - a remarkably impressive result. Higher 
loading revealed a very different picture, raising 
the output some 3dB at an 8.5kHz treble peak.

Separation results were very good too, though 
the discrepancy between channels was quite 
marked.

Sound quality
Despite the very impressive measured perfor
mance, and the frequency response in particular, 
the results of auditioning were rather disappoint
ing. For whatever reason - it would be foolhardy 
to speculate as the package undoubtedly 'looks 
right' - the sound quality was criticised for being 
comparatively coarse and muddled, conveying Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Goldring 1020
Goldring Products Ltd, Unit 8 Greyfriars Road, Moreton Hall Industrial Estate, Bury St Edmunds IP32 7DX 
Tel 102841 701101

Middle model of the range which replaces the 
familiar '900' series, the 1020 has a van den Hui 
type II tip, similar to that used in the '920. Its high 
quality and correct mounting was confirmed 
under the microscope. Stylus assemblies are 
interchangeable throughout the range.

With this new series the body and stylus 
assembly construction seem much more rigid 
and tightly fitting; the mounting area is now a 
substantial flat plate with circular lugs to give 
rigid headshell contact.

Output is ample for all pre-amps, with the 
recommendation for low capacitance loading. 
Balance between channels was a full dB out. 
Mechanically, the moderate if somewhat asym
metric compliance suits a wide range of medium
heavy arms, and the cartridge is moderately well
damped. The 1.8g downforce ensured fine 
tracking.

focused, but detail resolution outside the mid
band was judged insufficient by several listeners.

Conclusions
The combination of a high quality stylus and 
commendably rigid construction with technical 
performance to an apparently high standard 
would appear to promise much. But under out test 
conditions, and rather to our perplexity, the sound 
quality did not quite seem to measure up.

The cause of our difficulties remains obscure. 
The only sources of mild suspicion are the degree 
of load sensitivity and the compliance asymmetry. 
The cartridge is in any case no mean performer 
and deserves to be given a fair chance by pros
pective purchasers.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass. ...................... moving magnet 6g
Stylus type..................................................................van den Hui 2
Stylus inspection result.................. good quality vdH confirmed
Output Level (1kHz, Sem/s)..................... ........................... .... 4mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)........................................ OdB
Channel balance.....................  1dB
Channel separation (L,R).... .......... ......................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).............................................................80, 8Opm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz..............+1, -1dB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.......... +1, -1.5dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz. 10kHz ....31, 42, 30dB 
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz. 3kHz, 10kHz...... 37, 37, 28dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz .... +1.5, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz. +1.5, -1.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................ 1.8g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).......... .......10, 8Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................14, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................S.16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).......................... 12, 12dB
Typical selling price.................................................................... £45

Lab report
Recording an almost identical but slightly better 
extended trace than the 1010, the flattest response 
is clearly only obtained when the load capaci
tance seen by the cartridge and contributed by 
arm leads and pre-amp input is low. At higher 
loading a mild 2.5dB downtilt becomes a 2dB 
peak at 8.5kHz. The traces showed slightly more 
mechanical unevenness than the 1010, but 
separation was rather better, only slightly asym
metrical and reasonably well maintained at high 
frequencies.

Sound quality
On audition, the 1020 proved something of a 
disappointment, and was not well received. The 
sound was described as muddled and congested, 
'lumpy' in the upper bass and without conveying 
any real space, air, or tension. A slightly aggres
sive balance provided a certain liveliness which 
was quite well suited to rock material, and the 
vocal registers sounded quite clear and well 
44
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Goldring 1040
Goldring Products Ltd, Unit 8 Greyfriars Road Moreton Hall Industrial Estate, Bury St Edmunds IP32 70X 
Tel (0284) 701101

This is the top model in the newly introduced 
‘100' series, featuring the most elaborate van den 
Hui type 1 stylus. There are similarities to its ‘90’ 
series predecessor in terms of the generator, canti
lever and can, but the 1040offers much improved 
body rigidity and stylus assembly fit. Furthermore, 
the mounting plate uses circular fixing lugs and 
offers a substantial area of proper firm headshell 
contact.

Mechanically similar to the other models in the 
series (the stylus assemblies being interchange^ 
able), the 1040 has a sensible though somewhat 
asymmetric compliance which is best suited to 
medium and high mass tonearms, the great 
majority in point of fact. Electrical output is ample, 
though the recommendation for low capacitance 
pre-amp loading ought to be followed.

Lab report
Differing somewhat from the cheaper models, 
frequency response showed a substantial change 
with low or high capacitance loading. With the 
former, as recommended, there was a broad 
-1.5dB trough through the treble with recovery 
around 18kHz; with additional loading the cart
ridge started rolling off around 8kHz, ending up 
-9dB at 20kHz. Neither condition achieved the 
degree of ‘flatness' found with the '10and '20 and 
some value in between might well have been 
optimum.

Separation figures were pretty good, particu
larly in the bass and midband, and showed com
mendably close symmetry between channels, 
which is certainly the exception rather than the 
rule, and evidence of good cantilever control. 
Tracking abilities were also good at the sensible 
1.8g downforce.

Sound quality
Results of the listening tests were disappointing, 
with most listeners commenting on a degree of 
muddle and a rather slow, ponderous and heavy 

bass delivery. While there was some praise for 
overall neutrality and relaxed presentation, and 
some tracks were better received than others, it 
was clear from the comments that the 1040 failed 
to inspire any real enthusiasm in the panel.

Conclusions
While the measured performance seemed very 
competent, and the package undoubtedly pro
vides a very classy stylus at a comparatively 
modest price, the results of the listening were 
rather disappointing. The degree of variation in 
response with different pre-amps suggests that 
predicting overall system results will not be easy, 
so prospective purchasers are advised to try the 
model for themselves before making a firm 
commitment.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass......................................................... moving magnet 6g
Stylus type .............................van den Hui 1
Stylus inspection result................................. fine top quality vdH
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...................................................... 4mV
Relative output (WB=1mV/cm/s)........................................... +IdB
Channel balance.......................................................................0.2dB
Channel separation (l,R)..................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................... 80, 80pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz........ + 1.5, -1dB
Frequency response from graph, 80Hz-20kHz........ + 1.5, -1dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz....... 29, 41, 29dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 1OkHz.......38, 38; 30dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +1.5, -OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.. +1.5, -1.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................... 1.89, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................10, 8Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................14, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass. ^_ = _..........8-16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)........................... 11, 13dB
Typical selling price......................................................................£70

Frequency response left and right channels
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Goldring Electro II
Goldring Products Ltd, Unit 8, Greyfrlars Road, Moreton Hall Industrial Estate, Bury St Edmunds IP32 7DX 
Tel (0284) 701101

This high-output moving-coil has been around 
a couple of years now, and is the original model 
in the Electro series. It is a heavy cartridge with 
a substantial metal mounting plate to ensure 
close mechanical contact with the arm.

A fine van den Hui tip was fitted, which is 
unusual in an £80 cartridge. Downforce was a 
sensible- 1.8g, and compliance quite low, 
though asymmetrical in frequency and damp
ing. The recommended^ range of arm masses is 
8-16g, with the middle of the range preferred.

Conclusions
Decent enough in most aspects of its 
performance, quality of the Electro IIgenerator 
doesn't really justify the highish price, despite 
the fine stylus. It is a pretty decent all-rounder 
to be sure, but does not excel sufficiently in 
any respect to warrant recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...........................................high output moving-coil 9g
Stylus type....................................................................... van den Hui
Stylus inspection result..........................................fine tiny vdH tip
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)....................................................1.93mV
Relative output (OdB = 1 mV/cm/s).......................................... -7dB
Channel balance........................................................................ 0.4dB
Channel separation (L,R).......................... ....................28.1,27.8dB
Tracking ability (l,R)............................................................80, 75pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz ....+ 1.5, - 1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz................... + 2, -4/5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 23, 23, 14dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 31,25, 16dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz........ 1,0.5, 0.5dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^15kHz.. + 0, -1.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... + 1, -3dB 
Test tracking weight, loading................................... ........1.8g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).................13, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).................... ..................... 7,13cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................8-16g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...............................9, 13dB
Typical selling price.......................................................................£82

Lab report
Though nominally a high output type, the 
Electro's output is somewhat below average 
for moving magnet inputs, so the individual 
purchaser would be wise to check there is 
enough level to get the amplifier up to clipping 
without background noise problems. An m-c 
input, if available, should work with no 
problem.

Frequency response showed a gentle 2.5dB 
downtilt from 100Hz to 4kHz, a mild (1dB) peak 
at 8kHz, and then a rather ragged though 
tolerably balanced rolloff. Channel balance 
was fair and the trace^quite smooth, with just a 
couple of 'glitches' between 500Hz and 1kHz.

Separation figures were rather disappointing 
considering the price level, showing a marked 
deterioration towards high frequencies, though 
the generation of ultrasonic spuriae was at an 
encouragingly low level. Tracking abilities were 
reasonable enough, but without a great deal in 
reserve.

Sound quality
The overall balance was pretty good, if a touch 
‘bright’, giving a pleasant ‘airiness’, albeit with 
a touch of surface noise. However Inw 
frequencies were a little lacking in authority 
and the presence lacked 'punch' and focus to a 
degree.
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Grace F9E II
Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edgebank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LAS 9AS 
Tel: 1053 9831 274

With a history that seems to stretch back into the 
mists of time, the F9Ehas become something of 
a yardstick for high-quality moving magnet 
designs, providing a sound competitive with m-c 
models in a device which offers good tracking 
abilities at low downforce. Recent refinement 
justifies the II suffix, with visible changes to the 
fluorescent stylus assembly moulding.

The manufacturer's family ties with the Supex 
people can be seen in a similar concern for good 
mechanical body rigidity with substantial fixing 
lugs. The new stylus assembly makes a fairly 
good fit, but was not exceptional in this respect.

Compliance of our Mk II sample was 
unfashionably high, significantly greater than that 
of last year's model, and therefore only really 
suited to low mass arms, though assisted by a 
fair amount of internal damping. This certainly 
ensures good tracking at a low 1.2g downforce, 
but then last year's model was also a good tracker 
and more sensibly matched to today's tonearms.

Electrical output is ample, and channel balance 
fair. The fine small advanced elliptical tip had a 
slightly asymmetric shank.

Lab report
Changing the load capacitance altered the treble 
response by a fairly substantial 3dB, so attention 
should be paid to this in a system context. With 
low capacitance, an almost ruler-flat response 
downtilted 4dB from 200Hz to 20kHz is punctua
ted by a broad 2dB peak at 11kHz; higher loading 
increases the peak by 1dB and rolls off the higher 
frequencies.

Separation was excellent, particularly through 
the lower midrange with dB values consistently 
in the '40s, and with well-suppressed ultrasonics.

Sound quality
Curiously, during 'hands on' listening, the sound 
was actually preferred with the additional capaci
tance. The traditional highly regarded virtues of

the '9E were again in evidence, combining a 
slightly 'weighty' balance with an impressively 
'lively' presentation.

The majority of comments positively described 
this as an interesting solid-sounding cartridge. 
But there were a couple of dissenters, and a 
general criticism of some 'fizz'.

Conclusions
While this latest version of the F9E can be said 
to deliver the sonic goods satisfactorily, the 
excessive compliance of our solitary sample was 
a disappointment, and could well have been the 
reason why the II was not regarded as any 
significant improvement over its predecessor.

While warning against high compliance 
samples, this still remains a sufficiently fine 
example of moving magnet technology to retain 
cautious recommendation.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...........................................moving magnet 6.1g
Stylus type............................................ advanced elliptical
Stylus inspectionresult..............tiny, slightly asymmetric advanced elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...........................................4mV
Relative output (Od8=1mV/cm/s)..................................+1dB
Channel balance.....................................  0.6dB
Channel separation (l,R)........................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)...............  80, 90pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz........+1, -I.SdB 
Frequency response from graph, 90Hz-20kHz......... +1, -3dB Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......31, 39, 27dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......90, 39, 28dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... +1, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +1, -0.SdB 
Test tracking weight, loading.............................. 1.2g, 200pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat)............... 5, 5Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).............................. 50, 50cu
Recommended arm effective mass.............................. 5-10g
LF resonance rise, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat).....................11, 13dB
Typical selling price.................................................. £159

«BASS» «MIDRANGE» «TREBLE»

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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READ Hi-Fi CHOICE
LISTEN AND MAKE 

YOUR CHOICE
Whatever your needs, 

the "BEST BUYS" are at
Brentwood Music Centre

Ground and First Floor 
2 lngrave Road, Brentwood, 
Essex. Tel: (0277) 221210

Ideally situated — 5 mins. by car from 
M25/A12 intersection, 15 mins. from 

Dartford Tunnel and M11

* * COMPACT DISC SPECIALIST * *

AGENCIES INCLUDE: AR, AIWA, 
ARISTON/OLN, B&W, CASTLE, DENON, 

DIESIS, DUAL, HARMAN/KARDON, JBL, LUX, 
MARANTZ, MORDAUNT-SHORT, NAKAMICHI, 

PHILIPS, PROTON, OED, QUAD, SANSUI, 
TEAC, TRIO, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA. 

A WIDE RANGE OF HEADPHONES, 
CARTRIDGES AND ACCESSORIES FROM THE 

TOP NAMES.

Hi-fi for the discerning

^^-f-930-530

OLD SCHOOL, SCHOOL ROAD, BRACON ASH 
NR NORWICH 

TCLCPHONl (0508) 70829

Basically Sound

OF NORFOLK
A&R CAMBRIDGE * CREEK * HARBE fH 

HfYBROOK • LINN * MORDAUNT SHORT 
MANTRA It NAIM It NIGHTINGALE * ROTH 

REGA * SONOEX it SPENDOR it SUPEX 
WHARFEDALE * ANO O

THE BEST BUYS IN BIRMINGHAM. . .
THE BEST AND WIDEST CHOICE OF 

CARTRIDGES AND TURNTABLES 
ALL RECORD DECKS ARE 

ASSEMBLED AND CAREFULLY ALIGNED
• • We cater for a wide range of tastes and budgets by offering carefully selected 
Hi-Fi products from the finest manufacturers.• Demonstrations are arranged by appointment in our single Speaker demonstration 
room, simulating a domestic environment, to ensure the correct choice of equipment.• Most products are covered by a full two year warranty; repairs and manufactures 
are carried out in our own service departments.• Systems can be installed at homes in the West Midlands area at no extra charge.• AKG, A&R, AR, Ariston, Audiolab, Audio Technica, Beyer, Bose, Celestion, Diesis, 
Dual, Gale, Glanz, Goldring, Grado, Helius, Heybrook, KEF, Logic, Linx, Maxell, 
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NVA, 
Oak, Ortofon, Philips, Pink Triangle, Quad, Revolver, Rogers, Rotel, Sondex, Spendor, 
Systemdek, Tannoy, TDK, Thorens, Wharfedale.

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD
95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL 
TEL: SALES 021 742 0254; SERVICE 021 742 0248
OPEN HOURS: TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 1 Oam to 6pm 
CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE (credit brokers)
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Grado MT
Grado Products Ltd, Lynch House, Alwalton. Peterborough PE7 3UY
Tel 10733) 236562

Like all Grado models, this is a simple design of 
unprepossessing appearance, sensibly construc
ted to couple well with the tonearm mechanic
ally. The mounting lugs are a little flimsy and 
should not be over-tightened, but they at least 
provide circular contact with the bolts.

The stylus assembly fit is remarkably tight, with 
additional mastic-type damping. Indeed those 
foolhardy enough to attempt removal without the 
special tool provided risk terminal cantilever 
damage — as we discovered last time around!

A fairly stiff compliance means that medium 
and heavy mass arms are to be preferred, while 
the lack of any cantilever damping (a char
acteristic Grado trait) implies that tonearm 
damping could be beneficial if available, and that 
poorer quality turntables should be avoided. Track
ing abilities should be adequate, but in an ade
quate player could be caught out on the more 
difficult material (opera, choral etc.).

Output is fine for conventional moving magnet 
inputs, but the design of the generator means 
Grados, though entirely unaffected by input 
capcitance loading, may be somewhat 
susceptible to hum pickup in the 'wrong’ system 
(glass turntable platters, for example).

Lab report
Frequency response was certainly a little 
dramatic, suggesting a cartridge stronger on 
character than neutrality. Dropping a full 3dB 
through the midrange from 200Hz to 5kHz, there 
is evidence of slight recovery and then a sharp 
rise to a +2dB peak at 18kHz.

Separation showed good channel matching and 
impressive evenness, despite absolute values 
which were below average. Ultrasonic output was 
higher than usual, corroborating the high 
frequency response problem.

Sound quality
The frequency characteristic proved a major

element in the subjective reaction, though 'listen
ing through’ the effect revealed a sound of rare 
quality considering the low price.

The balance was rich and slightly 'heavy; 
marred by some softness in bass definition and 
some sibilant and surface noise exaggeration. 
Inherent good clarity and 'speed', along with the 
balance, helped to convey impressive scale with 
good vocal projection and ambient detail.

Conclusions
Despite the odd frequency balance, this Grado 
produced sufficient of the sound quality goods 
to indicate recommendation at its very reasonable 
price. Other aspects of technical performance 
were decent enough in any case.

However, significant reservations remain 
regarding the suitability of such a lightly-damped 
model in the budget turntables it is likely to 
partner. Good performance in a high quality 
system does not necessarily imply that the quality 
will be maintained when the compromises get 
tough. A fine potential performer, it needs, more 
than most, to be checked out in the prospective 
system.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass....................................................................... moving magnet 5.5g
Stylus type......................... .............................................................not specified
Stylus inspection result......................................................... mild elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, Semis)............................  3.5mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)..........................................................-1dB
Channel balance............................................................................................ 0.6dB
Channel separation (L,R)..................................................................24, 25dB
Tracking ability (L,R)........................................................................... ao, 66pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz...........+1.5, -I.SdB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz................+2, -3dB 
Stereo Separation L on R MHz, 3kHz, 10kHz............ 26, 31, 29dB
Stereo Separation R on L BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz............ 32, 34, 31dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz.... +2.5, -3dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz...... +4, -3dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.......................  1.5g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...................... 11, 11Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).....................................................12, 12cu
Recommended arm effective mass................................................... S.18g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, la!)..................................18, 21dB
Typical selling price..........................................................................................£19

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Grado Ml
Grado Products Ltd, Lynch House Alwalton, Peterborough PE7 3UY
Tel 10733) 236562

This expensive Grado differs little from its 
cheaper (or still more expensive) brethren in 
appearance, the hidden value lying presumably 
in the cantilever engineering, stylus, and quality 
control. In fact, the M1’s stylus appeared to be 
nothing particularly special.

Overall mechanical construction is simple and 
sound, with an exceedingly well-fitting stylus 
assembly necessitating a special tool for its 
removal. Headshell contact area is fairly good and 
the mounting lugs are circular, though appear 
rather thin and fragile.

Slightly greater vertical compliance over the MT 
probably helps produce the improved tracking per
formance, at the expense of some compliance 
asymmetry. Once again, medium and high mass 
arms are to be preferred, and the virtual absence 
of cartridge damping indicates the need for a 
good quality player and/or a damped tonearm. 
Output is on the low side though fully adequate, 
and channel balance was very good.

treble, some 'tizz' was again noticed.
While the treble range was an improvement, the 

M1 seemed to lose some of the 'liveliness' of the 
cheaper model. Praise was again given to the mid
range clarity and space, but there was also the 
impression that the M1 was tending towards 
blandness.

Conclusions
While the M1 does offer a number of 
improvements over the far cheaper MT, these 
seem insufficient to justify the substantial differ
ence in price. Indeed in some respects the M1 
seemed less effective in creating an integrated 
whole out of the sum of its parts. In many ways, 
it is a fine performer, but on the basis of our find
ings the highish price precludes recommenda
tion.

TEST RESULTS 
Type, mass.........................................................moving magnet 5.5g
Stylus type.....................................................................not specified
Stylus inspection result............mild elliptical, indifferent polish 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)......................................................3.2mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cms)..............................................-2dB
Channel balance........................................................................... OdB
Channel separation (l,R)....................................................26, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)........................................................... 80, BOpm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz...........+1.5, -2dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz............... +2, -3dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........26, 32, 30dB
Stereo Separation R on L BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........36, 43, 35dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzd5kHz......... +1, -3dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz........+3, -3dB
Test tracking weight, loading............ . ........1.5g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...................11, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..........................................12, 17cu
Recommended arm effective mass............. . .......... 616g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...........................23, 19dB
Typical selling price...................................................................£125

Lab report
Low generator inductance means that the M1 is 
unaffected by changes in pre-amp loading. The 
response shows the same general trend as the 
cheaper model, but with significant high fre
quency refinement and some extension besides. 
Showing similar low bass boost and midrange 
downtilt, the first recovery is slightly stronger but 
also higher in frequency, while the treble peak has 
been effectively eliminated, maintaining ±1dB 
with fine channel balance.

Separation was certainly superior to the T, but 
on one channel only unfortunately. Ultrasonic 
spuriae were again apparent at a higher level than 
usual.

Sound quality
Once again the effects of the response 
characterised the overall ‘rich', ‘heavy' sound 
balance, and despite the apparently smoother Frequency response, left and right channels
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REASSESSED

Grado M3
Grado Products UK Ltd, Lynch House, Alwalton, Peterborough PE7 3UY 
Tel (0733) 236562

Sound quality
Liked in particular for its lively openess, the M3 
was a bit of a lightweight when it came to bass 
'slam', but managed to sound remarkably 
uncongested throughout most of the band.

The midrange showed reasonable focus and 
stereo was quite promising, while the balance 
as a whole sounded a touch 'bright' and 'cold', 
somewhat lacking in richness and mid bass 
power. Some treble brightness was audible, 
but the combination of control and detail was 
good for the price.

Grado cartridges are unusual in several ways, 
the most obvious being the almost total lack of 
low frequency damping, which is not so much 
of a bad thing per se, but which does mean that 
the accompanying turntable needs to be pretty 
decent. The body is a rather soft blue plastic, 
and we frankly didn't dare try the recom
mended three-point mounting spacer for fear of 
tearing off the lugs, which showed signs of 
straining when tightened. Stylus was a nicely 
shaped and mounted special elliptical.

The compliance is beautifully chosen for the 
test arm, and perfectly symmetrical, so a fair 
range of arm effective masses should be use
able despite the high resonance rise.

Lab report
Output level is round about average and 
Grados are unaffected by capacitance 
changes, so there are no amplifier matching 
problems. Hum susceptibility is a known Grado 
trait, and will depend upon the turntable, so 
should be checked out if proposing purchase.

Frequency response sorted out the cheaper 
T and the M3 quite comfortably, while at the 
same time showing some significant strengths 
in both. They were identical from 100Hz to 
6kHz, showing impressive channel balance but 
a gently curving downtilt of 4dB. Whereas the T 
then recovered substantially, showing some 
channel divergence above 12kHz, the M3 
flattened and then turned down again at 9kHz, 
smoothly following the original trend under 
exceptional contro| The trace as a whole was 
devoid of other identifiable resonances.

Separation measurements were fairly 
unspectacular, ¡f reasonably consistent, and 
showed quite good control of ultrasonic 
spuriae. Tracking posed no problems, stability 
was quite impressive despite the 1.5g tracking 
weight, and surface noise stayed under good 
control.

Conclusions
A very decent sounding cartridge for the price, 
not to mention some impressive results in the 
technical testing, ensures recommendation for 
this Grado, and the suggestion that other 
models in the Masterseries deserve checking 
out, according to the depth of your pocket. 
However, it is not a cartridge to use with an 
inadequate turntable; Grados have a habit of 
sounding only as good as their players.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.......................  moving magnet 5.5g
Stylus type.....................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result........................ confirmed, small & neat
Output Level (1kHz, 5cmls)...............................................3.4mV
Relative output (OdB = ImVlcmls)..................................- 1.5dB
Channel balance... . ............................... OdB
Channel separation (L,R)......................................... 23.6, 21.BdB
Tracking ability (L,R)...................................................... 80, BOpm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz......................+ 2, - 2d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz.................+ 2, -213dB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........25, 23, 22d8
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........33, 32, 25dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz..............0, 0, OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz  +1, -2dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz + 3, -2dB 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................... 1.5g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...............10,10Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)....................................16, 16cu
Recommended arm effective mass..................................6-14g^
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)......................... 18,17dB
Typical selling price........................... ......................£49'.
•with slight damping if available

Frequency response, left and right channels
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HI FI SYSTEM SALE

CELESTION Dl4

II w—

SYSTEM OF THE MONTH

• “ M * >
' 1 ‘ • n

•""‘‘ """‘""""""" """"""""• 
in this system

O C INC VAT
L K DELIVERY

DUAL 505-2 INC CARTRIDGEROTEL RA820

DUAL CS5D5^2 + ROTEL RA820 +AR1BBX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £269.95
DUAL CS505-2 + ROTEL RA820BX +AR18BX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £299.95
DUAL CS505-2 + ROTEL RA840 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £329.95
DUAL CS505^2 + ROTEL RA840BX +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £339.95
DUAL CS505^2 + YAMAHA A320 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... E 259.95
DUAL CS505^2 + YAMAHA A420 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £309.95
DUAL CS505^2 + YAMAHA A07 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £279.95
DUAL CS505^2 + YAMAHA A520 +AR18BX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £349.95
DUAL CS505^2 + CYRUS 1 +AR18BX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £319.95
DUAL CS505^2 + PROTON 520 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £299.95
DUAL CS505^2 + OES A230 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... E 274.95
DUAL CS505-2 + OED A240 +AR18BX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... E 319.95
DUAL CS505^2 + DENON PMA717 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £279.95
DUAL CS505^2 + DENON PMA 737 +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £324.95
DUAL CS505^2 + A&R ALPHA +AR188X OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... E309.95
DUAL CS505^2 + MARANTZ PM54 +AR18BX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £349.95
DUAL CS505^2 + ROTEL RA820 +AR18BX OR CEL DL4 OR MS15 OR MISSION 7011 OR CASTLE CLYDE..... £269.95

You can substitute AR188X or OL4 or MS20 or Mission 7011 or Monitor Audio R100 in the above systems with any of the 
Loudspeakers listed below at the following EXTRA COST OPTION:

DUAL CS5052 DELUXE ................................ tdd UO
ROTH RP830/AT110E  .......................... tdd [3D
ROTEL RP850/AT110E ................................ t.W [100
AR TURNTABIE/E8101..................................ams [100

MARANTZ CD74B COMPACT DSC ............ttW UOO
REVaLVERMX...................................................tdl [115
MARANTZ CD84 COMPACT DISC...............add USO
PHILIPS C01O48 COMPACT DISC................ 1M fllO

PHILIPS C0304 COMPACT DISC .................idd £250 
MISSION DAD700A COMAPCT DISC...........iM 1150
YAMAHA COX2 COMPACT DISC ................iM fllO 
YAMAHA CDJ COMPACT DISC................... add £250

You can substitute AR1BBX or CEL OL4 or Mission 700 or Castle Clyde in the above systems.

B&W DM90/0M100............ nllil
B&W OM110 ............ add UO
Ciitlt Trent.............. .i\.Kl [5
Heybrook HB1  .......... .idd f100

Cutie Tyne ................ idd Í3O 
Cntlt Avon.................. .ill HO
Cdllton Dl6................. i(M U5 
Kif CIO ................... HdKl [10

Kif CJO...........................i1W £50
ARJJ............ ............... ims £100
Kit C20........................... i.i\. £15
Million 700 2..............ims £20

A&R22..........................ll UO
Mordiunt MS30.......... .11W UO
Monitor Audio R252 vinyl...  £20
Monitor Audio R252 wood..UO

Monitor Audio R352..i1W £100
Tannoy Mercury ......... i.i\. £20
Whll.i\.le 506.............ickl £20
Whiffddtle 508 ......... idd £60

FREE DELIVERY + LEADS IUK. MAINLAND ONLY) ON ABOVE SYSTEMS.
All STOCK IS BRAND NEW, BOXED. AND ALL TURNTABLES SUPPLIED WITH CARTRIDGE.

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK 9.00AM^6.00PM
* Prices subject to change without notice

♦♦
♦♦

♦♦
♦♦

♦

Christmas Opening Times
We are open Sunday 22nd, Monday 23rd, Tuesday 

24th. Closed Christmas Day/Boxing Day. 
Re-open Dec 27th. Open all new year 9-6pm 
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

TO ALL OUR CUSTOMERS
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Please phone to check that prices still apply
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REASSESSED

Highphonic MCA3
Esoteric Audio Research Ltd, The Old Chapel, Little Stukeley, Huntingdon, Cambs 
Tel (0480) 53791

This exquisitely crafted low output moving-coil 
cartridge costs a fairly substantial £285, and 
comes from a group of ex-Denon engineers. 
The hereditary influence from Denon's 300 
series is apparent, with the emphasis on low 
moving mass and also on a low specified track
ing weight (1.1g).

The body is a beautifully finished metal 
casting, and the stylus a tiny line-contact rod. 
Compliance is very high, though fairly well 
damped, but this model is really only suitable 
for low mass arms.

Lab report
Output level is very low. Though not beyond 
the capabilities of a decent, low-noise, moving
coil pre-amp, this isn't the sort of cartridge to 
use into the add-on m-c stage of the typical 
integrated amplifier.

Frequency response is very impressive, 
while following the familiar trend of a gently 
falling midrange from 100Hz-5kHz (2dB in this 
instance), a short shelf to 10kHz, followed by a 
fairly gentle rolloff thereafter, which was the 
only evidence of any channel imbalance. A 
solitary, tiny 800Hz 'glitch' remains 
unexplained.

Separation figures were mostly outstanding, 
particularly through the mid/bass, but with the 
odd inconsistency elsewhere. Out-of-band 
spuriae were exceptionally low at 25kHz, but 
more normal at 40kHz. Tracking was exem
plary, though stability the precise opposite.

Sound quality
One strength of this particular exotic is just 
about the sweetest treble of them all, a feature 
which is undeniably seductive after listening to 
130 other variations on that particular theme! 
However, it did sound rather ‘bright’, as if 
unable to avoid attracting attention to itself, 
and one could describe the sound as a little 

'cold' or 'clinical'.
The bass as a whole and the upper bass in 

particular sounded 'lean', and very uncoloured, 
with good differentiation but lacking a little 
' power' subjectively. Dynamics and focus were 
pretty good, while depth was a little curtailed.

Conclusions
This beautifully engineered cartridge is not too 
expensive considering its superb tracking 
abilities at high frequencies, its wide dynamic 
range and lack of colouration. Ultimately, 
however, I find myself in close agreement with 
another reviewer who suggested that it has a 
sound which is closer to Japanese than UK 
tastes, but which has its own validity nonethe
less.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................ low output moving^coil 6.6g
Stylus type........ . .......................................................not specified
Stylus inspection result....miniscule line profile rod, some glue 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).................................................0.12mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)....................................... -30dB
Channel balance...................................................................... 0.5dB
Channel separation (l,R)...................................................30, 30d8
Tracking ability (l,R)..........................................................80, 80Pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz^5Hz........................+ 1, - 1d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz^20kHz.................. + 1, -3/5d8
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........31,34, 38d8
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........37, 28, 24d8
Channel diff. from eraph, 100Hz, 1kHz, WkHz....... .0.0, 0 5dB 
Re:ponse limrtsrefcompu?ermegr, ;kHz 1ikHz. +1 , - 6dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.. + 1.5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading.......................................... 1.1g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).................... 8, 6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)....................................... 20, 38cu
Recommended arm effective mass..................................... 5-12g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)............................ 12, 12d8
Typical selling price....................................  £285

Frequency response, left and right channels
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listeners.

Conclusions
The Black K has certainly done enough 
technically and subjectively to retain recom
mendation, enhancing the reputation of its illus
trious and successful predecessor. However, it is 
not a sound to everyone's taste, and the panel 
showed sufficient misgivings to warn that it 
definitely should be auditioned before purchase. 
A good turntable and tonearm are mandatory, and 
the tracking ability may not be quite up to 
standard for some users.

Visually and pricewise similar to the Black tested 
in the last edition, this latest K version features 
a number of detail changes, including the addition 
of some tasteful gilt to the otherwise featureless 
body.

Mechanically it appears to be very similar, with 
a lightly-damped compliance suited .to medium 
and high mass arms. Some additional tonearm 
damping might be to advantage if available.

Electrical output needs normal moving-coil 
boost but no more. Though an inherently good 
quality stylus was fitted, polish was a little lacking 
and glue rather too much in evidence. Tracking 
margins were not generous despite the sensible 
1.Bg tracking weight, and this model should be 
approached with caution by lovers of grand opera 
and choral music.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................... low output moving-coil 9.5g
Stylus type.....................................................................not specified
Stylus inspection

result............................ gluey super elliptical, indifferent polish
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).................................................... 0.36mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)............................................-21d8
Channel balance..........................................................................0.2d8
Channel separation (L,R)....................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)............................................................62, 65pm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz.......... +1, -0.5dB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz..............+1, -1dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........34, 44, 37dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........37, 45, 38dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz...... +2, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +5.5, -OdB
Test tracking weight, loading.........................................1.Bg, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)................10, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..........................................13, 13cu
Recommended arm effective mass.........................................618g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..... ..................... 15, 17dB
Typical selling price....................................................................£477

Lab report
An inherently flat and smooth response 
downtilted a modest 2dB across the band, and 
held between fine overal ±1dB limits. However 
there were occasional 'glitches' and a mild lack 
of control at high frequencies was also indicated.

Separation was truly outstanding, maintaining 
a symmetrical 45dB-plus, right from 250Hz to 5kHz, 
albeit with slight spurious ultrasonic output.

Sound quality
In our initial 'hands on’ work, it was obvious that 
the Black Kwas a significant sonic improvement 
over its predecessor, retaining the Koetsu char
acter but with a 'lighter, 'faster' sound overall.

However, in the blind presentation the panel 
were somewhat less convinced. While praising 
the impressive 'scale’ and dynamics, there was 
criticism of some bass muddling and excess, and 
some high treble 'tizz. Though scoring well 
enough, it was not as highly rated as might have 
been expected from the name and reputation. 
Overall it has a romantic and spacious presen
tation which has undoubted appeal to some 
54
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REASSESSED

Koetsu Red
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 42 Parkside, London SW19 
Tel 01-947 5047

Considerably more expensive than the Black, 
the Red Koetsu is by far the prettier model, 
looking like an expensive Mah Jong tile in its 
beautifully finished rosewood sleeve. The 
stator and generator assemblies are built on a 
solid metal foundation, which can be bolted 
closely to the headshell.

Stylus type is unspecified, but consisted of 
an inherently fine small long-shank tip with 
mildly anomalous super-ellipse/line profile, 
slightly spoilt by an unsightly 'carbunkle' of 
adhesive on one side of the shank near the tip. 
Compliance is low, quite lightly damped, and 
mildly asymmetric, suited to a wide range of 
medium-high effective mass arms. Like the 
Black, despite near 2g downforce, margins of 
tracking ability are not generous, and may be 
further compromised if not used with the best 
tonearms.

Lab report
This low output moving-coil packs sufficient 
'wallop' for some sensitive low noise moving 
magnet inputs, though some sort of step up 
stage will probably be necessary.

Frequency response was a further 
refinement on the Black in straightness: a line 
drawn between 30Hz and 20kHz would drop 
2dB, but show no deviation greater than 0.5d8. 
Such trends as exist corroborate subjective 
observation of slight richness and brightness, 
but the high frequency region is remarkably flat 
and well controlled.

Channel balance was pretty good, though 
bettered by others, and there were several 
minor 'glitches' below 1kHz on the otherwise 
smooth trace.

Separation was exceptional in the upper mid 
and lower treble, but rather poorer at low 
frequencies and in the 16kHz band, and also 
showed rather higher output of ultrasonic 
spuriae than the Black.

Sound quality
The magnificently 'laid back' balance seemed 
particularly well suited to classical music, and 
the sound showed a significant improvement 
in smoothness, control and refinement over the 
Black, further enhancing the stereo sound
stage. Suiting panel speakers and valve ampli
fication even better than the Black, it was a 
little less 'fiery' and exciting on dynamics, and 
sounded a touch 'slower' at low frequencies.

Conclusions
This beautiful cartridge could perhaps have 
done a little more to justify its very high price in 
terms of quality control, but is clearly a worth
while graduation for those already seduced by 
the charms of the Black, with improved detail 
and control throughout the mid and treble. It is 
a little less forgiving of arm quality than the 
Black, and, inevitably, requires even more 
careful selection of ancillaries to make the 
most of its strengths.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass....... ................................. low output moving-coil 7.5g
Stylus type...................................................... specified high quality
Stylus inspection result.........good superellipse but overglued 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)....................................................0.34mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s). ...........................- 22dB
Channel balance............................................................................... OdB
Channel separation (L,R)......................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).....  ..........................74, 68Mm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz. .......+1, -1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz................... + 1, -1.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 21, 36, 31dB 
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 27, 39, 24dB 
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz....0.5, 0.5, 0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz. +2, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz . + 4, -1dB 
Test tracking weight, loading............................................ 1.9g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)............... 12, 11Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................... 9, 11cu
Recommended arm effective mass........... ..............................9-18g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)........................... 15, 15dB
Typical selling price....................................................................£687

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Linn Basik _ ................... „
Linn Produ"’ Ltd, 251 Drakern;re °n‘e, GasUern"" Gfàsoow "' 9= 
Tel 041-634 0371

Conceived originally by Linn as a giveaway with 
the arm of the same name, to drive home the 
company's view that the arm is infinitely more 
important than the cartridge, the current model 
Basik is now available as a separate £16 item. It 
is made in Japan by Audio Technica and based 
on the AT93E, but seems to have acquired 
something of a cult reputation for itself as a 
'giant killer'.

This simple moving magnet design has good 
mechanical properties in terms of body rigidity 
and stylus fit, though the stylus itself was 
rather heavily glued_ Compliance is on the high 
side of medium, which means that arms should 
be on the low side of medium mass, a category 
which just about accommodates Linn's own 
designs!

Lab report
Output is quite sufficient in level, and although 
it is fairly tolerant of capacitance, there was 
little doubt that it sounded best well-loaded.

Frequency response actually measured best 
with low capacitance, where it was very good 
indeed, holding ± ),.dB from 20Hz-16kHz; 
increased capacitance emphasised the 10kHz 
peak a touch and curtailed the bandwidth 
slightly. Channel balance was poor in terms of 
absolute error. The high writing speed trace 
was a little untidy, confirming the slight 
unevenness on the original chart.

Separation was distinctly uninspiring, 
lurking around the 20dB mark, due we suspect 
to the lively highish vertical compliance. Track
ing, on the other hand, was pretty good.

Sound quality
Reflecting its low cost in terms of general 
brashness and unsubtlety, the Basik neverthe
less did a decent job in conveying detail and 
dynamics through most of the range, though 
surface noise tended to be exaggerated and 

the sound could occasionally be described as 
'fierce'. Definitely preferred on rock rather than 
classical music, this cartridge tried hard to give 
a good impression of overall integrity. Groove 
stability was reasonable.

Conclusions
No cartridge better deserves the epithet 'cheap 
and cheerful', yet the Basik goes much further 
in delivering the goods than its price level 
might indicate. It is one of the brightest- 
sounding amongst the better low cost cart-
ridges, which will either be a blessing or a 
curse to the prospective purchaser, according
to system and taste.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass..........................................................moving magnet 5g
Stylus type... .......................................................................spherical?
Stylus inspection result..................... rather heavy glueing, small
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)... , ..... -........................3.38mV
Relative output (OdB = 1 mV/cm/s)....................................... - 1.5d8
Channel balance...................................................................... 0.98d8
Channel separation (L,R)..... .................  28.1, 28.5d8
Tracking ability (L,R)........................................ ...................80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz........................ + 1, - 1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz................+ 1.5, -3.5dB 
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........20, 23, 19dB
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........20, 19, 16dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz...... 1.5, 1.5, 1.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... + 3, - OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... + 3, -2dB 
Test tracking weight, loading... ...................... 2g, 300pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...............8.8, 8.6Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................ 25, 26cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................6-14g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).......................15.6, 11.2d8
Typical selling price  .............................................................£16

Frequency response, left and right channels
«BASS»«MIDRANGE»«TREBLE»

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Linn K9
Linn Products Ltd, 257 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk. Glasgow G45 9SZ
Tel 041-634 0371

This latest Linn takes the cheap 'n' cheerful Basik 
as a starting point, beefs up the bodywork with 
a metal casting, improves the stylus assembly fit 
still further, and slaps on a Vital stylus with the 
clear intention of transforming something that 
nobody would describe as a saw's ear (wouldn't 
they? — Ed.) into the proverbial silk purse.

The mechanical improvements seem to be well 
founded, with plenty of headshell contact area, 
and inspection confirmed the presence of advan
ced elliptical Vital tip. Compliance indicates that 
low- or medium-mass arms will match well.

Electrical output suits normal moving magnet 
inputs, though capacitance loading will affect the 
frequency response. Tracking abilities were more 
than adequate at the sensible 1.8g downforce.

Lab report
With low capacitance loading the response 
showed a gentle 2d8 downtilt between 200Hz and 
6kHz, followed by a broad slight recovery and 
eventual rolloff. At the recommended and subjec
tively preferred higher loading the treble trough 
was reduced but a broad treble peak appeared, 
+ 1.5d8 10-13kHz.

While the frequency response was quite 
impressive, the separation betrayed the humble 
origins of the generator system. Not that the 
values were particularly poor, just that they were 
inferior to many others, with significant channel 
asymmetry.

Sound quality
Very conscious of the need to avoid bias in favour 
of a cartridge that must inevitably benefit from 
our use of the maker’s own turntable and tonearm, 
our confidence was boosted by similarly high 
ratings and good comment consistency in two 
separate ‘blind’ panel presentations.

Linn seem to have succeeded in improving 
further the punchy delivery of the Basik while 
replacing the somewhat aggressive top end of the

cheap model with a much sweeter, more open, 
yet still slightly bright presentation.

Comments praised bass detail and differentia
tion, the 'liveliness' of strings, and good stereo 
staging, while acknowledging that the overall 
sound did not match the very best.

Conclusions
Even given the probable helpfulness of the 
ancillary equipment used in the listening tests, 
the K9has clearly succeeded in its goal of adding 
some extra refinement to the Basik package, 
delivering a lively and highly competitive middle 
market contender which clearly merits Best Buy 
status. A relatively lightly damped model, it 
should really only be considered for use with 
good quality turntables and tonearms.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass....................................................... moving magnet 7.2g
Stylus type..................................................................'vital' elliptical
Stylus inspection result....................high quality vital confirmed
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)..................................................... 3.3mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s).............................................-1dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.4dB
Channel separation (L,R).................................................... 23, 30dB
tacking ability iL,R).......................................................... 36: 36^
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz.......... +1, -1.5dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............ +1, -4dB 
Stereo Separation L on A 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz....... 36, 34, 30dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz ..23, 27, 22dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... +3, -0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +3, -0.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................1.8g, 200pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)....................9, BHz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................16, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................ 6-15g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)... ........ 12, 17d8
Typical selling price.................................................................. £59

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Linn Trak. . . . .... ..  ......
Linn Products Ltd, 257 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ 
Tel 041-634 0371

The Trak is a low cost version of the well 
respected and established Asak. It is under
stood to have slightly less stringent production 
tolerances and to undergo final quality control 
in Japan, without the automatic Glaswegian 
inspection applied to the most costly models.

It is a low output moving-coil model of solid 
construction, with a distinctive metallic blue 
can. A fine small nude stylus of rectangular 
section was well fitted. Tracking weight is 2g 
which helps cope with the low compliance. 
This is best suited to arms towards the middle 
of a 10-18g effective mass range, in view of the 
virtual absence of LF damping.

Lab report
Output is sufficient for any decent moving-coil 
stage, and the 470ohm recommended loading 
is pretty widespread, so there are unlikely to be 
any compatibility problems here.

Frequency response is very similar to all 
Linn's m-c models, fitting a fairly tight 3dB 
window across the bandwidth 40Hz-20kHz. The 
midrange downtilt was some 2.5dB between 
200Hz and 5kHz, followed by a well controlled 
11kHz peak and gentle rolloff thereafter. 
Channel balance was very close throughout, 
though the trace was a little livelier than the 
other Linn m-cs, with a few small 'glitches' at 
the low frequency end.

Separation was pretty good, if not quite to 
Karma standards, rarely falling below 30dB 
except for gentle worsening at high frequen
cies. Despite the name, tracking abilities were 
a bit marginal, though the lack of damping will 
place much of the responsibility on the turn
table and arm.

Sound quality
The sound was considered a trifle ‘heavy’, a 
little recessed in the lower treble, and then with 
a slight emphasis at the extreme top. However, 

'difficult' distorted treble was handled pretty 
well, and the sound was reassuringly solid, 
with fine full-range dynamics, good focus, and 
plenty of detail. All-in-all a thoroughly impres
sive result for the price, albeit leaning slightly 
in the direction of 'boom 'n' tizz'.

Conclusions
Clearly fine value for money in itself, the Trak's 
limitations lie more in the difficulties it can 
present tonearms than anywhere else, though 
tracking abilities are also a trifle suspect. The 
chances are that anyone with a tonearm 
capable of doing the Trakjustice may well have 
set his cartridge sights a little higher than £126, 
yet at the same time this model detimte1y 
delivers the goods, and deserves warm recom
mendation.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass..........................................low output movingSGoil 6g
Stylus type..................................................................................... vital
Sty’-js inspection result..... confirmed, small nude rectangular 
special ell
Output Level (1kHz, Semis)..................................................0.1 BmV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)...................................... -26dB
Channel balance.... ................................................... 0.25dB
Channel separation (L,R)..............................................27.2, 28.9dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................... 74, 71pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-6Hz................+ 1.5, -1.5dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz^20kHz..............+ 2.5, -1.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.... 32, 24, 25dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..... 35, 30, 25dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz........ 0, 0.5, OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^15kHz........... +2.5, 
-OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz + 3.5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading..............................................2g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.Sg arm (vert, lat)............11.5, 12Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)....................................... 11, 10cu
Recommended arm effective mass.....................................10^18g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)....................17.5, 17.5dB
Typical selling price.....................................................................£126

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Linn Karma
Linn Products Ltd, 257 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ
Tel 041-634 0371

and control are maior strengths, yet there is 
none of the congestion that often 
accompanies more heavily damped models — 
Karma is very 'fast' in the manner of the Decca 
(though not to the same degree), yet extends 
this subjective speed over a much wider band
width. Focus, dynamics and projection in the 
midband are exceptional, but the sound is a 
little 'clinical', lacking the warmth, romance 
and depth of smoother sounding high-end 
models. Yet because of the fine integration, 
what seems to be less apparent detail 
translates into more coherent information.

Since the decision to design their own 
cartridges for Supex to manufacture, rather 
than merely acting as the latter's distributors, 
Linn's models have increasingly taken their 
own path. Karma is clearly much more of a Linn 
cartridge than its predecessors.

The body is a small strong alloy casting. The 
(short) aluminium alloy cantilever carries a 
swept elliptical (Vital) tip, which was a tiny well- 
aligned rectangular section nude stone.

Compliance is low, symmetrical, and with 
very little damping, so medium-to-high mass 
arms are the rational choice, with the lttok 
making an admirable match. Downforce is 1.7g, 
which gave adequate tracking abilities but left 
little in hand.

Lab report
Undoubtedly a low output model, the Karma 
still has sufficient output for any decent m-c 
input, with an easily met impedance 
recommendation of 470ohms.

Frequency response is smooth but with a 
fairly large 3dB downtilt, running from 100Hz to 
5kHz, then a small, controlled 1dB peak at 
10kHz, and a small 'glitch' at 14kHz. Channel 
balance was very close with fine control at high 
frequencies. At high writing speed, there was a 
solitary 'glitch' at 1.2kHz, ironically identical to 
the Koetsu Black's sole blemish!

Separation figures were amongst the best in 
the book.

Conclusions
Capable of superb results in the right system 
context, Karma sets new standards for band
width integration, and is uncoloured and fast to 
boot. But by coupling such a bandwidth of high 
mechanical energy to the tonearm, it also sets 
new standards for interface problems. While it 
may be strongly recommended for use in Linn
based systems, there must be similarly strong 
note of caution against more general appli
cations, where results will be less predictable.

TEST RESULTS

Stylus type....................................................... Vital superelliptical
Stylus inspection result................confirmed, fine small stone, 
accurately set
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)................................................... 0.2mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).......................................-26dB
Channel balance.....   0.25dB
Channel separation (L,R)..................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).........................................................80, 76pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.  + 2, -1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz.....................+ 2, -2dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 30, 33, 35dB 
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..:....32, 37, 33dB 
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz......... 0, 0, 0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. +1, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz + 2.5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading..........................................1.7g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat) '..11.5, 11.5Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).......................................12, 12cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 9-18g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................... 15.5, 14.5dB
Typical selling price....................................................................£345

Sound quality
With the best will in the world, the author is 
going to find it impossible to remain entirely 
dispassionate about the model he has 
purchased and been using over a thirty month 
period.

The Karmasound is essentially very weighty, 
powerful and extended in the bass, and slightly 
bright and brittle in the mid treble. Integration Frequency response, left and right channels
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Mission Solitaire
N ission Electronics Ltd, Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridge PE18 6ED 
Tenj480) 5i477

This conventional moving-magnet cartridge is 
sourced from the Far East and marketed by 
Mission Electronics as their middle model.

It uses a solid-looking plastic body with a 
decently fitting stylus assembly, the elliptical 
stylus itself being fairly substantial and firmly 
'pegged' through the cantilever. Compliance 
and damping are both moderate, so a wide 
range of arm masses can be accommodated.

Lab report
This model has a substantial output, and is 
also quite sensitive to changes in capacitance, 
the graph clearly showing that the addition of 
250pF increases the 10kHz level some 2.5d8. 
Though amplifier sensitivity is clearly no 
problem, some experimentation with capaci
tance loading could well pay off.

Frequency response looks impressively 
smooth and extended, though the midrange 
downtilt with low capacitance is a full 5dB from 
200Hz-8kHz. Increased capacitance reduces 
this to only 2dB, with the corner now turning at 
5.5kHz, followed by a gentle 10kHz peak and 
fairly rapid rolloff thereafter. Channel balance 
was very impressive, with only very minor 
blemishes, and the high writing speed con
firmed a pretty smooth trace with 'glitches' few 
and small.

Stereo separation was not too impressive, 
recording values in the mid twenties fairly con
sistently. Tracking abilities, on the other hand, 
were fine.

Sound quality
Described as ‘firm’ and ‘punchy’, the Solitaire 
had a touch of moving-coil character about its 
sound. Definition was limited at high frequen
cies, yet output was quite generous, so there 
was a touch of ‘smear’ which was mildly irritat
ing. The midrange and upper bass were nice 
and clear with good dynamics, though the bass 

proper sounded a touch congested and con
strained.

Conclusions
One could be forgiven for overlooking the 
Solitaire because its lack of specific character 
is its major strength.

In fact it offers a very nice blend of 
compromises if examined closely, and should 
match well with turntables in the mid price 
sector, say from £150-£300, providing in many 
senses a slightly smoother and sweeter 
version of the inherently decent sound of lead
ing budget models like the ADC Phase 1, Linn 
Basik and Ortofon OM10. Furthermore, the 
sensitivity to capacitance loading can be 
exploited for system matching.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass....................................................... moving magnet 5.7g
Stylus type................................................................................ elliptical
Stylus inspection result...............substantial 'pegged' elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s) .............  2.46mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).........................................- 4dB
Channel balance...................  0.4dB
Channel separation (L,R)................. 20.4, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)............................................................. 80, 80pm
Frequency response limits l00Hz-5Hz. .... + 1.5, -1.5dB 
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz..................+ 1.5, -4dB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 19, 25, 22dB 
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 22, 29, 25dB
Channel diff, from gr!fh, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz.,.,......... 0, 0, 0dB
Re:ponselimifsrePcompu?2rmecr,1kHz-15kHz..............  +0, 
-1.5dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz + 0, -1.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................... 1.8g, 200pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)... ...........10, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, la!).. ...................... 15, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass........................................ 6 16g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, la!)....  ...13.5, i2.5dB
Typical selling price.......................................................................... £40

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Monster Alpha 2
Wilmex Ltd, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 
Tel: 01-949 2545

Though they are still something of a rarity in the 
UK, American cable and accessory specialist 
Monster have had something of a hit in the US 
with their Japan-sourced moving-coil cartridges.

The Alpha 2 is an expensive low output m-c 
model. The good quality of the 'ridged' stylus 
profile was confirmed under examination, and the 
body construction looks eminently capable of 
rigid headshell fixing, despite its semicircular 
lugs. Though the source of the Alpha 2 was not 
revealed, it resembled the Highphonic a little in 
construction, being compact with a substantial 
(6.5g) alloy body.

Horizontal compliance was theoretically a little 
high for our medium mass test arm, so low mass 
arms are generally to be preferred, though the 
substantial internal damping should permit 
almost any tonearm to be used without undue 
difficulty.

Output level is ample for normal moving-coil 
(low output) amplifier inputs.

Overall the Monster came over as a fine all
rounder in terms of sound, without particularly 
excelling in any single respect.

Conclusions
This is a first rate cartridge in many respects, 
offering fine sound quality and better tracking 
ability than many top moving-coil models. 
However, compliance is a little high for many of 
the best tonearms, and the damping a little high 
for the sort of turntables such an exotic ought to 
partner. In the final analysis this fine all-rounder 
is insufficiently exceptional in any specific 
respect to justify fully the high UK price.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass......................... ..............low output moving-coil 6.5g
Stylus type............................................................ 'micro-ridge'
Stylus inspection result................ fine quality small nude stone
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)................................................. 0.31mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)................................ -22dB
Channel balance..................................................................... OdB
Channel separation (L,R)................................................ 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)....................................................... 80, 74j.m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz..... +1.5, -0.5dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz....... +2, -2.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 39, 48, 32dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz....... 41, 42, 31dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... +2.5, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz.....+5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................1.75g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................. 9, 7Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)...................................... 17, 27cu
Recommended arm effective mass............... . .............. 6-14g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..........................10, 11dB
Typical selling price............................................................. £479

Lab report
Response was generally smooth, with just a 
couple of 'glitches; downtilting quite gently a 
couple of dB between 200Hz and 4kHz, recovering 
around 10kHz, whereupon the channel diverged 
by 4dB - a reasonable but not exceptional result.

Separation was outstanding, maintaining 40dB 
or better from lowest frequencies until well into 
the treble, a still impressive 28dB at 20kHz, and 
no evidence of ultrasonic spuriae.

Sound quality
The Monster received a slightly mixed reception 
during the listening tests, faring well enough to 
establish its inherently fine quality, if not perhaps 
to justify its exceptionally high price. The general 
impression was of good neutrality in relationship 
to Compact Disc. The sound was open and 
spacious, though a trifle obtrusive in the treble. 
Bouncy and lively, the bass was a little 'soft; Frequency response, left and right channels
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Nagaoka MPIO
Three Marketing Ltd, 1 Berens Road, London NW10 5DY
Tel 01-969 2514

Very much the 'baby' of the Nagaoka moving 
magnet range, the MP10 shares the same 
impressively rigid body structure, albeit as a 
plastic moulding in an unattractive dull red 
colour, with lower mass than the metal models 
higher up the range. Humbly sporting a 
spherical tip, which was actually quite small 
and neatly mounted, a substantial 2.3g down
force ensures good tracking ability and groove 
stability.

Compliance is lower, nicely symmetrical, 
and less damped than the other Nagaokas, so 
although the MP10 is probably best served by 
low mass arms, medium mass models are 
almost as suitable.

Lab report
Substantial enough in output for any moving 
magnet input, Nagaoka specify low capaci
tance loading, which should be particularly 
respected in this instance, as the treble rolloff 
is already quite severe, and is only made worse 
by increasing capacitance.

Frequency response shows a pronounced 
downtilt commencing at 300Hz, increasing in 
slope a little around 2kHz until levelling out 
some 5dB down at 13kHz, then finally rolling 
off at 17kHz. Despite the inaccuracy of this 
response in absolute terms, the lack of sudden 
change throughout the band is praiseworthy. 
Furthermore, channel balance stayed closely 
within 0.5dB, and 'glitches' were merely minor 
unevenesses, predominantly below 1 kHz.

Separation figures rivalled many cartridges 
costing many times the price, even showing 
respectable control at high frequencies.

Sound quality
Despite the treble rolloff, which in the manner 
of spherical styli becomes more severe 
towards the end of a side (our response was 
taken at roughly the middle of a side), the MP10

was very well liked for the 'seamlessness' and 
control of its sound, which showed remarkably 
good integration for such a low cost design. 
High frequencies did sound 'shut in', and depth 
was curtailed, but the bass and mid were satis
fyingly energetic, 'bouncy' and 'punchy'.

Conclusions
An obvious Best Buy; spherical tip apart, the 
MP10 is clearly substantially better balanced 
than the other Nagaokas, with much better 
stability and control than the over-compliant 
'11 which seems to have been consistently 
overrated by other magazines. Moreover, the 
slightly 'dim' balance could well prove to be an 
ideal partner to the less-than-tidy tonearms, 
amplifiers and loudspeaker which its price 
suggests will be frequent partners.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass......................................................moving magnet 6.8g
Stylus type.......................................................................... spherical
Stylus inspection result........................................... small and neat
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...............  .. ...............................3.75mV
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/s)....................................... 0.9dB
Channel balance.................................................................... 0.54dB
Channel separation (l,R)................................................ 28.9, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)............................................................80, 80pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz....................... + 1, -3dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz....................+ 1.5, - 7dB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz 27, 29, 24dB 
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........32, 30, 25dB
Channel diff. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz............ 0.5, 0, OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz. . + 0, -3.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz..... + 0, -4dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.......................................2.3g, 100pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, fat)..................9, 8.7Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................17, 18cu
Recommended arm effective mass...................................... 5^13g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, fat)...................... 11.3, 12.3dB
Typical selling price......................................................................£14

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Nagaoka MPll Boron
Path Ltd, 1 Berens Road, London NW10 5DY 
Tel: 01-969 2514

The MP11 has been a particular favourite in
Nagaoka's range of moving magnet models for 
some years, though our tests in fact favoured the
MP10. Nagaoka have now taken the unusual and 
creative step of introducing a Boron version, 
featuring a cantilever made from this exotic 
material, usually only found on exotically priced 
cartridges.

This is a large cartridge which is also on the 
heavy side, but it has a fairly well-fitting stylus 
assembly and a good body shape which can be 
fixed firmly enough in the headshell despite 
semicircular lugs.

Our original preference for the MP10was due 
to the H’s undesirably high compliance. The 
Boron comes in with a much more sensible 
compliance, closer to the TO than the '11 yet high 
enough to ensure good tracking performance at 
the sensible 2g tracking weight. Nevertheless low 
and medium mass arms will match best, and 
decent quality turntables should be used as 
internal damping is modest.

Electrical output is fine for any normal input, 
though capacitance variations do have an 
influence on the response. Channel balance was 
a reasonable 0.6dB.

Lab report
Both responses were good by any standards. With 
the recommended low capacitance a gentle 2dB 
downtilt from 200Hz to 10kHz was followed by a 
2-3dB peak at 18kHz. With higher capacitance the 
response held within +/-0.5dB to 12kHz, rolling 
off thereafter. It is something of a moot point as 
to which of the two is to be preferred.

Separation was reasonable enough, though 
decidedly asymmetric between the channels.

Sounrt quality
Subjectively, the MP11 Boron was in fact preferred 
with additional capacitance, sounding a little 
'spitty' with low loading.

Reactions varied somewhat, but were generally 
very favourable considering the modest price. A 
major strength was the overall balance, which was 
'weighty' and ‘powerful’, conveying a good sense 
of scale and space. Low level resolution and 
dynamics attracted some mild criticism, however, 
as did some 'thickening' in the bass and 
midrange.

Conclusions
While this could not be described as a particularly 
exciting cartridge, it auditioned well and the 
technical performance was also entirely adequate. 
It is certainly good enough to respond to good 
quality ancillaries, and certainly merits a 'Best 
Buy' rating.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........ ........ .... ....................................moving magnet 6.Sg
Stylus type..............................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result.............................................mild elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).........................................................4mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)....      ..   OdB 
Channel balance............................ ...................................0.6d8
Channel separation (L,R)....................................................30, 23dB
Tracking ability (L,R).............. ...............................80, 80^m
Frequency response from graph, l00Hz-5kHz +0.5, -idB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.......+0.5, -1.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 37, 45, 32dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........30, 31, 20d8
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +3, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, lkHz-20kHz +3, -5d8
Test tracking weight, loading............................................2g, l00pF
LF reoonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat). ......... 8, 8Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)... ................... 20, 20cu
Recommended arm effective mass......................... ............... 5-13g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)........................... 15, l5dB
Typical selling price.......................................................................£29

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitanc&
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Ortofon OMSE
Ortofon (UK) Ltd, Denmark House. Tavistock Industrial Estate Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ 
Tel: (07341 343621

After the success of the £16 OM10 during the 
previous project, we wondered how well the even 
cheaper OM5E would perform, and determine 
whether £10 could be regarded as the new 'lower 
limit' for a pedigree hi-fi cartridge.

'OM' stands for Optional Mass, and the OM 
cartridges are of light construction to offer a base 
of 2.5g, useful in extending compatibility to high 
mass arms if an appropriate counterweight is 
available Alternatively, ballast is added to make 
up a more conventional 5g total, better to match 
low and medium mass arms.

This construction leads inevitably to some 
reduction in rigidity. Compact design helps here, 
but the integral mounting bracket looks rather 
flimsy. The stylus assembly fitted quite well, and 
although it Is perhaps a little surprising to find 
an elliptical tip at such a low price, this proved 
about as basic as could be

The optional mass helps take care of wide arm 
compatibility, but compliance is sensible in any 
case, with average damping, permitting decent 
enough tracking ability at the sensible 1.8g 
downforce.

Electrical output is ample, though a channel 
imbalance of 1.2dB was recorded.

Lab report
Frequency responses show the substantial effect 
that pre-amp load changes can have. The 
recommended low capacitance gives a smooth, 
extended and determinedly downtllted response, 
dropping 4-SdB from 200Hz. Higher capacitance 
reduces the bandwidth an octave to 10kHz, bi.ft 
cuts the downtilt to 1.5dB. The unfortunate 
consequence of (presumably) the bracket 
construction can be seen In the harmonic series 
of 'glitches' starting around 1kHz Separation was 
pretty good, if rather uneven and asymmetric.

Sound quellty
Unlike Its slightly more expensive stablemate, the 

OM5E did not generate any particular enthusiasm 
amongst the listening panel, with adjectives like 
'slow: 'murky' and 'nondescript' typical of those 
appearing in the comments. The vocal range was 
quite well projected, albeit with some coloration, 
while definition and 'speed' at the frequency 
extremes was clearly lacking.

Conclusions
Where the OM10 is a hi-fi cartridge, on the basis 
of these results the OM5E is not. There had to 
be a level below which it was inadvisable to go, 
and it obviously lies between £10 and £16. 
Competent, yes, in many ways, the '5E failed to 
make the grade on sound quality.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.....................................................moving magnet 2&515gp
Stylus type................................................................................ elliptical
Stylus Inspection result.......................................very mild elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)............................................................4mV
Relative output ((OdB=1mV/cm/s).................................................(OdB
Channel balance............................................................................1J2d8
Channel separation (L,R).......................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)...............................................................80, 12,.m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz.......... +15, —IJSdB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz......... +15, -5.SdB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......... 29, 35, 38dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......... 32, 42, 33dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +0, -MB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +1, —OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading.......................................... 1.8g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g ^m) (vert, 181).............. 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, let).......................................... 18, 18cu
Recommended ^m effective mass...........................................5-16g
LF resonance rfse, (13.5g ^m) (vert, lat)...............................12, 14dB
Typical selling prfce......................................................................... £10
•optional, tested at 5g

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Ortofon OM10
Ortofon UK Ltd, Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ 
Tel (0734) 343621

channels and with significant sample variation, 
while tracking abilities were fine.

Sound quality
Nice but noisy (referring to record surfaces) is 
a snapshot comment on the OMIOsound. High 
frequencies were audibly down compared with 
the more expensive OMs, but were neverthe
less clean and well controlled.

The midrange was nicely integrated and 
open-sounding, while the bass did show a 
degree of overhang.

This cartridge is often supplied with the 
popular Dual 505 budget turntable, and is also 
available as a separate item. The OM desig
nation refers to an optional mass facility, 
because the 5g cartridge mass contains 2.5g of 
ballast, which may be removed if the tonearm 
is capable of balancing such a low mass.

Experiencing this difficulty ourselves, we 
elected to retain the ballast, but this option, 
theoretically at least, should allow a wider 
range of arm masses to be accommodated.

However, it can be argued that the provision 
of mass as mere ballast must compromise 
structural rigidity, and certainly the body 
mounting was rather skeletal, though the 
stylus assembly made a good fit. Compliance 
was moderate enough to suit a wide range of 
arms, the heavier ones benefitting from ballast 
removal.

Lab report
With enough output to drive any amplifier, this 
model is designed to work into a highish 
capacitance to achieve the manufacturer's 
intended results at the high frequency reso
nance. Where pre-amp input loading is low, 
adaptors may be used in the signal line.

Frequency response looks most impressive 
despite the low cost of the cartridge, dropping 
quite smoothly 3dB between 100Hz and 7kHz, 
then rallying to 19kHz. Adding capacitance to 
the manufacturer's recommendation reduces 
the treble droop to 1dB at 3kHz, and the 
response starts rolling gently at 10kHz. 
Channel balance was found to be quite close, 
but with a broad 0.5dB error 100-600Hz which 
cannot be corrected and may be audible. There 
is also evidence of quite pronounced 'glitches' 
in response at 500Hz and 1.2kHz, with some 
general uneveness at high freauencies.

Separation figures were pretty good, albeit 
asymmetric to a marked degree between

Conclusions
Clearly one of the leading 'cheapies', the OM10 
gives a decent overall performance, albeit with 
some sample variation, not to mention a fine 
level of sound quality for the price.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...................................................moving magnet 5g'
Stylus type................................................................................ 'E'
Stylus Inspection result neatly mounted simple elliptical 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).............................................. 3.6mV
Relative output (OdB = ImVlcmls)...................................... -1dB
Channel balance................................................................O.23dB
Channel separation (L,R)........................................... 23.6, 21.6dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................80, BOpm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz....................... + 1, - 1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz..................... + 1, -5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 30, 45, 39dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 22, 24, 25dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz......0.5, 0.5, 0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. + 1.5, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz... + 1.5, - OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading................................... 1.5g, 400pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................ 9, 7.6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).....................................19, 24cu
Recommended arm effective mass.................................5-159 "
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)......................... 7, 11.7dE
Typical selling price............................................................... £16
'Includes 25g ballast 
“If arm can be re-balanced with ballast removed

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Ortofon OM20
Ortofon UK Ltd, Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ 
Tel (0734) 343621

This is the £37 middle model in Ortofon’s 
stylish 'optional mass' range of moving magnet 
cartridges. It is a 2.5g cartridge with 2.5g of 
removable ballast, the latter necessary more to 
enable conventional arm counterbalances to 
work than for any other reason, as it contri
butes nothing to the structural rigidity. In fact 
body rigidity is not too bad and stylus fit is 
quite good.

Even fully laden, the OM20 can match a fair 
range of arm effective masses, though high 
mass examples will benefit from ballast 
removal. Tracking weight is a low 1.25g, but 
tracking ability was still good.

Lab report
Substantial output avoids any likelihood of 
amplifier sensitivity mismatch. Ortofon usually 
specify high capacitance loading, but there 
was no mention in the instruction leaflet on 
this occasion. In fact the subjective difference 
was quite slight, and the measured change not 
that great either.

Frequency response was .very flat with 
capacitance loading, falling within a 1dB 
'window’ from 30Hz to 15kHz, while without 
capacitance the high frequency extension was 
marginally increased, at the expense of an 
overall 2dB 'window'. Channel balance was a 
little disappointing, and 'glitches', relating to 
the mounting we suspect, are visible either 
side of 1kHz. The trace as a whole was a little 
uneven at high frequencies, but not severely 
so.

Separation figures were reasonable enough, 
_ and were well maintained at high frequencies, 
though they were somewhat asymmetric and 
uneven throughout the band.
Sound quality
Generally very well balanced tonally, if a touch 
'thin' and 'bright', the OM20 succeeds 

handsomely as an all-rounder despite a certain 
lack of excitement. Focus, depth and dynamics 
were well below the best, but the general level 
of competance and control were very convinc
ing, with good lateral stereo.

Conclusions
Definitely deserving recommendation, this 
turned out to be our favourite amongst 
Ortofon's moving magnet cartridges. While it 
may not produce one of the most dynamic 
sounds around, it offers impressive compati
bility mechanically and sonically with the fairly 
modest equipment which one would expect it 
tq partner, and generally delivers the goods in a 
well-balanced manner.

TEST RESULTS

Stylus type.
' ' .................. . —' ■ ■ , . I u Ml ,

Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)................................................. 3.6mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)........................................- 1dB
Channel balance...................................................................0.23dB
Channel separation (L,R).................................... 23 6 21 6dB
Tracking ability (L,R)...........................................................80, Bo^m
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.........................+ 1, - OdB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz....................+ 1.5, - OdB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........30, 26 , 25dB
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........35, 36: 28d8
Channel diff. from graph, 1MHz, 1kHz, 10kHz.............1, 1, i.SdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. +1.5, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz... + 1.5, - OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading.................................... 1.25g, 400pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)..................9, 7.6Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)......................................21, 25cu
Recommended arm effective mass..................................5-16g”
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...........................7, 11.7d8
Typical selling price.................................................................... £37
•;ncludes 2.5g ballast 
••farm balances with ballast removed

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Ortofon MCIO Super
Ortofon UK Ltd, Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate, Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ 
Tel (0734) 343621

Ortofon deserve considerable respect for their 
singlehanded bearing of the moving-coil torch 
through the dark years qt moving magnet 
domination. But when the 'coils became 
fashionable again, and lots of amplifiers 
started including provision for low output cart
ridges (so removing all the hassle of step-up 
devices), they were left a little out on a limb, 
with such low outputs that transformers were 
still almost mandatory.

The new MC10 Super sets out to change all 
that, providing a fully competitive and compar
able £50 model in the middle of the popular 
price bracket. There are still a few of the old 
oddities around it's true to say, including the 
unusually 'deep' body, requiring different arm 
height adjustment from most other models, not 
to mention the silly hinged stylus guard, and 
semicircular mounting lugs which are prone to 
listortion. Stylus was an accurately shaped 
and aligned small nude elliptical.

Compliance is impressively symmetrical, 
lightly damped, and very sensibly chosen for 
low- to-medium mass arms. Although the 
tracking reserve is not great, it will still be 
sufficient for all but the most extreme cases.

Lab report
Output level is close to ideal for normal 
amplifier moving-coil inputs, and the really 
clever trick is that Ortofon have done this while 
retaining the sonically superior low impedance 
coils.

Frequency response shows a fairly 
pronounced midrange downtilt amounting to 
some 3dB between 200Hz and ?kHz, where
upon there was a mild and slightly uneven 
recovery. Channel balance was pretty good 
throughout. The overall trace showed areas of 
vayue uneveness, but no distinct resonances.

Separation figures were rather average, 
though quite well balanced and notably well 

maintained at high frequencies.

Sound quality
What a delightfully sweet-sounding cartridge 
this is. There is a touch of the 'boom'n'tizz' 
which indicates a little loss of control at the 
frequency extremes, but even these balance 
each other nicely, while the midrange sounds 
delightfully clear, open and uncongested, with 
decent stereo, depth, dynamics and focus, and 
a pleasantly 'airy' sound. It has much of the 
delicacy of far more expensive designs, if 
lacking quite the same degree of control, 
sophistication and smoothness.

Conclusions
Ortofon's extensive experience has somehow 
managed to come up with a beautifully judged 
package which combines the full open, 
dynamic qualities of moving-coils without 
resort to overdamping or undue lack of control. 
The balance errs a trifle on the latter side (indi
cated by the separation figures perhaps), which 
may place a premium on the quality of the turn
table. But it is hard to envisage a better overall 
combination of the various parameters within 
the cost constraints.

TEST RESULTS
Iyp.e'mass..........................Stylus type... ........
Stylus inspection result.....
Output Level (1kHz, 5cmls).

.low outpu moving-coi1 7.2g 
... ............. ..■■■■«..■-..■•■•■ •• ..•■• 
......fine small nude elliptical 
....................................0.32mV

Relative output (OdB = 1 mV/cm/s)...................................- 22dB
Channel balance.................................................................. 0.1dB
Channel separation (L,R)................................................ 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R).......................................................75, 74pm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz................. + 1.5, -1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz............... + 1.5, -2dB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz....22, 26, 20dB
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz....24, 28, 21dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz....0.5, 0.5, 0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. +3, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz + 3.5, -OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading....................................... 1.5g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................. 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).................................... 15, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass.................................... 5^ 15g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)........................14, 12dB
Typical selling price................................................................£49

Frequency response, left and right channels
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RATA RP20 .......... . . ..........
Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edgebank House, Skelsmergh, Cumbria LAB 9AS 
Tel (05398) 3247

and low frequency solidity, and a clear dynamic 
midrange with the beginnings of fine stereo 
imaging. The 'sparkle' was a bit strong at the 
top of course, and tended to upset the imaging 
rather, but hopefully this is merely a sample 
problem.

Conclusions
Despite the treble problems of our sample, and 
now that body strength is improved, this model 
clearly merits recommendation. It offers an 
inherently rather better balanced sound than the 
Epic which justifies the slightly higher cost.

For a number of years now, RATA have been 
importing and distributing fairly expensive Grace 
and Supex cartridge. models from Japan; more 
recently they have launched a home-grown range 
under their own brand name. First of the RATA 
models to appear was the RP20, which is built 
for Russ Andrews by Goldring, and in fact shares 
a common body with the Goldring Epic. The body 
design is inherently good, if rather allowing tight 
mounting with a good contact area Internal 
wiring differs from that of the Epic, as does the 
elliptical tip, which has a rather sharper profile. 
However, the inherent shape is good, if bulky. 
Stylus fit is pretty secure.

Compliance is close enough to the Epic for a 
similar range of suitable arm masses, but 
damping is lighter, so the heavier arms are 
better avoided, particularly as tracking weight 
is reduced to 1.5g.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...............................................moving magnet 7.6g
Stylus type........................................................ simple elliptical
Stylus Inspection result................... confirmed neat mounting
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).............................................3.55mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).....................................-1dB
Channel balance............. ...................................................0.9d8
Channel separation (L,R)............................................28, 26.6dB
Tracking ability (L,R)....................................................80, BO^m
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz................. + 1, -2.5d8
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz..................+ 1, -3d8
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..... 26, 41, 27d8
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..... 19, 24, 27d8
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz........... 1, 1, OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz45kHz.. +3, -1d8 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz... + 6, -1dB 
Test tracking weight, loading................................. 1.Bg, 250pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................. 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)...................................15, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass.................................. 6^14g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat).......................15, 14dB
Typical selling price............................................................... K0

Lab report
The healthy output will drive amplifiers most 
efficiently. Claimed to be independent of 
loading capacitance, our sample still showed 
both measured and audible improvement when 
using high capacitance.

The response trace illustrates the reduced 
damping at high frequencies, where the treble 
flattens out at around 5kHz and then regret
tably builds up to a substantial peak on one 
channel, though the other channel is very 
impressively controlled. Once again the slight 
^MHz 'glitch' is visible, though the trace is 
nice and steady otherwise. Tracking abilities 
and groove stability seemed much the same, in 
spite of the lower tracking weight.

Sound quality
Marred by the distinctly audible treble peak on 
one channel (5dB difference between 
channels!), the sound was otherwise very 
promising for the price, with good integration

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacirance
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RATA RP40
Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edgebank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AB 
Tel: (053 983) 247

In the last edition, Choice encountered the 
Goldring Epic for the first time, along with a first 
own-brand model from RATA, based on the Epic 
body but with variations in generator and stylus.

Now RATA have gone a couple of steps further; 
and the RP40 is the next stage of refinement up, 
with a high quality conventional elliptical stylus.

Rather bulky and heavy, the body has full 
circular lugs and a generous mounting area for 
proper mechanical coupling to the headshell; the 
plastic is now strengthened, after our problem 
with cracking and crumbling last year. Stylus 
assembly fit is excellently tight.

Mechanically, it suits low and medium mass 
arms. Compliance is somewhat asymmetrical, 
and reasonably well-damped. At (1.5g) downforce, 
tracking abilities were good, and channel balance 
was close.

and complexity of the mix.

Conclusions
Behind the far from neutral balance, there is a fine 
cartridge doing its best, showing fine cantilever 
control at high frequencies, with good stereo and 
detail as a result. Whether the balance is desirable 
or tolerable will depend to a degree upon the 
other bits of a system, but if this aspect works 
out, the RP40 is an impressive contender, meriting 
cautious recommendation.

T^ RESULTS
Type, mass..........................................................moving magnet 7.1g
^r;sl^i!.............................................................................elliptical
Stylus inspection result...............................good quality elliptical
Output Lsvel (1kHz, 5cm/s)..................................................... 3.7mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)........................................... -1dB
Channel balance........................................................................0.3dB
Channel separation (L.R).................................................... 28, 29dB
Tracking :riity (C^............................................................80, ^m
Frequency response from graph, l00Hz-5kHz..............+1, -2dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.............+3 -3dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........34, 39, 3MB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........33, 37, 4MB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +3, -1.MB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +5, -1.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................ 1.5g, 4 pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..................10, 8Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..........................................14, 2Mu
Recommended arm effective msss......................................... 8-15g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).......................... 12, 14d8
Typical selling prtce.................................................................... £40

Lab report
Frequency responses looked far from promising, 
falling a full 3.5dB to the BkHz trough, then rising 
5-6dB to an ultrasonic 19kHz peak. The addition 
of capacitance has little effect with this generator, 
reducing the trough depth a dB or so. The high 
quality mechanical design is reflected in the 
smooth traces with just a single 'glitch’.

Further evidence of this may be seen in the fine 
separation performance, which was also smooth, 
unusually well extended, and almost perfectly 
symmetrical, with values between 33 and 40dB 
steadily improving to unusually high frequencies.

Sound quality
The RP40 was quite well received despite the 
recognised oddities of its response characteristic. 
Balance was determinedly 'he^y yet with a slight 
edge' at high frequencies. Focus was quite g^ood, 
and stereo spread excellent, with an impressive 
sense or scale. G^ood midrange and tieble detail, 
and decent dynamic resolution were also noted, 
as the WOdid a g^ood job of sorting out the layers 
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RATA RP70
Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edgebank House. Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LAB 9AS 
Tel: 1053 9831 247

This top model of the three-strong RATA range 
shares basic bodywork with the Goldring Epic and 
internal components with the two cheaper RATAs. 
The difference is in the stylus, cantilever, and 
quality control. RATA have followed Linn rather 
than Goldring in fitting a high-quality Vital swept 
elliptical tip.

The Epic-derived body provides substantial 
headshell contact area and very tight stylus 
assembly fit.

'Mechanical parameters of the 70are very close 
to the '40 (and indeed the latest '2Q- The 
somewhat asymmetric compliance suits low and 
medium mass arms best, and damping is light so 
a good quality turntable should be used. Tracking 
ability is quite adequate, but registered a mite 
down on that of the '40. 

seemed less lively, more ponderous at the bottom 
end, and with slightly softer 'focus'.

Conclusions
Frequency balance apart, the RP70 is a very 
competent cartridge that was well received by 
listeners. Though the price differential over the 
'40 is justified by the construction, it is harder to 
establish that £30 worth of extra sound has come 
out at the end of the day.

Though the 70 is cleaner and sweeter, it also 
seemed heavier and less lively. It merits 
consideration by those whose systems suit the 
frequency balance, though doesn't seem to offer 
quite the value for money of the '40.

TEST RESULTS 
Type, mass........................................................... moving magnet 7.1g
Stylus type.................................................... Vital advanced elliptical
Stylus inspection result.................. advanced elliptical confirmed 
Output leYel (1kHz. 5cm/s)........................................................... 4mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)................................................. OdB
Channel balance..............................................................................OdB
Channel separation (L,R)............ ..........................................25, 26dB
Tracking ability (L,R)........................ a...................................74, 7Ji;m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz........... +1, -2.5dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz............+1, -3.5dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz. 10kHz.........34, 39, 39dB
Stereo Separation R on l 80H^ 3kHz. 10kHz.........35, 42, 4OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.......+2, -2dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz......+5, -2dB
Test tracking -ight, loading......................................... 1.5g, 400pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................. 10, 8Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)..........................................14, 20cu
Recommended aarm effective mass......................................... 6-14g
LF reresonance rise, (13.5g aarm) (vert, lat)...........................13, l5dB
Typical selling price..........................................................................£70

Lab report
Response followed the same determined 
downtilt of its stablemates, falling some 3-4dB 
from 220Hz to 9kHz. Recovery again followed, 
though this time by a smaller 3-4dB, the final peak 
being at a higher frequency. Comparing this final 
resonance with smoothness of the '40s peak, one 
cannot help concluding that the treble control of 
the cheaper model is superior even though the 
response aberration is mildly greater. Effects of 
load changes were only slight, with mild 
preference for the higher capacitance condition.

Separation was again to the highest standards, 
symmetrical between channels and well 
maintained from lowest to highest frequencies.

Sound quality
While listeners were abl& to distinguish the 
different characters of the top two RATA’s the (very 
respectable) scores awarded came out very close 
between the two Inevitably the balance was again 
a little 'heavy' and dull; but the overall sound was 
still spacious and open. The 'tizz' was less 
noticeable than before, but the sound also Frequency response, left and right channels
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Rega RB100.......  .............
Rega Research Ltd, 119 park Street, Westchff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7PD 
Tel: (07021 33071

Rega's original Japan-sourced R100cartridge was ■ 
slow in acceptance but eventually became a firm 
favoourite, a fate which the RB100may be destined 
to repeat. Plain and simple, this £37 model is 
unusual in having a fixed stylus. In some senses 
it is a moving magnet built like a moving-coil. The 
body has proper fixing lugs and decent headshell 

.contact area, so the mechanical integrity of the 
whole is potentially superior to conventional 
m-m types.

Compliance on our sample was on the high 
side, suitable really only for low to medium mass 
arms, including Rega's own. Internal damping is 
fairly light, so nasty cheap turntables should be 
avoided. Some asymmetry was noted in the 
vertical and horizontal planes.

Electrical output is a little below average, 
though sufficient to drive any normal amplifier; 
but anyone attempting shop comparisons will 
nne to advance the volume to avoid a misleading 
result.

Lab report
Frequency response followed the unashamed 
downtilt favoured by a number of successful UK 
cartridges. There the droop was a substantial 5dB 
from 20Hz to 10kHz, ameliorated by only a single 
dB with higher capacitance loading. Recovery to 
the treble resonance was a mild 2dB, at 18kHz. 
Despite the odd shape the trace was very smooth, 
showing fine control and channel balance even 
at high frequencies. An outstanding spectrum of 
separation was further evidence of excellent 
cantilever control; the bass started at 35dB and 
improved to a remarkable 40dB at 10kHz.

Sound quality
The Rega proved the hardest cartridge in the 
report to tie down subjectively. Our initial 'hands 
on' experience suggested that the RB100 could 
hold its own with m-c models several times its 
price. But a later try-out In a different system and 

with two different samples raised a few doubts; 
then the 'blind' test results showed contradictory 
results between panellists and different tracks of 
the programme. The RB100 may be unusually 
system-dependent; the balance is duller than 
average, and acceptability would seem to depend 
on how this combines with other components 
and the musical balances of different discs. At 
worst, a pleasantly 'laid back' and spacious 
balance becomes tiresomely dull.

Conclusions
A contrary design in some respects, the RB100 
has a remarkable mechanical performance for its 
price, with a balance that is as far from average 
— and 'neutrality' — as it is possible to be. In the 
right system context it is a potential 'best buy; 
but the wrong combination could be an absolute 
disaster. It merits recommendation, but with a 
stem 'try before you buy' warning.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass................................................(fixed) moving magnet 5.9g
Stylus type..........................................................................not specified
Stylus inspection result................................. good quality elliptical
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).......................................................... 2.&nV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s).................................................-MB
Channel balance.............................................................................. 0.5d8
Channel separation (L,R)....................................................... 25, 30B
Tracking ability (L,R)............................................................... 80, 90i<m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz............... +1, -3dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz............. +1, -4dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......... 36, 45, 40dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......... 35, 37, 3MB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... +O, -3.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +2, -3.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading............................................1.Bg, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.Sg aarm) (vert, lat)......................8, 6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................... 20, 30u
Recommended aarm effective mass........................................... 5-12g
LF resonance rise, (13.Sg aarm) (vert, lat).............................13, 15dB
Typical selling price............................................................................£37

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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REASSESSED

Shure M92E
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 BEQ 
Tel 01-609 0293

This is the bubble-packed baby amongst 
Shure's P-adaptable moving magnet 
cartridges, costing £15. .

Stylus is a simple neatly mounted elliptical, 
and tracking weight is a light 1.25g. Compli
ance is modest enough, though unusually the 
vertical figure is higher than the horizontal. The 
range of arm masses which can ideally be 
accommodated is therefore quite narrow, but 
well chosen nonetheless, while heavy damping 
will assist general compatibility with cheaper 
equipment.

Lab report
Output level is pretty substantial, so no 
problems here, but this model is fairly sensitive 
to capacitance loading, and a high rather than 
low figure improves the trace 2dB at 9kHz while 
also suppressing the 20kHz peak.

Frequency response shows yet again the 
problem of the P-adaptor, yet in other respects 
is most impressive, particularly with loading 
where the ruler straight range from 300Hz to 
9kHz falls a gentle 2dB, with decent rolloff 
control beyond. Channel balance is pretty 
close, and the trace is. relatively free from 
‘glitches' outside the P-mount influence.

Separation figures were unimpressive, with 
significant channel assymetry, and tracking 
abilities were not too impressive either, though 
they are nevertheless adequate.

Sound quality
As is so often the case with low cost cart
ridges, the 92E was quite a pleasant surprise, 
though it showed its limitations nonetheless, 
particularly in terms of a 'flattened' sound 
stage with little apparent depth. The balance 
was very well judged, with no part of the range 
particularly obtrusive. Though the treble range 
was under quite good control, there was little 
real detail here, and some of its 

attempts to simulate this were rather obvious. 
The mid was somewhat recessed, but the bass 
kept trucking along quite nicely, with little 
boom or overhang. In all, the 92E gave a rather 
impressive display of control for the price, . 
though was inclined to make heavy weather of 
high frequency distortion.

Conclusions
Capable of a respectably decent sound for a 
respectably low price, the 92E deserves 
cautious recommendation. And one cannot 
help feeling that it might have made a Best Buy 
were it not hampered by the P-mount adaptor, 
which reduces its competitiveness in its price 
class. P-mount users would do well to investi
gate this model if seeking a low cost replace
ment, as it is a pretty decent performer.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.................................................moving magnet 6.4g
Stylus type......................................................... simple elliptical
Stylus Inspection result.................. confirmed, neatly mounted
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)..............................................4.85mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s)...................................... + 2dB
Channel balance.................................................................0.6dB
Channel separation (L,R)..........................................27.6, 25.1dB
Tracking ability (L,R)..................................................... 59, 69Mm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz.....................+ 3, -3dB^
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz................... + 0, -4dB^
Stereo Separation L on R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 18, 22, 22dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........26, 35, 30dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz..... 0.5, 0.5, 0.5dB 
Response limits refcomputer mean, 1kHz-15kHz...  + 0, -4dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... + 0, -4dB 
Test tracking weight, loading................................. 1.25g, 250pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)................. 9, 12Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).....................................18, 12cu
Recommended arm effective mass................................. 10-15g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)............................10, 7dB
Typical selling price............................................................... ;£15
•at low capacitance (c. IOOpF)

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Shure revived four favourite designs of the past 
for their 'Encore' series, and on the basis of work 
carried out in the last (and previous) editions, the 
'97HE looked to be the 'one most likely to'.

This £40 moving magnet model features 
Shure's stabiliser/brush, which damps the vertical 
low frequency resonance completely. The 
additional stability ensures that the '97Ewill work 
stably in virtually any context, even in high mass 
arms, while the highish compliance provides 
adequate tracking abilities at the rather low 1g 
downforce.

Shure's 'Hyperelliptic' stylus profile (hence He, 
is a form of swept ellipse. Excessive glue on our 
sample made it difficult to assess alignment or 
quality.

Lab report
Response shows substantial variation with 
capacitance loading above 1kHz. The Shure 
recommendation of 250pF is about midway 
between the values we measured, and would 
appear a good compromise. The traces are quite 
smooth, with slight ripple but no 'glitches', and 
the 3d8 discrepancy at very high frequencies is 
the only cause for mild complaint.

Separation was very good, giving high but 
asymmetric readings in the midband, which were 
well maintained into bass and treble.

Sound quality
Though regarded as inherently more tidy than 
exciting, the '97HE acquitted itself very 
respectably in the listening tests. Several 
commented on the 'politeness' of the sound and 
neutrality of the balance, though focus, dynamics 
and the resolution of low level detail were a little 
weak. Some of the 'liveliness' of other 
prtistrnlallum; was missed, but stereo 
perspectives were clear and stable, and 
coloration, bar a touch of hardness, was low.

Conclusions
Though there remain reservations about the 
mechanical construction, the cantilever 
engineering is to a high standard, and the '97E 
delivers a very respectable technical and sonic 
performance at a realistic price. The stabiliser 
undoubtedly works, acting as a safety net to help 
the cartridge get the most out of high mass arms. 
Though it won't turn a sow's ear of turntable into 
a silk purse, it will at least keep going and produce 
a respectable result.

By not aiming too high in the first place, the 
designers have achieved an artful compromise 
capable of giving a respectable sound in almost 
any application.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................................ moving magnet 66g
Stylus type......................................................... nude hyperelliptical
Stylus Inspection result.... :.......................... tip obscured by glue
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)......................................................... .4mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)................................................OdB
Channel balance..........................................................................0.4dB
Channel separation (l_R).................................................... 30, 30dB
Tracking abiIHy vrn>................................................................i: ^m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz.......... + 1, -1.5dB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz............ + 1, -3dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 32, 42, 36dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 38, 51, 37dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHzT5kHz.... +O, -25dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^20kHz.... +O, -2.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.........................................tg\ 250pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................. 9", 6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).........................................16, 35cu
Recommended arm effective mass.........................................515g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..........................10', 16dB
Typical selling price....................................................................£40
•excluding stabiliser*, see text

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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R^EASESSED

Shure ML140HE
HW International Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove; London N7 8EQ
Tel 01-609 0293

Along with its sister 120 model, this design 
constitutes a new lightweight body style for 
Shure's sub-V15 models, including a very neat 
re-design on the built-in stabiliser/damper 
brush mechanism.

'HE' is the part of the nomenclature that 
refers to a Hyperelliptic profile stylus, which 
proved to be a nicely set nude stone with swept 
elliptical extended contact. The LF resonance 
indicates moderate compliance and damping, 
suitable to a usefully wide range of arms.

Lab report
Output was average, as is the recommendation 
for capacitance loading, so there are unlikely to 
be any compatibility problems with this cart
ridge. In fact the response does show a fair 
amount of variation with loading, so some 
experimentation in situ may be worthwhile; our 
subjective preference was for low rather than 
high capacitance.

Frequency response was almost identical to 
the V-15 V MR - pretty smooth and flat in 
either condition, one producing an effectively 
flat response to 10kHz rolloff, the other a 
gentle 2dB downtilt between 200Hz and 10kHz, 
then down a further 2dB at 20kHz. Channel 
balance was out a surprising amount for such 
an expensive model, and although correction 
can be made with the balance control, this 
leaves a minor discrepancy above 10kHz.

Separation figures were pretty decent in 
themselves, and were quite well maintained at 
high frequencies, but also showed some 
channel asymmetry. Despite the low 1g down
force, tracking was good, and groove stability 
more than adequate with the stabiliser’s 
assistance.

Sound quality
This cartridge gave a well balanced slightly 
'bright' sound which was much better inte-

grated at high frequencies than the ’120. There 
was some bass softening, but extension was 
good and the overall focus and dynamics were 
promising.

Upper bass seemed slightly suppressed, so 
the sound was a little lacking in 'body', but was 
crisp, clear and informative nonetheless, 
particularly through the central midband. Quali
tatively the treble was a match for many 
moving coils.

Conclusions
This is a well balanced cartridge, preferred in a 
number of ways to the more expensive V-15 V 
MR. Though expensive, it sounds good and has 
very sensible parameters for matching other 
equipment, while providing good tracking at 
low downforce with the help of the stabiliser.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass...............................................moving magnet 4.5g
Stylus type.............................................................. hyperelliptic
Stylus inspection result........................confirmed, nude stone
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)............................................. 3.75mV
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/s).....................................-1dB
Channel balance...............................................................0.15dB
Channel separation (L,R)............................................. 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)................................................... 30, BOpm
Frequency response I imits 100Hz^5Hz................. + 0.5, -1dB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz...... + 0.5, -1.5/3.5dB 
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 33, 35, 31dB
Stereo Separation Ron L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz...... 27, 26, 24dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz......0.5, 0.5, 1dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. + 1, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz... + 1, -1dB 
Test tracking weight, loading.................................... 1g, 250pF
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)............ 10, 9.5Hz 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)...................................15, 16cu
Recommended arm effective mass.................................. 646g
LF resonance rise, 12.5q arm (vert, lat).......................14, 11dB
Typical selling price........................................................... £120

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Stanton BOOE II
Wl^x Ltd, ^pe,n Division, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE
Tel 01-949 2545

Stanton are probably best known as suppliers of 
cartridges to professional users (broadcast, disco 
and recording studios), with the sister brand 
Pickering offering similar domestic models.

The 50 series moving-magnet models offer 
ultra-rugged construction, and have just been 
upgraded to Mkll status. Having examined three 
the 'E was chosen ahead of the :4 and 'EE as 
potentially of most interest to hi-fi purchasers.

Horizontal and vertical compliance were mark
edly different, the latter is stiff enough to suggest 
that high-mass arms will give best results. The 
internal generator had little damping.

Output level is relatively low, though perfectly 
sufficient for all normal amplifiers. If comparing 
cartridges in a shop, care will be needed to 
increase the volume with this model to avoid 
being misled by a level difference.

The sound conveyed plenty of 'space' though little 
impression of 'scale'.

Conclusions
This is a decent, lively-sounding cartridge capable 
of withstanding a fair amount of abuse. The sub
stantial cantilever and well-glued brazed shank 
stylus add moving mass which inevitably restricts 
bandwidth. The clever trick in the 550Ehas been 
to control the treble resonance so effectively 
without sacrificing the lively performance unduly. 
It would be nice to see more, a substantial mount
ing, but this is certainly a model to take seriously 
if playing conditions are hazardous.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass............................................................ moving magnet 5.5g
Stylus type,...................................................................................elliptical
Stylus Inspection result....................gluey elliptical, metal shank
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)...........................................................2.1mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s).................................................-5dB
Channel balance..............................................................................0.MB
Channel separation (UR)....................................................28.1, 28.1dB
Tracking ability (l,R)................................................................ 80, BOpm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz........... + 1.5, -MB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz^20kHz........+1.5, -10dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz..........30, 30, 33dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 34, 28, 22dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz^15kHz.. + 2.5, -1.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz. + 2.5, -2.MB 
Test tracking weight, loading........................................ 2.25g, 275pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)....................14, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).............................................. 7, 18cu
Recommended arm effective mass......................................... 10-18g
LF resonance rise, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat).............................13, 17d9
Typical selling price............................................................................£27

Lab report
Whereas the :4 and 'EE had shown substantial 
treble peaks at around 15kHz, the 50E showed 
much better control at high frequencies: all three 
designs seemed impervious to changes in loading 
capacitance. The response itself was strongly 
downtilted, falling 4d8 from 20Hz to 8kHz, 
whereupon the 14kHz resonance came into play 
to flatten the final octave before a fairly early 
rolloff. 'Glitch' at 550Hz, seems likely to be due 
to resonance between the can and the mounting 
bracket, and sure to have some audible effect. 
Separation was decent enough, if a little scrappy 
in terms of interchannel differences and different 
parts of the frequency band.

Sound quality
Though lacking some of the drama of the other 
50s, which were marred by pronounced treble 
peaks, the 50E was a lively performer with a 
bouncy character and a balance which was a bit 
bright and tizzy. The treble was considerably 
tamed, at the expense of a little less openness.

Frequency response, left and right channels

Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Stanton HZ9S
Wil^x Ltd, Import Divisé, Compton Hou^ NNew Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 
Tel 01949 2545

No less than four of the new Stanton Epoch II 
cartridges arrived belatedly, after most of the 
places in the review programme had been filled. 
Having given them a brief trial, we settled on the 
top '95 model for a full review. The 'S’ suffix 
indicates a Stereohedron stylus, an advanceo 
elliptical type, which was found to be of good 
quality.

The Epoch II series of four high-output and 
two low-output moving magnet cartridges are all 
based on a basic common body moulding. Pretty 
and streamlined in appearance this may be, but 
the thin small plastic mounting plate and flexible 
central stalk, do not help performance. The stylus 
assembly gives a pretty good fit, but the can as 
a whole was easily loosened inside the body 
moulding.

A fairly high compliance assists good tracking 
at the lightish 1.25g downforce, but is somewhat 
asymmetric vertically and horizontal. Low and 
medium mass arms are therefore to be preferred, 
and the light level of internal damping suggests 
that a turntable of good quality should be used.

Lab report
The inadequacy of the support is evident in a 
discontinuity of almost P-mount proportions in 
the ^^^Hz region of the responses, and further 
minor glitches are visible elsewhere. The traces 
show a steady downtilted trend from 200Hz to 
-3d8 at 4kHz, followed by a gentle recovery 
supported by a well-disguised 9kHz resonance, 
and then subsequent rolloff. Increasing capaci
tance marginally reduced the downtilt by 1dB. 
Very similar in shape to the 50E, it is odd that 
the treble resonance should be at a lower fre
quency for this much more expensive model. 
Separation was nicely symmetrical, recording 
generally good values across the band.

Sound quality
Felt to be the liveliest and most interesting of the 

Epoch /Is during 'hands on' testing, the '95 had 
a mixed reception during the 'blind' presentation, 
ranking slightly below average overall. The most 
frequently expressed descriptions were of a rather 
full, well behaved and gentle bass, a general 
politeness and softening, and a slightly 'obvious' 
and smeared treble.

Conclusions
The ^acquitted itself reasonably enough in the 
listening tests, its mellow sound appealing to 
some panelists more than others. But the handi
cap of the bodywork with its inadequate rigidity 
is a substantial hurdle that it couldn't fully 
counter, and at its highish price recommendation 
is not possible.
TEST RESULTS 
Type, mass.....................................  
^^st^i!....................................  
Stylus Inspection result..............  
Output Level (1kHz, 5cmls).........  
Relative output (M8=1mV/cmls). 
Channel balance.......................... 
Channel separation (L,R)............  
Tracking ability (UR)...............

..............moving magnet 4g 
................... sterachedion ff 
.good quality stereohedlon 
.................................... 2.7mV

Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz.......  
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz20kHz....... 
Stereo Separation L on R BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......  
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.......  
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.. 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz. 
Test tracking weight, loading...................................  
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...... . 
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)...............................  
Recommended effective mass......................... 
LF reresonance rtse, (13.5g aarm) (vert, lat)................  
Typical selling prtce...................................................

...........-3d8 

.............. OdB 

....30, 28.M8 
....... 80, 80pm 
....+ 1, -1d8 
.... + 1, -6d8 
.30, 40, 31d8 
.29, 38, 28dB 
.... +O, -4d8 
.... +O, -6d8 
125g, 280pF 
............9, 7Hz 
....... 18, 30cu 
............. 5-14g 
.......16, 17dB 
................. £112

Frequency response, left and right channels
«BASS»«MIDRANGE»«TREBLE»

20 Hz 50 100 20 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k
Frequency response with higher load capacitance
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Supex SD900 IV
Russ Andrews Turntable toces^ries, Edgebank House Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LAS 9AS 
Tri 1053 983) 247

Very much an old favoourite, the Supex m, in early 
wooden and later plastic-body forms, pioneered 
the UK moving-coil revival a decade or so ago. It 
has now been upgraded to Mk IV status, with 
further improvements to the excellent external 
finish via a new bottom plate.

This low output moving-coil model needs the 
full step up of an m-c pre-amp. It is fitted with a 
fine advanced Vital elliptical tip, on a small 
rectangular shank.

Substantial headshell contact area and circular 
fixing tugs enable the 900 to be firmly 
mechanically coupled to the tonearm, though the 
amount of energy coupled to the tonearm by a 
low compliance device such as this will place 
something of a premium on the arm quality.

The fairly substantial body mass and low corn- 
pliance suggests that only medium and high 
mass arms of good rigidity should be used. Track
ing abilities are reasonable enough, by virtue of 
a fairly generous downforce. little internal damp
ing is used, so only decent-quality turntables need 
apply.

not better received. Whatever the reason, and 
listening tests do tend to throw up some anom
alous results, the panel were somewhat confused, 
with comments like 'mixed reactions' and 'cannot 
compute' taken from the sheets.

The essential Supex sound is romantic, open 
and spacious, a little heavy and 'laid back; with 
fine midrange and treble information. Criticisms 
on this occasion were of a tendency to dullness 
and slowness, with some bass softening.

Conclusions
The Supex 90is an inherently fine cartridge, but 
despite the recent update it does seem to be 
beginning to show its age. It is expensive and the 
competition above and below continues to streng
then, so erring on the side of caution we have 
saved our recommendation for the 001 on this 
occasion, whilst pointing out that potential pur
chasers who like what they hear can go ahead 
with confidence in the fine technical performance.

TEST RESULTS 
Type, mass..............................................low output moving-coil 8.3g
Stylus type..........................................................................vital elliptical
Stylus inspection result......................................... fine super ellipse
Output Level (1kHz, 5cmls).........................................................0.19mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s).................................................2.2dB
Channel balance..............................................................................O.1dB
Channel separation (L,R).......................................................29, 29dB
Tracking ability (L,R)...............................................................80, 12,.m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz...........+2, -1.MB 
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............. +2, -2dB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 1OkHz...... 45, 750, 750dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......750, 47, 750dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.... +O, -0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz. +2.5, -0.SdB 
Test tracking weight, loading...............................................2g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................10, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)............................................12, 12cu
Recommended arm effective mass..........................................10-1Bg
LF resonance rise, (13.Sg aarm) (vert, lat).............................14, 15d9
Typical selling price,......................................................................£245

Lab report
The frequency response keeps within fairly close 
limits across the band, but wiggles about a bit. 
A 2.5dB downtilt starts around 20Hz and bottoms 
out at 5kHz, whereupon a mild 1dB recovery is 
centred upon 10kHz, with a slightly uneven but 
well balanced continuation beyond. A single 
minor 'blip' is seen at 1.2kHz, but outstanding 
channel balance throughout.

An exceptional series of values for stereo sep
aration indicated that performance was beyond 
the discrimination of our measurements.

Sound quality
Earlier axlven;ions have &ailed through listening 
panel tests often enough and especially in view 
of the fine results obtained by its high output 
sister, we were surprised that the new m IV was 
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Supex SD901 IV
Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edgebank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS
Tel (063 983) 247

This silver-bodied cartridge is the high output 
moving-coil sister of the renowned 90, and is 
also now in Mk IV form.

Past experience has shown that output of the 
901 is lower than a normal moving-magnet 
cartridge (the test computer declined to give us 
a reading, for reasons which remain obscure), and 
it is worthwhile checking that a particular pre
amplifier has enough sensitivity. One can usually 
get away with a 901 without using (and risking 
overloading) an m-c stage, and its output usefully 
matches some of the latest valve amplifiers.

Fine rigid construction allows the unit to be 
bolted firmly into the headshell of the tonearm 
with good rigidity and coupling. Body mass is 
high and compliance quite low, so medium and 
high mass tonearms of high quality are necessary 
with very little internal damping, turntable quality 
will be at a premium.

Despite the highish 2g downforce, tracking 
abilities were a trifle marginal. A good quality 
Vital advanced elliptical stylus was fitted, but with 
excessive glue on our sample.

Frequency response was very similar to the 90, 
though a little brighter and with a more pro
nounced peak in the treble region. The downtilt 
was held to around 2dB, and the recovery at 9kHz 
made up the same amount. Channel balance was 
outstanding throughout, even above the treble 
peak, while the right hand channel showed the 
occasional 'glitch'.

Separation was generally excellent, with good 
channel conformity and outstanding midrange 
values, but, at low frequencies, somewhat below 
the standard set by the ^.
Sound quality
Paradoxically, in view of the ^90s problems, the 
901 sailed through the auditioning, receiving 
plaudits like 'exudes authenticity'. A degree of 
'^rom'n'tizz' was criticised, but there was praise 
for mid and treble detail, for space and ambience, 

and the ability to maintain resolution well down 
into the mix. Not everyone was completely con
vinced, and there was felt room for improvement 
in the bass, which showed mild tracking problems 
and was a little 'sluggish; but on balance the 901
gave a fine overall performance.

Conclusions
Expensive, the 901 delivered sufficient objective 
and subjective performance to justify its price tag, 
and the (fairly) high output allows it to provide 
high quality moving-coil performance for systems 
without m-c gain where a separate step-up would 
be an intrusion. Good quality ancillaries are 
mandatory, and this is still not the cartridge for 
material which places a premium on tracking 
ability.

TTEST RESULTS 
Type mass.................................... high(ish) output moving-coil 9.1g
Stylus type.................................................... vital advanced elliptical
Stylus Inspection result....................quality vital, marred by glue
Channel separation (UR)...................................................... 30, 24dB
Tracking ability (L,R).............................................................. 30, 75'lm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz^5kHz........... +1.5, -1dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............+1.5, -2dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 30, 51, 3MB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........30, 50, 33dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +1, -0.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-30kHz. +2.5, -0.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading............................................. 2g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)..................... 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).......................................... 14, 14cu
Recommended aarm effective mass..........................................8-l8g
LF ^resonance ripe (13.5g aarm) (vert, lat)........................... 18, 18dB
TypicaJ selling price......................................................................^30

Frequency response, left and right channels
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Supex SDX2000 High Output
Russ Andrews Turntable Accessories, Edgebank Houses Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS
Tel (053 983) 247

Lacking the cheerful ruddiness of its stablemate, 
the sombrely grey-suited high-output ^20 has a 
quiet dignity nonetheless. It will be necessary to 
take the precaution of checking there is sufficient 
output for specific circumstances, as this is well 
below normal moving magnet level. That said, 
there are many who have a real need for a state- 
of-the-art high output moving-coil, notably ther
mionic disciples.

Fine mechanical construction with solid lugs 
and a good contact area ensure this model may 
be securely mounted, necessarily in a good 
quality arm because substantial energy may be 
coupled. Stylus is the usual high quality Vital, 
again rather over-glued in this instance.

Compliance is quite low, but so is the mass, 
so a fairly wide range of arms may be used, with 
preference for strong rigid types. Tracking is a 
little marginal for some tastes in music, and 
considering the sensible 1.8g downforce. Damp
ing was a little higher than the Supex norm. 

it is a touch on the bright side, but with additional 
weight and richness at the bottom end. The treble 
sounded sweet and fast, the midrange coherent 
and detailed, surface noise was controlled, but 
bass definition was not quite right.

Conclusions
Distinguished from the 'low' version by the 
uniqueness of a high output option within the 
context of a top up-to-date moving-coil design, 
this 2W0 merits recommendation. It doesn't 
match the best of the low output designs sonic
ally, and there may be some conventional inputs 
which need a little more urge than it can provide 
But it is a pukka modem m-c, 'faster' than the 901, 
and therefore has its own unique niche.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass............................................ high output moving-coil 4.Bg
Stylus type...................................................................vital line contact
Stylus Inspection result....................fair quality vital, rather gluey
Output ^wl (1kHz, 5cm/s)........................................................... l.lmV
Relative output (OdB=lmV/cm/s).............................................. -1MB
Channel balance.............................................................................. 0.4dB
Channel separation (l,R)........................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (l,R)................................................................79, 66,Am
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz........... +1, -0.MB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz........... +1, -0.MB 
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 34, 52, 33dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 36, 48, 33dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +2, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz +5, -OdB
Test tracking weight, loading........................................... 1.Bg, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)...................10, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)............................................14, iMu
Recommended ^m effective mass........................................... 6-16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g ^m) (vert, lat)............................13, 14d8
Typical selling price........................................................................£475

Lab report
Response is almost identical to the low output 
^20, but with each of the latter's flaws slightly 
exaggerated. In addition there were a number of 
response 'glitches’, perhaps due to the greater 
number of internal wire turns. Though inevitably 
not quite up to the low-output's standard, it is a 
fine result nonetheless. Paradoxically, the high- 
output's separation equalled or bettered the 
other’s throughout, with the most notable 
improvement through the mid-range. (The most 
likely explanation is a fluke in the spectrum 
analyser sampling I suspect!)
Sound quality
For some reason the reaction of the listening 
panel was again more positive towards the high 
ialhei llraii Illt:1 luw uulpul Supt:1x. Tit:1blt:1 balance 
was quite neutral in relation to CD) though 
sonically substantially preferred). Which means Frequency response, left and right channels
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Supex SDX2000 Low Output
Aed^ws Turntable ^cesSOries, Edgebenk House, Skelamergh, Kendal, Cumbria LAB 9AS 

Tel 1053 983) 247

After so much dull hi-tech, the low-output Supex 
^2(}()(Js red and cream has to be a pleasant change 
- reminiscent of the 'blood and custard’ of early 
BR carriage livery if my memory serves me cor
rectly! Railway nostalgia apart, this is the latest 
from Supex,featuring a Boron cantilever, costing 
a substantial £430, and succeeding the 100 
series which never officially made it to the UK.

For historical reasons of distribution, Supexes 
follow a fairly tortuous path to the UK, which 
means that the top models carry a premium 
against the Supex-made Linn models of similar 
performance.

The engineering has something in common 
with the Linn Asak, including the Vital swept 
elliptical stylus, which on this sample was 
suffering from an excess of glue. Output is quite 
low, definitely needing a step up stage of at least 
20dB, preferably a little more.

Construction shows the usual high level of 
integrity in Supex mechanical engineering, with 
substantial lugs and fixing area for firm connec
tion to the tonearm.

Fairly low compliance and body mass allow a 
wide range of arms to be used, though the high 
energy coupled by such a design means that a 
well-built tonearm is essential, so medium or high 
mass types are best suited. Interestingly, the 
degree of damping is rather higher than on other 
Supex made cartridges, which should make it a 
little less fickle about its companions. Tracking 
margins are not very high, considering the sen
sible downforce.

Lab report
Showing similarities to, but substantial 
refinements of, the SD900 traces, the 2000 
frequency response is very flat and quite smooth, 
showing a less exaggerated downtilt and recovery, 
with very good control and channel balance up 
to ult^^nic frequencies. The solitary 1.4kHz 'blip’ 
js still there.

Separation was fine, with quite good channel 
balance, though curiously not quite as good as 
the older models tested.

Sound quality
Reception to the 220 was rather mixed, though 
generally positive. The sound was described as 
rather on the bright side, notably 'quick’ at mid 
and high frequencies, yet with a heavy slightly 
'sluggish' bass, which somehow seemed to lack 
the expected extension and power. The sound
stage was big and open, with good detail and 
without exaggeration of surface noise. In all it 
sounded lively, but not entirely integrated across 
the spectrum.

Conclusions
Though the 220 low o/p has many sterling 
qualities, it doesn’t quite have the class, nor 
specific outstanding areas of excellence, to com
pete with some of the other models in the region 
approaching £00. the extra damping over other 
Supex models could prove useful in some circum
stances, but the overall performance is not quite 
up to justifying such an exotic price.

TTEST REESULTS
Type, mass............................................ low output moving-coll 4.Bg
Stylus type.................................................................vital line-contact
Stylus Inspection result................rather gluey, vital super-ellipse 
Output ^Level (1kHz, 5cm/s)......................:................................. 02mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)......... ,.................................. -26dB
Channel balance............................................................................ 0.4d8
Channel separation (L,R)......................................................30, 30dB
Tracking ability (l_R).............................................................. 78, 6^m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz................ + 1, -1dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz................ + 1, -1dB
Stereo SepSeparation L on R 30Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........30, 48, 33dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........28, 30, 33dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz.........+2, -OdB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz........+5, -OdB
Test tracking weight, loading..........................................1.Bg, n.a.pF
LF reresonance frequency, (13.Sg aarm) (vert, lat)................10, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)...........................................14, 14cu
Recommended aarm effective mass..........................................6-16g
LF reresonance rise, (13.Sg aarm) (vert, lat)........................... 13, 1OdB
Typical selling price......................................................................£430

Frequency response. left and right channels
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Talisman A
Abbsollute Soueds, 42 Parksidde, ^London ^M9 
Tel 01947 5047

The A is for Aluminium - an excellent material 
for cantilevers, if less fashionable than the rarer 
earths - and this is Talisman’s base model, a 
£200 low-output moving-coil of attractive and 
interesting appearance. Sourced from Japan, the 
design is American-inspired, by the important US 
distributor Sumiko.

The attractively shaped body may bear a pass
ing resemblance to an Ortofon OM model, but the 
mechanical integrity is significantly greater. The 
substantial alloy castings used in the construc
tion seem most unlikely to flex, and the compact
ness further aids structural rigidity. While the 
headshell contact area is mildly restricted, full 
circular lugs will still enable a firm mechanical 
coupling.

Compliance is nicely judged to provide fine 
tracking at 2g downforce, plus compatibility with 
a wide range of arms, though the heaviest types 
are better avoided. Damping seems likewise well 
chosen to provide a good balance between live
liness and turntable tolerance A good quality line 
contact stylus was fitted, and the output is suffi
cient for all normal m-c stages. Channel balance 
registered 0.5d8 out.

There was general agreement that the balance 
was heavy: 'a bit of a thumper in one phrase. The 
overall sound was spacious, rich and rather 'laid 
back, though with some top end tizz as well. The 
lower treble/upper-mid seemed to lack some 
transparency, and while the overall presentation 
was on the grand scale, it was also a little lacking 
in subtlety.

Conclusions
This is a decently engineered cartridge with a 
selection of well chosen compromises. While it 
could sound good enough, so could models 
which cost significantly less. It is a good cart
ridge, capable of fine results, but we feel that is 
insufficiently distinctive to merit formal recom
mendation here.

TEST RESULTS 
Type, mass.................................................... low o/p moving-coil 63g
Stylus type.......................................................................... not specified
Stylus inspection result......................... good quality line contact
Output Level (1kHz, Smis)..........................................................03mV
Relative output (MB=1mV/cmls).............................................. -22dB
Channel balance.............................................................................. O.edB
Channel separation (l,R)......................................................... 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)..................................................................80), ^m
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz............. +1.5, -1dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............. +1.5, -1dB
Stereo Separation L on R 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........33, 37, 30dB
Stereo Separation R on L 80Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 31, 43 35dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +1, -05dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +4, -0.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading..............................................2g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g ^m) (vert, lat).................... 9, 9Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)............................................ 18, 18cu
Recommended effective mass...........................................6-16g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g ^m) (vert, lat).............................14, 15dB
Typical selling price..........................................................................£195

Lab report
Frequency response was quite smooth with few 
irregularities, and an even downtilted charac
teristic of 2d8 followed by the mildest of 
recoveries. A slight channel imbalance occurred 
at high frequencies, above BkHz.

Separation was competent enough, though far 
from exceptional considering the price, with mild 
asymmetry between channels.

Sound quality
The comments describing the A were reasonably 
consistent, though the corresponding value 
judgements did vary oomowhat, indioating the 
different preferences and tolerances of the 
individual listeners. Frequency response, left and right channels
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R^^ESED

Talisman S
Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside, London SW19 
Tel 01-947 5047

This US-designed low output moving-coil 
cartridge is one of a series of models based 
upon a common body but with different canti
levers, styli and generating systems. The body 
is an attractive alloy moulding of quite low 
mass and 'cantilevered' shape, not dissimilar 
to the Ortofon OM series in appearance, which 
gives good rigidity with limited headshell 
contact The sapphire cantilever was fitted with 
a beautiful, small line-contact tip.

Compliance is moderate and lightly damped, 
so a useful range of arm masses will give a 
good match, centred on the medium mass 
models. Downforce is a fairly substantial 2g, 
ensuring decent tracking ability.

Lab report
While definitely needing a moving-coil facility 
on the amplifier, output is close to the average 
for low ouput models, so no level incompati
bility is likely.

Frequency response is a little unusual, and 
is dominated by a significant high frequency 
rise, starting around 5kHz, and reaching an 
average + 4dB by 20kHz. (The more recent 
Alchemist I/IS high output model showed an 
even stronger rise.) The rest of the range is rela
tively flat, fitting within a 1dB window. Channel 
balance was very close through most of the 
range, but started to diverge again at around 
5kHz, winding up 2dB apart by 20kHz. The trace 
as a whole was clean below 500Hz but then 
showed a slight uneveness with several tiny 
but identifiable 'glitches'.

Separation figures were unexceptional, 
showing some uneveness and asymmetry, and 
tailing off towards the HF resonance, with 
some evidence of ultrasonic spuriae.

Sound quality
Though the treble rise dominated .in an 
absolute sense, the Talisman was nevertheless 

a pretty good sounding cartridge, satisfyingly 
'sweet', relaxing, and easy to listen to. Further
more, if the treble was rather obvious, it was 
also quite clean, clear and integrated.

Though it does not deliver the bass ‘slam' or 
'impact' of some other moving-coils, the bass 
was nicely controlled and well extended. The 
midrange was very clear with good detail and 
stereo presentation, if slightly muted 
dynamically.

Conclusions
Though somewhat idiosyncratic in a number of 
ways, the sheer sweetness of the sound 
remains an important strength. While it is 
unlikely to appeal to fundamentalists of any 
particular school of cartridge design, it is a 
well-judged alternative, unlikely to displease.

TEST RESULTS
Type, mass........................................ low output moving-coil 6.3g
Stylus type..................................................................... line contact
Stylus inspection result....................beautiful small line contact
Output Level (1kHz, 5cmls).................................................0.28m V
Relative output (OdB = ImVlcmls).......................................- 23dB
Channel balance...................................................................... 0.1dB
Channel separation (L,R)................................................27.6, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R).......................................................... 80, SOpm
Frequency response limits 100Hz-5Hz........................+ 1, -OdB
Frequency response limits 30Hz-20kHz.................+ 2.516, - OdB
Stereo Separation Lon R 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz.........26, 22, 21dB
Stereo Separation R on L 100Hz, 3kHz, 10kHz........ 38, 30, 22dB
Channel dill. from graph, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz...............0,0, 1dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +4, -OdB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz + 7, - OdB 
Test tracking weight, loading..............................................2g, n.a.
LF resonance frequency, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)...................9, 10Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat)........................................18, 15cu
Recommended arm effective mass....................................... 6-16g
LF resonance rise, 12.5g arm (vert, lat)........................... 16, 12dB
Typical selling price..................................................................££295



Technics P205C 4
^nasonic (UKI Ltd, 300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks 
Tel (0753) 34522

Having developed a dislike of P-mount cartridges 
— or at least to the effects of their universal 
mounting brackets — in the last edition, I confess 
to some lack of initial enthusiasm even for this 
£130 version. But Technics, originators of the T4P 
or ‘P-mount' plug-in standard, have some remark
able cartridge engineers.

This is a clever cartridge, with a much stronger 
P-mount adaptor than usual, and with full circular 
lugs — though one feels it could have been better 
still with an alloy casting instead of a plastic 
moulding. The stylus fit is superb — I was 
struggling to shift it until I noticed the little 
retaining screw at the front!

The combination of modest compliance and 
downforce still provides good tracking abilities, 
which is a tribute to the cantilever engineering. 
So despite the constraint of T4P's standard 1.25g 
downforce, a wide range of arms can be accom
modated, though the higher mass types are best 
avoided. Damping is modest, though mildly 
asymmetric. '

disappointing. The bass was fairly unconvincing 
throughout, so one suspects the mounting adap
tor was only partly doing its stuff. On the other 
hand, the mid and treble were clear, lively, and 
fairly neutral, if a touch 'bright’. It was not a 
cartridge that attracted significantly adverse 
reaction, but neither did it attract enthusiasm.

Conclusions
For the determined P-mount enthusiast this 
Technics is a comfortable cut above any rivals we 
have encountered. And even with the handicap 
of a (better than usual) adaptor bracket, it 
performed very decently, with clever cantilever 
control producing fine mid and treble trans
parency. Outstanding tracking abilities are a 
further benefit, but in the final analysis it didn’t 
deliver quite enough soundwise to justify its 
substantial price tag against conventional 
competitors.
TEST RESULTS
Type, mass.........................................moving magnet 'P-mount' 61g
Stylus type.............................................................................. elliptical
Stylus inspection result.........very high quality advanced ellipse 
Output Level (1kHz, 5cm/s).......................................................3.6mV
Relative output (OdB=1mV/cm/s)................................................OdB
Channel balance............................................................................OdB
Channel separation (l,R)......................................................30, 27dB
Tracking ability (l,R).............................................................80, 8tym
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz.......... +0.5, -IdB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz.............+1, -2dB 
Stereo Separation L on R BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 35, 54, 47d8
Stereo Separation R on L BOHz, 3kHz, 10kHz......... 33, 34, 33dB
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz +0, -1.5dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +2, -1.5dB 
Test tracking weight, loading......................................1.25g, 150pF
LF resonance frequency, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat).................... 9, 91Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).......................................... 18, 18cu
Recommended arm effective mass.........................................5-15g
LF resonance rise, (13.5g arm) (vert, lat)............................ 11, 14d8
Typical selling price....................................................................£133

Lab report
Further enhancing Technics' reputation as 
cartridge engineers, the frequency responses 
were excellent by any standards. The P-mount 
bracket effect was much smaller than those 
encountered in last year's project, if not quite 
entirely eliminated. Capacitance loading added 
a couple of dB to the treble level, introducing the 
mildest of peaks around 14kHz. Channel balance 
was close, with slight variation at high 
frequencies.

Separation was a mild disappointment after the 
fine responses. Though the values were adequate 
enough, the variation between channels was quite 
large, indicating some alignment asymmetry.

sound quality
Despite the generally promising technical 
performance, the auditioning results were a little 
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ran den Hui MC-10
Aut^ationn Sci^^es Co. 20 Litle Geddesden, Berkhamsted, Harts HF4 1PA 
Tel 104 2841 2786

Dutchman A.J. van den Hui has become a 
powerful influence in cartridge design, both 
through the adoption of his stylus profile by 
several manufacturers, and his design consul
tancy work for other manufacturers, notably 
Empire. His own name has become a brand 
through the modifications he has performed on 
existing designs such as EMTs and Deccas; the 
MC10 represents his handmade version of the 
Empire MC100I, which he designed.

This expensive low output moving-coil cart
ridge reportedly uses the latest type of 'mono- 
crystal' wire internally, and was supplied with a 
set of special silver headshell leads. Though not 
a complete solid casting, the screwed alloy body 
looks quite rigid, and rather small tapped lugs 
take the fixing screws directly.

While this arrangement helps save mass at the 
headshell, it risks the problem, which we in fact 
encountered, of the thread stripping, and frankly 
does not lend itself to confident tight fixing.

Compliance of the first sample was exasper- 
atingly excessive, but a later sample gave a less 
well-damped resonance at a sensible 9Hz, indi
cating suitable matching with most tonearms.

Lab report
A very fine-looking frequency response gave a 
gentle 2-3dB downtilt across the band, and held 
within 0.5dB of a straight line throughout. There 
was some evidence of small mechanical reson
ances here and there, particularly above 5kHz.

Separation showed some mild asymmetry but 
achieved consistently high values throughout the 
range, best in the midband but very well main
tained towards the frequency extremes, with 
slight evidence of ultrasonic spuriae.

Sound quality
‘High drama’ is a phrase lifted from the panel 
comments to describe a sound favoured by all 
listeners (but one) for its 'liveliness, the

exceptional 'space' and 'air, decent 'speed' and 
fine timing and integration. Treble detail was 
resolved with consummate ease and lack of 'grain’. 
And this was the first over-compliant sample; its 
replacement seemed to bring the bass into better 
focus.

When re-auditioning, tracking weight was found 
to be critical in obtaining the best sound, 1.25g 
giving best sonic results under our conditions, 
though compromising the tracking margins 
somewhat.

The one general complaint about the MC10was 
a slightly intrusive brightness about the balance.
This probably aided its exceptional analytical 
capabilities, but could be a touch fatiguing, 
particularly on poorly mixed material.

Conclusions
Though a touch temperamental, the MC10makes 
a genuine contribution towards the state of the 
art, making a strong claim to a 'best bar none’ title. 
Demanding recommendation, it certainly goes a 
long way towards justifying an admittedly high 
price, though we must record our irritation over 
the duff original sample.

TEST RESULTS
.low output moving coil 7.3g 
..............................van cen Hui 
............................excelient vdH
........................................ 0.38mV 
......................................... -2MB 
........................................... 0.5dB

s.....................  ^^sl^»..........  
Stylus inspection result...............  
Output Level (1kHz. 5cm/s)..........  
Relative output (WB = 1mvtcm/s). 
Channel balance.............................
Channel separation (L,R)...................................................... 30, 30dB
Tracking ability (L,R)...............................................................30, 721'm
Frequency response from graph, 100Hz-5kHz..............+1, -1dB
Frequency response from graph, 30Hz-20kHz............. +1, -2dB
Stereo Separation L on R 30Hz. 3kHz. 10kHz.........35, 42, ^WB
Stereo Separation R on L 30Hz. 3kHz. 10kHz.........37, 30, 35dB
Resp()nse limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-15kHz....... +1, -1dB 
Response limits ref computer mean, 1kHz-20kHz.... +2.5, -1dB 
Test tracking weight, ioading...........................................1.6g, n.apF
LF resonance frequency, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat)..................... 8, 6Hz
Estimated compliance (vert, lat).......................................... 20, 35cu
Recommended effective mass............................................6-12g
LF resonance rise, (13.Sg arm) (vert, lat).....................  11, 12dB
Typical selling price.........................................................................£50
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" ...brings a new euphony to a black disc collection." hfhrr

"This has become my favourite and my reference standard tonearm." Stereophile
Acoustic Arts, 101 St Albans Road, Watford (0923-45250); Doug Brady Hi-Fi, 
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington (0925-828009); KJ Leisuresound, 
48 Wigmore St, London W1 (01-486 8262); The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street, 
Manchester (061-835 1366); The Music Room, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow (041-248 
7221); Pinewood Music, 64 Eastgate Street, Winchester (0962-61703); Subjective 
Audio. 2 Camden High Street, London NW1 (01-387 8281); Zeus Audio, 18 
Castlecaulfield Road, Donaghmore, Dungannon, N. Ireland (08687-67935).
Distributed by Automation Sciences Co.. 20 Little Gaddesden. Berkhamsted 

(044284-2786)

An expanding group of 'me' and 'mm' 
cartridges with linear crystal technology 
(LC-OFC) plus the advanced Micro Linear 
stylus that's the closest profile yet to the original 
record cutter head.
Only at selected AT dealers.
For locations call 0532 771441.

Qv^44e

audio-technica
ENJOY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

RP SERIES

TORLVTE©
RUSS AHDRÇUJS

¿EDGE SHOUSE. ^^^^H.
K(I^L, ^ ^
TEl£^^: (053 903) 247
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SUMMARY REVIEWS:
CARTRIDGES

This ^»k Includes as many complete test reports as possible. Many other cartridges were tested 
for the last edition but space no longer allows us to print these In full: they are summarised here.

Every model here has been subjected to lab 
measurement and listening tests; these brief 
reviews cover the main test findings and give 
system matching guidance as well as comparative 
ratings on sound quality. All cartridges are moving 
— or induced — magnet types of normal output 
unless otherwise described; moving-coil types 
described as 'high output' will usually be suitable 
for use with standard ('mml phono amplifier 
inputs. Figures in brackets at the end of each 
review are: Cartridge mass in grams; vertical 
compliance in 'compliance units’; and test track
ing weight in grams.

ADC Phase II (£20)
Fitted with a 'large footprint' elliptical tip, the 
Phase I/offers good tracking, while sound quality 
was acceptable at the price, slightly 'soft' but with 
a clear and well focussed midrange. Arms in effec
tive mass range 6-18g should be usable with this 
competent and well balanced model. (5.Sg, 16cu, 
2.1g)
ADC Phase Ill (£30)
With a 'sharper* elliptical stylus, tracking ability 
was still maintained, while treble response dipped 
less drastically than that of the cheaper Phase 
models. Sound quality showed mild softening and 
a trace of 'tizz', reducing extreme bass and treble 
detail; still suitable for arms 616g it was thought 
competitive with, though less spectacular
sounding than, the low-priced moving coil 
models. (5.8g, 18cu, 1.5g)
ADC TRX I (£79)
Differing in construction from the Phase range, 
the TRXI has a nude Vital II superelliptical tip and 
tapered titanium cantilever. A screw locks the sty
lus assembly to the alloy body. Response showed 
some uptilt above 7kHz; the sound was bright and 
'tinkly', with a slightly softened 'rich' bass and 
hence a tendency to the classic hi-fi 'boom 'n' tizz 
role. Exciting, if a little fierce at times, the 
relentlessness of the upper treble may in fact 
endear it to certain tastes and systems. (6.5g, 
18cu, 1.2g)
ADC TRX II (£130)
With a tapered beryllium cantilever, the TRXII has 
a Vital Ill tip, and higher compliance than the '/. 
The treble rise was less pronounced but. still 
noticeable, with such comments as 'fiercely 
exciting’. Midrange focus and dynamics were 
liked, but bass was a trifle 'plummy’. Though 
competent, this seemed insufficient to justify the 
cost. (6.5g, 30cu, 1.2g)

A&R E77 (£35)
The E7l's average compliance makes it suitable 
for most tonearms; response showed a mild 
lower-treble dip, followed by a peak at the HF 
extreme. The sound was well liked, described as 
balanced, clear and detailed, though with a little 
bass heaviness and treble 'spatter'. But the well- 
balanced E77 sits neatly in the middle of the 
impressive '71 trio. (6g, 16cu, 1.Sg)
B&O MMCS (£20)
Cheapest of the B&O series, the '5 is specified 
as being less compliant than the other B&O 
models, though we consistently found the same 
resonant frequency (therefore the same compli
ance) throughout; compliance is necessarily high, 
to suit the ultra-low mass B&O arms. The elliptical 
stylus, on a straight aluminium cantilever, has 
slightly greater tip mass than the more expensive 
models, and tracking weight range is higher. Fre
quency response showed a smooth treble region, 
slightly depressed by 1-2dB. Well controlled, the 
sound had good focus and energy, though 
somewhat lacking in bass. (3.3g, 24cu, 1.5g)
B&O MMC3 (£35)
The 3 has a nude elliptical stylus on a tapered 
aluminium cantilever; measured results were 
virtually the same as other models in the range. 
Sound quality was a little 'laid back', the treble 
unobtrusively dropping <NJay, midrange pleasantly 
enhanced and bass controlled if a little 'soft'. A 
respectable performer for the price, it remains 
better suited to B&O rather than universal 
application. (3.5g, 24cu, 1.2g)
B&O MMC2 (£47)
Sharing the sapphire-tube cantilever of the MMC1, 
this differs mainly in having a larger 
(0.12mm/0.1mm) stylus shank, Response and 
sound quality continued the family resemblance, 
with soft but controlled bass, low coloration, 
sweet treble and subjectively good dynamics. 
Well-engineered, the '2 offers only a modest 
improvement over the cheaper models, perfor
mance again apparently limited by the mechanical 
compromise of the plug-in adaptor. (3.3g, 24cu, 
1.2g)
Denon 103S
Originally fitted with a Shibata stylus, the 'S 
version of the 103 has a tip now described as a 
special elliptical; it is no longer distributed in the 
UK. Sound quality was well liked though a trifle 
'edgy' at the extreme top, and perhaps a little less 
convincing in terms of overall integration than the 
other 103 models.
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AT637 S
AT 607 AT 620 AT 609 AT631
AT608mkn AT 6002 AT 625

K AT628
Were keen to help you maximise the potential of 
your hi-fi system. So much so that we've dedicated 
a group of special numbers to do the job. Along 
with our innovative AT 637 Electronic Stylus 
Cleaner and advanced AT 628 Linear Crystal 
cables you'll find a whole range of items designed 
to both cleanse and tighten up your sound. 
Check out the grand selection at your 
AT Dealer soon.
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SUMMARY REVIEWS:
CARTRIDGES

beDenon 1030 (£140)
Again a low-output (0.33mV) moving-coil, the 'D 
has a tapered cantilever and special elliptical 
stylus. More compliant than the spherical-tipped 
103, it offers improved tracking ability with lower 
tracking weight. A smooth but rising treble res
ponse was confirmed by subjective descriptions 
o'f brightness and 'splash'. This marred the sound 
quality a little, as it lacked the detail and 
transparency of some more exotic 'bright’ 
designs. Clearly demanding a good quality tone
arm, the 1030was quite competitive but not signi
ficantly preferred to the cheaper 108on balance. 
(7.5g, 17cu, 1.5g)
Oynavector OV23RS (£150)
With Dynavector’s famous ruby cantilever, this 
low-output (0.21mV) moving-coil has quite low 
compliance with different but both quite highly- 
damped LF resonances laterally and vertically. 
Rigid arms in the range 8-18g should be best, 
though virtually any arm would be usable. 
Response was very flat. Sound quality was not 
particularly favoured, described as somehow 'shut 
in', lacking energy and sparkle but with some HF 
edginess. (5.3g, 16cu, 1.5g)
Goldring Electro 11LZ Boron (£120)
With boron cantilever and van den Hui stylus, the 
//LZis a low-output (0.19mV) moving-coil design. 
Our sample showed very low vertical compliance, 
with lateral compliance much higher; medium to 
heavy arms are to be preferred though it is difficult 
to avoid one or other of the (quite well damped) 
resonances occurring too high or low for comfort. 
The sound was well balanced but again lacked 
low-frequency authority, midrange focus and 
' punch'. In all, a decent enough cartridge, but any 
Improvement over the cheaper Uwas not thought 
sufficient to justify the higher price. (9g, 5cu, 1.8g) 
Linn Asak (£219)
First of the Supex-sourced Linn models, the Asak 
is similar in many respects to the Trak and Karma 
models, having an unusually low compliance with 
little internal damping, so low mass arms should 
be avoided, and best results are likely towards the 
bottom end of the range 10-20g. Asaks deliver a 
lot of energy into the arm, so the inherent quality 
of this component can also prove a limiting factor. 
Sound quality was slightly more refined and even 
than that of the Trak but with similar solidity and 
fine full-range dynamics. (6g, 11cu, .1.8g)
Mission n3HC (£150)
Built to Mission specification by Dynavector In 
Japan, this successful moving-coll design has 
undergone several changes during its long life
time; originally a 'high output type'. Its present 
output of around 0.22mV definitely needs an 'me’ 

amplifier input. Medium mass arms are best 
suited, but the cartridge is flexible in this respect. 
With a substantially flat frequency response, the 
773 showed good dynamics, lowish coloration, 
good focus, delicacy and 'air'. Perhaps not rivalling 
the very top designs in 'life’ and transparency, it 
was thought sufficiently well balanced and com
petitively priced to merit recommendation. (8.2g, 
14cu, 0.22mV)
NAO 9100 (£12)
Built by ADC, the 9100 offers a modest 
specification and spherical stylus. Frequency 
response was fairly well extended and a touch 
brighter than usual; subjectively, it was bright and 
'bouncy', if a little relentless at the top end. It had 
much in common with the Phase I, though a 
touch more 'fizzy’ and aggressive, more dynamic 
if rather coarse in the treble; it scored a 'Best Buy’ 
rating. (5.8g, 12cu, 2g)
NAO 920 (£22)
Another NAO variation by ADC, the 920 has a. 
low-cost diasa-type elliptical stylus. Compliance 
sensibly matches arms in the 619g range. Fre
quency response showed an even but determin
edly dim treble; listening tests gave rather nega
tive results, the sound described as unexciting, 
lacking body and a little coarse, listeners tending 
to prefer the 9100. An undistinguished contender. 
(5.8g, 18cu, 1.2g)
Nageoka MM5 (£30)
Compliance proved rather high on this model, 
which has a nude elliptical stylus mounted on a 
tapered cantilever, and it is suited only to the 
lowest mass arms. Response showed a slight 
(1dB) treble rise. The sound was generally liked, 
described as solid with some treble detail, but the 
high compliance limits the potential of this 
interesting model. (6.8g, 36cu, 1.8g)
Nagaoka MP20 (£40)
With boron cantilever and elliptical 'triangle’ tip, 
the MP20has moderate compliance to suit arms 
up to 15g effective mass. Measured performance 
was generally good, and listening tests confirmed 
the usual Nagaoka qualities, but criticism was 
made bf a rather 'scrappy’ top and a somewhat 
'sluggish’ sound. (7.8g, 15cu, 1.8g)
Nagaoka MPSO (£95)
Rigidity has priority in this beautifully-made top- 
of-the-range Nagaoka; a locking screw secures the 
stylus in the strong metal body. Only light arms 
are suitable, due to the high compliance, though 
the high degree of damping helps here and gave 
good stability in the groove. With a boron canti
lever and 'Triangle' superelliptical tip, the MP50 
gave a rather Impressive sound overall in terms 
of clarity, g^rd detail and control, plus reasonable
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SUMMARY REVIEWS:
CARTRIDGES
dynamics, but with some 'construction' in the 
upper-mid, and slightly 'rich' bass. A good perfor
mer in many ways, it was nonetheless thought 
insufficiently distinguished or universal for 
recommendation. (9g, 31cu, 1.3g)
Ortofon VMSSE II (£14)
Despite its low price, the VMS5 still has an 
elliptical stylus. The moderate compliance suits 
arms 8-18g, while tracking is good. Sound quality 
showed some 'swing’ and 'pace; but was also 
thought rather untidy, though this is fair for the 
price. It clearly merited recommendation as good 
value for money. (5g, 16cu, 2g)
Ortofon VMS10E II (£21)
With a simple elliptical stylus (designated 'E), the 
VMS10 suits arms from 616g, though the 
measured tracking performance was not particu
larly good. Frequency response showed a 200Hz- 
7kHz droop which was not completely eliminated 
by the recommended 400pF capacitance loading 
(this can be achieved in most cases by adding 
Ortofon's neat little CAP210 device, which clips 
between the cartridge pins). Described as rather 
ordinary, the sound was slightly 'bright' and 
'obvious' in the treble, due rather to coarsening 
of detail than to any response imbalance. There 
seemed to be a general untidiness and conges
tion in the sound; some recent similarly-priced 
models, including Ortofon's, fared rather better. 
(5g, 18cu, 2g)
Ortofon VMS20E II (£35)
One of the most popular cartridges ever, the 
VMS20has an unspecified elliptical tip, tracking 
at a low 1g with a highish compliance. Arms of 
effective mass 5-10g are suitable. Frequency res
ponse was smooth, while sound quality was des
cribed as generally 'laid-back', rather more 'tinkly 
and less stable than the '10. (5g, 35cu, 1g) 
Ortofon VMS30E II (£52)
Top model in the VMS series, the '30 has a 'fine 
line' stylus and fairly high compliance, suiting 
arms of 5-13g effective mass. Frequency response 
loaded with 400pF, showed a gentle downtilt; with 
low capacitance, the 18kHz peak reached 3.5dB 
above the 8kHz level. Subjectively, the VMS30 
proved a capably relaxed performer, with fine 
stable stereo; yet it lacked the ability to generate 
excitement. Bass tended to be rather 'plummy' 
and dynamic discrimination weak. The over
damped, rather lifeless VMS sound now shows 
its age in modern high-performance players; 
nevertheless, there are still turntables which 
Umiefil Itum such. good control of potential bass 
problems. (5g, 20cu, 1.3g)
Ortofon MC2000 (£450), transformer £400 extra). 
This prestige model has a body of solid alu- 
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minium and can be very firmly mounted. The ex
pensive silver-wired transformer is needed to step 
up its exceptionally low output (-40dB) to match 
normal 'me inputs. Response was remarkably flat, 
and separation well maintained at HE On listen
ing, low coloration tended to highlight the sup
pressed 10kHz resonance; treble detail was 
described as 'etched', 'up-front', inclined to be 
'fierce and 'aggressive'. It did seem slightly 'cold' 
and 'clinical' overall, with some lack of 'bounce’ 
in the lower mid. Clearly one of the best, there 
are few grounds on which to fault this model, 
except the extra expense of the transformer, the 
remarkable damping means almost universal arm 
compatibility, while the problem of system match
ing is primarily one of accommodating the 
MC220's slight 'glare', (11g, 24cu, 1.5g)
Pickering XV15/625E
The US Pickering company is also responsible for 
Stanton cartridges, of similar design; disco 
models apart, the Pickerings appear relatively 
unavailable in the UK at present. The XV15/625E 
was first reviewed and recommended by HFC in 
1977, when it was priced at £19! The 1984 price 
of £20 is much lower in real terms of course, and 
still allowed a recommendation. With good track
ing despite the low downforce, the 625Ewill work 
in most arms. Our test sample showed a gently 
down tilted response; on listening tests it emer
ged as one of the better models in its category. 
It was thought quite exciting, tending towards 
'fierceness', with some forwardness and loss of 
depth. (6.4g, 12cu, 1.25g)
Pickering XV15A800S (£40)
With a nude 'Stereohedron' line-contact tip, this 
XV15 variant sailed through the listening tests last 
year with little but praise for the overall balance; 
detail, clarity and focus were all in evidence. 
Though the treble was slightly 'shut-in', bass was 
attractively 'bouncy'. Best used in arms up to 20g, 
and with about 275pF load capacitance, this is 
a fine cartridge with a civilised sound. (6.4g, 10cu, 
1.25g)
Shure ME75ED (£22)
Shure's M75ED II was almost 'the' hi-fi cartridge 
for cost-conscious enthusiasts in the mid 1970s, 
though by 1977 the competition was catching up 
and the HFC review was not very favourable. 
Revived as an 'Encore' model, and tested in the 
1984 edition, the '75ED showed a 'splashy sound 
quality due to its HF resonance, which gives a 
bright-sounding extreme top end above a 'laid- 
back' presence band. Baoo wao roaoonably coho 
rent if somewhat softened. A competent design, 
it showed its age sonically and went unrecom
mended. (6.4g, 11cu, 1.25g)
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Shure M99E (£24)
Resembling the cheaper '92E, the M99E has 
higher compliance and will best suit arms of 5-10g 
effective mass, though the strong damping will 
minimise any mismatch. Response was consis
tent, with a 2dB mid/treble suckout. Sound quality 
was clean and controlled with 'crisp' low frequen
cies, but not particularly exciting. (7.4g, 15cu, 
1.25g)
Shure M104E (£29)
This is a T4P or 'P-mount' plug-in design; conven
tional two-bolt mounting is via a structurally poor 
adaptor, which caused a glitch in the frequency 
response at around 200Hz. It sounded quite lively 
and 'punchy’, though lacking real weight. Bass 
was quite articulate, mid a trifle recessed, stereo 
depth flattened; overall, not a substantial improve
ment on the M92E. (7.4g, 15cu, 1.25g)
Shure M105E (£45)
Moving up the range, this P-mount-adaptable 
model features Shure's damper/brush, is fitted 
with an elliptical stylus and tracks at 1.25g. Quite 
high compliance figures indicate low mass arms 
(6-12g) but the damper effectively negates the 
vertical resonance while damping the horizontal 
one, so arm matching becomes less essential. 
Frequency response showed a gentle treble 
downtilt reaching -3dB at 15-18kHz, and higher 
load capacitance helped lift output here. Sound 
quality wa not all that well received, with a 
slightly 'spitty' sound lacking deep bass a 
dynamic contrast, but with stability and good 
control. This cartridge can be used in virtually any 
system, where it will perform unobtrusively and 
innocuously, with a balance that will suit many 
component combinations admirably. (7.4g, 22cu, 
1.25g)
Shure M110HE(£55)
With 'Hyperelliptical' stylus tip, less damping and 
higher compliance than the cheaper Shures, this 
P-mount/adaptable model suits 5-15g arms. 
Frequency response showed a depressed treble 
above 12kHz; sound quality was thought emi
nently presentable but unexciting, with smooth, 
clear high frequencies but some boom and loss 
of definition in the bass. (7.4g, 20cu, 1.25g) 
Shure M111HE (£67)
Similar to the M110HE, the M111HE is again 
compliant but effects on arm-cartridge stability 
are minimised by the 'Dynamic Stabiliser' 
damper/brush. Sound quality was not, in our view, 
sufficiently good to justify the price.
Shure ML120HE (£95)
Resembling the '140HE (see full review), this 
model has slightly lower compliance but still has 
a nude 'HE' tip. The sound was quite well liked, 

clear, detailed and dynamic, if a little uncertain 
at low frequencies and with slightly 'exposed' 
treble; well balanced, but bettered by the '140. 
(4.5g, 12cu, 1g)
Shure V15 VMR (£185)
Latest in the long V15 series this Shure model 
pioneered the 'ridged' line contact stylus. Lab 
results were close to those of the M140HE, on 
listening tests, depth seemed a trifle compressed, 
the powerful bass was a little 'plummy' and the 
treble had a slight 'lispy' quality. Despite a fine 
midrange quality, the overall effect was a lack of 
'energy: and slightly 'shut in' sound. In most 
respects the newer ML140HEwas preferred. (6.6g, 
24cu, 1g)
Supex SM100E (£69)
A conventional-looking moving magnet design, 
the SM100 shares the same stylus guard as the 
A&R cartridges. Arms 6-15g are suitable. Stylus 
is a simple elliptical, of indifferent polish on our 
1984 sample. The sound is lively and well inte
grated, but marred by the HF resonance peak 
tinkle; quite audible on a full range system. This 
aside, it delivers as much musical information as 
many moving coils, the bass in particular having 
an attractive 'bounce: if limited extension. Rather 
idiosyncratic, it remains worth considering. (7g, 
17cu, 1.5g)
Talisman Alchemist HIS (£413)
This model uses 'focussed field' techniques to 
produce high output from a moving-coil generator 
system otherwise similar to that of the S, as are 
the sapphire cantilever and line-contact tip. A 
dramatically rising treble (+2dB) at 10kHz, +4dB 
at 15kHz, .+MB at 20kHz on our 1984 sample) 
gave a brightness which dominated the subjective 
results and served to emphasise the cartridge's 
ability to portray treble detail and clarity. The bass 
lacked 'muscle' and weight, though the midrange 
was clear and detailed. This cartridge has some 
notable strengths, but in our view too anomalous 
a balance to justify recommendation here. (6.7g, 
23cu, 2g)
Yamaha MC1S (£99)
Yamaha's m-c models seem to be only intermit
tently available; in fact the excellent MC11, 
supplied for review last year as a new introduction 
to the UK, was to our consternation never distri
buted here at all! But the long-established MC1S 
low-output moving-coil still did quite well; fre- 
queny response was impressively flat, the sound 
described as smooth, clean and uncoloured. 
Scoring more on neutrality than on soul, the '15 
may not present the 'state of the art' but still Is 
a thoroughly com^tent, deseof^unding design. 
(7.5g, 16cu, 1.5g)
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
CARTRIDGES
Here we d^w some general conclusions from our experience with some 180 cartridges tested In 
this and the last edition, before summing up on this year's Best Buy and Recommended models.

Over the past year, taken as a whole, cartridges 
have continued to become steadily but undra- 
matically better. The super-compliant absurdities 
of the 'seventies have virtually disappeared, and 
the problem of fundamental arm/cartridge incom
patibilities are much less common. This is doubt
less due to market forces, but also in no small 
measure to Martin Colloms' sterling efforts in 
the previous volumes of this series.

Faulty examples and substantial variations 
between samples also seem to be rarer. Even 
under the microscope good quality styli are fitted 
to fairly humble cartridges, though excessive 
globs of glue were still found in too many cases, 
including some embarrassingly expensive 
models.

The basic frequency response remains the 
most important initial indicator of sound quality, 
substantially defining the balance of the system. 
'Perfect flatness' might seem to be a desirable 
end in itself, but should not be unduly 
emphasised.

The fact is that the average response for a large 
group of cartridges tends to show a gently falling 
response. And this seems to suit many systems 
quite well. Furthermore, after a short period of 
acclimatisation, the ear seems remarkably adept 
at adjusting to changes of frequency balance, 
hearing through this characteristic to more 
fundamental yet less easily identified qualities 
such as overall integrity, spatial coherence and 
dynamic range, and most important of all the 
sheer capability of musical communication.

It seems only very recently that it was quite 
difficult to find cartridges which showed good 
mechanical integrity in their body structure, yet 
now this has almost become the norm, particu 
larly amongst models which are marketed by the 
specialist UK companies. (No doubt the rest of 
the world will get around to it once they too have 
decent turntables and arms to appreciate the 
advantages.)

In the last edition we were plagued by P-mount 
models with flimsy brackets which showed 
appalling midband resonances as a result of their 
mechanical inadequacy. We have done our best 
to avoid such horrors this time, and note with 
app^roval and admiration that Technics have ^come 
up with a P-^unt (albeit an expensive one) which 
^ids miir.h nf this criticism.

The most interesting conundrum remains the 
tenuous, elusive, yet strongly suggested relation
ship between subjective sound quality and the 
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amount of cantilever low frequency damping.
Time and again we were confronted by subject 

tive preferences for the lightly, and symmetrically, 
damped cartridges. For example, the completely 
undamped (albeit infuriatingly asymmetrical) 
Deccas seem to sound better and better every 
year, as turntables and arms steadily improve;

This observation is admittedly in the context 
of the high quality system which we used for the 
tests, and such cartridges may well be less 
practical in the more common or garden players 
which confuse differences. So as long as the 
majority of turntables fall far short of our high 
standards, there will remain a case for retaining 
some better damped more-tolerant models.

Best Buys and Recommended models
At the end of the review programme, we have the 
task of weighing up the results to arrive at specific 
recommendations. As a general principle, a 
recommendation means that in our view the 
model did well enough to offer good value in its 
price category; a 'Best Buy' denotes exceptional 
value for money at a modest price. But it must 
be stressed that final choices should be made 
after considering all aspects.

Those who have picked this volume from the 
shelves of a well known newsagent chain during 
their lunch hour, hoping to glean all the informa
tion they want from a quick flip through the pages 
and a glance at these conclusions, may find the 
experience a frustrating one. A substantial 
number of the cartridges given full reviews are 
also recommended models.

However, this does not mean that we have lost 
our powers of discrimination — rather it more 
closely reflects the cost of paper! We have 
assessed something like 180 models during the 
work for this and the previous volume — far too 
large a number to provide full data on each. 
Models which are still available, and have not 
been given a page to themselves are to be found 
in the summary review section.

Although plenty of models merit recommenda
tion, this d^s not necessarily mean that any such 
cartridge, slotted into any particular system, will 
automatically provide good results. Any attempt 
to assess cartridges per se is hampered by the 
knowledge that results will vary from turntable to 
turntable, from ^m to ^m, from amplifier to 
amplifier, and even ^acrding to the s^^ters and 
rom.

This is where the specialist dealer comes into 



BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
CARTRIDGES

his own. He can advise on the mixing and match
ing of components from a fund of experience in 
getting all sorts of systems to sound nicely 
balanced. And hopefully, if you find you haven’t 
made the best choice by the time you get home 
and try it out, he will again come to the rescue^ 
with a likely alternative.

Following tradition, the cartridges are banded 
into different price groupings. By and large the 
more expensive models can sound better than the 
cheaper ones providing the turntable and am are 
of sufficient quality not to mask the differences.

But in order to achieve reliable review results, 
even the cheapies were assessed in a top quality 
system (turntable and arm approaching £700 sys
tem as a whole nearly £7,000). A trifle inappro
priate in some cases, this is still an unavoidable 
consequence of attempting to assess cartridges 
in isolation.

Low cost - under £20
The technically and sonically well-balanced latest 
Audio Technica AT110 LC-OFC (£16.50), and the 
lively lightly-damped Grado MT(£19) are two new 
Best Buys which join the existing six extant: the 
budget player oriented ADC Phase I (£12), its 
somewhat more aggressive NAO 9100 (£12) 
relative, the clean and sparkling £20 A&RC77, the 
excitingly bright £16 Linn Baslk, the laid back £14 
Nagaoka MP10, and competently compatible £16 
Ortofon OM1O

Recommended models include the powerfully 
restrained Goldring Epic (£16), the bright and 
detailed £20 Pickering XV-15 625£, the refined 
RAIA RP20(£20) and the P-mount compatible £15 
Shure 92E.

Medium price - under £50
There are a couple of new Best Buys in this group 
— the high output and carefully balanced 
Nagaoka MP11 Boron (£29), and the fine-sounding 
low output £50 Denon DL110- join the lively low 
output Ortofon MC10 with its impressive 
midrange and the finely engineered B&O MMC4, 
which sells at £25.

There are plenty of Recommended models 
besides. The new additions are the detailed, 
spacious RATA RP40 (£40), the well developed £42 
Audio Technica AT320XEII, the competitive £20 
Glanz MFG-110EX, the controlled and usefully 
compatible re-tested £40 Shure M97HE, and the 
paradoxical yet potent £37 Rega RB100. 
Established favourites include the delicately 
detailed £35. A&R Ell and £45 Pl7, the con- 
trolled-yet-lively Grado M3 (£43), the subtle and 
compatible £27 Ortofon OM20, well-balanced ADC

Phase IV (£41), and the clear and bouncy £40 
Pickering XV-15 180S.

Not too extravagant - under £150
Amongst high output models a new Best Buy is 
the spacious and lively £¡59 Linn K9.

New Recommended models include for the first 
time the dramatic, gutsy £69 Empire MC-5M, and 
the wonderfully idiosyncratic Decca Londons 
(from £80). Recommendations continue for the 
smooth and silky £93 B&O MMC1, the stable and 
well-focused £160 Dynavector 10X4, and the 
neutral and refined £120 Shure ML140HE. Two 
lively and dynamic low output Recommendations 
are the £20 Denon 103 and £126 Linn Trak moving^ 
coil models, and the more controlled £150 Mission 
H3HC m-c.

Expansive - ever £150
New high output Recommendations include the 
powerful £260 Supex SD901 IV, the tantalising 
£248 Decca Super Gold, the fast and exciting £475 
Supex 502000 High Output, and the perennial 
£1610 Grace F9E W. The 'alternative' Garrott-tipped 
Decca (£325) retains its status, with some 
reservations regarding the use of the special GB 
mounting clamp.

New low output Recommendations include the 
dramatic £500 van den Hui MC 10 and the 
romantic £477 Koetsu Black K, while 
Recommendations for the solid- and fast
sounding £200 Linn Asak and Linn Karma (£3400) 
continue.

Many of those who cannot contemplate the 
extravagance of the exotic models are neverthe^ 
less interested in their performance, and such 
models set the context of capability within which 
the more mundane are evaluated. Moreover each 
seems to possess. its own quite distinctive 
character, and particular strengths.

Furthermore, each interacts in its own particu
lar way with different ancillary equipment, so that 
firm statements and generalisations can be 
suspect.

The van den Hui MC10has joined the top group 
with a vengeance, creating a uniquely fine clarity 
and sweetness with impressive bandwidth and 
dynamic range. Koetstls Black K substantially 
refines the Black to take the romantic lead. Linn's 
Karma has unparalleled bass solidity and great 
subjective ‘speed’, but the temperamental high 
output Decca Super Gold is the fastest of them 
all — in the midband.

And if these stick in the mind most memorably 
there are a dozen other Interesting and doughty 
performers too numerous to list.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION:
TURNTABLES

In this edition, the main tumtable reviews cover some Important new models and a necessarily small 
selection of established ones. These are supplemented by an extensive section of Summary Reviews.

With a limited number of full reviews, the 
turntable and tonearms section of this edition is 
intended as an 'update', placing new models in 
the context of the full-scale turntable review 
programme completed some six months ago for 
Hi-Fi Choice No 40, CD Players & Turntables.

• Readers seeking the complete laboratory test 
results on particular models which have been 
'summarised' this time round should consult that 
edition.

Continuing improvements in laboratory 
technique have helped provide greater 
discrimination between products, and bring us a 
trifle closer to understanding and perhaps 
predicting the sonic performance from the 
technical data. It must be stressed, however, that 
the total performance and operating interaction 
that occurs in a turntable is very complex and not 
amenable to simple analysis, and listening tests 
will continue to play a vital part in product 
assessment. It is easy to hear turntable faults 
despite the poor quality of some discs, because 
the player faults are distinctly different. The 
failings of a weak turntable will pervade all the 
pressings it reproduces; a characteristic which 
will soon fatigue the listener.

While the audio industry generally 
concentrates on Compact Disc technology, many 
UK specialist firms have concentrated much of 
their efforts on continued analogue player 
improvement, to a point where even modestly- 
priced players show a distinct advantage when 
compared with imported price-equivalents. Both 
the empirical and theoretical understanding of the 
total balance of acoustic and subjective 
performance of a good LP player are growing 
apace, resulting in sonic refinement at quite 
modest prices. Such products are helping the UK 
industry to hold its own.

LABORATORY TESTS:
In our examination of turntable systems, tests 
have been devised to bring out, as much as 
possible, aspects relevant to sound quality. 
Only in the most simple and obvious cases do 
conventional measurements such as those for 
wow and flutter and rumble etc have much re
levance to subjective quality. For example, 
peruse the figures for any modern turntable 
with pretensions to quality: rumble and wow 
figures are quoted which surpass even our test 
methods, and which are below audibility thres

holds; yet in practice these tell nothing about 
sound quality of the deck in question if experi
enced and perceptive listeners are involved.

Assuming that a turntable's sound quality 
does matter, we can then consider a number of 
subtle parameters which are notably difficult 
to qualify. For example, stereo imaging can be 
flawed in terms of botti clarity and the ability to 
reproduce depth, due to instability in sub
chassis systems, excessive stored energy or 
coloration in the subchassis system and un
wanted vibrational excitation arriving at the 
cartridge stylus. The bass may be weakened in 
both power and definition due to incipient 
acoustic feedback, also to counterweight 
resonances in arms, or to weak platter main 
bearings, which can encourage platter rocking 
at low frequencies. Sound quality in the 
midrange may be coloured and masked by 
structural resonances, plus coupled feedback 
in turntable lids or plinths, and if poorly 
isolated, also the shelf on which the deck is 
placed. Such middle range resonances may 
also be attributed to structural weaknesses in 
tonearms, and their mounting board or 
platform. The platter and subchassis them
selves can also 'ring' or resonate in the mid 
register. The proportionality of plinth and 
platter mass can also be significant. A light 
platter on a strong heavy plinth will resonate 
more than when fitted to a lighter plinth where 
some mutual damping may be encouraged. 
Thin platters tend to ring like gongs,. their 
damping partially controlled by choice of mat.

For the best sound quality the platter mass 
should be sufficient to provide a useful rota
tional inertia, providing a flywheel energy 
store, helping the platter resist small speed 
changes induced by variation in drive power, 
and the stylus drag which alters with music 
modulation. If the power is low and the platter 
light, then dynamic wow can occur as an 
audible pitch instability following loud 
programme transients.

Weak main bearings (including the support) 
can allow rocking modes in the platter to the 
detriment of coloration levels. Conversely, 
controlled stiffness and mechanical losses in 
the subchassislarm mounting can hetp to trap 
and absorb unwanted energy which could 
otherwise be transmitted or reflected back into 
the platter or tonearm.
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TURNTABLES

The execution of the springing associated 
with a suspended subchassis design is almost 
an art in itself, and is crucial in determining the 
operational stability as well as the isolation 
performance of the whole. The Linn Sondek 
exemplifies a model which may outwardly 
appear a trifle primitive in design, but which 
nonetheless incorporates many 'hidden' 
aspects which enhance its performance: there 
is. hardly any detail of its construction which 
does not contribute to the whole. For example, 
the belt is critical in dimensional tolerance, 
surface finish, elasticity and internal loss 
factor. Any deterioration can affect speed 
accuracy, load tolerance, torque, wow and 
flutter, drive motor breakthrough rumble, as 
well as subchassis instability and behaviour. 
The audible repercussions are legion; for 
example excessive belt tension will mean the 
motor coupling will be too tight, resulting in 
worsened rumble and energy coupling to the 
platter, the subchassis will also be under 
excess lateral drag, impairing isolation and 
worsening vibration rejection; finally the belt
subchassis mass resonance may become 
involved - a factor usually kept at bay due to a 
minimal belt tension consistent with good 
drive.

In an earlier issue the 'flexibility' of the 
Sondek arm mounting facility was mentioned, 
but we now recognise that in practice this 
flexibility is an advantage rather than a 
weakness in the case of the Ittok arm series 
(the latest Ittok has undergone further 
revisions, see review). It is now apparent that 
an important terminating and absorbing func
tion is provided by the 'composition' arm board 
and its apparently superficial fixing to the sub
chassis. Energy propagating from the cartridge 
down to the arm pillar is absorbed here, rather 
than being reflected back to the cartridge by a 
misterminated board/arm pillar interface (see 
Lux PD300 review).

However we have found it dangerous to use 
the Sondek as a reference turntable for 
comparative auditioning, due to its unique 
character and sonic balance; but It does 
remain useful as a long term reference in view 
of its musically-balanced and satisfying 
performance. So far no other turntable has 
provided the same balance and combination of 
qualities and weaknesses which would allow 
an easier A/B comparison test. Good disc 
players Increasingly represent a 'system', 
where motor unit, arm, cartridge and mat offer 
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an optimised combination. Alter any single 
part and one's view of the whole can be altered 
too.

Acoustic and vibration Isolation
Returning to the more general discussion of 
factors affecting subjective performance, we 
classify energy arriving at the working cart- 
tridge from the outside under the heading of 
'acoustic and vibration isolation', this 
including energy emanating from the music re
produced by the loudspeakers. The latter is a 
feedback-promoting effect which rapidly 
worsens sound quality with increasing gain, 
well before the point at which 'howl-round' is 
reached. The energy enters the turntable via 
two routes, both acting together. Vibration in 
the room structure is transmitted by the floor 
and excited in the support cabinet or shelf, 
entering via the turntable feet and base; 
airborne acoustic energy is intercepted by the 
entire turntable structure - the lid, the arm
board, the plinth, platter, disc and the sub
chassis.

The isolation performance of a turntable 
affects other subjective factors as well, these 
classically described as signal to noise ratio, 
and more recently noted as dynamic range or 
more simply still, 'dynamics'. The important 
distinction here is that traditionally the noise 
part of the signal to noise measurement was 
judged in the absence of the signal, this being 
the easiest way to do it. Take rumble as an 
example. Conversely, subjective dynamics 
concern how much unwanted noise is present 
in the reproduction while the music is also 
playing through a complete hi-fi system; that 
is, a judgement of the noise in the presence of 
a signal. This is much harder and requires 
some practice. Subjectively, one can learn to 
recognise the spurious noise which hangs like 
a coloured (acoustically that is) veil over the 
sound stage, masking fine musical detail and 
blurring the definition of sharp sounds or 
transients, resulting in a flat, two-dimensional 
image that lack true space, depth and 
ambience. In addition the dynamic relationship 
between soft and loud passages appears 
compressed, detracting from their liveliness 
and 'attack'. A system with a poor dynamic 
signal-to-noise ratio sounds as if the subjec
tive volume is more cqnstant, and is usually on 
the loud side at that.

In the lab It has proved possible to 
investigate some of those factors which affect
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this dynamic quality, .mainly via wide-band 
isolation tests. The vibration and acoustic 
isolation performances are assessed 
separately, and presented on one display 
where their joint effect may be judged.
For vibration purposes, the turntable was 
mounted on a reinforced wooden panel, 
flexibly mounted and driven in the horizontal 
plane by a small vibration exciter. The flexible 
mounting was provided by polyurethane foam, 
which gave an overall lateral resonance at 
around 3.5Hz. The acceleration at the centre of 
the table was monitored by a B&K acceiiero- 
meter, and adjusted by an equaliser to show a 
fairly uniform value measured in constant 
bandwidth analysis over the important isola
tion range of 10Hz to 500Hz. Above this 
frequency range, even the worst rubber feet on 
primitive players are very effective: Below 10Hz 
questions of subchassis and cartridge 
resonance excitation arise, and these were 
dealt with separately.

The printed vibration graph represents the 
RIAA equalised output from a pickup cartridge 
on a record and demonstrates the isolation 
achieved between the vibrating test board and 
the stylus.

The second factor, acoustic isolation, was 
analysed in a similar manner, but here the 
excitation was a uniform pink-noise soundfield 
generated by a ' powerful loudspeaker, 1m 
distant. A B&K microphone system was used 
to help define a uniform frequency response at 
the record position over the useful range, 30Hz 
to 500Hz. A parametric equaliser aided this 
calibration. The sound pressure was set at 
90d8 while the measured result was scaled 
against standard rumble reference level of 
10cm/sec lateral at 1kHz. The baseline is 
equivalent to -80d8.

Inevitably, both the turntable and the base
board on which the turntable was mounted 
were jointly excited by this soundfield, and 
some contribution from the baseboard thus 
appears in the measurement depending on the 
vibration isolation characteristic of the turn
table under test.

A turntable with excellent vibration and 
acoustic isolation performance has the 
potential for good subjective dynamics, 
though the resonant behaviour of the sub- 
chassis/platter arm combination will also play 
a part here.

For the printed graphs, as already noted, a 
split display is used. The upper half is a 60cl8 

I
(six division) section showing acoustic break
through with the mid screen representing a 
baseline of -BOdB. The lower 60d8 or six 
divisions are allocated to the vibration 
isolation, again with a -80d8 baseline. The 
frequency axis is linear 10Hz to 500Hz; note 
that most other graphs use the usual 
logarithmic audio frequency scaling.

Suspension modes
Using the spectrum analyser and via selective 
frequency sweeps into the vibrator exciter, the 
various subchassis and suspension modes 
may be explored and noted. In particular, 
modes which overlap the critical area of arm 
cartridge resonance 9-12Hz are judged 
severely, in view of their potential interaction 
with the cartridge. Rotational modes are 
important in that scrub flutter may be easily 
induced, while the effect of general chassis 
movement on audible wow was also noted.

Disc Impulse response
Following Moncrieff's lead on disc impulse 
response, a 4g plastic rod was allowed to fall at 
an angle of 45° onto the edge of a record, in 
position on the platter. The cartridge sensed 
the transmitted mechanical impulse as it 
arrived at the other side of the disc and its 
output was captured for analysis both as an 
impulse response (reproduced in the reviews) 
and also for Fourier processing.

This deceptively simple impulse test can 
produce much information about the whole 
suspended disc playing unit. The shock is 
applied to the disc, and how it is attenuated in 
its path across to the cartridge stylus tells us 
about the absorption and damping character
istics of the disc support. In addition, part of 
this excitation is transmitted to the platter, 
exposing any self resonances here. Via the 
platter, test energy also arrives at the 
subchassis via the main bearing. Flexure 
between platter and chassis can be revealed in 
addition to intrinsic chassis resonances, 
including harmonic ringing in the suspension 
springs.

Tonearm resonances
Tonearms possess an ability to flex and 
resonate in the audio bandwidth, and are there
fore a potential source of coloration, due to 
their close coupling with the cartridge. Less 
severe with high compliance models, these 
resonant effects are most marked using a 
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close-coupled, less compliant moving-coil 
cartridge, the Osawa 60L, used to illustrate 
resonant interactions with the tonearms we 
tested, being an example. Its compliance 
measured 18 xlO—Scm/dyne (18cu), and the 
acceleration in the side of its body resulting 
from a lateral sweep 20Hz-20kHz (TRS1007) 
was sensed by an ultra low mass wide-band 
accelerometer (B&K 8307) which records both 
bending and rotational ■ modes in fair 
proportion.

Depending on the tonearm involved, it be
came apparent that severe resonances at the 
cartridge could be induced from as low as 30Hz 
right up to 20kHz, and that major differences in 
broad-band energy were also observable up to 
20kHz. These resonances are akin to be 
delayed 'decay' energy responsible for the 
majority of loudspeaker colorations,. and may 
be perceived in much the same way.

Ideally the arm should be infinitely rigid, to 
perform the task of supporting the cartridge 
accurately with respect to the record groove 
throughout the frequency range. At the same 
time the bearings, while free of slackness, 
must be of sufficiently low friction not to 
impede the progress of the stylus across the 
record, or affect its ability to ride warps and 
other related imperfections. Play and lack of 
rigidity in a tonearm not only colours the sound 
through audible resonance, but this very 
imprecision also upsets the cartridge/groove 
relationship, adding spurious intermodulation 
interference over the whole frequency range, 
and detracting from clarity and the quality of 
the stereo image.

We therefore examined arms for quality of 
headshell fixing, bearing play and friction, as 
well as for geometrical accuracy, effective 
mass and resonant properties. The resonance 
graph is not a linear function of acceleration, 
due to imperfection in the test cartridge (non
uniform mechanical impedance variation with 
frequency), and to the pre-emphasis used on 
the test disc. A theoretical approximation is 
however given for the ideal tonearm — a uni
form acceleration from 20Hz to around 1.5kHz, 
the trend then rising at 6dB/octave in the 2kHz 
to 20kHz range.

To gain an idea of a single tonearm's relative 
performance, a study of several resonance 
graphs is essential; this allows recoonition of 
common patterns, as well as some of unavoid
able test cartridge/arm interactions.

In the case of 'super rigid' designs, the 
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coupling factor from cartridge body to the arm 
board is sufficiently firm to allow the cartridge 
to read the terminating absorption properties 
of the arm mounting itself, which has a notice
able effect on the resonance graph: this effect 
may be associated with the sound quality dif
ferences that occur when an Jttok is fitted to 
different turntables, for example.

Breaks or resonances occuring below 100Hz 
are usually generated by seismic modes in the 
counterweight assembly — the rubber 
decoupling bushes often employed frequently 
being the cause. From 100Hz to 2KHz, some of 
the lower level disturbances may result from 
arm pillar mounting effects, the subchassis 
structure etc, while from 150Hz to 250Hz 
flexure at the socket in detachable headshell 
arms is generally apparent, often as a severe 
mode with a strong step or 'platform' in relative 
energy level. Fixed head arms show a 
smoother energy trend, though bending or 
torsional resonances in the main tube are still 
apparent, with the more flexible types breaking 
up at 250Hz, and the 'ultra rigid' examples 
deferring this to a high 800Hz or so. Arm 
designers continue to attach odd appendages 
which are clearly detrimental to sound quality; 
these include springy finger lifts and the like. 
In one example the cue platform was also 
found to resonate in the mid range.

It is also possible to hear resonances in the 
internal springs used for bias compensation 
and downforce with certain arms. Tapping the 
arm gently with a small screwdriver blade while 
the cartridge is in place on a stationary record 
can also help expose such phenomena. 
Monitoring here is best done on headphones.

Arm effective mass and arm/cartridge 
subsonic resonance
Earlier issues of this series were rightly 
concerned over the poor compatibility of many 
tone/arm cartridge combinations then in use. 
More specifically, heavy 14-20g detachable 
head arms were being used with high compli
ance 30-60cu cartridges from such manufac
turers as ADC, Empire, Ortofon and Shure (to 
name but a few). An unstable performance in 
many areas was the outcome of the resulting 
poorly-damped 5-7Hz resonances, lying in the 
worst range of record warp energy.

Matters are however improving now, with the 
general trend towards moderate stylus compli
ance plus reduced tonearm and cartridge mass 
combining to offer much better mechanical 
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matching than before.
Conversely the design requirements of the 

modern moving-coil cartridge seem to result in 
low compliance values suited to higher mass 
tonearms; indeed these demand the strength 
and good resonant characteristics of such 
designs. The medium mass lttok is well suited 
to such cartridges, and provides an ideal 
resonance combination in conjunction with 
the low compliance Asak.

With 'difficult' combinations of arm and 
cartridge, some method of damping the result
ing subsonic resonance was considered 
necessary. Traditionally, this has involved a 
dashpot of some sort or another, filled with 
viscous silicone fluid and mounted in or near 
the arm pivots. However few arms nowadays 
still incorporate this feature and it is generally 
recognised that the correct place for a viscous 
damper is at the headshell, coupling the 
cartridge body to the disc surface via a sliding 
part. Rangabe first produced such a device, 
(sold as the Z-Traclq but at the highest quality 
level, this type of device can cause some minor 
noises as some of the music energy is inevit
ably transmitted from the damper to the 
cartridge adding spurious sounds.

Recently, a new version of the arm damper 
has emerged on the Elite turntable where the 
fluid bath is placed over The record and 
engaged with a paddle mounted on the head
shell adjacent to the cartridge. By its location it 
offers normal arm damping at the subsonic 
resonance and also a transmission path for 
structural resonances at the headshell end of 
the arm. In theory arm coloration is thus 
reduced, and in contrast to other schemes, the 
Elite is intended to complement an existing 
well-matched arm cartridge combination, not 
to rescue an ill-advised arrangement.

Low frequency sound quality
Really clean bass from a turntable is impos
sible due to the compromises involved in the 
complete recording/reproducing chain. For 
example, as mentioned in a previous issue, 
twelve low frequency filters are typically 
present between the original sound and the 
listener. Those we can pinpoint easily are 
those due to the loudspeaker itself, the 
amplifier and the cartridge/turntable 
combination, and to these we can add the disc 
cutter, the low frequency filter in the cutter 
amplifier and the magnetic head on the studio 
recorder. If a multitrack recording is involved, 

then several tape stages may also be present, 
while the microphone capsule plus its pre
amplifier are also 'in line'. So far we have ten or 
so filters in cascade (or additive condition); 
now we can include the small audio trans
formers used for balanced line coupling of the 
vast majority of studio equipment namely 
microphones, noise reduction systems such 
as Dolby A and dbx, equalisers, echo, mixers 
etc. At best we can add five roll-offs due to the 
LF limiting frequencies of these transformers; 
at worst some recordings have up to 30; after 
passing through such stages it is a wonder 
that the bass sounds are worth listening to at 
all! As these coupling transformers usually 
have an HF limit at around 30kHz, their effects 
are present at the high frequency end of the 
spectrum as well. Further HF problems would 
include disc cutter resonance, microphone cut 
off (typically 16kHz), pickup cartridge tip mass 
resonance and tracing, plus many, many more.

Fortunately with modern transformerless 
balanced output amplifiers and digital record
ing systems, the potential now exists for a 
reduction in the number of sound degrading 
interfaces. Assuming a direct-coupled 
amplifier, and a DC coupled recorder, in 
principle a digital recording chain could be 
constructed with only two significant LF roll
offs, namely the microphone system and the 
loudspeaker. This is why the classic Direct Cut 
records such as the Sheffield series, using a 
minimum of ancillary equipment, have such a 
good bass.

Compact Disc is clearly at an advantage here 
since the player has a flat frequency response 
to below 5Hz and does not suffer problems of 
RIAA equalisation, subsonic resonance and 
the like. CD is also virtually immune to low 
frequency feedback, which is a major factor 
with many analogue turntables. On good 
recordings the CD bass compares with the 
original master and comfortably exceeds the 
present standard obtainable from analogue 
players.

Rumble
All these factors do not include the contri
bution of other mechanical defects in the 
turntable system which might not be directly 
audible but which might nonetheless disturb 
listening satisfaction. It has been suggested 
that the high transverse forces developed by 
some direct drive motors on the main bearing 
can generate a form of rumble which can be
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detected as flutter sidebands in the lateral 
plane.

We have continued where possible to use 
the precision rumble coupler system which 
allows a DIN B threshold of measurement of 
close on -80dB, rather than the -65d8 attain
able from the best records or the -73d8 
available on master cut studio lacquers.

It is in precisely this range that one can 
begin to discriminate between direct drive 
motors in terms of rumble, and it can be easily 
illustrated by spectral analysis that many 
direct drive motors do generate more rumble 
than comparable belt drive counterparts.

On theoretical grounds it can be argued that 
a sufficiently low rumble level for direct 
inaudibility may still not guarantee complete 
freedom from other rumble induced effects. 
Whether directly audible or not, any unwanted 
or spurious displacement due to platter main 
bearing inadequacy or out of balance motor 
torque effects will interfere with the accuracy 
of groove/stylus tracing. After all DIN B rumble 
is only an arbitrary weighted curve approximat
ing to the directly audible sound or rumble 
noise. With the help of the 'coupler' we have 
discovered that while a -72dB DIN B figure 
was in some instances insufficient to 
guarantee inaudibility, with others measure
ments as poor as -66dB gave an inaudible 
background at typical listening levels. This 
points to a failure of the weighting curve to 
cope with all types of rumble spectra.

In fact, we found it possible to trace sources 
of rumble noise for some of the turntables in 
the report. For example, several direct drive 
models in past tests had bearings with an 
intrinsic rumble in the -78dB DIN B region 
(power off, motor free-wheeled). Reconnection 
of the supply resulted in degraded figures, not 
due to hum, but generated by the torque pulses 
in the motor. This interference was also 
observed with at least one belt drive design, 
the source being readily traced to poor isola
tion of motor vibration from the arm base.

Unweighted DIN A readings were also taken, 
but inevitably, these results were dominated by 
the unwanted 'weighting' introduced by the 
particular subsonic resonance curve of the test 
cartridge, while the quality of vibration 
isolation could also contribute.

Wow and flutter
The Matsushita master acetate was used in 
conjunction with a new generation wow and 
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flutter instrument (model WM1) with an 
automatic reading facility (B&O instrumental 
tion division). DIN specify peak readings which 
are difficult to estimate from the usually wildly 
fluctuating meter pointer, while the picture is 
further complicated by occasional random 
noise excursions; consequently with a conven
tional meter one tends to under-read. However, 
this new instrument has the ability to reject 
random effects and accurately records the 
peak periodic wow and flutter over either three 
selected intervals, or sigma functions. We 
used 'sigma 2' (5% of the test period).

By comparison with previous results this 
method yielded 20-30% higher readings with 
commensurately greater accuracy and con
sistency. Linear peak readings were also taken 
for wow below 6Hz, as well as for flutter above 
this frequency (with a poorly damped arm/ 
cartridge subsonic resonance these measure
ments can be in error and, for example, a Shure 
V15N with damper was often employed for the 
flutter tests, rather than an Osawa 60L). 
The finest example recorded 0.04% DIN peak- 
weighted (sigma 2), and this level is probably 
close to the residual flutter on the test disc 
itself. Therefore models reading 0.05% or 
below are simply quoted as measuring less 
than 0.05%. Denon claim very low wow and 
flutter measurements using a magnetic shaft 
encoder, a derivative of their magnetic pulse 
speed control method encoded on the platter 
rim.

While still on this subject it is particularly 
interesting to note that some 0.1 % unweighted 
peak wow can be produced by an off-centre 
displacement of the record of as little as 
0.1mm which can be the result of poor record 
manufacture, an oversized or inaccurately 
placed centre hole (the standard specifies 7.24
7.33mm diameter) or even an under-sized turn
table spindle. For an off-centre record rotating 
at 33V3 rpm, the wow frequency is 0.5Hz 
approximately, a rather slow rate.

The ear is most sensitive to wow in the 4-7Hz 
range; frequencies above this are not 
perceived in the form of wavering pitch, and 
even when excessive are only really audible as 
'roughening' type of distortion increase. In part 
this explains why it is desirable to shift any 
turntable system subsonic resonances away 
from this region, be it suspension of arm/ 
cartridge in origin. Since the two latter 
resonances should not coincide, we are left 
with the suggestion that the subchassis
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resonance should be below 6Hz and that of the 
arm/cartridge above 8Hz, The maximum 
incidence of record warp amplitudes also falls 
within this critical 3-8Hz region, and further 
reinforces the suggestion.
Arm Geometry and Cartridge Alignment
Another important area concerns arm 
geometry and cartridge alignment. There are 
two extremes, one a system of mediocre 
quality where comparatively large errors in 
cartridge alignment may pass unnoticed, and 
the other an up-to-date high performance 
system, where poor adjustment will 
significantly degrade the potential end result. 
The automobile analogy is an elegant one; a 
family runabout with a low compression 
engine is fairly tolerant of poor engine tune, 
but a higher performance model is utterly 
dependent on accurately set timing, valve 
openings and mixtures etc.

A few degrees of cartridge misalignment will 
degrade the channel separation of a high class 
cartridge by a factor of some 15dB, but on the 
other hand it will produce relatively little 
impairment of the already moderate separation 
characteristic of a less expensive pick-up. At 
present the importance of accurate arm align
ment is highly under-rated. Virtually all 
Japanese arms and turntables are currently 
supplied with an alignment procedure called 
'overhang adjustment', which is accomplished 
by altering the amount the stylus tip overhangs 
the record spindle when the cartridge body is 
aligned immediately above it. But this is next 
to useless when quality cartridges are 
involved. While a 1 • error can be easily seen 
and corrected with protractor, a small 1mm 
overhang error (less than 4/100 of an inch) can 
produce a similar degree of misalignment. One 
solution would be to use one of the protractor 
cards that are supplied with a number of 
universal pick-up arms, as these have an array 
of parallel lines against which the cartridge 
side face can be aligned when the stylus point 
is in a specified position. However the majority 
of protractor cards (SME and its counterparts) 
have a stylus point at a 6cm radius from the 
spindle, working on the basis that the optimum 
tracing distortion trade-off will thus be 
obtained, if using a traditional spherical stylus 
and a mix of 45rpm singles and 331/3 LPs. In 
practice, this is not the best solution for the 
mean music radii of today's 33V LPs (45s 
discounted), particularly if used with the now 

almost universal elliptical and line/hyperbolic 
styli supplied with hi-fi cartridges.

With a correct offset angle (for which it is 
often necessary to rotate the cartridge laterally 
in the headshell, since most headshell offsets 
are not optimal), and with an accurate over
hang for the actual arm length (the pivot to 
stylus dimension), a condition of minimum 
tracing error may be achieved. Two points of 
zero error are used, sensibly positioned 
between the maximum and minimum playing 
radii, with the inner zero at a radius of 6.6cm 
and the outer at 12.1cm. Such precision also 
suggests that the bias be equally carefully set, 
so that the stylus is kept as far as possible at 
its geometrically aligned position (large bias 
errors permit the out of balance forces to 
laterally deflect the cantilever, thus adding to 
tracking error).

Aside from matters of mass/compliance 
compatability, damping, tracking weight and 
bias adjustments, two other alignments are 
also crucial. One is that the effective axis of 
the generator system within the cartridge is 
accurately aligned perpendicular to the record 
surface; hopefully this is ensured when the 
cartridge body itself is truly vertical when 
viewed from the front. Small degrees of tilt of 
the order of 1° may again degrade separation, 
and vertical alignment is particularly important 
with line contact and van den Hui tips where a 
small tilt will cause the long contact walls to 
miss the intended groove sections, resulting in 
an unwanted rake angle between the stylus 
axis and groove axis, with serious

A solid plinth/belt drive type is often used in 
cheaper systems.

A decoupled sub-chassis/belt drive system offers 
good environmental and motor isolation. The entire 
suspended section Is shaded. •
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consequences for groove wear and tracing.
Finally the horizontal axis of the cartridge, 

that is the angle as seen by the cantilever back 
to the arm pivot from the stylus record contact 
point, must agree with the disc cutting 
standard. Nominally this measures 20° but in 
practice it is closer to 23°, and if this is not 
maintained, the stylus side contact line will 
rake across the cut groove axis at an angle, 
distorting the playback. Unfortunately it is not 
enough to simply ensure that the top surface 
of the cartridge is parallel to the record, as 
some cartridge manufacturers are not wholly 
consistent and many pickups when set visually 
parallel have cantilever/generator axis 'rake 
angles' as great as 40°.

Correction of this sort of error will require 
one of two solutions: either a lowering of the 
arm pivot by as much as 2.5cm (but with many 
cartridges this will cause fouling of the body 
on the record surface or complicate arm opera
tion); or alternatively the preferred solution 
would involve rigid angled spacers at the head
shell position, but these are^ not readily avail
able. The only relevantangle when setting the 
'rake' is that made by the cantilever with 
respect to the disc plane, and allowance needs 
to be made for higher compliance cartridge 
styli with their significant change in rake angle 
with applied tracking downforce.

Where a cartridge manufacturer has chosen 
to adopt say an incorrect 35° vertical tracking 
angle and has set the longer tracing edge of 
the stylus accordingly, no proper correction 
can be made via arm tilt, because if rake is 
correct the stylus/groove wall geometry will be 
wrong, and vice-versa

SUBJECTIVE TESTS
Each turntable was placed on a substantial 
wooden coffee table, located some 3m from 
the loudspeakers, on a normal suspended 
timber floor. The relative performance on 
acoustic and vibration susceptibility was 
reliably assessed from physical observation, 
checking of feedback margins, and auditioning 
of selected music discs.

Comparative and sequential auditioning was 
undertaken, in an effort to explore the 
differences and similarities between the 
various models with 'blind' sessions employed 
on the most critical 'playoffs'. We found that 
turntable and tonearm auditioning was partic
ularly difficult at the high quality end of the 
product spectrum due to the interaction

Vertical tracking angle should 
be 20 deg. It can in effect be 
controlled by arm height 
adjustment. 1

Viewed from the front, the 'tilt' 
angle should be zero.

between different components. For example, 
two tonearms of nominally equivalent merit 
could affect the sound balance of the turn 
tables to which they were fitted to such a 
degree that sensible assessment was 
impossible.

My own conclusion is that there is no such 
thing as a universal high performance motor 
unit, since the consequencies of leaving other 
matters of disc support, arm and cartridge in 
someone else's hands usually prejudices the 
end result. I believe that a very limited number 
of options exist for each model to provide a top 
class performance, and we have tried to 
identify these, albeit in a limited fashion, for as 
many models as possible.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Acoustic Research EB I 0 I
Acoustic Research Ltd, High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire LU5 5QJ 
Tel (0582) 603151

Following the successful relaunch of the 
classic AR deck (now the Legend), Acoustic 
Research UK have developed this further 
model. The EB-101 has a vinyl 'black ash' finish 
and, inside, a steel girder subchassis substitut
ing for the aluminium original. A new arm has 
also been commissioned from Japan, and this 
is factory fitted to provide a complete inte
grated player. For the review, a modest cart
ridge was also included, the whole expected to 
sell for around £190. This offers a considerable 
saving over the original model, equivalent to 
throwing in the arm and cartridge free.

This deck has rather a dark appearance, and 
comes with a low resonance tinted pvc cover 
on sprung hinges. The two piece alloy platter 
has been retained while on the bearing, as well 
as in other areas, tolerances have been 
improved. The arm is a robust example, with a 
firmly clamped headshell using a locking 
sleeve. Its bearings proved free from play, an 
important aspect.

Fully suspended, the chassis moved very 
freely and promised good acoustic and 
vibration isolation.

Lab report
The total platter mass was close to 2kg, healthy 
for the price category, with the two part con
struction offering good damping. Tested for 
disc impulse, the initial transient was quick 
with a fast decay and no low frequency 
hangover.

Speed change i& manual, on lifting the outer 
platter. At 331/ the deck ran nearly 0.5% fast, 
which was satisfactory, and slowing under load 
held to a fine 0.25%. Long term drift was 
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negligible with the synchronous motor 
employed. DIN peak weighted, the overall wow 
and flutter was fine at 0.09% with similarly low 
individual contributions from the wow and 
flutter components. Start up was fairly rapid at 
3.5 seconds, and the player clearly had a 
healthy torque.

DIN B rumble measured very well, at - 77dB. 
Little breakthrough was evident since the 
electrical and mechanical spectra matched 
well; just a hint of motor vibration was evident 
at 200Hz.

The high quality suspension was 
demonstrated by the excellent breakthrough 
responses for both acoustic and vibration 
excitation; here the unit was clearly up with the 
best modern examples.

Turning to the arm, here the robust headshell 
was nominally detachable but did not come 
with a plug and socket. Rotational adjustment 
is allowed, as well as overhang and lateral 
tracking angle. Effective mass was in the 
medium to high range at 13.5g including hard^ 
ware, this suited to fairly low compliance cart 
ridges.

Charted for arm resonances with the 
supplied Shure moving magnet cartridge the 
first break appeared around 700Hz, with the 
overall behaviour looking quite tidy, particu
larly at higher frequencies. Bearing friction was 
quite low, at 40mg lateral and 20mg vertical, 
while sensible bias levels were also estab^ 
lished. Downforce calibration was accurate 
while the arm cue device operated well.

Sound quality
There was no doubt concerning the high 
subjective merit of this player. The sourid was 
notably well focused, with good stereo stage 
width and depth. Transients were reproduced 
with good speed and attack, while the overall 
effect was lively, with well differentiated 
dynamics. The bass was quite good, articulate 
as well as extended, with considerable detail 
apparent. Overall the tonal balance seemed 
well proportioned while the supplied cartridge 
was quite tidy itself and did not let the deck 
down; a sort of 'AA Basil<, I suppose!

Conclusion
This belt-drive turntable offers a remarkable 
packaye. A yenulne high fidelity product, it h ad 
no significant subjective or lab tested weak
nesses. Its rigid arm, good platter and drive, 
with a fine, effective subchassis, are comple-



mented by a workable cartridge, which will 
happl!y benefit from upgrading at some future 
date, if so desired. Pricing is also very competi
tive, and a Best Buy rating is the logical 
outcome.

GENERAL DATA Integrated player

Motor section
Type..........................................................belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.................................................2.0kg/good
Finish and engineering...............................very good, very good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead...3 core, phonos plus earth
Speed options...................................manual change, 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtc, sigma 2)............................. 0.4%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).......0.1 %10.07%
Absolute speed error...................................................... + 0.45%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation..................negligible/ -0.25%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.............................3.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)...........- 77dB

Arm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....13.5g 
Type/mass of headshell...............  ................special/9.Bg
Geometric accuracy........................... . ....very good
Adjustments provided . ...... ... ...... , ........ tilt/overhang/offset 
Finish and engineering............................... very good, very good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use............... very good/very good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................. 40mg/20mg
Bias compensation method................................ internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)........ 225mg/275mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1gf2g......... . - 0.05gf -0.1g
gu:drif;,8mm ascent/desc;,nt.......neg1igitiie,1.0secs?2.5secs
Arm resonances.......................................................... fairly good
Subjective sound quality.................................see system result
Arm damping......................................decoupled counterweight

System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear........44 x 38.5 x 16cm/7cm
Ease of use............................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system............ very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback............................... low/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance......excellent/fairly good
Estimated typical purchase price.................£190 inc cartridge

20 so m Hi so * 5k "' ""
Structural arm resonances, audio band

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

H"G(i 9 dlY &T^TUSI PAUSED
BtHAG_________ AR/FUTUlA BRUKTHlt__________ EXPH«4___________

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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Alphason Opal and Xenon
Alph^^, 190-192 Wi^n ^Road. Euxton, near Chohorley, Lanes PR7 83W 
Tel (02672) 76626

This review cavers two new Alphason models, 
which, along with the Delta, extend the 
company's range of anns to cover a wide price 
spectrum.
ALPHASON XENON
Selling at around £196 this is the most expensive 
of Alphason’s new tonearms and fills a gap in the 
market between the budget examples and the 
higher class £300 group such as the Alphason 
HR100S and the Linn lttok.

The Xenon owes much to the wefl established 
HRD00S and indeed uses the same good
sounding one-piece arm/shell unit, which 
comprises a large diameter 'S' shaped tube in 
titanium. This is now filled with a damping 
material to control higher mode vibrators.

Some savings have been made as regards 
detalls of the cue mechanism and bias compen
sator, as well as the exterior finish of the bearing 
assembly, but these have not significantly preju
diced the performanca The concentric bearing 
gimbal design is retained and is well aligned, 
offering negligible play plus very low levels of 
friction and stiction.
Lab report
Slightly on the high side of ttie medium mass 
range the effective mass with fixing hardware 
approached 13g. Cartridges in the range 8-20cu 
are most approprlata

Rated highly as regards geometric accuracy, 
the proved easy to set up and use coming 
as It does with Ittok-compatible baseplate 
mounting hardware.

Blas correction erred on the high side for the 
disc rim or perimeter, but not unduly so. Reson
ances were few, as the structural resonance graph 
shows, and In any c^& were of moderate degre 
— rather better than the Opal and closely 
resembling the HRK00S.

Sound quality
At first it proved hard to separate this model from 
the well;rated HR100. The Xenon showed a solid 
overall control, with a firm sense of image focus 
over a wide frequency ranga The treble was clear 
and finely detailed, the mid of undoubtedly low 
coloration, with minimal 'clang' or hardness. Bass 
was f re from boom or emphasis. Open and clean 
sounding stereo depth was also respectably 
portrayed.

Conclusion
With Alphason’s high standard of engineering, a 
basically good finish and a fine lab and sonic per
formance, the Xenon comes strongly recommen
ded. The price was very fair for this arm, an essen
tially well balanced model in all respects.

ALPHASON OPAL
Comfortably under £100, the Opal nonetheless 
manages to maintain Alphason’s high standards 
for solid engineering and low friction, with bear
ings free from play or looseness. It may be fitted 
via a single hole in an board, but compatibility 
with the popular lttok mounting is provided via 
a special base, again clamped by a single large 
nut.

This is a fixed head arm, whose strong main 
beam is fitted with a properly clamped counter
weight and supported on a concentric gimbal 
peabng. Thread and weight bias correction is pro
vided. Appropriate calibrations are given for bias 
and downforce, and the falls into the mediurp- 
mass category; when typically balanced with 
hardware an effective mass figure of 10g was 
recorded.

Lab report
Performing well on lab test, this proved to be a 
well aligned sod set up ^m. The various facilities
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worked well, while the bearing friction was held 
to excellently low levels. Blas compensation was 
very satisfactory and although the downforce cali
bration erred on the high side, if there is to be an 
error, this is where it should be.

Placed above average for arm resonances, in 
the audible range, several modes were distin
guishable; for example one at 250Hz (counter
weight) and others at 675 and 9950 Hz, both first 
beam modes.

Sound quality
The Opal gave a good account of itself on 
audition, happily meeting the rated £90 tonearms 
in their own territory. In tonal balance it appeared 
lightweight and 'airy' with some 'zinginess' in the 
high treble - less well suited to moving coils in 
this respect. The bass was dry and firm, while mid 
focus and stereo depth were both pretty good. A 
particular attribute was the smooth uncoloured 
mid range, this an Alphason hallmark.

inclusion
With its individual interpretation of good sound, 
the Opal proved to be a well designed and 
constructed British tonearm. There are no prob
lems in recommending this one - let's give it a 
Best Buy!
GENERAL DATA Opal tone^m

Structural ann resonances, audio band (Xenon)

dlV

10 
•• 

.l'DIV

RANGE: 10 dBV STATUS: PAUSED 
PtHAG Al PHASON OPAL RSNC RHS:g0 OVL D

START: 50 Hz BW: 75 Hz STOP: 20 000 Hz

Structural ann resonances, audio band (Opal)

GENERAL DATA Xenon tone^m

Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge 10.0g 
Type/mass of headshell....................................  fixed
G^^tric ancu^ty...................................... ......................veryg=
Adjustments provided.................................height overhang/lateral
Finish and engineering.................................. very g^^^ry g^^
^Ease of assembly/setting-up/use................. very good/good/good 
Friction, typical lateratral/vertlcal................................ <20mg/<20mg
Blas compensation method..............................thread and weight
Bias force, riratcentre (set to 1.5g elllptlcal).......... 2^^^^^g
^Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g.............. +0.15g/+0.30g

drift, &nm ^enüd^ent.........negllglble, 2.^æs/4.5secs
Arm resonances....... .............................................................. good+
^bjedtive^odquality............................................................^ed
Arm damping................................................................................none

.£95typical purchase price.

Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cadridge....12.70g 
Type/mass of headshell. ..........................................................fixed
G^reotric :cu=......................................................... veryg=
Adjustments provlded.................................helghtloverhang lateral
Fnlsh and engineering.......................... excellentlexcellent
^Ease of assembly/setting-up/use..........................very good/good
Friction, typtypical lateratryertlcal.................................<20mg/<20mg
Blas compensation method............................ th^ad and weight
Blas force, riratcentre (set to 1.5g elllptlcal)..........275m^^^g
^wnforoe callbrallon error, 1g/2g........................ +0^^+0^^

drift, Smm ascenVd^ent.........negllglble, 2.^0secs/5.^0es
Arm ^conan^n................................................................very ^go
Sub^tive ^nd quallty................................................. very ^go
Ann damplno.............. .............  noneiire^hi phi.........................£1a:
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Dual CSSOS-2 and CSSOS-2 Deluxe
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Chlltem Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks 
Tel (0753) ^887

In production now for a number of years, the 505 
design has undergone a continuing series of 
cumulative minor improvements which have 
helped maintain its competitive position. Price 
has also been kept in check.

The player is based on an old-style steel deck 
plate, supported on four foam-damped coil 
springs. This deck plate is heavily flanged to^ 
increase rigidity, and the modest platter is 
equipped with a fairly heavy rubber mat.

Belt driven by a 16-pole synchronous motor, 
the 505 is fitted with a unique variable pitch 
control, achieved by the use of a multi-lobed 
expansible motor pulley. Correct speed setting 
is achieved via stroboscope markings on the 
platter rim, though these were found none too 
easy to use.

For the latest 505-2version the tonearm has^ 
been revised and is now fitted with a special 
detachable headshell with quite a firm fixing. 
The Deluxe has better looks and a lower 
resonance construction, this imparted by a 
substantial wooden plinth finished in 'black ash' 
vinyl. Both versions come complete with a 
compatible good-value Ortofon cartridge.

Lab report
A notable feature of the latest 505 is the1 
signifirant r^uotion in rumble, which has 
improved from a satisfactory figure of 67dB to a 
new average of 73dB. Spectrum analysis 
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showed the usual contribution of motor vibra
tion components, but these were not con
sidered to be very serious. Speed character
istics were much as before with good wow and 
flutter, while good torque was also demon
strated, the mild 0.2% slowing under load being 
up with some of the best examples, and helping 
to offset the low inertia of the platter. Vibration 
and acoustic isolation factors remain un
changed, at a good level, and well above average 
for the price.

The arm now possesses a moderate effective 
mass, measured at 10g, this including mounting 
hardware. The headshell itself weighed a 
modest 4g. The arm was well aligned and the 
pivots were reasonable, proving moderate in 
friction but subject to a rather small pre-load; 
more than a gentle twist to the arm resulted in 
audible bearing 'clicking'. Biasing was accurate 
and downforce calibration acceptable. Arm 
structural resonances were chartered with the 
cartridge supplied; as can be seen on the ^taph, 
the first weakness appeared at 90Hz, while the 
main problems occurred at 220 and 400Hz, this 
result apparently not a great improvement on 
the previous design. Above 600Hz, however, the 
resonances were pretty well behaved.

Sound quality
The 505's sound was tuneful, lively, punchy and 
somewhat 'forward' in presentation. Pitch and 



timing were also good, while the bass was fairly 
good and the stereo image had quite a respect
able depth as well as above-average focus. It 
could sound a little muddled in the mid and 
treble but not seriously so, and the cartridge 
suited it well — we would not change it. The 'S' 
version showed a small improvement in clarity 
and definition, attributable to the improved 
plinth.
Conclusion
The 505 has managed to maintain its 
competitive position and provides a competent 
hi fi sound. In our view it is the clear £100 group 
leader, so much so that the less expensive 
players, including Dual's own 514, do not really
GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable (Inc cartridge)

Motor Section
Type............................................ seml-auto, belt drive, subchassls
Platter mass/damping..................................................0.85kg/good
Finish and engineering........................................... very good/good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.... 2-core/phonos and earth 
Speed options..................................................... variable, 33145 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)......................... .0.075%
Wow and flutter (tin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)..... 0.95%/0.08% 
Absolute speed error.............................................................-0.1%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation..................... + 0.065%/-0.2%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................2.4 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).... -721 -74dB

AArm section
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge...... 10g 
Type/mass of headshell........................... special detachable/40g
Geometric accuracy................................................................... good
Adjustments provided............................................overhang/offset
Finish and engineering...........................................very good/good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use..... very good/very good/very good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.................................... 40mg/20mg
Blas compensation method................................................... spring
Blas force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)..........225mg/225mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................-0.12g/-0.2g
Cue drift, 8mm ascent/descent......very slight, 3.5 secs/3.0 sees 
Arm resonances...............................................................average +
Subjective sound quallty................................................ average +
Arm damplng..........................................decoupled counterweight

System as • wwhole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear.........43.5 x 37 x 14cm/7cm
Ease of use...................................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........average + 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..................... good
Hum level/acoustic feedback.........................................good/good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance........................ .good/good
Estimated typical purchase prtce................ £110 (Deluxe, £130)

stand much of a chance. Strongly recommended 
as a complete package with the OMIOcartridge, 
the 505-2 wins Best Buy status; the Deluxe is 
Recommended.

Disc impulse transmission showing damping
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REVISED AND REPAINTED

Heybrook TT2
Mecom Acoustics, Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, Devon 
Tel (0752) 863188

First reviewed in its original form, the Heybrock 
TT2 turntable design did undergo some 
revision after its first couple of years in 
production. A new cast aluminium subchassis 
with reinforcing flanges around the whole of its 
cruciform shape replaced the original box
section welded steel subchassis, which had a 
rather high mass. Such a major change 
indicated that a completely new review of the 
TT2/l was in order for 1984-5.

While this model is superficially reminiscent 
of a Sondek, a closer examination will reveal 
that Heybrook have used a rather different set 
of solutions to the problems of turntable 
design, solutions which do not appear to derive 
from any attempt to compromise engineering 
quality or finish. At the same time, the TT2 is 
quite competitively priced if compared with 
certain of the more expensive brand leaders in 
the specialist field.

A very strongly constructed plinth is used, 
essentially of 45mm thick composite, only cut 
away where space is required for the arm leads, 
motor and associated wiring. Suspended on 
three multi-turn coil springs, the subchassis 
can be aligned from above, via three socket
head bolts fixed by an ingenious locking 
system.
A closely-toleranced main bearing is fitted, 
consisting of a steel shaft supported on a 
hardened thrust ball, and running in plain bronze 
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sleeves. The alloy platter weighs 2.8kg, and is in 
two pieces, the inner section also forming the 
drum on which the belt runs. A felt mat is 
standard.

Currently, the TT2 suspension is set on the 
firm side, to provide better control, while a fairly 
stiff short belt has been chosen as likely to 
minimise wow effects. The main subchassis 
modes are in the 4.5 to 5Hz range, and correct 
arm lead dressing offers better control of the 
higher frequency rotational modes than before.

Arms tried with the IT2included the Linn LVX 
and the Alphason, but perhaps the most obvious 
choice was the Rega RB300, the two products 
complementing each other on grounds of their 
fine engineering and value.

Lab report
The well-constructed main bearing exhibited 
negligible play, while the subchassis proved to 
be well adjusted. A fine weighted wow and 
flutter figure of 0.065% was recorded, with 
equally good results for the flutter and wow 
when separately weighted, at 0.08% and 0.07% 
respectively. The deck ran fast by an acceptable 
0.5%, while high torque was shown by the 
excellent 0.18% slowing under test loading.
Dynamic wuw will nut be a prublem here.

DIN B weighted rumble was very low^ at 
almost -80dB, but spectrum analysis did show 
some moderate motor related mechanical



frequency components, specifically at 100Hz 
and 200Hz. The latter however measured at 
- 78dB and in consequence was quite 
harmless.

The felt mat provided much the usual pattern 
of results for the disc impulse response; follow
ing a large initial transient, damping was fairly 
good although some mild 100Hz ringing can be 
seen in the decay response, this possibly platter 
rock.

Sound quality
On audition the latest TT2 was felt to offer an 
improvement over the earlier version, notably in 
terms of better transparency and depth, tied in 
with a clearer exposition of the dynamic 
contrasts in the music.

Pitch stability, rhythm and timing were all to a 
very good standard, while the bass was a strong 
point, with a welcome firmness coupled with 
good extension to the lower bass frequencies.

Solo singing focused well in the stereo sound 
stage, the latter exhibiting good space and 
depth. It compared well with far more expensive 
designs, making only slight concessions in 
areas of detail and dynamics on the most 
complex material.

Conclusion
One cannot help but be impressed by the fine 
finish and construction of this durable sub
chassis design, as well as by its competitive 
pricing and good performance both in the lab 
and the listening room.

Strong points included very low wow 
(approaching the Linn in this area) as well as its 
fine bass. It was easy to set up, remaining 
stably aligned, and attains a firm recommenda
tion.

GENERAL DATA Motor unit.

Motor Action 
Type...............................................................belt-drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping.......................................... 2.6kg/average +
Finish and engineering................................... very good/excellent
Type of mains lead/connecting lead................................3-core/ -
Speed options........................................manual change, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)...........................0.065%
Wow and flutter (lln peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz)„..0.007%/0.08% 
Absolute speed error............................................................. + 0.5%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.........................<0.1%/ -0.18%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................ 3.8 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).... -801- 78dB 
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear.........44 x 37 x 15.Scm/Scm
Ease of use.................................................................................. good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances..........very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..............very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback....................... very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very good/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price.............................................£235

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Linn Sondek LP12
Linn Products Ltd, 257 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ 
Tel 041-634 0371

With a decade or so of production behind the 
Sondek, the 'Nirvana' modification covered by 
the review in the 1984 HFC'Turntables' edition 
has now been augmented by a further 
development called 'Valhalla' (as with the 
'Nirvana', this is an easy retrofit). For years 
now, the popular slow-speed synchronous 
motors generalfy fitted to the sub-chassis belt 
drive turntables have been at the mercy of the 
mains supply. The latter's frequency, 
distortion, noise level, transient fluctuations 
and voltage all affect the motor's output and 
also the level of vibration emitted from the 
motor frame. Since the last issue, "further 
refinements have included a bonded rather than 
a welded subchassis, plinth reinforcements, 
better springs, loaded main bearing oil and 
suspension lock nuts.

Ideally such motors should be run from a 
two phase supply, but the second phase- 
shifted line has generally been optimised in a 
less-than-ideal fashion by using a phase 
shifting capacitor. When a turntable is 
intended for UK and for US markets, a pulley 
chanQe is also required.

'Valhalla' solves these problems by effec
tively isolating the motor electronically from 
the mains supply. Mains power is rectified and 
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smoothed to feed a bi-phase 1 OOV low 
distortion power amplifier acting as the motor 
source. The exact 50Hz frequency is synthe
sised from a quartz oscillator. When fed clear, 
stable 50Hz, the motor generates less vibration 
and mains harmonic components, attaining a 
near perfect pulley speed stability over both 
the long and the short term. Power into the belt 
is more stable, with (in theory at least) a lower 
rumble and reduced subchassis vibration 
resulting from the power feed.

General alignment has also been improved 
with the recent introduction of larger and more 
accurate suspension springs and deckplate 
bolts. Our last HFC sample was still subject to 
suspension settling with use, and thus required 
occasional realignment; though low-fatigue 
springs now fitted should solve this problem.

To return to basic features, the LP12 
comprises a straightforward full sub-chassis 
belt driven turntable unit capable of accepting 
a variety of high quality tonearms. Deceptively 
simple in design, long experience with the 
product has shown that it has been subjected 
to such a high level of detailed developmont 
and refinement that almost every component 
down to the humblest screw fixings can be 
shown to have a significant effect on the



performance of the whole.
A substantial main bearing is used, with a 

hardened spindle ground to a slightly radiused 
point bearing on a thrust plate. High density 
PTFE sleeves in the bearing provide sufficient 
rigidity and very low rotational noise levels. 
The two piece platter is of considerable mass, 
cast in Mazak and turned to close tolerances, 
with a special grade of black felt used for the 
platter mat. Even now, considerable care is 
needed in setting up an LP12 in a final 
installation, and the help of an experienced 
dealer is virtually mandatory.

Other minor improvements concern the light 
touch on-off switch with LED indicator, as well 
as extra screws front and back to help keep the 
baseboard in position.
The well damped platter weighs some 4.1 kg. 
Our assessment of disc damping was revised 
for this year, and while the initial transient 
was certainly poorly damped by the felt mat, 
the impulse died away quickly thereafter, this a 
good result. A measurement taken last year 
showing the frequency transform of the felt 
mat versus an absorbent one has assumed 
greater significance this time round, inasmuch 
as it can be seen that while the 'composition' 
mat produced greater attenuation, its 
frequency response was uneven, while that of 
the felt was more uniform, suggesting lower 
overall coloration.

'Vallahalla' made its mark on the motor 
results with excellent wow and flutter, plus 
significantly lower linear wow. Absolute speed 
and accuracy was satisfactory, while loss 
under load was very good at 0.i3%, another 
important result. DIN weighted rumble 
improved to a superb -BOdB. In fact the 
spectrograms for residual measuring system 
noise and for the Sondek were very similar and 
to check this result the two were submitted to 
subtraction providing the second rumble photo 
- no mains related rumble components 
remain!

The LP12 was not the very best in the issue 
as regards vibration isolation or acoustic 
breakthrough but the curves did confirm a high 
standard for these parameters nonetheless. 
Shock resistance was also quite good, with 
both acoustic feedback and hum very good.

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Rumble, electrical (above) and total (below)

Sound quality
A few years ago it was considered heresy to 
suggest that turntables could make a 'sound' 
at all, but meanwhile the Sondek has been a 
leading exponent in demonstrating just how 
different the subjective performances can 
actually be. It scored an excellent rating on 
audition, notwithstanding some mild spectral 

continued

Breakthrough, acoustic (above) and vibration (below)

:harts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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THE ULTIMATE CHOICE

FULL RANGE ON 
DEMONSTRATION

(D

FULL RANGE ON 
DEMONSTRATION

352 4 LOWER ADDISCOMBE RD 
CROYDON 

SURREY 
Tel: 01 654 1231 

01-654 2040

Full range of most cartridges recommended 
by this magazine on demonstration

LINN SONDEK continued 
imbalance and coloration; a consumer who 
feels that absolute tonal neutrality is 
paramount is entitled to reject the LP12 but 
should be made aware of the importance of 
certain other factors. For example the LP12 
has long generated a feeling of 'involvement’ 
with the music for reasons that are only partly 
becoming understood.

After careful and prolonged listening the 
LP12 was found to excel in its ability to retain 
the timing, tempo, rhythm and pitch of 
complex percussive sections, failure here 
producing some loss of interest on the part of 
the listener. Additional qualities included rapid 
post-transient decay producing 'transparent 
silences' between successive notes and these 
were all too often obscured by hangover in 
other models. The felt mat also provided a level 
of tonal integration of bass and treble now 
considered optimum for the deck. The recent Im
provements have noticeably controlled the 
previously mild upper bass excess, this par
ticularly true when the deck is used with a cur
rent Ittok. The Ittok arm still produces a spec
tacularly good sound with the Sondek, the 
Alphason arm also matched it well.

Conclusion
While many other analogue turntable companies 
appear to be treading water, Linn have continued 
to advance the standard of their LP12 This year 
it offered better focus, intertransient silences, 
stability and solidity. Pitch and rhythm remain 
excellent though this does depend on precise 
dressing of the arm cable. Alternatively, very stiff 
or very compliant arm cables may affect the sub
chassis dynamics but a good dealer can sort this 
out. A strong recommendation is maintained for 
this fine turntable.

GENERAL DATA Motor unit
Motor Section
Type........manual, belt-drive, synchronous motor, sub-chassis 
Platter mass/damping...............................................4.1kg/good
Finish and engineerinQ................................excellent/excellent
Type of mains/connecting leads....................................... 2-core
Speed options.................................................................... 33rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)..........................0.06%
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).. 0.09%/0.05% 
Absolute speed error....................................................... -0.2%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation......... quartz-locked/ -0.13%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................. 6 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd UR average (see spectrum)...........-80dB 
Size/clearance for lid rear............. 44.5(w) x 36(d) x 15(h)/5.5cm
Ease of use..........................................................................good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system............excellent 
Hum level/acoustic feedback...................very good/very good
Vibration senslvltv/shock resistance............... verv aood/good 
Estimated typical purchase price......................afromosia, £425

(other finishes: walnut, £437; black, £449, roww^, £46)
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Please call for full details
Lift (UK) Ltd
F^asdia Centre, Oxford Road, 
^ards Cross, Bucks. SL9 7RH.
Telephone (0753) 88120
Telex 8499041 share! g

Lift Verkaufsgerate 
Franzensgasse 25 
A-1050Wien
Tel: (0 22 2) 56 72 55 
Telex: 136684
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The Oak/Zeta Junior ^arm 
^^ 47 Clo^ Wdat^at, BBedford
^ (0234) 741152

A budget turntable unit, the Oak is now supplied 
with the Zeta Junior, a newly-commissioned 
Japanese-built arm, fitted as standard. This effec 
tively replaces the now discontinued ADC arm 
which was supplied with the earlier Oak model 
some years ago.

Considerable improvements have been made 
over the original Oak, the current turntable having 
a well-toleranced, inverted main bearing and a 
well-centred wood composition (MDF) platter 
driven by a distinctive synthetic rubber cord in 
bright red. Manual speed change is accomplished 
by flicking the cord from one pulley step to the 
other, and a powerful synchronous motor is fitted.

The Junior arm is reminiscent of the old ADC 
LM-F1, with a detachable, lightweight reinforced 
plastic headshell (this is interchangeable with that 
of the Linn, the LV)(). A rotating counterweight is 
used, but this arm is too inexpensive to offer the 
luxury of bearings free of play, though its overall 
finish is excellent.

Lab report
Virtually in the low-mass category, the arm has 
an effective mass of 8.3g inclusive of hardware; 
substitution of the LVXheadshell would increase 
this to 12g or so, to better suit low-compliance 
cartridges. Geometry was fine and the arm was 
easy to set up and use. Friction was low, while 
bias correction tended to the low side at the rim 
— solved by dialling a slightly higher value than 
normally required. Downforce was well calibrated, 
and the cue operated satisfactorily. Structural 
resonances were quite numerous and the arm 
ooorod a otmlght 'average’ here.

Moving on to the turntable, the disc rested 
directly on the plain finished platter and this 
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resulted in fairly good disc damping; a platter 
rocking mode was evident at around 35Hz. Wow 
and flutter was just satisfactory at 0.25%, with 
similar unweighted contributions of flutter and 
wow. Speed error was all right at 1 %, while start
up was rapid; the player had good torque charac
teristics. DIN B weighted, the rumble levels were 
unexceptional with figures in the mid sixties and 
so not quite to hifi standards. Analysis showed 
motor vibration breakthrough at 100 and 200Hz, 
thus audible as a slight low level 'drone' on very 
quiet sections of a record. Acoustic breakthrough 
was fairly well controlled by its structural solidity 
but the stiff plastic feet afforded little vibration 
rejection from the mounting surface. Variations 
in performance with different tables, platforms etc 
were expected and indeed found. Conversely, the 
rigid construction did afford good shock 
immunity.

Sound quality
The arm was considered to give a satisfactory 
performance, reasonably clean and well balanced, 
but not really in the class of Its UK rival, the Rega 
RB250, which does have play-free bearings. Some 
'clutter' at high frequencies was associated with 
certain mid colorations and a lack of stereo depth 
was noted.

The Oak motor unit gave an above-average per
formance for the type, with ^go clarity In the mid 
and treble ranges. The sound depended strongly 
on location and sounded rather lightweight on the 
test coffee table, lacking spaciousness, the bass 
also distinctly curtailed.

Conclusion
The Zeta Junior is, despite the above comments, 



the only well-finished and competent tonearm 
available at the price; It should be welcomed for 
Its contribution to the costing of budget turntable 
systems. The Oak deck is now presented In a 
refined form with a superior finish in real wood 
(black oak!), and it would be hard to deny that it 
represents fair value for money. Presentable 
results are possible from the package if appro
priately sited.
GENERAL DATA Motor unit (plus Zeta arm)

Moto MCM
Type.................................................belt drive, synchronous (manual)
Platter masaldomplng................................................1.5kg/falriy ggo
Anlsh and engineering...............................................very g^^g^^
Type of malns lead/conneeting lead....2-core/phonos plus earth 
Speed options.........................................................................33, 45 rpm
^^ aud flutter (DIN pe^ wtd, sigma 2)..........................0.26%

and flutter (lln pe wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz).....0.27%/0.20%
Absolute s^pe error.......................................................................1.0%
S^pe drift, 1 hourtload vadatlon.......................negliglble/-0.15%
Start-up time to audible stablllsatlon..................................1.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, LJR average(sse spectrum)......-64/-6MB

^m secern
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge.......8.3g 
l'ype/mass of headshell.................................. ADC detachable/3.0g
Geemetric accu^cy...............................................................very ggo
Adjustments provided....................................helghUovertiang/lateral
Anish aud engineering............................................... vey g^^g^^
^Ease of aseemblylsettlng-up/use...................very g^^^ery g^^
Friction, typical lateratlvertrtlcal....................................30mgl^mg
Blasas compensation method....................................... tntemal spring
Blas force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)............120mg/200mg 
^wnforoe calibration error, 1g/2g............................ -0.35^-0.05g
Cue drift, 8mm ascenVde^nt..................sllght, 1.5seca/3.5secs
Ann resonauces........................................................................... average
Subjeetive ^wnd quallty.......................................................average+
Ann dlmplng............................................countewelght decoupling

System — •
Size (w x d x h)/cleatauce for lid reat....... 46 x 35 x 14.5cm/7cm 
^Ease of use.............................................................................very ggo
Typical asonstic brenlakthrough and resonances..........average+
Subbjective sound quality of complete system..............average+
Hum l^l/acoustlc f^riback.............................. average/average-
Vlbratlon sensitivity/shock resistance.................. average-/good
Estimated typical purch^ price.......... £146 (without ^m, £100)

RArtG[i 10 dBY STATUS1 PAUSED

Disc Impulse response, showing damping. Trace shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total rumble, lower section electrical rumble only Scaling Is as e^ier cha s, but with ^MB range.

Brereakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration flower trace). Note that the baseline for the acoustic bre^through trace Is -90da

St^ctura/ resonances, audio band Charts täve characterise general turntable ^^^/our. ^Se text for commentary on the relevance of theese results, but sse Technical Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REASSESSED

Oracle Alexandria
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 42 Parkside, London SW19 
Tel 01-947 5047

Generally supplied as an integrated turntable, 
the Alexandria is the latest model from Oracle. 
It is an attractive design, built into a conven
tional plinth, and is finished in satin aluminium 
with a rosewood surround, and a hinged tinted 
cover.

Three detachable polished cylinders conceal 
the suspension springs, which are easily 
adjusted from above. The deck is powered by a 
Papst de Hall effect motor, fitted with a large 
flywheel, the motor coupled to the platter by a 
precision flat belt. An outboard power supply 
is used, its external location affording low hum 
levels. The subchassis incorporates a spirit 
level to aid alignment and the two-piece platter 
helps belt loading. The outer platter section is 
fitted with a dense rubber damping ring on its 
periphery, and has been carefully balanced - 
there is an identifying keyway to maintain 
accurate alignment with the inner platter.

While it still has the established Oracle 
'tacky' surface, to improve coupling to the 
disc, the mat is now carbon-fibre loaded to 
increase its rigidity. This is made use of in 
conjunction with a dome washer and the 
precision screw-down record clamp, which 
engages with the upper threaded portion of the 
platter spindle.

An average-sized conventional main bearing 
is fitted, incorporating oil lubrication. 
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Engineering fit and tolerances are good 
throughout.

The turntable came ready fitted with the 
Prelude tonearm, which has a separate 
connection panel for a flexible signal link from 
the subchassis, to help allow free movement of 
the suspension. A conventional phono
connected cable runs from the plinth output 
sockets to the amplifier.

The Alexandria is now also available without 
the fitted Prelude arm, in which form the asking 
price is around £950.

The arm has a fixed skeletal headshell, 
although this does possess an adequate 
cartridge mounting area. Many adjustments 
are provided, including lateral angle, overhang, 
tilt and height. The height adjustment allows 
correction for the cartridge vertical tracking 
angle (vta) during play, which may be rated as 
highly important by some users. Biasing is via 
the reliable thread and weight system and the 
arm also incorporates a sensitive end-of-side 
lift, a useful extra. Effective mass when set for 
a typical cartridge is around 9g, suiting it to 
cartridge compliances in the 10-25cu range, 
depending on cartridge mass. The arm's 
vertical geometry is also designed to improve 
tracking stability over high modulation 
passages and this behaviour was confirmed on 
test.



Lab report
The platter's mass was 3.1kg and in conjunc
tion with the mat and clamp system, provided 
very good disc damping. However the platter 
itself was not free from resonance, as the disc 
impulse shows; here the finer long duration 
ripples are due to platter modes at 240 and 
160Hz, identified via the frequency transform, 
but these aside disc damping was very good.

Wow and flutter, DIN peak weighted, was 
very good at 0.055%, with moderate linear wow 
and low flutter. Speed stability was fine, while 
good torque was also demonstrated, the 

continued

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable

Motor Section
Type............. ............................................belt-drive, subchassls
Platter mass/damping...........................................3.1kg/average
Finish and engineering..................................................excellent
Type of mains/connecting lead.....2-core remote/phonos, earth 
Speed options................................................ variable, 33/45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)........................ 0.055%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6^300Hz).....0.15%/0.07% 
Absolute speed error..........................................adjustable pitch
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.......... approx 0.15%/ -0.25%
Startup time to audible stabilisation............................. 3.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum)....-801-82dB
Arm section
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge........9g 
Type/mass of headshell...................................... non-detachable
Geometric accuracy.............................................................. very good
Adjustments provided..................... tllt/height/overhang/oflset
Finish and engineering..........................................................very good
Ease of assembly/set-up/use............................................... good
Friction, typical lateral/vertical.............................<20mg/<20mg
Bias compensation method............................... thread and lever
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)......... 300mg/250mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g..........................uncalibrated
Cue drift, Smm ascent/descent......very good, 2.5 secs/1.5 sees 
Arm resonances..........................................................average +
Subjective sound quality.....................................................good
Arm damping........................................................................ none
System as a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear......49 x 38.5 x 15.5cm/6cm 
Ease of use....................................................................very good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances.........very good 
Subjective sound quality of complete system............ very good 
Hum level/acoustic feedback.....................very good/very good
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance............good/fairly good 
Estimated typical purchase price................£140 (£949 no aarm)

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results, see Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques
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ORACLE ALEXANDRIA continued
0.25% slowing under load confirming this. 
Rumble was also excellent at better than 
-80dB DIN B weighted, while its spectrum 
analysis indicated that spurious vibrations 
were very low. Acoustic breakthrough was also 
very low, only slightly marred by a hint of 
sympathetic platter resonance. External vibra
tion was well handled though this was not an 
exceptional result, and while the chassis 
dynamics were fine in the vertical plane, the 
design was rather stiff in rotation despite its 
'hanging' suspension design. It was 
nonetheless superior to the Delphi in this 
respect.

Effective mass of the Prelude tonearm was 
noted at 9g including hardware, which is 
usefully below the current average of 13g for 
good designs. Friction was low in both planes, 
with minimal bearing play, but some rocking 
could be induced in the vertical plane due to 
pillar compliance. The geometry was fully up to 
standard, while the bias compensation 
covered a useful range and did not add addi
tional friction. Tested for structural 
resonances, the main mode appeared at 500Hz 
with good control, this probably due to the 
torsional weakness mentioned previously. At 
higher frequencies however the behaviour was 

tidy, pointing to a neutral sound. The auto 
stop/lift device applied negligible extra forces 
to the cartridge over the final music bands.

Sound quality
On test the Alexandria gave a good account of 
itself. Favourable comments were made con
cerning its good pitch stability and subjective 
sense of rhythm. The bass had an even 
character with pleasing extension, while the 
mid showed good clarity plus substantial 
stereo depth but with a hint of clouding in the 
upper bass lower mid region.

The treble was open and clear, free of false 
emphasis, and overall the tonal balance was 
neutral with a low-coloration character. The 
arm proved pleasantly unobtrusive, and proved 
to be a good match for a number of good 
quality moving coil cartridges.

Conclusion
The Alexandria can hardly be classed as 
particualrly good value for money but it does 
offer a tidy, well designed and highly reliable 
package. This reliability includes its suspen
sion alignment, which should remain stable for 
long periods. Taken as a whole its overall 'very 
good' performance qualifies it for recomk 
mendation despite its fairly high price.

M.R.M. Audio Products would like to thank 
their dealers for all their support and backing

MUSIC ROOM 
221 St Vincent Street 
Glasgow
Jack Lawson 041-221 2527

IMAGE Hi-Fi 
8 St Anne's Road 
Headingley, Leeds 
Guy 0532 789374

MUSIC ROOM • 
50 Bridge Street 
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Geoff Coleman 061-835 1366

SOUNDS EXPENSIVE 
12A Regent Street
Rugby
Nick Pugh 0788 79736

ACOUSTIC ARTS LTD 
101 St Albans Road 
Watford
Jim Dovey 0923 33011

THE ULTIMATE ROOM 
250 Station Road 
Addleston, Surrey
Terry Lees

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD 
35-39 Church Street
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 !AS 
0625-529599

MOORGATE ACOUSTICS 
2 West Gate
Rotherham
Keith Hobson 0709 370666

ZEUS AUDIO
Tullynure Lodge 
18 Castlecaulfield Road 
Donaghmore
Dungannon
David Campbell 08687 67935

ALT. MIDLAND HiFi
Studio 3
Royal London Building
Wulfruna Street 
Wolverhampton 
Mike Norton 0ry2 21877

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC
COMPANY
64 Eastgate Street 
Winchester
Peter West ll62 61703

M.R.M. AUDIO PRODUCTS 
Auchentiber Farm, Fereneze Road, By Neilston, Glaseow G78 3AF 

Tel: 041-881 1664
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DEFINITIVE
PERFORMANCE...

The SME Series V precision pick-up 
arm is described by expert as the 
'best pick-up arm in the world'.

If you wish to obtain the highest 
possible sound quality from analogue 
records please write to us for details.



QED R232EN
OED Audio Ltd, 12 Ashford Industrial Estate Shield Road, Ashford, Middlesex lWl 5 lAU
Tel Aahford 46236

Some time ago, QED successfully completed 
their all-British budget audio system with the 
introduction of the 232tumtable. That model has 
since ^ren joined by the 232EN, a more advanced 
design incorporating an upgraded cartridge with 
an elliptical stylus, plus an electronic quartz- 
controlled motor power supply of unusually high 
quality for the price sector.

Like the 232 the 'EN is founded on a substan
tial solid plinth supported on resilient vibration 
absorbing feet. A glass platter is used, in conjunc
tion with a belt-driven inner hub. The main bear
ing is well toleranced while disc support is via 
the popular black felt mat. Overall, the finish - 
satin black with gold lettering - is very good, 
while operating speeds are conveniently set by 
front panel push buttons.

The tonearm is a modem design and now has 
slotted headshell fixings for more accurate 
alignment. It comes fitted with a moving magnet 
cartridge custom-built by Goldring. The strongly- 
constructed and rigid headshell is permanently 
fixed to the main arm beam, the latter supported 
on strong gimbal bearings adjusted to be free 
from play.

The design objective was to offer a complete 
and foolproof integrated player with all compo
nents properly fitted, aligned and sonically 
balanced.

Lab report
While the cartridge was not subjected to full test 
it was found to give a more than satisfactory 
frequency response with worthwhile separation, 
plus good trackability at the chosen downforce, 
and it also matched the aarm well. The latter proved 
to be more than competent with regard to arm 
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resonances, and provided a graph that showed 
^go control with mild resonances at ^50 950 and 
1^WHz. Effective mass lay in the medium cate
gory at approximately 12g, including hardware. 
Well aligned, the arm showed moderate friction 
levels and sensible degrees of downforce and bias 
correction, and the cue also operated well.

For the motor unit, the resilient feet provided 
good isolation at low mid frequencies, while the 
impaired isolation in the bass was nearer the 
norm for the type. Acoustic breakthrough was well 
handled though not to subchassis standards (note 
that the graph was taken with lid detached).

Speed measurements showed marginally better 
results than for the non-electronic version. Wow 
and flutter, DIN weighted, was fine at 0.12%, with 
the linear wow result predominant at a moderate 
0.2%. Given the quartz motor reference, the abso
lute speed was somewhat low at -1.6% but this 
could be easily co^^ted in production by a minor 
change in pulley size. Slowing under load was a 
moderate 0.3%, and the DIN weighted rumble 
levels were rather better than for the non
electronic version, with an improvement to a good 
- 7M8 level. The main rumble components were 
at 100Hz and 220Hz and were not, for example, 
due to the main platter bearing. Start-up to audible 
speed stabilisation was also quite rapid.

Sound quality
The standard had improved compared with the 
already pleasing level set by the 232. In context, 
the 'EN provided a feeling of greater stability and 
quieter ^^kgrounds, allowing finer musical dtilall 
to be resolved. Rhythm and timing were better, 
while piano reproduction was also rather above 
average. Clarity was most presentable throughout



the range, allied to the moderate stereo depth, but 
the full weight and attack of known programme 
was somewhat diluted in the bass.

Conclusion
QED have now provided the market with a trim, 
well styled integrated player, in attractive satin 
black. The electronic speed switching is a worthy 
addition while the entire ensemble of player, arm 
and cartridge reaches a worthy standard. Not in 
the Best Buy category, its general competence 
nonetheless assures the R232EN a firm 
recommendation.
GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable

Motor
Type....................................................................................... belt drtve, electronic
Ratter mee^damping...........................................................................1.0kg/fair
Finish and engineering........................................ fairty good/fairly good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.............................. 3-core/phonos
Speed options...................      33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN ^pe; wid:S1gmii2;................................... 012%
^w and flutter (lln peak wtd 02-6H^^Hz) 0.20%/0.10%
Absolute s^pe error................................................................................-16%
S^eed drift, 1 hour/load variation...................................-1.0%/-O3%
Start-op time to audible stabillsatlon........................................30 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd,
UR (^spectrum)............................................... —70.5/—69.SdB

^i
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge......... 12g 
Type/mass of headshetl................................................................................fixed
G^eometric accuracy........................................................................... very ggol
Adjustments provided................................................................................... none
Finish and engineering...................................................................good/good
Ease of assrmbrysrttTng-up/uee...excellent/excellent/ver good 
Friction. typical rat:ral^rtica..................................... ........»nJr^^g
Bias compensation method............................................thread and lever
Blas force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptlcai)..............100mg/180mg
townforce calibration error, lg/2g.......................................uncalibrated
toe drift, Bmm ascent/descent............ negligible, 1.Ssecs/4.0secs
Arm resonances.....................................................................................average+
Subjective sound quality.............................................................................geed
Arm damping.....................................................decoupled counterweight

Disc Impulse response, showing damping. Note 
second trace Is on an expanded scale and should be 
Ignored when making comparisons.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total rumble, 
lower section electrics/ rumble only. Scaling Is as 
earlier chBts, but with 40dB range.

System — • ^whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..............40 x 30 x 11cm/6cm 
^Ease of use................................. :........................................................... very geed
Typical acoustic brareakthrough and resonances............ fairly geed 
Subjective sound quality of complete system.......^reve average 
Hum level/acoustic feedback.......................................... geed/average+
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance.................average+/average
Estimated typical purchase price.......................... inc cartridge, £199

-•• dtY
B«STORED QED R232EN BRKTHRU

RANGE» -10 dBV STATUS« PAUSED
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Brereakthrough, acoustic {upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the acoustic 
brereakthrough trace Is -90da
ChBts ^w chsrscterlse general turntable 
behhaviour. ^re text for commentary on the relevance 
of these results, but Technical Introduction for 
explanation of test techniques.
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R^EASESSED

Rega Planar 2 and 3
Rega Research Ltd, 119 Park Street, Westcliffe-on-Sea SSO 7PD 
Tel (0702) 333071

Since the 1984 edition, Rega have introduced 
the R8300arm which is riow standard fitting on 
the Planar 3 deck. The performance of this new 
combination is discussed fully in the R8300 
review. The Planar 2now comes with a simpli
fied version of the new R8300 arm, called the 
R8250.

A simple design, it comprises a solid chip
board plinth covered in tough matt black lam
inate. Three fairly stiff stepped rubber feet 
provide a stable tripod foundation while the 
high quality lid is directly hinged to the chassis 
plinth with neither springs nor isolation. A 
plain main bearing with a thrust ball is used, 
and tolerances were close here, with no de^ 
tectable play. Belt-driven via a rubber cord, the 
inner platter hub is a reinforced plastic 
moulding, the uppermost projection forming 
the tapered centre spindle and the outer plat
ter boss. The platter is made of thick plate 
glass (reduced !in thickness for the Planar 2), 
and surmounted by a thick felt mat. In a simple 
and ingenious gravity suspension, a second 
drive belt is looped to support the slow speed 
synchronous drive motor and surpress vibra^ 
tion coupling to the platter.

The old Rega arm was the Lustre unit made 
to Rega specification in Japan and some 
demonstrators still favour this unit. The new 
Planar 2 arm is a derivative of the Rega built 
R8300and is called the R8250. It has the same 
excellent bearings and one-piece cast arm tube, 
but has been simplified by the inclusion of a 
conventional rotating type of counterweight with 
sliding scale, which is partly decoupled. The 
leadout cable is fixed and the chassis earth is 
combined with one of the signal grounds. Phono 
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terminations are fitted.
Effective mass is around 11.5g including 

Rega's stainless steel mounting hardware, suit
ing it to moderate compliance cartridges or even 
modest moving coils.

Rega recommend that the deck should be 
placed on a light shelf, wall mounted, rather 
than a 'coffee table' or floor cabinet; this we 
found to be good advice.

Lab report
The platter was clearly well founded as the 
minimal low frequency ringing on the disc 
impulse response shows. The initial transient 
was poorly damped, however, a characteristic 
of thick felt mats.

Almost no metal work was present in the 
unit and this meant very little humfield 
screening was provided. In fact, hum levels 
were poorer than average and the choice of 
cartridge will need some care. Weighted wow 
and flutter was satisfactory but linear wow 
was on the high side at 0.21% , this measured 
without the mat as the felt is of slightly 
variable thickness. Speed was fairly accurate, 
but slowed a significant 0.4% under load with 
some overshoot after recovery due to motor 
suspension tension rocking. Start-up was 
average for a belt drive at 4.5 seconds.

Rumble levels were just satisfactory for the 
price averaging -71d8 DIN. Spectrum 
analysis showed a considerable content of 
mains-related vibrations such as 100 and 
200Hz, with 'pole harmonic' components 
around 200^300Hz. The bearing alone 
measured better than -78dB with the motor 
off, however. Acoustic breakthrough was 
about average and the lid was found to be 
influential here, and results were better when 
it was entirely removed. The plot is shown 
expanded by 10dB for lid up and down, the 
latter being preferred. Vibration isolation was 
also poorer than average.

The arm was well finished with very good 
geometry. It was easy to set up and use and 
demonstrated low bearing friction. Bias com
pensation was set to sensible levels and the 
cue worked well. Downforce calibration proved 
satisfactory. ’

Sound quality
Belying traditional assumed relationships 
between a number of technieAi parameters 
and sound quality, the Rega proves that a well- 
developed, subjectively-assessed balance of 
performance counts for more than technical



excellence with regards to any one parameter. 
On the debit side the Rega did suffer from a 
modicum of programme wow, particularly on 
rock programme, but this was not considered 
serious at this price level; a mild loss of stereo 
depth was also noted, together with an ac
companying impairment of low bass definition 
and evenness. Conversely it sounded 'musical' 
in a balanced and coherent manner. With the 
latest arm the Planar 2sounded more confident. 
In the upper bass it was surprisingly articulate 
while mid and treble were notably smooth and 
sweet with better detail than before. Present
ation of detail was considered well above 
average, little inferior to super-fi models in this 
respect.

Conclusion
The Planar2oUers a fine subjective performance 
and is both very well made and finished. All in 
all, this places it in the Best Buy category.

The Planar 3 is also good, but does not offer 
quite the same value, and here standard recom
mendation is appropriate, especially with the 
excellent RB300 arm.

GENERAL DATA Integrated turntable
MOlor faction
Type......................................................................manual, belt-drive
Platter mass/damping...................................................2.2kg/good
Finish and engineering................................very good/very good
Type of mains/connecting leads......................... 2-core phones
Speed options................................................................... 33145 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)........................... 0.09%
Wow and flutter (LIN peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/S.300Hz). *0.21 %/0.45% 
Absolute speed error...........................................................+ 0.4%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.............synchronous/ -0.4%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation..............................4.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wld UR average (see spectrum) ... - 721 -70dB

Arm action
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge.11.5g 
Type/mass of headshell..................... universal detachable/&0g
Geometric accuracy.........................................................very good
Adjustments provided..............................overhang/lateral angle
Finish and engineering................................. excellent/very good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use 

very good/very good/very good
Frietion, typical lateral/vertical................ less than 25mg/15mg
Blas compensation method................................ internal magnet
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)........... 300,310mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g .. "•.................- 0.1g/- 0.07g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent....negligible 0.5 se cs/1.5sees 
Arm resonances................................................................ very good
Subjective sound quality................................................very good
Lead capacitance/damping method

70pF/counterwelght decoupling

Srz:tem •• • wwhole
S zelclearance for lid rear...................45(w) x 36(d) x 12.3(h)/7cm
Ease of use..................................................................... fairly good
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances...........average 
Subjective sound quality of complete system....................good
Hum level/acoustic feedback...................average -/fairly good
Vibration sensivity/shock resistance...............average -/g^opd
Estimated typical purchase price Rega 2 £125; Rega 3 £188 
•worsened by unevenness In thick felt met

Disc impulse transmission showing damping

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on these 
results.
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REASSESSED

For most of the tests here, the Rega RB300 
tonearm was fitted to a current-production 
Planar 3 turntable, which is in fact the most 
usual combination and selling for just under 
£190. The arm can also be bought as a separate 
component (£90) and proved to be one of the 
most exciting introductions in the 1984 issue. 
The RB250arm is a simplified version of the '300 
and is currently fitted to the Planar 2 the 
combination selling for around £125. We also 
subjected the Planar 3 to a full retest, and 
comments on its sonic performance are 
included with this arm review. Very little 
change was recorded in the 3 performance, 
though the drive components did demonstrate 
some engineering improvement in terms of 
both quality and tolerances.

Getting back to the RB300, this Rega-made 
product uses a very rigid one-piece arm beam/ 
headshell, which unusually is constructed 
from a hollow aluminium casting. No joins are 
present between cartridge platform and pivot. 
The bearings themselves are highly pre-loaded 
and yet mounted to such a high tolerance that 
friction is negligible while play is physically 
undetectable.

Rega's traditional magnetic frictionless tiias 
compensator is employed, with a novel touch 
present in the design of the downforce 
mechanism. When set to zero, the carefully 
designed coil spring mechanism exerts a 
minus force of 3g so reducing the counter
balance requirements. Roy Gandy has aimed 
for the smallest possible counterweight in 
order to reduce its moment of inertia and 
consequently its effect on the dynamics of the 
rear section of the arm. To this end the 
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counterweight is machined from a very dense 
tungsten alloy, permitting a still smaller 
counterweight diameter.

The bearing gimbal is itself a substantial 
casting and Roy has abandoned the usual 
adjustable vertical pillar design, regarding this 
a structural weakness. His alternative is a 
threaded stem and large locknut; vertical 
height adjustment only possible using various 
washers, this assuming that the arm/cartridge 
combination will in any case fit the chosen 
turntable. For example the arm was a mite too 
high for an EMT cartridge, though fine for an 
Asak, when mounted on a Linn deck; on the 
Lux 300, the height was right for the EMT.

Lab report
Tests showed the RB300 to have some of the 
finest bearings in the business; furthermore it 
was very competent in the important area of 
beam/headshell rigidity. Friction was very low 
in both planes, without a trace of play, and 
while biasing worked well, the calibrated 
figures were a little on the high side (by about 
25%). Downforce calibration was accurate and 
cue operation fine. Geometric accuracy was to 
a high standard, while the effective mass was 
moderate at 10.5g, including the good-quality 
steel mounting hardware. A wide range of 
moving magnet and moving coil cartridges are 
judged suitable in the 8-22cu range.

Looking at the structural resonance 
response, the picture suggested good control 
and excellent rigidity. The 400Hz mode was 
probably the counterweiQht and was mild, 
while the first bending or torsional mode was 
deferred till to a remarkably high 1.5kHz — an 



outstanding result. The treble was also remark
able for its absence of resonances after 4kHz.

Sound quality
It was clear after only a few minutes audition, 
that the RB300 was a top flight performer. 
Depending on the chosen player, it proved 
quite comfortable in the company of other 
reference tonearms in the £250-£400 range.

The sound was notably dry and neutral with 
excellent control throughout the range. It 
proved capable of making one 'reference' arm 
sound dull and another hard and brash; and 
while the latter comparison could be 
interpreted by some as a lack of 'life' in the 
RB300, personally, I do not believe this. Its 
transients were judged excellent, while it 
offered a very well-focused sound stage with 
first rate depth. Cartridges up to £800 were 
tried without any embarrassment. Its only 
significant failing was a slight muddling of 
detail on complex musical passages.

Conclusion
The RB300 is an excellent product which Roy 
Gandy can be justly proud of. Despite its 
modest price it sets new standards in 
performance, and a Best Buy rating is 
obviously appropriate. In conjunction with the 
turntable it forms the new Planar 3 
combination. and its benefits were clearly 
apparent in the Planar
GENERAL DATA Tonearm
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge..10-11g 
Type/mass of headshell................................ non-detachable/ -
Geometric accuracy................................................... ...very good
Adjustments provided....................................... ovoiian ¿^offset
Finish and engineering............................... very good/excellent
Ease of assembly/set-up/use very good/excellent/ver good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertical................................ 15mg/15mg
Bias compensation method.......................................... magnetic
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical) 340mg/330mg 
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g....................+ 0.05g/ + 0.03g
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/descent.........negligible, 0.5 secs/3 sees 
Arm resonances.......................................................... see graph
Subjective sound quality............................................ very good
Arrn damping.........................................................................none
Estimated typical purchase price.......................................... £00

Structurai arm resonances, audio band

WHICH IS YOUR 
BEST BUY?

Well, now you have had the chance 
to digest the data, descriptions and 
conclusions, which Best Buy or 
Recommended do you plump for?

I think you now need the 
opportunity to carry out your own 
review; to distil from your shortlist 
your own Best Buy — after all, you 
are the one doing the buying.

We can help. Each of our shops 
have two private single-speaker 
demonstration studios which can be 
reserved by appointment.

For over 12 years we have been 
closely associated with the Linn 
Sondek, but we also have all the 
other top brands, including:
ORACLE, PINK TRIANGLE, DUNLOP, 
SYSTEM DEK, THORENS, 
HEYBROOK,AR, REVOLVER, REGA, 
DUAL AND ROTEL

Our range of arms and cartridges 
is too wide to list but the most 
popular include:
ITTOK, L.V.X. BASIC PLUS, 
ALPHERSON, WELL TEMPERED 
ARM, REGA, MISSION, ZETA, 
KOETSU, ASAK, KARMA, SUPEX, 
NAGAOKA, A&R, AUDIO TECHNICA, 
ORTOFON, E.M.T.
Don't be confused. A rational 
approach to conducting your 
demonstration will soon identify the 
most suitable equipment. We are 
here to help — and look forward to 
seeing you.

W.A. BRADY & SON
401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool L15 
3JJ. Tel: (051) 733 6859 
Closed all day Wednesday.

DOUG BRADY HiFi
Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, 
Warrington. Tel: (0925) 828009 
Closed all day Thursday
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

SEE Revolver
SEE Ltd, 49 Folly Warrrington WA5 5ND
Tel: «09251 571173 .

Now a well-established and popular model, the 
Revolveris a British designed and built motor 
unit, which can be supplied factory-fitted with the 
Mission 774LC arm or, at slightly higher cost, the 
Linn LVX arm, complete with Basik cartridge.

Essentially, the Revolveris a solid-plinth design, 
founded on a substantial Medite (MDF) board. 
This in turn, is mounted on three rubber feet, one 
at the rear and two at the front, these being rather 
similar to those used on the Rega models.

A secondary plinth element, namely the top 
plate on which the arm and platter are mounted, 
provides some decoupling from the plinth
mounted motor and lid. This plate is marginally 
isolated via stiff foam rubber strips, these joining 
it to the plinth proper. A hidden feature of the top 
plate is the rumble vibration canceller, which com
prises a pair of lead weights mounted under the 
rear corners to avoid a coincident resonance and 
hence improve the signal to noise ratio.

The platter is rather light in weight and is cut 
from MDF. It is driven at its periphery by a long 
endless belt, power being provided by the usual 
double-pulley synchronous motor.

The main bearing is a simple design with a 
steel shaft and brass sleeve, run 'wet' with a 
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charge of oil supplied. The main bearing tolerance 
on our samples was very good, with no significant 
slack.

From its introduction, the Revolverfeatured a 
striking finish in first-class red or grey hammer 
paintwork — it is now additionally available in 
black ash. SEE also supply the 'PIG' rubber record 
clamp, along with their Starmat impregnated felt 
platter mat.

Lab report
The Revo/ver ran slightly fast, on last year's 
sample by a measured 0.4%, which is acceptable. 
Wow and flutter was a little below par at 0.18%, 
with both wow and flutter components in evi
dence. Slowing under load was however negligible 
— a good point. Platter mass was quite low and 
the disc damping result fairly typical for the type. 
On an early sample, rumble was also below par 
at -62/65dB, with 200Hz motor rumble apparent. 
Acoustic and isolation breakthrough were also not 
particularly good, though shock resistance was 
quite good. Unfortunately it was not possible to 
carry out full measurements on the current 
sample; while the graphs relate to the latest 
production, the tabulated results are from an 



earlier sample.

Sound quality
On listening tests the Revolver scored 'average 
plus: and clearly benefitted from the competent 
performance of the chosen tonearm. The overall 
sound was nicely balanced however. Mild wow 
was occasionally heard, while neither pitch nor 
timing in music seemed too secure The bass was 
free of boom or emphasis, but also lacked attack 
and weight and consequently sounded a bit 'soft'. 
Stereo depth was good however, and had pleasant 
perspectives.

Conclusion
The latest series Revolver features a thicker top 
deck, and build quality is much improved com
pared with the earliest examples. The main bear
ing still needs a period of running in. Priced at 
a little over ^£20 with Linn LVXarm and Bas/kcart-^ 
ridge, this model provides a decent sound quality 
and our recommendation continues.

START! 0 S»c STOP! 80 «S»o

Disc impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc is 
subjected to a standard mechanical impulse.

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total 
rumble, lower section electrical rumble only. 
Scaling is as earlier charts, but with 40dB range.

GENERAL DATA Motor unit
/integrated player 

Motor Section
Type............................................ plinth, belt-drive, synchronous
Platter mass/damping................................................... 1 .Okg/tair
F:msh and :ngineerin9........................................................good
Type of mains lead/connecting lead.................................. 3-core
Speed options.................................manual change, 33VJ/45rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)...........................0.18%
Wow and flutter(lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.15%/0.14%
Absolute speed error....................................................... + 0.4%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.................negligiblel - 0.12°/,
Start-up time to audible stabilisation............................ 2.0 sec5
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (see spectrum).......... 62165dB
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear............. 42 x 36 x 13/8.5cm
Ease of use....................................................................... average
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances........average - 
Subjective sound quality of complete system...........average +
Hum level/acoustic feedback.................. fairly good/average -
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance..........................fair/good
Estimated typical purchase price... £117, £185(74), £215 (LVX)
(Note: me&u&ffHTl6nts relate to an earlier sample.)

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Note that the baseline for the 
acoustic breakthrough trace is - BOdB.

Charts above characterise general turntable 
behaviour. See text for commentary on the 
relevance of these results, but see Technical 
Introduction for explanation of test techniques
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

SME Series V
SME Ltd, Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY 
Tel (0903) 814321

After several fallow years, SME have come up 
with a radically new state of the art tonearm. In 
fact we considered this product to be so 
important that we took a calculated risk that 
the results for the only model in existence, a 
pre-production prototype, would be representa
tive of actual production samples available 
from about the end of 1985. It should be noted 
that this prototype had already travelled to 
exhibitions all over the world, but despite this it 
arrived in fine condition bar the lateral bearing 
friction which was on the high side; in produc
tion, figures of less than 40mg are anticipated 
for this parameter. Fortunately the friction level 
was not so high as to disturb the tracking of 
the test cartridge at 1.7-2g downforce.

At the phenomenal cost of £1138, this 
arm's design technology, engineering finish 
and sound quality are all directed towards 
justifying that cost. Previous SME designs 
employed a gravity loaded knife edge for the 
vertical plane bearing, but the 'V uses firmly 
preloaded, high force stainless steel ball race 
bearings of the highest quality, offering zero 
detectable play or slack when properly 
assembled.

The main beam or tube, in thinwall cast 
magnesium, is a complex one-piece structure 
including the shell/cartridge platform, the 
massive beam, the yoke bearing assembly and 
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the rear section slide for the counterweight. 
The beam is heavily tapered both externally 
and in terms of its wall thickness. No joins are 
present from end to end though it must be said 
that the low-effective mass, high density 
tungsten counterweight block is joined via a 
cam lock system. Fine control of zero balance 
is via a thumbscrew, while downforce and bias 
correction is set by calibrated dials a la Linn 
lttok.

While the mounting hardware is compatible 
with existing SME arms - the familiar oval 
hole with the four point fixing - the 'V has a 
highly rigid vice-like clamp system which 
nevertheless includes the familiar rack for easy 
adjustment of overhang and offset geometry. 
Height adjustment is facilitated by a detach
able control, which may be temporarily 
operated during play for fine tuning. Vertical tilt 
cannot be adjusted except perhaps by special 
wedge shims at the headshell.

The cable is a special van den Hui type, 
connected via a Japanese style 5 pin plug while 
the arm socket is a right angle type, with a 
viscous-damped free rotation, allowing the 
cable to take up a natural 'set' for alignment in 
subchassis turntables; in the current Linn 
player, the plinth reinforcement comes 
dangerously close to fouling this socketry, and 
will probably need cautious shaving away. 



SME's internal arm wiring is specially selected 
for optimum sound quality.

Construction and finish of the test sample 
was quite excellent — anything less like a 
prototype I have rarely seen. It felt and 
operated like a Leica.

Concerning cartridge compatibility, the arm 
has a moderate effective mass and is suited to 
medium compliance cartridges in the 8-30cu 
range; the top limit is higher than expected and 
results from the arm's damping feature. A 
calibrated damper engages in a horizontally 
acting silicone fluid trough. A wide range of 
damping is possible, with the suggestion that 
it be used with extreme moderation. As such it 
can pacify the arm cartridge resonance, 
particularly with the higher compliance 
examples, and so stabilise tracking.

In the interests of low resonance, no finger 
lift is provided on the headshell, which has a 
milled undersurface for a good cartridge fit.

Lab report
On test this arm was found to be well 
calibrated with satisfactorily accurate down
force, as well as sensible levels of bias 
correction, the latter achieved without friction.

Effective mass depends to some degree on 
the mass of cartridge counter-balanced as well 
as the selected hardware, typically measuring 
12g including fixings. With various fluid 
choices available from SME, any required 
damping can be achieved.

Analysis of the arm resonance behaviour 
was complicated by the necessary use of a new 
test cartridge. Impulse analysis showed a well 
damped main arm mode to lie at a high 1.6kHz, 
but the combination of rigidity and damping 
made it hard to identify on the swept graph 
shown. In comparative terms, this suggests a 
notably clean behaviour with this cartridge.

Sound quality
Perhaps in confirmation of its aspiration to set 
a new reference standard, this arm has the 
ability, once heard, to show just how colored 
and tonally unbalanced many other arms are.

The arm appears to have very little of its own 
false emphasis and, subjectively, it unleashes 
the black disc in a surprising manner. Several 
aspects caught our attention — for example, 
stage width is notably increased, yet central 
focusing is more precise over a wide frequency 
range. Tonally even, it • allows previously 
'difficult' musical passages such as certain 
female vocal tracks, to soar through the 

frequency range without any hindrance or any 
suspicion of a 'forced' quality. Stage depth is 
remarkably good, with harmonic perspectives 
convincingly maintained in free space. Fine 
detail was excellently resolved, indeed certain 
detail was heard for the first time on many 
records. The bass was agreeably firm and 
extended, lacking any particular emphasis, 
while the treble was sweet and airy, slightly 
rich tonally compared with other arms.

Conclusion
Relying on SME's excellent track record for 
consistency and manufacturing quality, as well 
as their obvious dedication to the sonic 
excellence of this product, the future produc
tion model Series V can be regarded as an 
excellent tonearm in terms of design, engineer
ing, build, and sound quality. While the high 
price constrains considerations of value, it can 
be argued that this arm does just what it set 
out to do, namely establish a new reference 
standard regardless of price. In our-view the 'V 
has a good chance of re-establishing the old 
SME slogan, 'The Best Pickup Arm in the 
World' and must be recommended.
GENERAL DATA Tonearm
Approximate effective mass, inc screws, excl cartridge....10.5g 
Type/mass of headshell...................................................... fixed
Geometric accuracy.............................   ...........excellent
2djustmentsgroeided........... tieiiiiiiioviiihaiigioifsei/damping
Finish and engineering...............................excellenllexcellent
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use..... very good/good/very good 
Friction, typical lateral/vertlcal............................ 100mg^130mg 
Bias compensation method................................ internal spring
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical).........150mg/210mg 
Downforce calibration error. 1g/2g.................... + 0.02gl - 0.07g
Cue drift, 8mm ascenlldescent........... negligible 1.5secs/3secs 
Arm resonances.......................................................... very good
Subjective sound quality.............................................excellent
Arm damping....special structure; adjustable viscous damping 
Estimated typical purchase prlce....................................... £1138
•Over-torqued assembly on prototype; correct setting gives 
typically 30mg '

Structural arm resonances, audio band
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Selling at around £80, the Source is a superbly 
finished, substantially built belt-drive design, with 
a sprung subchassis. Its massive platter and 
chassis weight means that it is relatively imper
vious to alignment 'tweaking' and is happy with 
a range of tonearms, proving easy to set up. An 
electronic power supply feeds the substantial 
motor and provides for two speed operations at 
a flick of the front mounted switch. The transfor
mer section is well isolated in a remote power 
lead box.

The subchassis is a thick steel plate' asymmet
rically shaped and supported in a surprisingly 
complex manner by five carefully located coil 
springs. Vertical subchassis motion is excellent 
at 34Hz, but the system is rather stiff in the 
rotational mode. The main bearing is superb, and 
supports an amazing two part bronze platter 
weighing 7.5kg. A soft felt mat provides record 
support.

Lab results
Absolute speed was a touch slow at -1.1% (belt 
properly crowned). Wow and flutter at 0.13% was 
satisfactory, but could have been better, while the 
unweighted wow result of 0.23% suggested a pos
sible belt imprecision. Drift was negligible, while 
slowing under load was a satisfactory -0.3%. 
Start-up was slow at 7.5 seconds, and the rumble 
results were fine, with dB figures in the mid 
seventies for an average of the two channels.

The disc lmpulsA response was typical for a felt 
mat type, but note the clean decay with negligible 
delayed resonances. Acoustic and vibration break
through were both very low, though some mild 
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spring resonance effects may be seen in both 
graphs around the 300Hz region.

Analysed for rumble, the main bearing was 
clearly excellent, but interestingly a motor 
vibration component was evident at 25Hz, though 
this was not at a serious level.

Sound quality
This turntable gave a sound reminiscent of the 
US-built SOTA Sapphire model in respect of its 
ability to give a solid, weighty foundation to the 
reproduction. Bass was open and extended while 
the whole effect was one of an easy relaxed neu
trality. In this respect it is probably unrivalled, 
though it was not felt to be so strong in areas of 
'foot-tapping' timing and rhythm; the pitch 
stability also suffered slightly if the player was

GENERAL DATA Motor unit

Motor section
Type.................................................................. belt drive, subchassis
Platter mass/damping...................................................7.5kg/average
Finish and engineering......................................excellenUexcellent
Type of mains lead/connecting lead..............remote transformer
Speed options.....™..---------- ------------- - ---------------- 33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma fl ....... .......... 0.13%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6Hz/6-300Hz) 0.23%/0.12% 
Absolute speed error...............................................................-11 %
Speed drift 1 hour/load variation................................ 0.01%/0.3%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................ 7.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR average (sse spectrum)......-77/-74dB

System •• a whole
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid rear..........50 x 40 x 15cm14cm 
Ease of use..........................................................................very good
Typical aeoustie breakthrough and lewiiaiiues.............11xcellent 
Subjective sound quality of complete system..........very good +
Hum level/acoustic feedback................................... negligible/low
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance......................very good/fair
Estimated typical purchase price.............................................£80



subjected to the effects of footfalls or other 
similar subsonic disturbances.

Conclusion
Finely engineered, this heavyweight turntable did 
well on test, offering an alternative foundation for 
many tonearms and providing a distinctive stan
dard with respect to bass extension and power. 
It did however, prefer a firm support to maximise 
its speed stability. A further strength was its 
ability to accept several tonearms which do not 
fit well on the smaller subchassis models such 
the Linn.

RANGEi 30 dBV STATUSi PAUSED
Al STORED THE SOURCE RUHPLE____________ RHSI21_________ OVLD

Disc Impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc Is 
subjected to a standard mechanical Impulse

Rumble and noise Upper display shows total rumble, 
lower section electrical rumble only.

Breakthrough, acoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
(lower trace). Baseline for the acoustic breakthrough 
trace Is -90dB

PRODUCTS FROM SEE LTD

THE REVOLVER: 
F . B. A. Turntable of the year 

THE PIG:
Probably the world's most successful record grip 

THE DECK CHAIR: 
the stylish turntable support

SEE LTD
49 FOLLY LANE, WARRINGTON WAS SND 

Tel: 0925 571173
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This new design bears little resemblance to the 
earlier classic Systemdek II. It comprises a well- 
suspended belt-drive subchassis, using a set of 
hanging coil springs, like those of the budget /IX 
but uprated to cope with the higher platter mass. 
The concave platter surface of the 1ll has been 
retained, together with an improved metal clamp, 
though the platter itself is now a composite type 
with the upper surface finished in a hard grade 
of vinyl to match the disc in contact with it. Two 
speeds are available, with electronic switching 
between them. The original spiral-groove oil-feed 
main bearing has been retained.

Platter mass is high at 4kg, and the construc
tion affords very good disc damping, which 
promises a low-coloration sound. Arm fixing and 
lead dressing is straightforward and suspension 
is designed so that the deck can be easily levelled 
from above.

Lab report
The product of an experienced manufacturer, this 
deck returned a highly respectable lab perfor
mance, Wow and flutter was very low, and well 
below audibility, this performance being comp
lemented by fine torque with negligible slowing 
under load. Absolute speed was commendably 
accurate with imperceptible drift. Rumble was 
excellently low, dB figures ranging in the upper 
seventies DIN B weighted. .

The disc impulse was also excellently damped, 
though with a hint of a low-frequency sub- 
chassis/platter oscillation mode, The new record 
clamp and plattor oyotom was most effective, C:t id 
both acoustic and mechanical vibration break
through were very well controlled.
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Sound quality
This model sounded lively and dynamic with an 
excellent transient quality in the mid and treble 
registers. In tonal balance, the midrange was 'lean' 
and open while both mid and treble were crisp 
and clear, with fine detail and stereo focus. The 
bass exhibited good extension, but with a slight 
softening of impact and rhythm. On a firm support 
it p^roved nicely stable, but was less happy on floor 
tables where some low frequency shock or vib
ration might be present in the building.

Conclusion
This is a well-engineered upmarket turntable, with 
good facilities and performance for the money. 
The clarity and definition in the midrange and 
treble were outstanding and it showed little weak
ness in other directions. True, the rotational 
chassis mode could have been set to a lower fre-
GENERAL OATA Motor unit

Motor sectiOT 
lyp®............... .7......7......................................... 6011 drive> .electronic
Platter mas^d^ping..........................................................4.0kg/gpec
Finish and engineering.....................................very g^rttory g^^
Type of mains lead/Connecting lead....................................... .^resore
Speed cpttons.... ............... .................... .. ...................... 33, 45 if m
Wow ang );:.1t&r iOiN pe^ wtd, &iiima^............................ O.w%
^Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 02-6H^^WHz) 0.10%J0.10%
Absolute sp^^ error.................................................................. .0.03%
Speed drift, 1 hour/load variation.........................negligible/-0.1%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation..................................4.5 sees
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR ^rage (sse spectrum)...... -781-75dB

System • e ^ote
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lld rear....... 48 x 39 x 15.5cm/4cm
^Ease of use............................................................................. very g^M
Typical acoustic breaklhrough and reresonances   excetltml 
6U^bjeCt11 sSOUno quality ot complete system............ very ggo
Hum level/acoustic f^^back...................................... low/very g^ood
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance......................very g^goair
Estimated typical purch^re price................................................ £449



quency to improve the shock performance, but 
under most conditions, this will prove fairiy unim
portant. The Systemdek IV Electronic can be 
recommended.

Disc Impulse, showing damping. Dotted trace shows 
result without record clamA so/Id trace shows 
damping with clamp In operation.

Tandberg ^have ^be 
very closely at theirS 
Is it time^Vol did?...

3008A Pre-amplifier with a S/N ratio of 
-95dB (IHF) and 0.003% distortion. The 
digital disc input has a sensitivity of 70 MN 
and an overload rating of 20v.
3009A Power amplifier with a frequency 
response of 0.07HZ-1.5MHZ and pulse 
power capability of 1,500W into 0.5ohms.
^30A Programmable FM Stereo tuner with 
aS/N ratio of -95dB in mono and -92d8
in stereo.

RANGE: 30 dBV SUTUSÌ pau'Sed'

START: 0 Hz BUi 1.875 Hz STOP I 588 Hz

Rumble and noise Upper display shows total rumble, 
lower section electrical rumble only Scaling is as 

artier charts, but with ^M8 range.

START: 0 Hz BU: 1.875 Hz STOP: 500 Hz

B^fBthrough aconstic (upper trece) and vibration 
flwr trece). Note that the ^baseline for the acoustic 
b^^through trece ts -^Ma

3006A Stereo power amplifier with an 
output of 150W per channel into 8 ohms 
and a frequency response of 1HZ-150KHZ.
3011A Programmable FM stereo tuner. 
Budget version of the 3001A with similar 
specifications e.g. useable sensitivity in 
mono is 0.85 micro volts.
3012A Integrated pre-amp/power amp with 
output of 100W per channel into 8 ohms. 
The digital disc input can handle in excess 
of 20 volts without overload. Frequency 
response on linear inputs is 5HZ-100KHZ.
3014A Cassette recorder with 32K 
microprocessor control system. Three 
heads and four motor tape transport 
mechanism. Built in tape calibration for any 
type of tape, programme search, Dolby 
B&Q Fixed and variable outputs, remote 
control option.
TD20ASE Reel tape deck with extremely 
quiet 4 motor tape transport system. 
Versatile input mixing facilities and a S/N 
ratio of -80d8 without noise reduction 
circuits.
In all 3000A series the signal paths feature 
exclusively metal film resistors and 
polytester type capacitors to eliminate 
blurring of sound.

For detailed colour brochure on the
Tandberg 300A Series send to:

TANDBERG® ltd
ChBlts ch^actertse peneral turntable
buhexionr. text for commentary on the relevance
of th^ recults, but Technical Introduction for
expfanalion of test techniques

Revie Road, Elland Road, Leeds LS11 8JG 
Tel. 0532-774844
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The Well Tempered
Co, 20 ^le G^e^M, ^^hamsted, Herta HF4 1PA 

Tel (04284) 2786

This arm Is the fruit of many years of research 
conducted by US engineer, Bill Firebaugh. An 
unusual design, its closest relative would appear 
to be a fluid damped unipivot, but in fact, this 
model has managed to dispense altogether with 
bearings in the conventional sensa Diligent 
development has turned Into reality the concept, 
mooted by several engineers, of an arm hanging 
on a thread. In this case, the use of two threads, 
or more properly, nylon monofilaments, improves 
stability and provides an elegant method of apply 
ing frictionless bias correction.

The arm has an undamped effective mass in 
the 10g range, and In use is heavily damped by 
a low-mass stabiliser working in a well of viscous 
silicone fluid, which, In a real sense, Is the 
foundation for the arm. The subsonic arm/cart- 
ridge resonance Is heavily damped, as are struc
tural resonances In the arm taken as a whole, with 
the end result that the arm is singularly non
resonant.

It should be noted that the assembly Is rather 
high and will not flt with most turntables with 
their llds In position; but for some models, modi
fied lids may be available from the Importar.

Lab report
The arm resonance graph demonstrated a well 
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controlled character, free from sharp breakups. In 
energy terms, some mid dominance was appar
ent but this was broad and thus of little conse- 
quenca The subsonic resonance was over- 
dam^^ how^r, and so the cartridge/arm system 
was essentially resonance frea

Bias co^^tion is applied by moving the relative 
positions of the two suspension threads to impart 
a slight twisting force to the arm. Adjustment is 
by a small thumbwheel, and when set at mini
mum, the measured bias correction value was 
appropriate for a typical cartridge of 1.5g tracking 
forca Rotated by one tum, 'anti-skating' of some 
^^mg or so was provided, appropriate to down
force in the 2.5 to 3.0g ranga Checks confirmed 
the negligible stiction in the suspension and the 
damper assembly, so in practice friction values 
can be regarded as very low for small, slow arm 
movements.

A good range of geometric adjustments are 
possible, including vertical alignment while 
playing, and once set up the alignment was rated 
highly.

Sound quality
Properly set up, this arm gave a highly neutral, 
low-coloratlon sound — one which was balanced 
throughout the audio ranga Compared with most



arms, it sounded 'quieter' in a subtle way — 
restrained yet finely detailed and extremely well 
focused through bass mid and treble registers. 
Images were unusually stable without the oft 
heard stylus fluttering' and uncertainty.

Conclusion
The high standard of sound quality shown here 
demands recommendation. Stable and relaxed, its

overall performance 'grows' on the listener with ' 
prolonged use. Its average effective mass and 
high damping suits it to a wide variety of 
cartridges, ranging from the robust low com
pliance versions, to the more delicate moving 
coils, and while its looks may be off putting and 
there are admittedly some mounting complica
tions, the end results certainly justify the extra 
effort required.

GENERAL DATA Toneann

AAn saectlon
Approximate effective mass, Inc screws, excl cartridge.......6.Bg 
Type/mass of headshell.................................................................. fixed
Geometric accuracy......................................................... - excellent
Adjustments provided....................................... tilt, overhang, lateral
Finish and engineering................................... very gioodfrery good
Ease of assembly/setting-up/use........... difficult/average/average
Friction, typical lateral/vertical..................................................... none
Bias compensation method........................................twisted thread
Bias force, rim/centre (set to 1.5g elliptical)...........225mg/50mg
Downforce calibration error, 1g/2g................................uncalibrated
Cue drift, Bmm ascent/

descent................................no cueing device, poor drift/0.5secs
Arm resonances........................................................................ excellent
Subjective sound quality.......................................................very good
Arm damping........................................................very heavy damping
Estimated typical purchase price................................................. £515 Structural ann resonances, audio band

HEYBROCK
: The 'rec^m^^^T range
For full details of al
products and your local 
stockist please contact 
the manufacturers
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Thorens TD316
Ltd. ^^, Wa^^m Croros H^a EN8 7EF

Tel C0921 71^868

This new series Thorens turntable is a higher- 
quality replacement for the old TD166, a deck 
which offered excellent value. The 316 carries 
forward the established 166arm, now fitted to the 

• latest subchassis and drive system of the 320 
series. One cost concession is seen in the 
change to black ash vinyl for the plinth exterior, 
a substitute for the real veneer of the 320 — but 
while the inner platter hub is now made from rein
forced plastic, the outer ring is still the traditional 
Thorens M^ak metal casting.

Features include an electronic motor control 
with convenient two speed switching on the 
plinth plus the comparative luxury of a plinth
mounted cue control which allows jiggle-free 
operation despite the suspended subchassis.

The arm has been improved by replacing the 
old headshell with a new cast metal design, 
offering a sensible cartridge fitting and a firm 
locking collar. Bias compensation is by the 
established thread and weight system with down
force set by a calibrated dial and rotating 
counterweight.

Lab repert

Thorens' current dense felt rubber mat gave a 
g^ed result for disc damping, though with a mild 
40Hz chassis/platter oscillation mode. Speed 
abcu^ey was good while slowing under load was 
satisfactory at 0.35%. Start-up was rather slow at 
7.0 ^conds owing to the slipping clutch mechan
ism on the motor pulley, bul om:a up to s^pe this 
'locked u^ ensuring good torque.

No problems were evident in the drive stability 
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with weighted wow and flutter at an excellent 
0.06%, while rumble was also commendably low. 
The suspension system rejected acoustic and 
vibration signals well, and also rated above 
average on shock resistance. The rotational sub
chassis vibrational mode was however at a higher 
than ideal frequency.

The arm also performed well, if not quite up to 
the standard of the best separate models at 
around £100. Friction was low, with negligible 
bearing slack exhibited on current production. 
Geometric accuracy was fine and the adjustments 
proved to be satisfactorily calibrated. Tested for 
structural resonances, two significant modes 
were resolved at ^»Hz and 700Hz, which might 
result in some coloration, but the arm was quite 
well behaved in the upper frequency range, toler
ably so for a typical moving coil cartridge of 
average quality.

Sound quality
Good points included a strong stable sound with 
good pitch and speed stability. The bass was 
weighty and extended with the mid moderate in 
coloration and good on detail. The treble was a 
touch exuberant but quite well focused. Stereo 
images were well presented in the width dimen
sion but lacked some measure of depth trans
parency; overall it eounded a little less dynamic 
than top rated alternatives.

^eoclusion
This is undoubtedly a competitive Integrated 
player offering a fine finish as well as traditionally



go^ Thorens engineering. The ^m mass Is on 
the low side, suited to some of the more delicate 
moving magnet cartridges, and Is also well cali
brated and convenient In contrast to the competi
tion, this player also offers a good performance, 
two-speed electronic motor drive, and given all 
these considerations, comfortably qualifies for 
recommendation.

GEN^^ DATA Integrated turntable

Type..................................................... belt drive, subchassis, manual
Platter mass/damping.................................................. ;......3.0kg/good
Anish and engineering.....................................excailen^^ ^go
Tl)'pe of mains l^^onnecting 

leed............................. ramote transfonnerlphonos plus earth
Speed options.........................................................................33, 45 rpm
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)..............................0.06%
Wow and flutter (lln peak wtd O-MHz/MOOHz)........ 0.14%/0J4%
A^ratute e^................................................................... -0.5%

drift, 1 hhou^oart varlatlon........................... <0.1%/-0.34%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation.................................. 7.0 ^s
Rumble, DIN B wtd, UR (^ spectrum) -741-78dB

An^Mdlon .. .. . ....................... ..A^^ximate effectlw m^B, Inc sc^-, excl cartridge.......4.5g 
Type/mass of headshell..................................................................fixed
G^metric :xu=................................................................w^g=
Adjustments p^idhod....................................heightloverhang/iaterat
Anlllh and engineering........................................................good/g^ood
^^ of ^^^ofy/^Hlng-up/use.................. very good/Very good
Friction, tyofsat lal^^^rtlcal.......................................'^mal<18mg
BBlas ^oompensatlon methhod............................... thread and weight
BBlas foforce, rim/ccentre (set to 1.5g elliptical)...........^20^^^g

calibration eTOr, 1g/2g......................... -0.075g/-0.15g
Dee drift, 8mm ^eenVde^nt.................. ggo, 1.5secs/33.5secs
Arm reresonances............................................................................... g^ood
Subjectlw sound quality............................................................... ^go
Arm damping................................^^e counterweight decoupling

System — • ^^e
Size (w x d x h)/clearance for lid ....... 44 x 37 x 16cm/6.5cm
^Ease of use....................................................................................^go+
Typical acoustic breakthrough and resonances............very g^ood 
Subjective sound quality of complete system................... g^ood+
Hum ieveUacoustlc feedback...........................very g^^^ry ^go
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance very g^ood/average+
Estimated typical purchase price............................................... .£179

79

10 
•• 

/DJY

STATUS^ PAUSED 
R"S118 OYLD

RANGE» -5 dBV 
THORENS TD316 RESN

MU 75 Hz 
YI 11.SJ dl(Y)

STOP» 20 000 Hz
-10 ______  

STARTI SI Hz 
Xi 1811 Hz

Structural ^m ^ecnances, audio earld

.
Yolt

I 
Volt 
/DIY

STOP^ 118 • S^oSTART» 0 Sec

Disc Impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from ccartridge when disc Is 
suplected to a standard mechanical Impulse

RAtiGEi -9 dBV STATUS! PAUSED
B:STORED THOREHS TD136 R"IL EXPH18

Rumble and noise. Upper display shows total rumble, 
lower section electrical rumble only Scaling Is as 
earlier charts, but with 40<18 range.

Brereakthrough, ecoustic (upper trace) and vibration 
flower trace). Note that the ^baseline for the acoustic 
^^Mhracgh trace Is -90d8.

Chartas ch^ecterise general turntable
earlwionr. Se teld for commentary on the relevance 
of theec results, but Technical Introduction for
explanation of test techniques
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Walker CJ58/AR arm
CW & J Walker Ltd, Brentwood, Red Lane, Frodsham, Cheshire WA6 6RA 
Tel (0928) 33326

This recent turntable is now in full production 
form, with a fine wood veneer finished plinth plus 
improved support feet. Available as an integrated 
player with the AR tonearm and factory-aligned 
suspension, it was supplied for an updated report 
this time round.

Distinguished by its heavy, inert two-piece 
Tufnol platter, fitted with a high density bonded 
felt mat, the deck has a fabricated wood
composition subchassis, which is easily levelled 
from above by means of three socket head 
screws.Lab report
In most respects the CJ58 performed well — 
better than the earlier pre-production model 
tested in Choice: CD Players and Turntables (No. 
40). Wow and flutter met a satisfactory 0.22% 
standard, while slowing under load was very good. 
Start-up time was typical at 4.0 seconds, and good 
rumble results were also obtained. The low metal 
content resulted in higher than usual levels of 
electrically-induced hum, though in the event, this 
also proved to be satisfactory. Shock resistance 
was considered average with some whippiness 
evident in the rotational mode of chassis freedom. 
Vibration and acoustic breakthroughs were well 
controlled while the disc impulse response gave 
the usual generally tidy result.

Sound quality
Auditioned with the AR tonearm, this player gave 

a well balanced sound with a surprising level of 
detail and depth for the price category. This good 
rating includes the inexpensive Glanz cartridge 
supplied with the arm. the mid/treble region was 
tidy, pleasantly focused and in musical harmony. 
At low frequencies some loss of 'attack' and 
speed was noted, though this was not considered 
very serious or upsetting to the overall standard 
of performance, not a very fair criticism at the 
price.

Conclusion
This new integrated player combination presents 
a notably musical result in a competitive price 
area Supplied complete with cartridge few could
GENERAL DATA Motor unit plus AR arm

Motor ^section 
Type............................................................................ belt drive (manual)
Platter mass/damplng.......................................................... 1.9kg/good
Finish and engineering.......................................................goed/g^ood
Type of mains lead/connecting lead........................ 2-core/phonos
Speed options..................... ....................................................... 33, 45 ip_m
Wow and flutter (DIN peak wtd, sigma 2)............................ 0.^%
Wow and flutter (lin peak wtd 0.2-6H^^Hz) 028%/0.08%
Absolute speed error.................................................................-123%
Speed drift, 1 hourlload variation............................... 0.1%/-0.15%
Start-up time to audible stabilisation................................ .4.0 sees
Rumble, DIN B wld, UR average (see spectrum) -751-78dB

SY8tem u • whole
Sim (w x d x hyclearance for lid rear.......48 x 38.5 x 14cm/5cm 

of use..................................................................falrly
Typical acouatic breakthrough and roonanoos...........very giood
Subjective sound quality of complete system.................. ggo+
Hum level/acoustic f^eedback....................... ............g^edWory
Vibration sensitivity/shock resistance...............very g^rd/avee^e 
Estimated typical purchase price..........^£20 (£130 without ^m)

•
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argue with the price given the overall standard of 
finish and performanca The CJ58 is therefore 
recommended once again.

Disc Impulse response, showing damping. Trace 
shows spurious output from cartridge when disc Is 
subjected to a standard mechanical Impulse.

AUWEH«
Come in and listen for yourself. We'll 
offer you unbiased friendly advice and 

good demonstration facilities.

B&O MMC4

RANGE: - 30 ABV STATUS: PAUSED
BINAG HAULER CJ-SS RUBLE RNS>20

Rumble and no/SB. Upper display shows total rumble, 
lower action electrical rumble only Seating Is as 
eartier charts, but with ^WB range.

B^aythrough; ecoustic {upper trace) and vibration 
(l^edr trace). Note that the baseline for the ecoustic 
b^Mhrough trace Is -90da

^Charts ch^ecteriec general turntable
^rtevtour. text for commentary on the relevance
of i'-^ results, but Technical Introduction for
exp/llatlon of test techniques.

ADC e AUDIO TECHNICA e B&O 
GOLDRING e ORTOFON e SHURE 
AND SELECTED PRODUCTS FROM 

OTHER MANUFACTURERS 

105 HIGH STREET, ANDOVER 
HANTS. TEL: 0264 58251

WC'WILEY
CASTLEFORD

AUDIO CENTRE
Agents for all leading 

manufacturers of quality 
turntables and cartridges

THE SMALL SHOP 
with the 

BIG STOCK 
at the 

BEST PRICES

85 BEANCROFf ROAD 
CASTLEFORD

Tel: 553066/556774
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Proven Accessories fromQED!

Connecting your HiFito the Mains
OED Mains Distribution Units overcome the 

problems associated with connecting HiFi equipment to 
the mains. They incorporate miniature 6 Amp sockets 
and are only 210 x 34 x 315 (mm). rnted with mains lead 
and 13 Amp plug.
In line4 ski (DU4) Price £9.95
In line 6 ski (DU6) Price £11.95
In line4 skt interference suppressed 

Price £18.50
In line 6 skt interference suppressed ••

Price £24.00
Special 6 Amp plugs to fit above units 
Price £1.25 each.

Switching Un its & Volume Controls
Afull range of Amplifier, Speaker, Tape C.D. and 

Phono switching units together with Volume Controls 
and Headphone Adaptors.

The range now includes a new 2 way Speaker 
Switching Unit (SSU2) which will accept OED 79 strand 
speaker cable and a new 4 way unit (UHSS4) that will 
accept Monster and C38 type cables.

prices f—
£9.50 --------

Dealing with 
Interference 
Problems

This is a diff icu It and sometimes 
complex subject to deal with and 
for this reason we have published 
a separate QED booklet 
entitled“lnterferencecauses 
and cures", available free on 
request I nterference products 
available include plug-in Mains 
InterferenceSuppressors, 
Ferrite Rings and LightSwitch 
Suppressors.

X

C.D. Switching 
Unit

AC.D. player needs a special 
input to ^rk property, but 
many (otherwise very good 
amplifiers) do not have speha 
dedicated CD. input

This need not be a problem 
with the OED COMPACT DISC 
SWITCHING UNIT, because not 
only does it switch between 
tuner and C.D. it also adjusts 
the level for optimism 
performance.

Price
£18.50

The BESTBUY of 
Speaker Cables

Over 2 million metres of 
genuine OED 79 strand speaker
cable has so far been sold, making 
it the most popular speaker cable 
ever produced

HIFI Answers (Nov 82) concluded 
fhat,“Changing from bell w ire _ 
cr mains Ie2d to OED 79 STRAND 
SPEAKER CABLE is the cheapest

PRICE

79p 
per metre

upgrade you will ever make."
WARNING: Beware of cheap imitations. Genuine OED 
79 strand is embossed "OED AUDIO PRODUCTS"

Sound definition Speaker
Stands

Speaker stands do not 
generally receive the 
attention theydeserve- 
they are a very impar'tant 
part of a good HiFi System

OED produce a range of 
five stands from £22.50 to 
£59.00 per pair.

The SD19S SD15 and 
5024 are"spiked' both top 
and bottom. To find out why 
and for a full explanation of 
why speaker stands sound 
different, send for the new 
Catalogue No. 9.

all
OED Products are recommended by all leading manufacturers and importers of HiFi Equipment They are 

available from around 1000 HiFi retaiktrs throughout the U.K
Alternatively, order direct and we will despatch your order within 24 hours(subject to availability). 

Post and packing free.^ All prices include VAT. @ 15% •Add5QptoordersunderC500

o.
For technical and nearest dealer information ring ASHFORD(Middx) 46236-area code 
inside LONDON 69 or STD 07842.

QED Audio PrProd^ts Ltd., Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield Road, 
Ashford, Middtesex. TW15 1AU.

North American Distributor. May Audio Marketing Ltd., 646 Guimond Blvd., 
. Longueuil, QUE. J4G 1P8 Tel (514) 651-5707

%
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SUMMARY REVIEWS:
TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS

Many current turntables and tonearms were fully tested for the last edition and are still current, 
but space no longer allows us to print these reports In full; they are summarised In this section.

These reviews give a brief summary of our test 
findings on overall performance, sound quality, 
and compatibility with other components. For 
arm/cartridge matching, the arm effective mass 
figures quoted here can be compared with the 
range quoted in each cartridge review.

Acoustic Research Legend (£239)
A completely modernised revival of the classic 
AR subchassis design, this model offered fine all 
round performance, with an airy, articulate sound. 
The AR arm is roughly equivalent to a Mission 
774LO, the player is also available fitted with a 
Linn LVX arm at ££98. The Legend remains good 
value though somewhat eclipsed in this aspect 
by the cheaper EB101.
Alphas HR100S (£335, MCS version £385) 
The current HR150S impressed strongly with its 
neutral and tonally balanced performance. Treble 
was detailed, yet free of edge or 'grain'; the 
midrange gave excellent rendition of vocal lines 
while bass was firm, extended and detailed. 
Stereo was exceptional. The 'MCS' version, wired 
throughout with van den Hui crystal 'mono' cable 
offers worthwhile gains in clarity and definition 
throughout the range; both versions can be 
recommended.
Ariston RD20 (£100)
B^red on a plastic moulded plinth, the RD20has 
a simple arm of 9g effective mass. In Dual 505 
style, the chassis is suspended by four coil 
springs, while the 1.37kg platter features Aristons 
concavave-centre clamp system. Sound quality was 
not rated very well, with a 'loud' muddled 
character apparent at times; no recommendation 
was appropriate.
Ariston RD40AC (£130, £200 with arm)
Conceived as a complete range, the RD40 series 
starts with the basic synchronous motor powered 
'AC B^re plate and subchassis follow the circular 
form of the platter, with suspension springs in 
peripheral towers; the unit has a well finished 
'engineered' look. It performed well with firm bass, 
good stereo and pleasing depth — hallmarks of 
a suspended subchassis. Attractively priced, the 
RMOAC can be recommended.
Acston RD40E (£170, £240 with arm)
Here the RMOAC's synchronous motor is 
replaced by a de type, which allows a front panel 
s^pe change and independent variable controls. 
Subjectively, it was considered good, but some 
doubts were expressed over pitch stability; in the 
lab the 'Egave slightly better rumble and better 

wow and flutter than the 'ACbut did show some 
slowing under load, and this weakness precluded 
recommendation.
Ariston RDSOSL (£160, £230 with arm)
Detail improvements to the RDBO have resulted 
in the SL version of this very well established 
player. Maintaining the standard in sound quality 
terms, it provided a well-focused stereo 
soundfield, stable and precise, while the overall 
balasee was generally neutral and the sound fairly 
transparent. Bass showed good depth and 
eveness, and pitch stability was also pretty good. 
Recommendation continues.
Bang & Olufsen Bengram RX-2 (£110)
With excellent finish and unfussy styling, the RX-2 
offers fully automatic operation. Despite the 
lightweight platter and subchassis (suspended by 
leaf springs), the RX-2 gave good isolation; the 
arm performed fairly well. The sound was fairly 
neutral, with a sweet, restrained treble register; 
overall it lacked some bite and attack, and bass 
could have been firmer At around £135 including 
cartridge (only B&O types will fit) it is worth 
considering.
Bang & Olufsen TX4 (£200)
This 'linear-tracking' deck can also form part of 
a B&O ^Wsystem. Lab results were respectable, 
but the arm's resonant behaviour was rated poorer 
than average. Despite the fine subchassis, the 
sound did have weaknesses; musical dynamics 
showed some compression, the midband was 
muddled, detail and transient attack were 
suppressed. Bass was reasonable, but lacking in 
weight and impact. Worth considering as a 
superbly finished automatic.
D^roa International (£100)
This unipivot arm was tested some issues back, 
when it gave a rather 'rich' tonal balance, with 
some bass muddling and mid-forwardness. With 
12g effective mass, it might still be a good match 
for Deccats individual-sounding cartridges, but 
constructional quality is not good by modem 
standards.
Dual CS514 (£70)
Superficially resembling the '505, the 514's light 
plastic plinth gives only rudimentary isolation, via 
rubber grommets, of the 'subchassis'. Despite a 
nicely-made aarm, the sound was not very satis
factory; it lacked dynamics and showed 
programme wow due to poor motor torque. 
Possibly worth considering for the cheapest 
systems, but the '505 is clearly well worth the 
extra money.
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Add listening magic 
to your sound system

All Beyerdynamic Stereo Headphones 
are internationally renowned for their high 
frequency and powerful bass response. 
Making them ideal for digitally recorded 
tapes and compact discs.

The listening pleasure is total comfort 
Ear pads so light so soft you'd hardly 
know you're wearing them.

Originally the DT880 Monitor was 
designed for professional use.

But it was soon discovered by the 
Hi-Fi enthusiast as a stereo headphone of 
unique quality.

Being technical. irs the super sensitive 
samarium-cobalt systems that add the 
listening magic Capable Of producing a 
whole new dimension of sound from your 
audio equipment.

Relax with the perfect performance 
from a Beyerdynamic Headphone.

Please send me the free Beyerdynamic 
Headphone brochure and the name of 
my local stockist.

Name

Address

Postcode i

Tel. §

be^rdynamfcJJ))
E X C l i l i V C! ¡X SOUrvD

BewtDvmmic, Unit 14, Cuffe /fldustrial Estate. 
Lewes, Sussex BNB 6Jl. Tel: 0273 479411
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SUMMARY REVIEWS:
TURNTABLES AND TONEARMS

Elite Townshend Rock (£300)
This unique solid-plinth design incorporates a 
large silicone fluid damper, which operates at the 
headshell end of the arm. This is designed to 
control both the audio band structural resonances 
in the tonearm as well as the cartridge subsonic 
resonances. Shock resistance and record 'rumble' ' 
are also improved. The Rockdid well on audition, 
demonstrating good stability of pitch, with a 
neutral tonal balance, firm clean bass, good 
perspectives in the midrange, and an unexag
gerated treble. Stereo focus was good, and 
cartridges tracked well with reduced low- 
frequency noise. The Rockwill accept most arms, 
but Elite Townshend offer the Excalibur (£299), 
designed to fully complement the turntable 
concept, and a wood plinth is now available at an 
extra £89. Further improvements have been made 
since our tests were carried out, but on the basis 
of these the Rock was recommended.
Grace G707 (£198)
This long-established and elegant arm is a rigid 
yet low-mass (7g) design with a fixed plastic 
headshell. In terms of tonal neutrality it seems 
to offer a slightly bright or coarse balance, and 
while it offers tight, extended and powerful bass, 
with good stereo depth and precision, recent 
introductions make it less competitive than in 
previous years.
Harman Kardon T35C (£159)
In this rigid plinth design the springy feet provide 
some isolation but do not deal with acoustic 
breakthrough. The 1.33kg platter is driven by a 
small de motor, allowing electronic speed change. 
The arm showed quite serious resonant breakup. 
On listening tests, stereo focus did not sound very 
clear, while the bass had a lumpy, softened 
character; the sound lacked attack or life. Tonally 
it was pleasant enough, neither seriously 
coloured nor unbalanced. But with the standards 
set by the Dual505or Rega 2, this 'old-fashioned' 
performance is no longer adequate.
Harman Kardon TSSC (£239)
The T55C has a suspended subchassis, and 
comes with a heavy record clamp. Isolation and 
feedback resistance were much better than the 

'35. Subjectively, stereo images had greater width, 
and the sound showed more 'punch' and life, with 
bass definition improved. Some muddling also 
remained in the mid and treble. Still barely above 
average in sound quality, though, at a well above 
average price, the T55C could not be 
recommended.
Helius Orion (£435)
Built to uncompromising standards, the Orion 
uses a 'tri-ball' pivot system in a massive bearing 

assembly, giving great rigidity and zero bearing 
play when correctly adjusted. Of medium effective 
mass (11g), this excellently engineered arm 
continues to justify its high price and is again 
recommended
Linn Basik LVX (£98)
While offering the upgraded LV Plus version to 
the public, Linn still supply the LVX to other 
turntable manufacturers. Sourced in Japan, but 
built to Linn specification, the versatile (12.5g) LVX 
offers very satisfactory tonal balance and well 
defined stereo It gives a sweet and musical treble, 
though the bass lacks some tautness.
Linn LV Plus (£98)
Essentially a fixed headshell (13.5g effective mass) 
version of the LVx; the LV Plus is also assembled 
with the bearings free from play, for good results 
with moving-coil cartridges. However, we have 
found that on some samples this gives high 
friction, a point to be watched. With this slight 
reservation the Plus can be warmly 
recommended, as against the LVX it shows 
reduced mid coloration, better integrated treble 
and more articulate upper-bass transients, 
attaining a fine standard for the price.
Linn Ittok ^Vll (£316)
Minor improvements over the years have helped 
maintain this arm's enviable reputation for 
excellent engineering, technical performance and 
sound quality. A rigid fixed head design of 14g 
effective mass, it best suits cartridges in the 
816cu compliance range. The heavily engineered 
pillar and clamping arrangement allows an 
unrivalled strength of lock to be obtained between 
arm and mounting board; this means that the 
armboard becomes influential on final sound 
quality. On listening tests, the overall rating was 
a secure 'very good; but as with all components 
the result represents a balanced compromise. In 
our view the Ittok's strengths lie in its subjective 
speed of response to transients, fine transparency 
and ability to reveal atmosphere, depth and fine 
detail. Bass was to a fine standard with good 
extension and drive, while the treble was also 
revealing of detail, if very slightly brash and 
forward at times. A trace of upper mid hardness 
was also noted, where stereo focus suffered a 
mild dilution. The importance of this depends on 
the final combination of equipment chosen; the 
lttok performs best on the current LP12, where 
the performance of the whole exceeds the sum 
of its parts. A top-quality universal tonearm, the 
Ittok remains strongly recommended.
Lux PD30 (when current, £375)
A massively constructed and beautifully finished 
subchassis turntable, the ‘300 also features the 
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Lux vacuum platter system. The suspension 
system was found to give better sonic results 
when the foam sleeves and damping washers 
were removed from the springs, though this 
caused some 'nervousness' of chassis stability. 
Notably neutral and transparent, the ^Vsounded 
almost clinically clear, slightly 'cold' or 'glassy'. 
Recommended in previous issues, the PD.30 is 
now discontinued but was recently still available 
from stock.
Michell Synchro (£235)
With a cast ring-shaped subchassis, the Synchro 
has a striking, 'engineered' appearance enhanced 
by the pale green tinted glass platter, acrylic base 
and lid. It gave a very good standard of sound 
quality, with firm bass and an articulate detailed 
stereo presentation. Coloration was low while 
pitch and timing' were of a high order; feedback 
effects were negligible. The Synchrocomfortably 
achieved recommendation.
Michell GyroDec (£595)
Built into a costly hand-fabricated glass-clear 
acrylic case and lid, the GyroDec can be fitted 
with two arms if required. The massive spoked 
'wheel' subchassis is suspended from three coil 
springs, easily accessible for adjustment. The 
4.5kg one piece platter has a strong record clamp 
and is belt-driven at its periphery by a large Papst 
synchronous motor. On audition, it sounded very 
neutral and transparent, producing stable and 
specious stereo images with impressive depth. 
It can be recommended despite its high price tag; 
for some, the appearance will go a long way 
towards justifying the cost.
Mission nSLCT (£180)
Supplied complete with a Mission 7^4l.Cam, this 
player is founded on a solid plinth of rigid 
composition board, which relies for isolation on 
three Sorbothane feet; but though vibration 
rejection was measurably worse (by perhaps 10dB) 
than subchassis designs, the 775^^did well in 
listening tests. It gave a tidy, coherent and well 
integrated sound and dynamics were good with 
an almost tactile precussive impact. Pitch and 
rhythm were good, as was the lightweight but 
tuneful b^& Stereo was good but with some loss 
of depth; the sound distinctly improved with the 
lid removed. The 775^^ is recommended.
Mission n4LC (£70)
Built in Japan to Mission's design this tonearm 
is a conventional gimbal type, but with a number 
of interesting features; the step-tapered main 
beam design has been chosen to distribute and 
moderate self-resonance; the headshell is fixed 
and there is no counterweight decoupling. 
Mounting requirements are the same as those of 
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the Linn models, and like these, it is likely to be 
found on a number of players. Taken overall, a 
clear explicit sound was produced, with good 
stereo focus as well as pleasing stereo depth. 
Depending on the cartridge, the upper range 
could sound a little untidy, with some coloration 
in the midrange. Bass was comparatively secure, 
detailed and articulate. Clearly meeting a real 
market need, the 774LC merits recommendation 
here.
Oracle Delphi (£1550)
Still current, with detail improvements, the 
original Oracle motor unit has an 'open' 
appearance and incorporates many special 
features. The skeletal magnesium subchassis is 
suspended on springs concealed in three piers 
attached to the acrylic base; correct subchassis 
behaviour with various arms is obtained by 
choosing the right combination from the total of 
nine colour coded springs provided. The platter 
incorporates Oracle's unique clamp system. 
Subjective impressions were of a rather 'dry' and 
well damped character, with a somewhat 'distant' 
mid and treble. Transients were reproduced very 
clearly, with good instrumental differentiation, and 
good depth and stereo focus. Criticisms in earlier 
issues centred on a failure to keep perfect 
subjective pitch on the most sensitive material, 
and the effects of the stiff chassis vibrational 
mode and residual vibration breakthrough.
Pink Triangle (£400)
Designed along classic lines, this UK motor unit 
has many unique features; the solid matt-finished 
acrylic platter, providing record support and 
termination; the very light but exceedingly rigid 
and well-damped subchassis, of honeycomb-core 
aircraft flooring material; the inverted ruby main 
bearing; and fine speed adjustment. The Triangle 
has long demonstrated qualities of low coloration 
and tonal neutrality as well as a pleasing musical 
balance. Bass was thought well above average, 
open and articulate, tuneful and with good weight 
and solidity. The sound appeared alive and yet 
unforced. Our most recent sample banished the 
dynamic wow (slowing under load) noted in earlier 
years, so removing our only significant reservation 
concerning this fine-sounding player, which can 
be recommended.
Revox 8791 (£450)
In this 'childproof' design, the arm is a servo
controlled assembly concealed beneath a cover, 
the whole forming a parallel-tracking gantry which 
is swung across the playing surface onc.A a disc 
has been placed on the platter. The servo 
responds to any forcible movement by instantly 
lifting the sylus, to make record or stylus damage 
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virtually impossible. The cartridge is an Ortofon 
type. Sound quality was described as 'rich’, with 
some midrange 'thickening', and felt a little 
'compressed' in terms of perceived dynamic 
range, though pitching stability was extremely 
good. Hardly an audiophile product but the Revox 
8791 is worth considering.
Rotel RP850 (££20
The RP850 reveals much evidence of careful 
design; it is actually very different from the 
visually-similar but much less competent RP830. 
The substantial plinth gives fairly good isolation; 
the platter, with a thick rubber mat, gives good 
disc damping; arm performance is above average. 
Sound quality, which improved notably with the 
lid removed, was tonally well balanced, with clean 
detailed midrange plus good treble, and only 
slight imprecision, heard as a touch of fizz, Bass 
was of reasonable definition, and stereo imaging 
was good. The RP850 Is recommended.
SME 009 Serles Ill and mS (£205, £147)
Designed to combine low mass with versatile 
cartridge matching, the Ill arm has extremely 
comprehensive adjustments; the simplified I/IS 
lacks some of these features but we found that 
it sounded indistinguishable. The sound was 
characterised by a 'soft' balance, with a 
subjectively subdued balance. Coloration was 
comparatively low and the overall sound 
pleasantly relaxed. Mass can be added to the 
headshell to raise effective mass to around 12g, 
to suit cartridges down to Seu, but even so the 
arm is not primarily suited to low-compliance 
moving-coils. Nonetheless, respectable sound 
quality is combined with excellent construction 
and finish.
SME 009R (£226)
This 'A' version is in effect a revamping of the 
earlier, heavier 3009 arm which preceded the 
3^911 Improved, and offers higher mass to suit 
low-compliance cartridges. While construction 
and finish are to the usual superb SME standard, 
the subjective performance was in the 'average' 
group and did not in our view justify the price. 
SOTA Sapphire
A massive subchassis design, with a plinth of 
solid oak, the US-built sOTa has a massive 
inverted main bearing with a sapphire thrust disc 
(hence the name). The Papst de motor is fed by 
an external power supply, and has electronic 
speed switching and fine adjustment. The SOTA 
scored top marks for isolation; on listening tests 
it provided a stable and spacious stereo 
soundfield with good tonal neutrality, and an air 
of restraint prevaded the reproduction. Stereo 
images were well presented with good depth 

ambience and fine width of stereo stage. It felt 
'relaxed', in fact almost too much so at times. 
Though it was hard to fault the sound, one area 
of criticism was finally identified, namely the 
bass, which though undoubtedly even, tuneful 
and extended, seemed 'slow'. We found use of the 
/ttokhelped liven up the balance. Undoubtedly a 
fine product, the SOTA is at present not available 
in UK, but its particular balance of performance 
would suit some systems.
Sumiko MDCSOO (£1650)
Based loosely on the legendary Swiss-made 
Breuer, this medium mass (13g) arm is produced 
in Japan for an American company and imported 
to the UK by Absolute Sounds. In earlier tests the 
sound was found to be smooth and relaxed with 
good bass definition, fine depth, neutrality and 
tunefulness. Very minor criticisms were made of 
a slight stereo defocusing and mild coloration in 
the upper midrange, but the sound quality rated 
as very good by any standards. While the MD^W 
once stood alone at its exalted quality level, it has 
now been joined by competitors, often at more 
realistic prices.
Thorens TD320, TD321BC (£278, £215)
The 32Cls massive plinth is of 40mm thick MDF, 
and the section cut out for arm mounting is 
transferred to the subchassis, the result being a 
wood-based high-mass subchassis of low 
resonance properties. Leaf springs replace the 
traditional coil springs for suspension, but the 
Thorens two-part Mazak platter is retained, belt 
driven from a low voltage synchronous motor. This 
is fed by an electronically synthesised two phase 
power supply. The 3.20comes with Thorens TP16 
arm, while the '321BC comes without arm, or 
factory-fitted with a Linn arm as the TD321LVX 
(£338). Many other arms can be fitted. Performing 
very well in the listening tests, the 320 provided 
a stable, focused sound, with a feeling of 
substantial weight. Stereo images revealed fine 
depth and space, while pitch and rhythm were 
well maintained. Firmly recommended.
Zeta (£499)
Firmly in the 'super-fi' class, the Zeta is a fixed^ 
headshell arm of exceptional rigidity. Estimated 
at 16g, its effective mass would ideally partner 
cartridges of 7-14cu. On listening tests, the bass 
was exceptionally good — deep, powerful, tight 
and articulate. Tonal balance was slightly 'heavy', 
in a relaxed and restrained fashion, full of depth 
detail and sharp stereo focusing, while the treble 
was sweet and transparent with negligible 
blurring. Constructional quality, finish and sound 
are all first rate, and while a high price must be 
paid, for many the results will justify the outlay.
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W. DARBY & CO.
All the CHOICE turntables are 

available from us
DUAL ARISTON reVox THORENS

SYAMAHA ^^&^^^
Cartridges available:

ORTOFON SHURE A & R GOLDRING
NAGAOKA ADC GRADO

LOCKEY HOUSE, ST. PETERS STREET 
ST. ALBANS,HERTS. 

0727-50961 B

Further Intorm^llon • vail^bl^ from Syrinx Audio LImited,Roy^ion House, Caroline Park,Granton,Edinburgh. 

EH510J. Talephon^: ( 031) 551 ^2404.
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
RENTABLES AND TONEARMS

Here we have listed those models we have selected as 'Best Buy’. 'Recommended’ and also those 
'Worth Considering’. For the full picture, readers should refer back to the reviews themselves.

The 'Best Buy' classification is a specific one, and 
is only applied to products of exceptional perfon 
mance and value, which in the case of integrated 
players refers to models that fall below a £280 
price limit.

For this new Cartridges issue Hi-Fi Choice has 
aimed to provide an update of the black disc 
players section of the previous CD Players and 
Turntables edition. It presents an up-to-date view 
of the analogue turntable market with new reviews 
of recent introductions added to earlier material. 
The following product ratings have also been 
revised.

In the 'Recommended' category are products 
which we consider to offer a combination of 
generally good value plus fine performance — as 
price increases, so does the importance of 
absolute performance, while 'value' becomes a 
less relevant consideration.

Other products may still be above average in 
performance but are considered less strong on 
value for money — these we have listed as Worth 
Considering’, and in some cases they may offer 
special features not found elsewhere.

These listings are of course only a guide — in 
any given individual situation, the choice of over
all system and the mix of specific components 
may prove of greater significance than the rating 
of any individual component. Price Is a major con
sideration when making the judgements summar
ised here, so the comments and indeed the rat
ings may need re-interpretation in the light of 
price fluctuations, be they up or down, or in view 
of the prevailing conditions in markets other than 
the UK.

BEST BUYS: INTEGRATED PLAYERS
Acoustic Research EB101 (inc cartridge) £190
Dual CS505-2 (inc cartridge) £110
NAO 5120 (inc cartridge) £110
Rega Planar 2 £125
Systemdek 2X/LVX/Basik cartridge £210

RECOMMENDED: INTEGRATED PLAYERS
Acoustic Research Legend £240
Ariston RD40ACl0pus arm £280
Ariston RD80SUOpus arm £230
Dual CS505-2 Deluxe (inc cartridge) £130
Linn LP12/LV Plus/Basik £525-£565
Linn LP12/lttok £740-£780
Mission 7751.CT £180
Oak/Zeta Junior £140
Oracle Alexandria with arm ' £1480

OED R232EN (inc cartridge) £180
Rega Planar 3 £180
Rotel RP850 ££20
SEE Revolver/Mission arm £185
SEE Revolver/Linn LVX £215
Thorens TD316 ££20
Thorens TD320 £278
Walker CJ58/AR arm/cartridge £200

BEST BUYS: MOTOR UNITS
Systemdek llX £120
Walker CJ61 £85

RECOMMENDED MOTOR UNITS
Ariston RD40AC £130
Ariston RD80SL £160
Elite Townshend Rock £299
Heybrock TT2 £235
Linn Sondek LP12 £425-£465
Michell Synchro £235
Michell GyroDec £595
Pink Triangle £400
SEE Revolver £117
Systemdek IV £449
The Source £800
Thorens TD321BC £215
Walker CJ58 £130

BEST BUYS: TONEARMS
Alphason Opal £80
Rega RB300 £80

RECOMMENDED TONEARMS
Alphason Xenon £180
Alphason HR100S £335
Alphason HR100S MCS £385
Helius Orion £435
Linn lttok £316
Linn LVX (Basik) £98
Linn LV Plus (Basik) £80
Mission 774L.C £70
SME Series lllS £147
SME Series V £1138
Syrinx PU3 £320
Zeta £499

WORTH CONSIDERING
Readers should-consult both full and summary 
reviews to find the many models which we have 
rated 'worth considering’. Recent additions to the 
list include the Ariston RD40E B&O RX-2 and 
TX-4 Dual 514, Nakamichi Dragon, Rotel RP830 
and Thorens TD-320 with TP16 arm.
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is this a 
WIND-UP?

WELL — we could hardly suggest that 
Edison would have approved, however 

The Sound Organisation
Turntable Stand will improve the sound of 

turntable ... GUAARANTEED... or 
your money back! For details of your 

local dealer, see the facing page.

THE SOUND ORGANISATION
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THEE AUDIO CENTRE 284 Glossop Road, Sheffield SlO 2HS. 0742-737893 
AUDIO COUNSEL 12 Shaw Road, Oldham, Lanes OLl 3LQ. 061-633 2602 
AUDIO EXCELLENCE 134 Crwys Road, Cardiff CF2 4NR. 0222-28565 
AUDIO INSIGHT 53 Wolveston Rd, Stony Stratford, Milton Keynes MKII 1ED. 0908 561551 
AUDIO PROJECTS 45 Headingley Lane, Leeds LS6 1DP. 0532 789115 
AYLESBURY HI-FI 98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks. 0296-28790
BASICALLY SOUND The Old School, School Road, Bracken Ash, Norwich. 0508-70829 
BILLY VEE 248 Lee High Road, Lewisham, London SE13 5PT. 01-318 5755 
BRADY'S HI-FI 401 Smithdown Road, Liverpool Ll5 3JJ 051-733 6859 
BRADY'S BI-FI Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North, Warrington. 0925 828009 
CHICHESTER BI-FI 40 Little London, Chichester, Sussex. 0243-776402
CLEARTONE AUDIO 235 Blackburn Road, Bolton, Lanes BLl 8DR. 0204-31423/399617 
CLEARTONE AUDIO 62 King Street, Manchester M2 4WA. 061-835 1156 
CLEARTONE AUDIO 52 Drake Street, Rochdale, Lanes OL16 1NZ. 0706-524652 
EASTERN AUDIO 41 Bramford Road, Ipswich, Suffolk. 0473-217217 
ELECTROTRADER 19 Colwyn Crescent, Colwyn Bay, Wales. 0492-48932 
ERRICKS Fotosonic House, Rawson Square, Bradford, West Yorks. 0274-309266. 
GRAHAMS BI-FI 86-88 Pentonville Road, London NI. 01-837 4412 
GRimN RADIO 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham B5 ?AH. 021-692 1359 
GULLIFORD BI-FI 28 Cowick Street, St Thomas, Exeter, Devon. 0392 218895 
BARROW AUDIO 27 Springfield Road, Harrow, Middx. 01-863 0938 
BAYWARD + BAYWARD BI-FI 38c High St, Corby, Northants NN17 lVX. 05363-61166 
BI-FI EXPERIENCE Lion House, 227 Tottenham Court Road LWlP OHS. 01-580 7383 
BOLBURN BI-FI 441/5 Holburn Street, Aberdeen, Scotland. 0224 585713 
JEFFRIES BI-FI 4 Albert Parade, Green Street, Eastbourne. 0323-31336 
JE^^IES BI-FI 69 London Road, Brighton, Sussex. 0273-609431 
KJ LEISURESOUND 48 Wigmore Street, London WI. 01-484 0552 
LYRIC BI-FI 163 Stranmillis Road, Belfast. 0232-681296 
MAETO MUSIK 14 The Toll, Buzby Road, Clarkston, Glasgow. 041-638-8252 
NOR^MAN AUDIO 5 Fishergate Row, Butler Street, Preston, Lanes. 0772 53057 
PHIL ^MARCH AUDIO 103a Beverley Road, Hull HU3 lXR. 0482-227867 
PHONOGRAPH 60a Erpingham Road, Putney SW15 1BG. 01-789 2349 
PBOTOCRAFT 40 High Street, Ashford, Kent. 0233-24441.
PURKISS HI-FI 51-53 Picadilly, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs. 0782-265010 
RADFORD HI-FI 52-54 Gloucester Road, Bristol, Avon. 0272-428 247/8 
RADFORD HI-FI 43 King Edwards Court, Windsor, Berks. 95-56431 
RADLETT AUDIO 141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts. 09276-6497 
RAYLEIGH HI-FI 44a High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. 0268-779 762 
ROBERT RITCHIE BI-FI 102-106 Murray Street, Montrose, Scotland. 0674-73765 
RUSS ANDREWS BI-FI 34 Northumberland Street, Edinburgh. 031-557 1672 
THE SOUND ORGANISATION 1 Cathedral Street, London SE1. 01-403 2255 and 3088 
THE SOUND ORGANISATION 36 Gillygate, York. 0904-27108 
STRATBVISION 51/53 Overgate, Dundee DDl IQQ, Scotland. 0382-28900 
STUDIO 99 88 Fairfax Road, London NW6. 01-624 8855 
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO 2/4 Camden High Street, London NI. 01-387 8281 
TECBNOSOUND 55 Silbury Arcade, Milton Keynes MK9 3AG. 0908-604949 
TECBNOSOUND 3 The Gallery, Arndale Centre, Luton, Beds LU1 2TW. 0582 30919 
TONBRIDGE BI-H 19-21 Quarry Hill Road, Tonbridge, Kent. 0732-366767 
UNILET 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567 
WOT Bute Street, South Kensington, London SW?. 01-589 2586 
UXBRIDGE AUDIO 278 High Street, Uxbridge, Middx. 0895-33474
WEST MIDLANDS AUDIO 229 Ombersley Road, Northwick, Worcester. 0905-58046 
WESTWOOD & MASON 46 George Street, Oxford OX1 2AN. 0865-47783 
WOODS AUDIO-VISUAL 39 Victoria Street, Wolverhampton. 0902-772901

Dealer List
THE SOUND ORGANISATION
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THE MICHELL CONNECTION
"The lltimote connectOfl for aM quoHty speakef cables'

SPEAKER CLIP 
ADAPTOR

You ain't heard nothin' yet, folks! GET THE CONNECTION!

APPOLOA
STANDS

MAO< 
INTHEU.K

GET YOUR SOUND OFF 
THE GROUND WITH 
APPOLO SPEAKER STANDS

* Send for your free product brochure 
containing our full range of stands to suit 

all your requirements.
* T.V. wall brackets.

* Speaker wall brackets.
* Floor stands with spiked feet or castors.

* T.V. video trolleys.
* Video consoles.

Also a new range of Hi Fi Tables.
* or contact your local dealer

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
APPOLO SPEAKER STANDS
UNIT 2, PRINCES END INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NICHOLLS RD, 
&ATMAN'S HILL, TIPTON, W. MIDLANDS. TEL: TIPTON 021 520 5070

PLEASE SEND MY FREE BROCHURE

Name............................................................................................................................................

Address........................................................................................................................................

For details please write:

JA Michell Engineering Ud
Depl NHS. 2 Theobald Street. Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, England 

Telephone 01-95) 0771 TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. HFCIUB5
'- —^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^— ^__

i Hunt E.D.A.
kHie Record Aristocrates

DEDICATED TO THE 
SCIENCE OF RECORD CARE

MK.6BRUSH
Cleaning the helical grooves properly with 
our unique MK.6 Carbon Fibre and Velvet 
Brush, kills static dead, removes all such 
particles and dramatically reduces 
surface noise.
MK.12 BRUSH &THE TWIN
Fast, convenient and efficient.

ACOUSTIC & ANITKI RESONANT ANTI
STATIC MAT

Conductive fibres. Specially formulated 
and patented packing. Excellent reviews 
in Germany.

Clicks and Pops on records are usually caused by minute particles of grit, impacted into 
the vinyl by the stylus itself. These grit particles invariably have a minimum dimension of 
between 5 and 15 microns, and are invisible to the naked eye.

Cleaners that fail to reach below the stylus tip profile in the groove do more 
harm than good by brushing these harmful particles back into the grooves. I ' T7 H

Carbon fibre was the only material we found that was fine enough to reach V 
below the tip profile.

For further information send SAE to:
Ominicare Design and Marketing, Fanmont Engineering Ltd, 442!, Staines Road, 

Hounslow, Middlesex, TW/4 5AB. Te: 01-570-9451. Telex: 24667IMPEMPG.
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ACCESSORIES
GUIDE

While some accessories help get a system working at its best, others are less worthwhile. This 
survey looks at the huge variety of products available and picks some of the best.

Accessories play a vital if unglamorous role in 
the world of hifi and music reproduction. Many 
would include cartridges and headphones 
themselves as accessories, but having dealt 
with these at some length elsewhere, the 
following parsimonious allocation of editorial 
pages will be devoted to trying to come to 
terms with all the other 'bits and pieces'.

It seems only a few years ago that 
accessories began and ended with record care, 
with just a gesture towards keeping tape heads 
clean, and the necessary 'bubble pack' leads 
and adaptprs to get the whole thing up and 
running. But the steady improvement in hifi 
equipment Jias increased our awareness of the 
need to takp into account a number of new 
types of' accessory — accessories which 
actually improve sound quality, albeit often in a 
capricious, arbitrary and unpredictable 
fashion.

These are playing an ever increasing role in 
determining how the whole package comes 
together in terms of sound quality, and to 
ignore them is to risk the ship for the ha'ap'orth 
of tar. Music centre quality is what it is 
because the product meets .designations of 
price and convenience. Hi-fi product, of 
however illustrious a reputation, risks making a 
sound like a high priced music centre if 
assembled without attention to the details.

However, there is a major problem in 
accessing the worth of many of these new 
accessories, simply because their effective
ness depends on the components of the 
system and the environment in which it is 
being used. Though it is possible to fill the 
house with turntable tables, speaker stands 
and all manner of connecting leads to carry out 
listening tests, such an approach is, to a 
degree, only specific to the test situation. It 
provides a useful set of absolute values, but 
does not take account of the actual problems 
in the field.

We have adopted a rather different tack by 
picking the brains of a number of the country's 
more conscientious dealers, with their co
operation of course, gratefully acknowledged. 
These were selected less for the wide range of 
accessories that they stock than for the small 
range they specialise in. And for their commit 
ment to the long-term success of their busi
nesses, which is expressed as a desire to 
satisfy any customer even over a trifle, in the 

expectation that he or she will then later return 
to purchase more valuable components and 
systems.

Lace these recommendations with a few 
years' experience coping with the vicissitudes 
of living with a 'high end' hifi system, and of 
trying to get the best out of it. Switch on the 
bullshit detector to cope with the snake-oil 
merchants, and we'll start a blow-by-blow 
rundown on getting the best out of the system, 
and the role of the hi-fi accessory in particular.

Record care
Looking after discs themselves is a good place 
to start. It is a highly controversial subject, with 
a variety of different opinions, accompanied by 
at least as many different solutions, and very 
subject to the vagaries of fashion and the 
flavour of the month syndrome.

To begin with one must distinguish between 
the regular day-to-day care of discs which are 
kept reasonably conscientiously, and the reno
vation or rescue of discs which have suffered 
major abuse.

Really dirty discs, particularly any polluted 
with sticky liquids, may be dealt with in several 
ways, all of which involve the application of 
some sort of solvent. The most frequently 
endorsed and least criticised method is to use 
the Keith Monks cleaning machine, which 
some dealers have installed as a customer 
service for a modest charge per disc. Some
times a clean new inner sleeve is part of the 
price, and if a disc is dirty enough to need this 
sort of treatment it will probably need one 
anyway; Nagaoka, amongst others, supply 
good examples.

The Keith Monks machine is really too 
expensive for the individual to install for 
himself, and the Americans in particular have 
worked hard to produce a more domestic alter
native; though products like the Nitty Gritty 
Record Cleaner have not been successful in 
the UK. But the Disco-Antistat from the Dutch
based company Knowin makes a fair attempt at 
a modest price, but not without a bit of palaver. 
Discs are rotated vertically with their playing 
surfaces being brushed while in an anti- 
static/solvent fluid bath. Unfortunately there is 
not the convenience of the vacuum assisted 
drying used in more elaborate machinery.

The oldest LP record cleaning treatment of 
them all is almost certainly the Watts Manual 
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Parastat. This involves a fairly elaborate clean
ing procedure using specially shaped bristles. 
It has stood the test of time well, and is quite 
effective with dirty discs, though less well 
known than the Preener and Dust Bug which 
are really only effective against day-to-day 
dust.

A fairly recent technique uses a sort of 'face 
pack, a typical example being the Metrocare 
Record Cleaning Film. This is poured over the 
record surface and penetrates the grooves 
before setting to a soft plastic film. It is then 
peeled off, taking much of the debris with it 
(and leaving a bit of a static charge behind!). 
Still something of a rigmarole, it is certainly 
one of the most convenient and effective of the 
domestic treatments. (This product really can 
make old records sound almost like new — 
Erf.)

The morning after the party night before may 
need a fairly powerful solvent, for which Last 
Power Clean (£8) is reckoned to provide a pretty 
effective, though maybe a trifle drastic, cure.

Simple day-to-day dust removal is anything 
but simple. A fair body of opinion holds that 
the only really effective cleaner is the stylus tip 
itself, as it is the only thing which gets 
precisely to the part of the groove which needs 
cleaning, by definition. The attention should 
then be directed towards keeping the stylus 
clean, to which we will return shortly.

The ‘stylus only' argument has plenty of 
weight, the only danger being the risk of 
impacting and embedding particles into the 
groove walls under the highish pressure which 
operates at the point of contact of the stylus.

But a practical problem, particularly with 
light downforce cartridges, and depending 
somewhat upon the shape of the stylus tip, is 
that of getting to the end of a side before the 
fluff takes over.

To combat this, an enormous range of 
products exist, some as accessories, some 
dangling on the front of the cartridges them
selves. The audiophile automatically eschews 
any form of brush that tracks the groove as an 
unacceptable sonic compromise, a claim 
roundly refuted by most manufacturers of 
tracking cleaners.

Whatever the truth of the matter, there 
seems no reason not to clean the record first if 
necessary, then close the lid while it is playing 
to keep any extra rtust off Ann undoubtedly the 
most successful cleaning brushes are those 
made of carbon-fibre bristles. Versions which 
received some praise from the trade were those 

by Goldring and Stanton.
The advantage of carbon-fibre over other 

materials is that the fibres are small enough to 
get down into the bottom of the groove, though 
persuading them to pick up and take away the 
particles takes some practice! The £8 Hunt 
EDA Mk VI, if still available, combines two c-f 
brushes with a plush pad, and is certainly the 
most effective low-aggravation cleaner around.

Conventional preeners in general, and rolling 
cleaners like the glue-strip Plxall and washable 
'tacky' Nagaoka roller seem quite ineffective at 
getting down to the groove bottom, and the 
fear is that the 'land' between the grooves gets 
dusted, but that much of the dust finds its path 
of least resistance is to migrate to the groove 
bottom/ assisted by the static charge which 
accompanies any friction cleaning device.

Static is generally regarded as a major 
enemy of clean discs, and great efforts are 
made to prevent the build up of charge, which 
acts as a magnet to all the dust particles in the 
locality. In fact, the major cause of static is the 
cleaning process itself, which is a further 
string to the 'stylus only' bow — even the 
stylus generates some static build-up, but 
much less severely than the various cleaners. 
(Dry-air conditions produced by central heating 
are often to blame as well — Ed.) The theo
retical conductivity of carbon-fibre bristles 
seems to have little bearing upon their ability 
to create a static charge.

Having caused the static in the first place, 
the industry offers various panacea in the form 
of fluids such as Permostat. But the product 
that really seems to have caught the public 
imagination is the Zerostat, now entering its 
umpteenth year of production and celebrating 
with a new model and increased sales. This is a 
'gun' which directs a 'spray' of ionisation to 
counter static. It is certainly harmless, as it 
goes nowhere near the record surface, though 
its effectiveness is a little unpredictable.

On a different tack, and much more contro
versial, Last's £16 Record Preservative fluid 
actually goes down into the groove as a form of 
lubricant, and is claimed to reduce wear and 
surface noise. Many users swear by it, others 
remain to be convinced.

As for the author, he is a lazy sonofabitch, 
only too happy to follow the 'stylus only' 
doctrine, with occasional recourse to a Hunt 
Mk VI. Personal observation suggests that too 
often record care is regarded as an end in itself, 
whereas the primary aim should be the reduc
tion of surface noise. And rather more than half 
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the secret of 'reducing' surface noise lies in 
getting a decently matched and properly set up 
system that doesn't behave as a surface noise 
exaggerator, as is the case with far too many 
so-called hi-fi systems.

Stylus cleaning
In dealing with record care, mention was made 
of the stylus as a record cleaner, which it most 
certainly is whether one likes it or not. As a 
result it gets filthy pretty quickly, and needs 
more frequent attention than any other part of 
the system.

For many years this meant a soft camel hair 
artist's paintbrush (bent up at the tip) and a 
bottle of isopropanol from the local Chemist, 
taking care always to use the brush from back 
to front along the line of the cantilever. There 
are lots of proprietary versions of this basic 
formula, such as the Audio Technica AT607 
(£1.95), usually providing a better, stiffer, safer 
brush and combining the fluid dispenser.

In recent years the brush-and-solvent 
combination has been challenged by abrasive 
'dry' cleaning methods. Doubts have been 
raised about possible long-term side effects of 
the use of even the gentle stylus cleaning 
fluids on the delicately controlled internal 
damping of the cartridge, sufficient to suggest 
that only the minimum fluid should be applied, 
and not over-frequently.

Furthermore it has been observed that some 
of the deposits that build up on the diamond tip 
are practically insoluble, including, it is 
believed, such things as stearates and mould
release agents present on brand new discs. 
And on the basis that diamond is just about the 
hardest thing around, abrasive cleaning is an 
obvious course to follow.

Linn Products set the ball rolling by giving 
away book matches labelled 'Stylus Cleaner & 
Review Disposal Kit', intimating that once one 
had incinerated the outpourings of the 
specialist press, one could use the striking 
strip as a stylus cleaner. To everyone's amaze
ment it worked rather well (in the latter role at 
least), though there was some risk of damage if 
used clumsily.

Now Linn have discovered The Green Stuff, a 
plastics-based abrasive sheet which is flexible 
enough to remove the risk, and which seems to 
do a decent job of the cleaning. Linn dealers, 
who have to pay for the sheets themselves, 
h^e been known to slip in the odd 5 x 1cm 
strip, making deprecating gestures as one 
fumbles for the cheque book.

Although this simple abrasive strip seems to 
work well with most cartridges, those with the 
sharpest profiles, particularly the new 'ridged' 
models, seem to prefer something a little 
gentler (Many cartridge manufacturers would 
decry abrasive cleaning - Ed.)

Those who get really hooked on stylus 
cleaning blow £16 on the Audio Technlca 
AT637, which is a motor-driven, battery 
powered vibrating abrasive pad. It was the 
most universally acclaimed item in our dealer 
poll, yet with a sincerity born of altruism rather 
than greed. One described it as the best thing 
since sliced bread - and in the next sentence 
referred me to the Chemist to buy isopropanol 
and cotton buds for tape head cleaning, 
instead of some similarly exotic head cleaner!

Vibrator cleaners are available from other 
firms such as Goldring, though all the various 
brands seem to appear and disappear 
sporadically, due, presumably, to vagaries of 
supply. For stubborn cases or occasional 
spring cleaning they may be used with a drop 
of fluid, but a suggestion for everyday use is to 
pop them on for ten minutes or so before 
settling down to listen to music, say while 
fixing a drink or beverage.

A similar pad designed for manual use 
without a vibrator is the £7 Discwasher SC2, 
from an American brand which is just starting 
to become available again after a brief 
absence, and which offers a wide range of 
other disc care products besides.

The author is mildly appalled to realise that 
he has no less than three stylus cleaning items 
affixed to his turntable by means of Blu-tack: a
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soft (ADC) brush for fluff, The Green Stuff for 
between sides, and Cleanol solvent/brush for a 
bi-weekly spruce or the occasional sticky bit!

Turntable supports
The latest accessory craze to hit record players 
is a much more substantial item which has 
nothing to do with styli. Turntable support 
structures of various kinds, frequently costing 
nearly £50, have mushroomed onto the market, 
led by the Sound Organisation table, which we 
used throughout our cartridge tests, but now 
including a number of rivals.

The simple fact is that record players are 
seismographs, purposely designed for the 
detection of vibration, some of which is 
wanted, some not. To some extent all are 
affected by their immediate acoustic and 
vibration environment, but the very popular 
Linn LP12 certainly demonstrates significant 
changes in sound quality on different kinds of 
support, and some others do likewise.

On this occasion Linn have failed to take the 
lead by supplying an 'authorised' table, so 
several dealers stepped smartly into the gap, 
followed swiftly by accessory suppliers. There 
is still some debate about what the support is 
designed to do, but the basic criteria seem to 
consist of a low mass turntable-sized platform 
supported by spikes on a rigid frame.

The £50 Sound Organisation table is 
certainly best known, and inspired turntable 
manufacturer Pink Triangle to offer the £30 

Aerolam Prop as a better-sounding platform. 
The £45 Audio File and £50 Target tables have 
an extra shelf and better levelling arrange
ments.

Alternatives to these rather inconveniently 
low tables are wall-mounted supports, such as 
the Partington, the £37 Target TI1 and the £45 
Heybrook.

The expensive Prop is not the only 
separately available platform, and a number of 
low cost alternatives have been designed to sit 
on an existing cabinet or shelf, supplied with or 
without feet. These include such models as the 
QED Torlyte, the OS Soundbase (available as 
platform with optional frame), the Mission 
lsoplat, and the Quadropod, the latter also 
supplying a set of spiked feet for the do-it- 
yourselfer or to use with proprietary platforms. 
The lsoplat is not spiked but is mounted on 
energy absorbing sorbothane feet, so is 
reckoned to be more effective with plinth type 
players than subchassis designs.

It is fair to describe the turntable support 
market as rather fluid and fickle at present. 
Certainly some dealers are a little reluctant to 
promote products produced by rival shops! A 
device which has claimed much attention is 
the RATA Torlyte Stand, a very neat design 
which dispenses with the support plate alto
gether.

Although we have tried to include all current 
turntable supports in the listing, new products in 
this area continue to appear.

"Torlyte' supports by QED, for turntables or other units - sound quality may benefit, but the reasons are 
little understood!
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An additional point to note is that these 
support structures can actually improve the 
sound of other components such as amplifiers, 
though the mechanisms involved are even less 
well understood!

Other turntable accessories
Lumped together under this rather woolly 
heading we find turntable mats, disc clamps, 
and alignment gauges.

Mats were popular a while back, until 
turntable manufacturers cottoned on to the 
flaws in their existing mats and started putting 
them right.

Any mat is a compromise between damping 
the vibration in the disc and providing a firm 
support for it. The one essential is to start with 
an evenly supporting surface, and if this is not 
provided a mat change is worthwhile. Beyond 
that there are differences between mats, and 
scope for 'fine tuning' the balance of a system, 
but if the turntable manufacturer knows what 
he is about, the compromise will have been 
carefully chosen at the start.

Disc clamps also have their proponents and 
critics, and they are an integral part of several 
well-regarded turntable designs, enabling the 
disc to be stressed firmly into contact with the 
mat. Whether they have a useful role as a 
separate accessory is more of a moot point. 
Like mats they affect the balance of a system, 
for better or ill, and really should be taken into 
account at the turntable design stage. They are 
also a fiddly nuisance to use, as are the very 
'tacky' turntable mats which offer high disc 
damping.

Assuming you are unlucky enough to have a 
dealer who doesn't line up your cartridge for 
you, then an alignment gauge is fairly indis
pensable. In fact the one Choice has published 
is reasonably useful, but our particular favour
ite is the Elite, which was used throughout the 
cartridge tests, and which gives a direct 
measure of the actual error at any point. Its 
efficacy can be confirmed by the gratifying 
closeness of the average results for Left and 
Right separation and tracking ability obtained 
in the tests.

Loudspeaker stands
For many the loudspeaker stand is merely a 
useful way to get the speakers out of the way 
when they are not being used, and enable the 
Hoovering to be done. This was once the case, 
because it was assumed that the reasons for 
stand mounting a loudspeaker was largely to 

do with convenience and the acoustic benefits 
of getting the sound source up to ear level.

But more recently there has been a growing 
awareness that the loudspeaker needs a rigid 
support giving firm mechanical coupling to the 
floor. Castors are being replaced across the 
country by mildly vicious spikes which pene
trate through the carpet and underlay to savage 
the floorboards beneath, with audible improve
ments that any good dealer can demonstrate. 
(An alternative school of thought stresses 
deliberately decoupling in a controlled manner, 
which may be worth pursuing if spiking doesn't 
work, but is clearly a minority opinion.)

For some reason which remains obscure, the 
most obviously effective mechanical coupling 
— of bolting the whole thing down — doesn't 
seem to work very well in practice. Best results 
seem to be had by firmly locating the stand on 
the floor, then resting the speaker on the top 
plate on spacing nuts or further spikes.

Our survey indicated many of the brands 
were the same as those producing turntable 
supports. Perhaps the most popular all-rounder 
was the Heybrook HBS1 (£55), but the Linn 
stands (available for all Linn models) and the 
£50 Sound Factory SF2 were also strongly 
endorsed in this middle-market sector.

Target seem to be the dominant brand at a 
slightly lower price, three different sized 
models costing from £35. They also market 
a £10 conversion kit so that existing stand 
owners can swap their castors for spikes.

Fighting off the spikes — speaker castors from
Ha/ver Rol/en
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Other low cost brands which were rated 
included QED and Partington.

At the top end of the marketplace Stand & 
Deliver are particularly noted for users of the 
Quad ELS63 loudspeaker, and the £100-odd 
Cliff Stone Foundation models were held in 
very high regard.

The importance of the speaker stand can 
hardly be overlooked when the bulk of the £50 
models are finding happy homes underneath 
loudspeakers that cost between £100 and £200.

Cables and connectors
The influence of cables and connectors upon 
sound quality was intimated a number of years 
ago, and has slowly been accepted, despite the 
lack of any coherent theoretical explanation for 
many of the subjective effects which are 
detectable.

To start to discuss the whys and wherefores 
would quickly clog the page allocation. More 
than any other component, connecting wires 
are system-dependent, so a more pragmatic 
approach is to find out which types are being 
supplied, and which give the most reliable 
results 'in the field'.

Everybody needs speaker cable, and nobody 
uses thin bell wire anymore. OED 42-strand and 
79-strand are popular at the cheaper end of the 
market, the former frequently supplied free of 
charge with systems. Nairn, Supra and Mission 

speaker cables were also strongly endorsed for 
their cost-effectiveness and good sound 
quality, with Monster likewise at a slightly 
higher price.

More expensive still, but again getting a vote 
of confidence are Force 4/Absolute Wire, the 
Hitachi and Audio Technica Long Crystal 
cables, and the van den Hui designs.

Interconnect cables are relevant to those 
with separate pre- and power amplifiers, and 
are even more competitive and confusing, with 
OED lncon, and RS Blue leading the way at the 
low price end.

High-price interconnects will hold great 
fascination for the fanatic, who will probably 
need to try several different kinds in his system 
before deciding. Hopefully the dealer will ease 
his path by making samples available on loan. 
Top rated interconnects include Randall, The 
Absolute Link, Hitachi LC and van den Hui, the 
latter two arousing particular interest at 
present.

Connectors are currently getting as much 
attention as cables. The standard phono plug 
has finally been scorned by Nairn Audio, which 
is making life a bit complicated as it brings the 
(rather nice) BNC video connector onto the 
scene. But there are some good phono plugs 
around, including the AS gold-plated types, 
and others from EAR, van den Hui, Linn and 
Moth Marketing.

Rigidity and good coupling to the floor are provided by modern speaker stand designs, like these from QED 
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Mlcheil have carved out their own little niche 
with some fine high quality speaker terminals 
and connectors, while for adaptor leads 
between different connector standards the 
VEDA brand received several mentions along 
with QED interconnects..

And as if that is not enough, there is quite a 
lot of fuss going on at the mains connection 
end of things. Again from a 'good house
keeping' angle it makes sense to use the 
'cleanest' mains connection possible. The £10 
MK 13amp distribution board cropped up 
several times, along with the similarly priced 
Marbo for hard-wiring.

Operating rather differently by seeking to 
prevent 'dirty' mains from adversely affecting 
sound, the RATA Clamp and Superclamp have 
their adherents. This seems to be rather 'situ
ation dependent', presumably because ' the 
quality of mains varies from place to place and 
at different times of the day (getting worse in 
the evenings when everyone switches on their 
TV sets).

Tape heads
With commendable frankness and honesty, 
many dealers indicated their preference here 
for cotton buds, isopropanol and Servisol 
spray, though kits with applicators are avail
able from many sources. As a postscript to the 
preceding section, they also pointed out the 
need to keep electrical contacts at plugs and 
sockets clean as well.

Proprietary kits for this sort of general 
maintenance include Audio Technlca's 
AT6021, with the AT624 specific to tape. QED 
Tapeclean, Revox, TEAC and Metrosound were 
others mentioned by name.

The Allsop Thre (£5) was the one 'gizmo' 
cleaner that was highly rated, for the lazy or for 
those with inaccessible heads to clean (which 
includes most car players).

The other occasional maintenance job which 
is worthwhile with tape heads is demagnetis
ation, courtesy Maxwell (£7.95), or the battery 
operated £8 TDK, which is nearly foolproof, 
and can be used for cassette decks or reel-to- 
reel recorders.

Pot pourri
All sorts of strange and wonderful, fascinating 
and even useful devices appear from time to 
time. I don't think I shall ever forget my amaze
ment at the Audio Technics earwarming pads 
for Winter Walkmen. Then there is the toy 
Volkswagen Microbus which plays records 

while running round them, developed in his 
spare time by a Sony engineer/VW enthusiast.

On a more serious note, QED do a useful line 
of switch boxes for those faced with a 
bewildering array of bits of equipment to fit 
into a modern 'minimalist' pre-amp. Cartridge 
mounting kits, from Heybrook, Goldring or 
A&R, for example, provide rigid fixing using 
socket head bolts, and can actually transform 
the sound of a system if such a precaution has 
not already been taken. Contact preservatives 
such as Tweek and Cramolln are another area 
of mild controversy, not least because of their 
high prices, but some users swear by them. 
Then there are special headshell leads, about 
which I am currently very perplexed. And a 
faintly bizarre German method of measuring 
cartridge/groove friction to assess stylus wear 
(or pollution), called Protech.

Finally, there are certain accessories which 
improve the service a dealer can offer his 
customers. Keith Monks record cleaners have 
already been mentioned, and are clearly useful, 
if expensive. Similarly good but expensive, I 
can personally vouch for the Ortofon Cartridge 
Test Computer which gave impressively 
reliable results in the great majority of cases, 
even though it did give me cause to swear 
occasionally. Rather less of an investment is a 
nice Olympus stereo microscope for stylus 
inspection, which Linn are encouraging their 
dealers to install, and which does a pretty 
decent job of assessing cleanliness and wear.

Trade Talk
We would like to thank the many dealers who 
were kind enough to help us in the preparation 
of this feature. They included:

Aston Audio, Alderley Edge, Cheshire 
Audio Excellence, Cardiff 
The Audio File, Bishop Stortford, Herts 
Audio T, West Hampstead, London NW6 
Audition Hi-Fi, Leicester 
Bartletts, Holloway Road, London N7 
WA Brady & Son, Liverpool 15 
Chichester Hi-Fi, Chichester, West Sussex 
Grahams Hi-Fi, Pentonville Road, London N1 
Hampshire Audio, Chandlers Ford, Hants 
Hi-Fi Care, Tottenham Court Road, London W1 
Jeffries Hi-Fi, Brighton 
The Music Room, Glasgow 
Sound Advice, Loughborough 
Spaldings Hi-Fi, Croydon, Surrey 
Unilet, New Malden, Surrey
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This Hating ^wre manufacture and dlstrtbutora who specialise In accessories, or offer some Items 
alongside a h<-fi equipment range. Where a large number of Items Is offered, we have summarised 
the range; readers are advised to contact the manufacturers for further Information.

A&R CAMBRIDGE LTD
Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cam
bridge CB5 9Pa Tel (0223) 861550
Speaker stands (Medite) for Arcam One £49.90. 
Two £39.90, Thre £45.00; various loading modules 
for A60; 2-way Active Crossover Board for SA60 
(specify speaker) £40.25, for C200/Arcam One 
£74.75; range of Hi-Def interconnects.
ABSOWTE SOUNDS
42 Parkside, London SW19. Tel 01-947 5047 
Hitachi LC-OFC cable; speaker cables, SSX 101 
£11.00/metre; SSX 102 2-core £5.00/metre; SSX 104 
4-core £8.50/metre; PSAX 1.5m stereoset 
terminated £9.95; 1m stereo set, £35.00; 0.5m 
stereo set £30.00; Siltech LC-OFC speaker cables 
from £33.50/metre, interconnects from 
£50.00/metre; Randall Research interconnects, TX 
Flex phono to phono set £n.OO/metre, other items 
available; Absolute Link interconnect £3900/metre 
(mono); Absolute Wre — Force 4 speaker cable 
£3.25/metre; Audio Connectors; 5 pin tonearm 
connector £12.50; phone connectors for various 
interconnects; Planax Record Clamp £15.00; 
Tweek Contact Enhancer £17 (syringe); Goldmund 
Spirit Level £3.50; other accessories for specific 
A-S products.
ALLSOP
Path pie, 1 Berens Road, London NW10 5DY. Tel 
01-969 2514
Orbitrac II Record Cleaner £14.95; Carbonoptic 
Fibre brush £6.95, Allsop 3 Cassette Cleaner £4.95, 
replacement cleaning parts set £2.95; Allsop 3 
microcassette cleaner £4.95; Allsop 3 video 
cleaner VHS or Beta £14.95, U-Matic £44.95.
APPOLO STANDS
Zenith Crown Ltd, Unit 2, Princes End Industrial 
Estate, Nicholls Road, Batmans Hill, Tipton, West 
Midlands DY4 91.. Tel 021-520 5070
Castor speaker stands (adjustable width) Appolo 
4 (10in high) £18.95, Appolo 5 (10in, variable tilt) 
£26.95, Appolo 7 (10-151n adjustable height) £19,95; 
speaker stands with spikes (removable) Appolo 
6 (12-16in or 201n high), Appolo 8 (16in or 201n) 
£25.95, Appolo 9 (24in high), Appolo 10 (16in high) 
£39.95; turntable/equipment table AT1 £39.95; AT3 
£54.95; turntable wall shelf AT2 £35.95; two-tier 
wall shelf unit AT4 £39.95; speaker wall brackets 
AST £13.95, WBI £12.45; TV wall bracket £18.96. 
ARJAY INTERIORS
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ. 
Tel 01-390 2101
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Record storage system ST2 (holds 480 
LPs)£109.00, ST3 (360 LPs) £89.00, ST4 (240 LPs) 
£55.00, ST5 (120 LPs) £34.00.
AUDIO FILE
40 Hockeri// Street, Bishops Stortford Herts. Tel 
(0279) 5065576
Turntable table £45; mini turntable £25.
AUDIOTECHNICA (UK) LTD
Huns/et Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds. Tel 
(0532) 771441
Headshell AL-8, £5.50; AT-CF3 for straight arm 
£6.50; magnesium IEC headshells MG-10 (10g) 
£7.95, MG-6 (6g) £8.50, MG-8 (8g) £11.50, silver 
wired AT-MS £11.95, LT-12 £14.50; Silver Ute 
cartridge leads £3.50; LC-OFC cartridge leads 
£5.50, LC-OFC phone cables 1.3mm and 0.7mm 
£39.95 and £29.95; LC-OFC speaker cables 
available; Wet cassette cleaner £5.95; stylus 
cleaner £1.95; Electric stylus cleaner £15.95; Sonic 
Broom £6.95; other record care items; m-c step 
up transformers AT100T £799.95, AT650 £158.95, 
AT630 £55.95; full range of headphones, 
microphones and microphone accessories.
AASTON AUDIO LTD
4 West Street, Aldertey Edge, Cheshire. Tel (0625) 
582704.
Distributors of Stand and Deliver speaker stands 
(for Quad ESL63 etc.) and other hi-fi products.
AUTOMATION SCIENCES CO
20 Little Gaddesden, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 
1FA. Tel (04 284) 2786
Van den Hui monocrystal interconnect D-102 and 
D202 both £8.65/metre (mono), tonearm cable 
£19/metre (stereo), speaker cable (single 
conductor) CS-12 £2.50/metre, D30 II £4.15/metre, 
D-30S II £9.75/metre; Empire stylus force gauge 
£19.50; Tiffany connectors (full range available); 
packaged with Tiffany connectors D-102 Mk II 1.5m 
stereo set £70.00; D-502 1.5m 5-pin to phonos 
(specify ^m) £70.00; HS-30 silver headshell leads 
set £18.00; CfX Compact Disc damping foil 
£6.99/pack of 10.
BEARD
See Presence Audio Ltd.
BEYER DYNAMIC (GB) LTD
Unit 14, Cliffe Industrial Estate, Lewies, Sussex 
BN8 6JL. Tel (0273) 479411
Extensive range of high quality headphones. 
BIB AUDIONIDEO PRODUCTS
Kelsey House, Wood Lane End, Hemel 
Hempstead, Herts HP2 4RQ Tel (042) 61291
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Stylus cleaning kit £299 A602 record cleaning kit 
with fluid £3.98; Audio Care kit (including tape 
head cleaner, carbon fibre record brush, stylus 
cleaner) £7.98; Groovkleen sweep arm £3.49; CD 
cleaner £9.98; CD storage units (10 CDs) £2.99.
CECIL E WATIS LTD
Darby House, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. Tel 
(90827) 83252
Dust Bug sweep arm £3.59; Manual Parastat Mk 
llA £13.25, with humid mop £13.25; Parastat Mk IV 
with stylus cleaner £10.95; Disc Preener £2.35; 
Stylus Cleaner 85p; Xstatic antistatic gun £10.95; 
complete range of refill fluids, wicks, brushes and 
pads for above.
CLARION SHOJI (UK) LTD
4-6 Faraday Road, Dorcan Industrial Estate, 
Dorcan, Swindon, Wilts SN3 5HQ Tel (0793) 24081 
Cassette head cleaner (Allsop mechanism).
CLIFF STONE AUDIO PRODUCTS
50 Poynders Hill, Leverstock Green, Herne/ 
Hempstead, Herts. Tel (0442) 50657 
Foundation Speaker stands 10S (10.5in) and 155 
(15in) £112, 18/2 (18in) and 18U (18in, larger top 
plate) £89.00, 21A (21.5in) and 21B (21.5in, larger top 
plate) £89.00, Atlas 15 (15in) £59.95, Atlas 19 (19in, 
2-position top plate) and Atlas 22 (22in) £49.95. 
Custom-built stands, POA.
DECCA
See Presence Audio Ltd
DELTEC PRECISION AUDIO
16 Claude Road, Roath, Cardiff, South Wales CF2 
3PZ Tel (0222) 482818
The Power mains RF noise filter with lEC-type 
plug/0.5 metre cable £74.00, 2 metre cable £92.00, 
3.5 metre cable £110.00, with 13A-type socket/ 
0.5 metre cable £74.00; full range of Solid Link 
gold phono to phono interconnects from £24.00 
(0.75mm) to £78 (10mm); range of Solid Link 
speaker cables (with 4mm plugs) from 2 metre 
pairs, £32.00. Custom cable service (any other 
connectors on above cables) add £5.00 per 
custom stereo pair.
DISCWASHER
See John A Walker Ltd
EDWARDS' CONSTRUCTIONS
The Old Chapel, 282 Skipton Road, Harrogate, 
North Yorkshire HG1 3Ha Tel (0423) 50442 
Complete range of furniture units for records, 
cassettes, hi-fi, TV and video etc. Varispace 
system 74in or 84in high units, Brunswick range 
record cabinets (all in teak, oak, sapele, walnut) 
and 7-drawer CD cabinet. Special orders 
undertaken.
GOLDRING PRODUCTS LTD
8 Greyfriars Road, Moreton Hall Industrial Estate, 
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX. Tel (0284)

701101
Electronic Stylus Cleaner £12.00; EXstatic 
conductive mat £5.50; EXstatic carbon fibre brush 
£6.00; HiFi Light for record deck £14.00; Stylus 
Care Kit £3.75; Stylus Tracking Force Gauge £5.50; 
Super EXstatic Cleaning Pad £6.50; EXstatic 
Sweep arm £11; standard headshells £3.50; 
headshell leads £1.50.
HALVER ROLLEN (UK) LTD
PO Box 15, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 41G. Tel (0235) 
819296
Roll-Around speaker trolleys, adaptable to a wide 
range of speaker sizes about £12.00.
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, 
Bucks. Tel (0753) ^8447
Extensive range of Sennheiser headphones and 
microphones.
HEYBROOK
Mecom Acoustics Ltd, Knighton Hill, Wembury, 
Plymouth, Devon. Tel (0752) 863188
Speaker stands HBS1 for HB1, HB2 £55; HBS3 for 
HB3 £42.50; TS1 turntable shelf £44.98; AK1 
cartridge mounting kit £4.95.
HUNT EDA
See Omnicare Ltd
HW INTERNATIONAL LTD
3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ Tel 01-607 2717 
Shure Stylus Force Gauge SFG-2 £12.75; Shure 
test record TTR-103 £19.50, TTR-109 £13.75, TTR-117 
£19.50; Luxman m-c cartridge demagnetiser 
£25.00; felt-finish turntable mat £9.00.
INCATEC
23 Lincoln Way, Canvey Island, Essex. Tel (0296) 
690895
Gold plated mains plugs 13A £9.06, 13A 2-pin 
£9.20,15A £10.87; sockets 13A single £13.80,13A 
single switched £16.79, 13A double £16.81, 13A 
double switched, 15A single £20.47, 13A 4-way 
£39.10.
KEITH MONKS AUDIO LTD
Progress House, Albert Road, Aldershot, Hants 
GU11 1SZ. Tel Aldershot 334123/4
A number of hi-fi dealers offer a record cleaning 
service using Keith Monks Record Cleaning 
Machines.
LINN PRODUCTS LTD
257 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 
9SZ. Tel 041-634 0371
Speaker stands: Index £34.50; lsobarik £92; Kan 
£69; Sara £73.60; other accessories specific to 
Linn LP12 etc.
J A MICHELL ENGINEERING LTD
2 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire 
Tel 01-953 0771
Gold plated 4mm speaker plugs £9.75, terminals
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£6.90; amplifier terminals £6.90; speaker clip 
adaptors £6.72 (all above prices are per set of 4, 
including post and packing).
MISSION ELECTRONICS LTD
Stonehil/ Industrial Estate, Huntingdon PE18 6EQ 
Tel ((0480 57477 
lsoplat vibration isolation platform £19.95; 
Sorbomat platter mat £12.95; speaker stands, 
£29.95/pair, three types for 70,77; 700, 707; 737, 770, 
780; spikes £6.95, for 737, 770, 780, £9.95; speaker 
cable, 651 strand OFC £1.20/metre, 2 x 5m with 
plugs, £16.95; Cyrus equipment rack £69.95.
METROCARE
Cambrasound Ltd, Britannia Road, Waltham 
Cross, Herts EN7 BEE Tel (092) 71^68
Record Cleaning Film kit including 'peel-off' fluid 
in bottle/applicator and drying stand £6.98; fluid 
only £3.99.
MILTY PRODUCTS LTD
516 Derwent Street Trading Estate, off Ordsall 
Lane, Salford, Lanes MS 4RE. Tel 061..IJ34 4445 
Record cleaner Pixall Roller Mkll £7.49, refill Mk 
I or Mk II £1.24; Permostat fluid kit incorporating 
double-sided Duo-Pad £6.90, standard refill £4.73, 
jumbo refill £9.44; Dermaclean kit £4.97, Derma
clean jumbo size £4.19; Duo-Pad complete £1.59, 
refills £1.22; Work Mat £6.21; CO Cleaner £4.49; 
Gold Connect 4mm plugs £17.50/set of 4 inc 
screwdriver.
MONSTER CABLE
Custom CCable Service, Uni/et, 35 High Stret, New 
Malden, Surrey. Tel 01-942 9567
Speaker cables available in various standard 
lengths and customised to individual 
requirements include Monster Cable, Superflex, 
DeWerline; Interlink interconnects; Xterminator 
terminations.
MOTH MARKETING
PO Box 20, Bedford MK40 1YH. Tel (0234) 741152 
Moth distribute a wide range of accessories as 
well as an unrivalled catalogue of 'audiophile' and 
special-edition LPs and Compact Discs.
NAGAOKA
Path pie, 1 Berens Road, London NW10 5DY Tel 
01-969 2514
Full range of Nagaoka hi-fi accessories and 
miniature headphones.
OMNICARE LTD
442 Staines Road,, Hounslow, Middlesex TW4 5AB 
Tel 01-570 9451
Hunt EDA record care products: Low Profile 
Sweep arm, £7.95, Mk VI Carbon Fibre Brush 
£7.95; Mk 12 Carbon Fibre Brush £6.60; Omnicare 
Twin Brush £4.99; Omniccare SA1 Sweep Arm £8.50; 
Anti-Resonance Mat £7.95 (thick); £4.50 (thin); 
range of Cassette Cabinets.
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ORTOFON (UK) LTD
Denmark House, Tavistock Industrial Estate, 
Ruscombe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ. Tel (0734) 
^3621
Test Record £10.00; CAP210 cartridge capacitance 
loading device (210pF) £5.00.
PARTINGTON
1 Beechcroft Road, Orpington, Kent (9569) 5^ 
Range of professional and domestic speaker 
stands and wall mounting brackets with prices 
starting at around £20 for the adjustable PPls and 
up to over £100 for the Dreadnought Class stands. 
Also new 16in and 19in rack mountings.
PIVOTELLI
Broadaker Co Ltd, Guernsey. Tel (0481) 46818 
Complete range of pivoting wall brackets for 
speakers, television sets etc. Universal Stereo 
brackets start at £22.36 (screw-in baseplate) and 
range up to £64.90 ('limpet' large adjustable 
baseplate). Many other types available, including 
desk-mounting computer support and universal 
joints for use with all wall brackets.
PIXALL
SSe Milty Products Ltd.
PRESENCE AUDIO LTD
Eastland House, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West 
Sussex RH13 6NY. Tel (04 485) 33
Beard m-c head amplifier HA1 £103.50; Decca 
Diplomat carbon fibre brush £8.97, Zero Ohm Mk 
II brush £7.99, Deram Brush £3.99, Record Cleaner 
£7.99 Odyssey Perfect Lock gold-plated locking 
4mm plugs £39.00/set of 4; Vecteur 'stackable' 
gold plated 4mm plugs £5.96/set of 4, record 
clamp £29, Vecteur linear crystal interconnects 1m 
stereo set £49.00; MOM colour coded inter
connects £9.95; Jecklin Float headphones ranga 
OED AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
Unit 12 Ashford Industrial Estate, Ashford, 
Middlesex. Tel Ashford 46236
Sound Definition speaker stands S024 (24in, 
spikes) £59.00, S015 (15ln, spikes) £5, SD19S (19in, 
spikes) £37.50, S019 (19in) £29.95, SOB (Sin) £22.95. 
Torlyte turntable platform (3 sizes) £35.00, CD 
platform £33.00; Cartridge Equaliser m-m £19.50, 
m-c ^9.50; MCA-1 Moving-coil pre-amp ^£38.50; full 
range lncon interconnects from £1.10/metre; 
speaker cables 42 strand 38p/metre, 79 strand 
79p/metre, C38 £1.75/metre; Speaker Switching 
units up to 6-way, 2-way from £9.50; Speaker 
Volume Control, 20W £18.50, 40W £29.00; Tape 
Switching units DIN 2-way £25.00, 3-way £28.00; 
phono 2-way £28.00, 3-way £38.00; other switching 
units phono £17.50, amplifier £19.95, CD £18.50; 
headphone adaptor £12.50; headphone control 
£18.50; attenuators DIN to DIN, DIN to phono, 
phono to phono, £9.50; full range care/ 
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maintenance products, mains suppressors, mains 
distribution units and plugs.
OUADROPOD
J C Elison, Wells Cottage, Thrapston Road, 
Finedon, Northants. Tel (0093) 680744 
Loudspeaker stands: Quadropod 1, £49.84; 
Quadropod 2 £44.00.
REVOX
F W O Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, 
Corehamwood, Herts WD6 4RZ. Tel 01-953 
Cartridge mounting kit for 8791/795 decks; 
complete range of accessories for open-reeltape 
decks including tapes, reels, NAB reel adaptors, 
interconnects, cleaning kit, microphones and 
headphones.
ROSS ELECTRONICS
49-53 Pancras Way, London NW 2QB. Tel 01-278 
5371
Complete range of audio accessories and 
connecting leads; complete range of stereo 
headphones.
ROTEL HI-FI LTD
2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes Tel 
(0953) 317707
Supra loudspeaker cables twin 2.5mm 651 strand 
£1.501metre, 4mm 1039 strands £2.301metre; hi-fi 
cabinet RK-800 (mahogany) £69.00.
RTJ SERVICES
15 Mount Pleasant, Cockfosters, Hertfordshire. 
Tel 01-441 3978
In-line devibes for cartridge loading adjustment. 
Various capacitance/impedances available.
RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES 
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal, Cumbria 
LAB SAS. Tel (053 983) 247
Torlyte turntable stand £99.00; Mains filters, Clamp 
1 £5.50, Clamp 2 £8.50, Superclamp £19.95; Clean- 
01 record cleaner (goat hair) £5.99; Cramolin 
contact cleaner £19.95 (brush kit or spray kit); 
SiderealKaps Premium Audio Grade Capacitors 
(minimum quantities 25).
SHURE
See HW International Ltd
THE SOUND FACTORY
Duke Street, Loughborough LE11 1ED. Tel (0539) 
218254
Tripod equipment stands, complete range of 
modular units from £36.50. Speaker stands SF2 
47cm high £48.50, SF3 (27, 37 or 47cm) £57.50; wall 
brackets SF4 £31.50; turntable wall bracket SF5 
£55.50; turntable table £47.50.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION
1 Cathedral Street, London SE1 Tel 01-403 2255 
Speaker stands from £69; floor stand £49-50; wall 
stand £32.50; sub stand £25; record track £59.50; 
wall bracket £29.50 a pair.

SHEFFIELD LAB (EUROPE) LTD
Suite 1, 30 Upper High Street, Thame, Oxon OZX7 
3EZ. Tel (084 421) 7606 
Direct-cut recordings and Compact Discs; list of 
current LPs and CDs sent on request.
SONY (UK) LTD
Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex 
TW18 4PF. Tel Staines 6168
Extensive range of miniature and hi-fi headphones 
for all applications, range of connectors, adaptors 
and other accessories.
SUPRA
See Rote/
TARGET AUDIO PRODUCTS LTD
Unit 10A, Britannia Estate, Leagrave. Road, Luton, 
Bedfordshire. Tel (068) 424755
Speaker stands S1 (17in), £36; S2 (24in), £37; S3 
(12in, larger base), £36; turntable wall shelf TT1, 
turntable table TTI, £45; speaker stand spike kit 
(8 spikes), £10; HJ15 stand, £79; HJ17/20 £69.
TEAC
Hannan (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks 
SL2 500. Tel (0753) 76911
Range of accessories including miniature in-line 
m-c step up devices.
TEK MARKETING LTD
Burrell Road, St Ives, Cambridgeshire. Tel (040480) 
62225
Zerostat Antistatic Pistol £9.95; 3000 Record 
Cleaner £16.95, replacement fluid £6.95; Quick 
Cleaner £4.75; Tek T31 Time Switch £20 
VAN DEN HUL
See Automation Sciences Co
JOHN A WALKER LTD
1st Floor Suite, 55 North Street, Thame, 
Oxfordshire OX9 3BH. Tel (0844 21) 6929 
Discwasher 04 record cleaner with fluid £11.95; 
D4 refill 1.2oz £1.95, 6oz £6.95, 16oz £14.95; SC2 
stylus cleaner system with fluid £6.95, fluid £1.45; 
complete care set D4 and SC2 in walnut plinth 
£24.95; Perfect path head cleaner £4.95, CPR 
capstan/pinchroller cleaner £5.95; tape care set 
CPR, Perfect Path £14.95; D'Mag demagnetiser 
£17.95.
ZEROSTAT
See Tek Marketing Ltd

(Note: in compiling this Accessory Guide we have 
endeavoured to contact every manufacturer; 
however, the listing cannot claim to be totally 
comprehensive.. Prices and product specifications 
will inevitably be subject to change. Readers 
should also note the availability of virtual copies 
of many successful 'name' accessory products, 
which may not necessarily match the specifica
tion of the original.)
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Choosing a good hi-fi dealer is the most vital step in acquiring the system that is right for you. This 
unique directory gives full information on dealers in your area whose demonstration facilities and 
dedication to customer satisfaction meet the very highest standards.
Conventional technical specifications, admirable 
though they may be, do not tell you how hi-fi will 
sound. Plenty of equipment can be made to jump 
through the technical hoops, and sounds 'very hh 
fi', but will still reproduce music in a way that is 
inaccurate, coloured, tiring, and subtly 
unsatisfying.

Such equipment offers an insidious long-term 
disincentive to music listening. Ask people who 
have recently bought a new hi-fi system whether 
they are pleased with it, and they will almost 
always say yes — after all, they felt it was the right 
decision at the time, and it may have sounded 
'impressive' in a very brief, loud demonstration. 
Ask the same people whether they now spend 
more time listening to music than before, and you 
will find out if the system is really any good.

The split between 'mass market' audio and 
'specialist' hi-fi has now become almost total. All
in-one 'rack' and 'midi' systems now tend to 
compete on looks, features and price rather than 
on sound quality, though claiming adequate 
technical performance; on the other hand, the 
specialist manufacturers have tried to make 
products that sound better, leaving out 
superfluous facilities and paying attention to 
aspects of the design which they find have 
audible effects on the sound, not just those which 
produce better paper specifications.

Of course, anything which can be heard must 
ultimately be technically explicable, even if the 
explanation is not currently to hand, and the Hi 
Fi Choice reviewers have always led the way in 
developing new measurements which really do 
relate to the audible performance of the equips 
ment. But the quality of any hi-fi component is 
determined by the balance of many more or less 
measurable factors, in what the designer judges 
to be the best possible compromise. When com
ponents are put together, the interactions and 

.subtle blendings of their characteristics contri
bute to the overall system sound in extremely 
complex ways. And in any case, the final quality 
of the music played through the system will 
depend fundamentally on the room it is being 
used in! There really can be no substitute for 
listening to the system for yourself.

This is why Hi-Fi Choice has always insisted 
that the hi^fi buyer should never rely uncritically 
on equipment reviews — even its own! — bul 
should seek the fair unpressurised demonstration 
which is available only at a good dealer. It is not 
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merely coincidence that the dealers who offer this 
kind of service are usually those who stock a 
good range of equipment from the 'specialist' 
manufacturers, and they will be ready to 
demonstrate the audible superiority of a care
fully-chosen 'separates' system to the run-of-the- 
mill rack or midi system.

Of the dealers who are genuinely dedicated to 
hi-fi excellence, a growing number are members 
of BADA, the British Audio Dealers Association. 
BADA was established in 1982 on the premise that 
the retailing of quality hi-fi products is a special
ist service which requires more expertise than the 
selling of less sophisticated goods. BADA recruits 
dealers who are 'serious about hi-fi' and who have 
been in business for at least three years. Member 
retailers are committed to offering the best 
possible demonstration facilities and advice; to 
offering (with certain conditions) exchange or 
refund on goods that prove unsatisfactory in use 
at home; and to providing a two-year labour and 
parts guarantee, transferable to any other BADA 
dealer if the customer moves home more than 30 
miles after purchase. Virtually all BADA members 
are included in the Directory.

Make an appointment
Before visiting any shop, check whether an 
appointment is necessary — so that the dealer 
will be able to give you his full attention when you 
arrive for a demonstration. Take some of your own 
records along — they will save you wasting time 
getting used to strange material and wondering 
how it would have sounded on your old equip^ 
ment. Don't worry if you feel you are ignorant of 
technicalities — just take your ears along with 
you, and don't be afraid to believe them. Don't go 
in with fixed ideas about equipment, which may 
make you pre-judge what you hear. Realise that 
any system will sound different in your home 
listening room — do use home trial facilities, 
remembering that this service costs the dealer 
time and trouble but also be aware that it may put 
just a little more pressure on you to buy. Don't 
worry if you have only a limited budget — 'real' 
hi-fi certainly need not always be more expensive 
than a package system.

A good system will make all your records sound 
better and give years of pleasure. The first step 
Is to seek out the genuine hi-fi specialists in your 
area. With the Selected Dealer Directory, you will 
find them.
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AVON
ABSOWTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 65 Park St, CUfton, 
Bristol. (0272) 24975. A&R, Oenon, Dual, Meridian, 
Mission, NAO, Quad, Rote!, Technlca, Yamaha, etc. (cl. 
Weds) _____
SADA MEMBER ^il!5!
AUDIO BRISTOL LTD, 8 Park Row, Bristol 1. (0272) 291931. 
AKG, Beyer, Dual, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Sansul, Tannoy, 
Toshiba, Trio, Quad. Open Mon-Frl, 9-5.30, 5at !M.30 
Home trial facllltles, free Installation, credit facllltles, 
service dept.
PAUL GREEN HI-FI LTD, Kensington Showrooms, London 
Rd, Bath. (0225) 316197. A&R, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, 
Linn, Musical Fidelity, Rotel, Systemdek, Wharfedale. 
Dern facllltles available, ring for appointment. Open Tues- 
Sat, 9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free Installation, Instant 
credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. 
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 31-33 Gloucester Rd, Bristol. (0272) 
429370. Stock a full range of hi-ft from over 60 brands. 
Specialise In CD. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Frt 
9.30-7.30, Sat 9J30-800. Home trial facllltles. Free 
Installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Amex. Service dept available.
PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI, 203 Milton Rd, Weston-Super-Mare. 
(<^34) 414423. Stock a full range of hlfl from over 60 
brands. Specialise In CD. Dern facllltles available. Open 
Mon-Frl 9.30-7.30, Sat 9.30-8.00. Home trial facllltles. Free 
installation. Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, 
Amex. Service dept available.
BERKSHIRE
FRASERS, HI-FI & VIDEO, 67 Dedworth Rd, Windsor, 
(07535) 5962. Aiwa, Dual, Mitsubishi, Mordaunt Short, 
Pioneer, Sansui, Trio, Wharfedale, Sharp. Dern facilities 
available. Open 9.<30-8p.m. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, credit facllltles. Credit carts: Access, 
Barclaycard, Visa Service dept.
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 4-6 Harris Arcade, Friar St, 
Reading. (0734) 5^^931 'The best equipment, advice and 
service from Berkshire's premier Hi-FI emporium. 
BADA MEMBER, ^^
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
AUDIO INSIGHT LTD, 53 Wolverton Rd, Stony Stratford, 
Milton Keynes. (00908) 561551. A&R Audiolab, Heybrook, 
KEF, Linn, Mission Cyrus, Musical Fidelity, Nakamlchl, 
Nylech, Rote!. Dern facilities available. Open Tues-Sat. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service dept.
AYLESBURY HI FIDELITY, 98 Cambridge St, Aylesbury. 
(0296) 28790. Dual, Heybrook, Linn arms, Musical Fidelity, 
Mission, NAO, Nakamichi, Quad, Rotel. Dern facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open 10-6 Mon-Frt, 
9.30-5.30 Sat. Home trial facilltles, free installation, 
Instant credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Amex, 
Diner, Visa Service dept.
CHILTERN HLFI, 146 High St, Aylesbury, Bucks. (0296) 
31020. A&R, Aiwa, Akai, A&R, B&W, Bang & Olufsen, Dual 
Nakamlchl, Technics, Yamaha. Dern facilities available. 
Open 9.30-5.30 Mon-Sat, Frt 9.30-7.00 closed Thurs. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, Instant credit up to £2,00. 
Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.
JCV HI-FI SUPER STORE, 1 Viscount Way, Dukes Drive, 
BI. (00908) 36734. Everything from specialist hi-II to midr 
systems all at the best prices. 
BADA MEMBER ^^
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
CAM AUDIO, 110 Mill Rd, Cambridge. (0223) 60442. A&R, 
Creek, Linn, Mantra, Mission, Nairn, Nakamlchl, Rega,

Revolver, Teac. Dern facilities: 3 single speaker rooms. 
Appointment required for one not for 2. Open 9.130-8.30 
Mon-Sat 9.30-3.00 Thurs. Free Installation, Interest free 
credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Barclaycard, Diners. 
HLFI PEOPLE, 42 Cowgate, Peterborough. (0733) 41755. 
'Shop and home demonstrations from friendly people'. 
BADA MEMBER' ^51!1!
STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, 41 Victoria Rd, Cambridge. 
(0223) ^68305. Audlolab, Gale, J BL, Marantz, Mission, 
Nakamlchl, Quad, Rogers, Rote!, Tannoy. Oem facllltles 2 
rooms, ring for appointment. Open 10-6. Mon-Sat. Free 
Installation, credit facilities. Credit cards; Access, 
Barclaycard. Service dept.
CHESHIRE
^TON AUDIO, 4 West St, Alderley Edge (0625) 582704. 
Celestlon, KEF, Musical Fidelity, Opus, Pink Triangle, 
Quad, Roberston, Spendor, Sondex, Tahnoy. Dem 
facilities: 4 dem rooms, appointment required. Open 10-6 
Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free Installation. Instant 
credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Diners, 
Visa Service dept___  
BADA MEMBER ^51!1!
DOUG BRADY Hl-FI, Klngsway Studios, Klngsway North, 
Warrington. (Hadgate 0925) 82809. 'largest choice of 
specialist HI-FI In NW. £100-£20K’. All ccards. dam.rooms. 
BADA MEMBER ,^51!1!
CHRIS BROOKS AUDIO, 29 Gaskell St, Stockton Heath, 
Warrington. (0925) 61212. Single speaker pair dems. 
Specialising In Linn, Rega, etc. Sstems from £330-09 
BADA MEMBER ^^ 
NEW DAWN HI-FI, 1-3 Castle St, Lower Bridge St, 
Chester. (0244) 24179. Linn, Quad, Technics, National 
Panasonic, Denon, Rotel, Dual, Meridian, Aiwa, Phillps. 
Dern facilities: 2 dem rooms. Open 9.00-5.30 Mon-Sat, 
closed Wed. Free installation, instant credit. Credit cards: 
Access, Barclaycard, Trustcard. BADA MEMBER ^^ 
SWIFT OF WILMSLOW, 4-8 St Annas parade, Wiimsiow. 
(0625) 526213. A&R, Aiwa, Denon, Dual, Marantz, Mission, 
Monitor-Audio, Pioneer, Yamaha, NAO. Dem facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9.15-5.45. Closed 1-2 Lunch. 
Home trial facllltles, free Installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept. 
CORNWALL
TRURO HI-FI, ETS Lid, 25 King St, Truro. (08^2) 79809. 
A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, Mission Cyrus, Quad, Rote!, 
TeacfTascam, Thorens. Dern facilities: Single speaker 
studio. Open Mon-Sat 8.45-5.30. Home trial facilities, 
credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard, 
ETSS. Service dept.
DERBYSHIRE
ACTIVE AUDIO, 12 Osmaston Rd, The Spot, Derby. (0332) 
380385. 2 studios. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-8.00. All major 
credit cards. Finance available.
BADA MEMBER ^^
DORSET
BLACKMORE VALE, The Square, Gillingham, Dorset. 
(07476) 2474. A&R, Ariston, Boston, Dual, Kef, Marantz, 
NAO, Nagaoka, Sennheiser, Yamaha Dem facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30 Closed for lunch 1•2. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept. 
ESSEX
A'T LABS, 442/4 Cranbrook Rd, Ganis Hill, llford. (01) 518 
<0915. Open Mon-5at, 10-6. Two single speaker dem. 
rooms. Access, Amex, Barclaycard.
BADA MEMBER ^^
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BEECHWOOD AUDIO, 6 Market St, Bralntnie. (0376) 
^960. A&R, B&W, KEF, Meridian, Musical Fidelity, NAO, 
Nakamlchl, Pink Triangle, Quad, Sondex. Dem facilities 2 
single speaker rooms. Open Mon-Sat, 9.^^.00. Home 
trial facllltles. Fre Installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit facllltles: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa 
BRENTWOOD MUSIC CENTRE, 2 lngrave Rd, Brentwood. 
(0277) 221210. Acoustic Research, B&W, Dual, JBL, 
Marantz, Nakamlchl, Quad, Sansul, Tannoy, Yamaha Dem 
facllltles available. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial 
facllltles, free Installation. Credit cards: Access, Visa 
Service dept.
RUSH HLFI & VIDEO, 516 Comhlll, Chelmsford. (0245) 
57593. Akal, Alwa, JVC, Marantz, NAO, Quad, Rotel, 
Sansul, Sony, Technlcs. Dem facllltles available, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Fri 9.^^.00 Sat 9.00-5.00. Home 
trial facllltles, free credit. Credit cards: Access, American 
Express, Barclaycard, Diners. Service dept.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
ABSOWTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 40/42, Albion St, 
Cheltenham. (0242) 583960. A&R, Denon, Dual, Linn, 
Meridian, Mission, NAO, Rotel, Technlcs, Yamaha, etc. (Cl. 
WWed) BADA MEMBER ,^^ 
ETLES AND BUMFORD, Brewery Court, Clrencester. 
(0265) 3946. AOC, Alwa, Ortofon, Celestlan, Grundlg, 
Harman-Kardon, Hitachi, JBL, Teac, Trio. Dam facilities: 
One single speaker dem room. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service dept.
HAMPSHIRE
ANDOVER AUDIO, 105 High St, Andover. (0264) 58251. 
Bang & Olufsen, Fisher, Alwa, Marantz, NAO, Philips (CD), 
Proton, Rotel, Trto, Yamaha Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30. Weds 
9-1.00. Frt 9-8.00. Home trial facilities, free Installation, 
credit facilities available. Credit cards:, Access, Amax, 
Diners, Visa Service dept: 
HAMPSHIRE AUDIO Ltd, 2-12 Hursley Rd, Chandlers 
Ford. (04215) 2827165232. Quality CD and analogue 
agencies. 5 Dem studios. Large free car park. 
BADA MEMBER ^^
TRU-FI SOUND AND VISION, 10/12 Grosvenor Rd, 
Aldershot. (0252) 26390. Akal, Aiwa, B&W, Nakamichi, 
Hitachi, JPIV, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony 
Technlcs. Dam facllltles available. Open 9.30-6.00 Mon
Sat. Free Installation, Instant credit up to £1,200. Credit 
cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.
HERTFORDSHIRE
ACOUSTIC ARTS Ltd, 101 St. Albans Rd, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 45250. A&R, Audiolab, Beard, Conrad-Johnson, 
Denon, Heybrook, Magneplanar, Mission, Quad, Rogers. 
Dam facilities: 2 dem studios, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free Installation, 
Instant credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Visa. 
Service dept.
RADLET AUDIO, 141 Watling St, Radlett WD7NQ (09276) 
6497. Audio Innovations, Audio Research, Creek, Krell, 
Linn, Magnepan, Musical Fidelity, Monitor Audio, ProAc, 
Rega Dam facilities: single speaker dem room. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities. Free inst. Credit 
up to £1,00. Credit cards: Barclaycard, Visa.
KENT
JOHN MARLEY Hl-FI CENTRES, 2 Station Rd West, 
Canterbury. (Canterbury) 69329. B&W, Heybrook, Magnum, 
M.Y.SJ.. Nllkamlchl. Pink TrtanolA. RntAl, S11n11iii, TAr.hnlr.R, 
Quad. Dem facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30 cl. 
WWed. Home trial facilities, free Installation, Instant credit 

up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard, 
Creditcharge. Service dept.
PH^OORAFT HI-FI, High St, Ashford, Kent. (0233) 
2444112. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Wed-1 p.m. Free delivery. 
int fre credit. Access, Visa 
BADA MEMBER ^^
LANCASHIRE
MONITOR SOUND, 64 Chapel St, Chorley. (02572) 71935. 
A&R, Dual, Mission, Quad, Rogers, Rotel, Spendor, 
Thorens, Nakamlchl, Yamaha Dem facllltles. 2 dem 
rooms. Open Mon-Sat, closed Weds. Home trial facilities, 
free Installation, Instant credit up to £1,00. Credit cards 
Access, Visa Service dept.
PRACTICAL HI-FI, 196 Church St, Blackpool. (0253) 27703. 
'Free five year guarantee on all systems. Buy with 
confidence1. BADA MEMBER ^^ 
PRACTICAL HLFI, 64 Penny St, Lancaster. (0524)39657. 14 
days option of exchange available. Buy with confidence'. 
BADA MEMBER ^^
LEICESTERSHIRE 
MARKWELL ELECTRONICS Ltd, 76 Leicester Rd, 
Wlgstone. (0533) 962758. Akal, Celestlon, JVC, Hitachi, 
Marantz, Ortofon, Sansul, Sennhelser, Sony, Toshiba 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-8.00. Free installation, Instant credit 
up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service dept. 
SOUND ADVICE, The Sound Factory, Duke St, 
Loughborough LE11 1ED. ((0509) 218264. A&R, Creek, Linn 
Products, Mantlcore, Nairn Audio, Nakamlchl, Nytech, 
Rega, Revox, Yamaha Dem facilities: 2 studios-domestic 
size and furnishings. Appointment required. Open Mon
Sat 9.^^pm. Free Installation, credit facilities available. 
Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.
LINCOLNSHIRE
YATES & GREENHOUGH, 11-14 Emery Lane, Boston, 
Lines PE21 8BOA. (0205) 55755. B&W, Castle, Dual, Monitor 
Audio, Mordaunt Short, Nakamlchi, OED, Quad, Technics, 
Yamaha Dam facilities available. Open 9.00-5.30, closed 
Thurs. Home trial facilities, free Installation, Instant credit 
up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Credltcharge, Visa 
Service dept.
LONDON
AT. LABS, 159 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex. (01) 367 
3132. Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. Two single speaker dem 
rooms. Amex, Barclaycard, Access. BADA MEMBER =o^ 
ANALOG AUDIO, 649 High Rd, London N.12. (01) 445 
3267. NAO, Denon, Pioneer, Yamaha, Rotel, Sansui, Dual, 
Thorens, Tannoy, Marantz. Dam facilities available. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.45-6.00. Free Installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service dept.
AUDIO T, 190 west End Lane, London NW6. (01) 794 
7648C,pen Mon-Sat, 10-6.00. Two single speaker dem____  
rooms. Access, Amex, Barclaycard. BADA mfmber’=q^ 
BARTL^ET Hl-FI, 175-177 Holloway Rd, London N.7. (01) 
607 22961607 2148. ‘Large range of British & Japanese 
products available'. 2 bookable single spk.dem. rooms. 
Service dept. Mall order dept. Export worldwide. Access, 
Amex, Diners, Visa 
BADA MEMBER ^^ 
BARTLETTS HI-FI, 19 High St North, London E.6. 
(01) 552 2716. ____
BADA MEMBER ^^ 
BILLY VEE, 248 Lee High Rd, Lewisham, London SE13 
5PT. (01) 318 5755/852 1321. Alwa, A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
L inn, Heybroolc Quad, Nairn, Roga. Dom faollltlco: 2 
single system studios ring for appointment. Open Mon
Sat 10am-7pm closed Thurs. Home trial facllltles, free 
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Installation, Interest free credit up to £750.00. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa Service dept. - 
BADA MEMBER^3
GRAHAMS HEFI, ^86-8 Pentonville Rd, London N1. (01) 
837 4412. FBA Dealer of the year 1985. Linn, Nairn, Rega 
etc. £30£300£1300.
SADA MEMBER 33 
H.L SMITH & CO Ltd, 287-289 Edgware Rd, London W2 
1BE. (01) 723 5801. Aiwa, B&W, Denon, Dual, KEF, Ortofon, 
Panasonic, Sony, Technics, Yamaha Dern facilities 
available. Open Mon-Sat 015.30, Thurs 011pm, Instant 
credit up to £1,985. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service 
dept.
K.J. LEISURESOUND, 48 Wigmore Street, London m (01) 
486 8262. Linn, Magneplanar, DNM, Nakamichi, Michell, 
Celestion, SO Acoustics, Koetsu, Magnum, Goldbug. 
Dern facilities. Appointment required. Home trial 
facilities. Open 10-6 Mon-Sat. Free Installation. Instant 
credit. Credit cards: Visa, Access. Service dept available. 
MUSICAL IMAGES, 45 High St, Hounslow, Middlesex. (01) 
570 7512. A&R, Denon, Dual, Heybrook, Nakamichi, 
Proton, OED, Quad, Tannoy, Yamaha Dern facilities, ring 
for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm. Free 
Installation, credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, Amax, 
Barclaycard, Diners. Service dept.
MYERS AUDIO, 6 Central Parade, Hoe St, London E.17. 
(01) 520 7277/8. Bang & Olufsen, NAO, Nakamichi, Sansui, 
Technics, Hitachi, Panasonic, A&R, B&W, Mission. Dern 
facilities one dam room. Open Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. Free 
Installation, instant credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa, Amax, Diners. Service dept.
WRBI HOME DEMONSTRATIONS, 13 St Johns Hill, 
London SW11 1TN. (01) 228 7126. Alphason, Audiostatic, 
Beard, Castle, Celestion, Decca, Ear, Elite, Jordan, Pink 
Triangle. Home demonstrations only. Appointment 
required. Open TuesThurs 10-6pm, Fri 10-7pm, Sat 10-5.30. 
Home trial facilities, free Installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Amax, Diners, Visa 
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO, 2-4 Camden High St, London NW1 
OJA. (01) 387 8281. A&R, Burmester, Krell, Magnaplanar, 
Meridian, Linn, Nakamichi, John Bowers. Dern facilities: 3 
single speaker dem rooms, appointment required. 
10.^86.00 Tues-Fri, 9.00-5.00 Sat. Home trial facilities, 
Instant credit up to £10,00. Credit cards: All. Service 
dept.
TELESONIC Ltd, 92 Tottenham Court Rd, London. (01) 
985 8177. A&R, B&O, B&W, Hatler, Luxman, KEF, OED, 
Quad, Nakamichi, Rogers, Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Fr! 9.00-6.00pm, Sat 9.30-4.00pm. Home trial 
facilities, free installation, credit facilities available. Credit 
cards: Access, American Express, Diners, Visa. Service 
dept.
THE SOUND ORGANISATION Ltd, No 1, Cathedral St, 
London Bridge, London SE1 9DE. (01) 403 2255/3086. 
Akroyd, Creek, Dual, Exposure, Linn, Manticore, 
Mordaunt-Short, Nairn, Nytech, Rega. Dern facilities 
available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Sat, 10am-7pm. 
Home trial facilities. Free installation, Instant credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept. 
BADA MEMBER'^3
UNILET PRODUCTS Ltd, 14 Bute St, London SW7. (01) 
589 2586. Mon-Sat 9-6. Dern facilities. Large stock. Credit 
cards: Access, Amex, Diners, Visa 
BADA MEMBER =53
MANCHESTER
CLEARTONE Hl-FI, 62 King St, nr. Kendals. (061) 985 1186. 
Best makes Linn, Creek, NAO, etc. Dern studio.

Compact disc centre,video and Th'.
BADA MEMBER '^3
CLEARTONE Hl^FI, 235 Blackbum Rd, Bolton. (0204) 
31423. Best makes, Linn, Creek, NAO, etc. Dern studios. 
Laser vision and compact disc centre.
BADA MEMBER ^3
LLOYD PATON (LPM Ltd), 34 Moorfield Walk, Urmston, 
Manchester. (061) 747 9722. B&W, Dual, Hitachi, Marantz, 
Pioneer, Quad, Rogers, Tannoy, Technics, Trio. Dern 
facilities, 1 dem room. Open Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm, Tues- 
Thurs 9am^7.30pm. Home trial facilities. Free Installation, 
credit facilities available. Credit cards: Access, Visa 
Service dept.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 50 Bridge St, Manchester. (061) 985 
1^®. 'Friendly advice and service. Choose from the 
widest range In Manchester’.
BADA MEMBER ^3
MERSEYSIDE
ABOUT SOUND, 116 Bold St, Liverpool L1 4JA. (051) 709 
4^0. Meridian, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, Quad, 
Revox, Sansui, Sugden, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha Dern 
facilities single speaker room. Ring for appointment. 
Open Tues-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm. Free Installation, Instant 
credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Diners, Visa 
Service dept.
W.A. BRADY & SON, 401 Smithdown Rd, Liverpool. (051) 
733 6859. 'Largest choice of specialist HI-FI in NW 
£100-£20K’ All coards. 3 dem rooms.
BADA MEMBER ^3
WEST MIDLANDS
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO Ltd, 95 Hobs Moat Rd, Solihull. 
(021) 742 0254. A&R, Audiolab, Denon, KEF, Marantz, 
Meridian, Mission, M.A., Pink Triangle, Philips. Dern 
facilities available, appointment required. 10.00-6.00 Tues- 
Sat, closed Mon. Home trial facilities, free Installation, 
instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Amex.
FIVEWAYS HI-FIDELITY Ltd, 12 Islington Row, Edgbaston, 
Birmingham. (021) 455 0667. A&R, Creek, Dual, KEF, 
Meridian, Philips, CD, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Spendor, etc. 
Dern facilities. Single speaker dem room. Open 9.30-6.00 
Tues-Sat. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service dept.
GRIFFIN RADIO Ltd, 94 Bristol St, Birmingham. (021) 692 
1359. Creek, Dean, Denon, KEF, Linn, Mordaunt-Short, 
Nakamichi, Rega. Dern facilities 2 single speaker rooms. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00. Home trial facilities, free 
installation, instanf credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: 
Access, Barclaycard.
SOUND ADVICE, 162 Alcester Rd, Mosley, Birmingham. 
(021) 449 3328. A&R, Creek, Linn, Manticore, Nairn, 
Nakamichi, Nytech, Onix, Rega, Revox. Dern facilities 2 
studios, ring for appointment. Open Mon-Sat 
9.30am-6.00pm closed Wed. Free installation, credit 
facilities available. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. 
Service dept.
WARSTONES Hl^FI STUDIO, 54a Warstones Rd, Penn, 
Wolverhampton. (0902) 345114. Dern facilities 3 rooms. 
Open Mon-Wed 10am-6pm. Thurs-Fri 10am-9pm. Sat 
10am-6pm. Home trial facilities, free Installation. Credit 
cards: Access, Visa, Eurocheque. Service dept.
NORFOLK
BASICALLY SOUND, Old School, School Rd, Beacon 
Ash, Norwich, Mulbarton. (0985) 70829. A&R, Audiolab, 
Heybrock, Linn, Mantra, Nairn, Nakamichi, Rega, Spendor, 
Wharfedale. Dern facilities 2 single speaker rooms. Open 
Tues-Fr!, 9.30-5.30 closed for lunch 1pm-2pm. Sat
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9.30-5.30pm. Hoome trtal facilities, fre Installation, credit 
facilities. Credit ^cards: SArvice dept.
NORTHANTS
HEYWOOD AND H^WOOD HI-FI, 38c High St, Corby. 
(<^) 61166. A&R, Rotel, OED, KEF, Wharfedale, Dual, 
Aiwa, Marantz, JVC, Monitor Audio. Dern facilities 1 
single ssa,^rsr dem room. Open Mon-.sat 9.30-5.30 clo^at 
WWeds. Home trtal facilities, free Installation, instant credit 
up to £1,(00. Credit cards: Access, Visa, Eurocheque. 
Service dept.
LISTEN INN, 32a Gold St, Northampton. (^94) 37871. 
'Shop and home demonstrations from friendly people. 
BADA MEMBER ^^
NOTINGHAMSHIRE
PETER ELLIS AUDIO, 29 Klrkgate, Newark. ((0636) 704571. 
A&R, Arlston, Castle, Hitachi, ^rn^mic, Thorens, Trio, 
Technics, Wharfedaie, Quad. Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30, 
Thurs 9.00-12.30. Dern faclities: single speaker dem room. 
Ring for appointment. Free installation, instant credit up 
to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Visa Service dept.
OXFORDSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 19 Old High St, 
Headington, Oxford. (038c) 65961. A&R, Denon, Linn, 
Mission, NAO, Rotel, Yamaha Also 256, Banbury Rd, 
Summertown. BADA MEMBER =="i•t.i'l
WETWOOD AND MASON, 46 George St, Oxford. (038c) 
247783. Linn, Nairn, Rega, A&R, Heybrook, Dual, 
Mordaunt-Short, Spendor, Tannoy, Quad, etc.
BADA MEMBER ^^
WITNEY AUDIO, 28 High St, Witney, Oxford. (009) 2414. 
A&R, Aiwa, Akai, Dual, KEF, Mordaunt-Short, Pioneer, 
Philips, Sony, Yamaha Dern facilities. Open Mon-Sat 
9.00-5.30. Free installation, instant credit up to £1,00. 
Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.
SHROPSHIRE
AVON HhFI, 12 Barker St, Shrewsbury. (0743) 55166. A&R, 
B&W, JBL, Dual, NAD, Nakamichi, Revolver, Trio, Quad, 
Yamaha Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30, 
cl. Thur. Home trial facilities, free installation, instant 
credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, Barclaycard. 
Service dept.
SOMERSET
AVALON Hl^FI STUDIO, The Old Nursery, Butleigh, 
Glastonbury. (0458) 30370. A&R, Audiolab, Goldbug, 
Helius, Nene Valley, Philips CD, Pink Triangle, Revolver, 
Spendor. Dern facilities: Studio & Home, ring for appt. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.305.30. Closed Weds. Late night Thurs. 
Home trial facilities, free installation. Credit cards: 
Access, Visa Service dept.
WATTS RADIO - THE ENGINEERS, 1 West Street, 
Somerton. (9430) 72440. Castle, Dual, Denon, KEF, 
Mordaunt-Short, Ortofon, Quad, Rogers, Thorens, Yamaha 
Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9-1, 2-5.30, Wed 
9-1. Home trial facilities, free Installation. Credit up to 
£1,00. Credit cards: Access. Service dept.
SUFFOLK
EASTERN AUDIO, 41 Bramford Rd, Ipswich. (0473) 217217. 
A&R, Aiwa, Celestion, Denon, Dual, Linn, NAD, Philips, 
Quad, Technics, Thorens.
BADA MEMBER ^^
SURREY
TRU FI SOUND AND VISION, 2 Cromwell Rd, Redhill, 
Sii^ay (On7) fl12R Akai, Aiwa, Rl\W NRkRmichi, Hitachi, 
JPW, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Nagaoka, Sony, Technics. 
Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 9.^66.00. Free 
installation, instant credit up to £1,200. Credit cards:
170

Access, Visa Service dept. 
AERCO Ltd, 11 The Broadway, Woking. (^302) 4667. A&R, 
Ariston, Exposure, HK, A.A, Heybrook, JBL, KEF, 
Magnum, NAO PT, Quad, Revox.
BADA MEMBER^^S!
SPALDINGS HPFI, 352-354 Lower Addiscombe 
RdCroydon, Surrey. (01) -354 1231/2040. Full range of Hi-FI 
equipment. Full dem facilities. Access, Visa, H.P. etc. 
BADA MEMBER S 
UNILET PROUCTS Ltd, 35 High St, New Malden Surrey 
KT3 4BY. (01) 942 9567. Mon-Sat IM>. Thurs 9-7. Credit 
cards: Amex, Access, Diners, Visa Dern facilities. Large 
stock. BADA MEMBER ^^
SUSSEX(EAST)
JEFFERIES HI-FI, 69 London Rd, Brighton, East Sussex. 
(0273) 431. 2 dem rooms, cosed Mon, late night Wed.
Parking, bus route. Credit facilities.
BADA MEMBER ^^
JEFFERIES HPFI, 4 Albert Parade, Green St, Eastbourne, 
East Sussex. (0323) 31335. 2 dem rooms, closed Mon. 
Late night WWed. Parking, bus route. Credit facilities.
BADA MEMBER S
HASTINGS HPFI, 31-32 Western Rd, St. Leonards On Sea 
(0424) 442975. A&R, B&W, Mission/Cyrus, NAO, 
Nakamichi, Quad, Rotel, Systemdek, Tannoy, Yamaha 
Dern facilities. 2 single speaker dem studios. Open Mon 
Sat 9.00-7.00. Home trial facilities. Free installation, 
Credit facilities. Credit cards: Access, American Express, 
Barclaycard, Visa Service dept.
SUSSEX (WEST)
BOWERS AND WILKINS Ltd, 1 Becket Buildings, 
Littlehampton Rd, Worthing. (0956) 64141. B&W, Dual, JVC, 
KEF, Nakamichi, Philips, Shure, Quad, Sony, Technics. 
Dern facilities 2 dem rooms. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30, 
Weds 9.00-1.00. Home trial facilities free installation, 
Instant credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Barclaycard. 
Service dept.
TYNE AND WEAR
RED RADIO SHOP AND HLFI CENTRE, 11 Olive St, (Off 
Park Lane) Sunderland. (Sunderland) 672087. Aiwa, Bose, 
Denon, JVC, Luxman, Michell, Pickering, Spendor, 
Thorens, Trio. Dern facilities available. Open Mon-Sat 
9.00-5.30. Free installation, interest free credit. Credit 
cards: Advance, Barclaycard. Service dept.
WARWICKSHIRE ’
JCV Hl-FI SUPERSTORE, Units 7/8 Wharf St, Warwick. 
(0035) 493796. 'Everything from specialist hi^fi to midi
systems all at the best prices.
BADA MEMBER ^^
WILTSHIRE
ABSOLUTE SOUND AND VIDEO, 30, Fleet Street, 
Swindon. (0793)38222. A&R,Denon, Dual, Linn, Meridian, 
NAD, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha (Cl. Wed).
BADA MEMBER ^^
YORKSHIRE (NORTH)
THE SOUND ORGANISATION, 36 Gillygate, York. (9564) 
27108. Akroyd, Dual, Creek, Linn, Mordaunt-Short, Nairn, 
Nytech, Sony, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available. Open 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm. Home trial facilities, free installation , 
Instant credit up to £1,956. Credit cards: Access, Amex, 
Barclaycard, Diners. Service dept.
BADA MEMBER ^^
YORKSHIRE (WEST)
AUDIO PROJECTS, 45 Headingiey Lane, Leeds. (0532) 
789115. A&R, Audiolab, Creek, Heybrook, Linn, Musical 
Fidelity, Nairn, Quad, Rega, Rogers. Dern facilities 
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available, ring for appointment. Open Tues-Frl, 9.^^30, 
Sat 2.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free Installation, 
Instant credit up to £1,00. Credit cards: Access, 
Creditcharge, Visa Service dept.
SADA MEMBER ^^
ERRICKS, Fotosonic House, Rawson Square, Bradford. 
(0274) ^230- Dem facilities. Sales/service agents for 
A&R, Linn, Quad, Nairn, Nakamichi, Mission eta 
SADA MEMBER ^5:1!1!
HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI, 4 Cross Church St, Huddersfield, 
West Yorkshire. (0484) ^446. A&R, AR, Thorens, Meridian, 
Rogers, Mission, Mordaunt-Short, Hannan-Kardon, 
Technics, Trio. Dem facilities: 3 dem rooms, ring for 
appointment. Open Mon-Sat 9.00-5.30, Thurs 9.30-8pm. Cl. 
Weds. Home trial facilities, free Installation, Instant credit 
facillties. Credit cards: Access, Visa. Service Dept.
IMAGE HI-FI Ltd, 8 St. Annes Rd, Headingly, Leeds. 
(105132) 789374. We stock most of the worlds leading HI-FI 
products'. Dems bv appointment please.
SADA MEMBER ^5:1!1!
NORTHERN IRELAND 
THE AUDIO CENTRE, 84 Bridge St Portadown, Northern 
Ireland. (07612) 338059. Aiwa, Akai, Dual, Denon, Fisher, 
KEF, Marantz, Revox, Rotel, Sony. Open 9am-6pm Mon
Sat, closed Thurs. Home trial facilities, free Installation, 
credit tenns arranged. Credit cards: Access. Service dept. 
SCOTLAND 
Aberdeen 
HOLBURN HI-FI, 441/445 Holbum St. (0224) 585713/57272. 
‘For the best buy In HI-FI consult Holbum Hi-Fi’.
SADA MEMBER ^5:1!1!
Angus
ROBERT RICHIE HI-FI, 102 Murray, Montrose, Scotland. 
(1^84) 73765. A&R, Creek, KEF, Linn, Nairn, Quad, Rega, 
Sony, Technics, Wharfedale. Dern facilities available, ring 
for appointment. Open 9-1, 2-5 Mon-Sat, Wed 9-1. Home 
trial facilities, free installation, instant credit. Credit 
cards: Access, Barclaycard. Service dept.
EDINBURGH
RUSS ANDREWS HI-FI, 34 Northumberland SI. (031) 557 
1672. AR., A&R, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, KEF, Linn, Nairn, 
Nytech, Rotel.
SADA MEMBER
GLASGOW
BILL HUTCHINSON Ltd, 43 Hope Street, Glasgow. (041) 
248 2857. AR., Aiwa, Denon, Dual, JVC, Mission, 
Mordaunt-Short, Omar, Technics, Yamaha Dern facilities 
avaiiable. Open Mon-Sat 10-6.00p.m. Free installation, 
instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, Visa Services 
dept.
MAETO MUSIC, 14 The Toll, Busby Rd, Clarkston. 
(041)638 8252. A.R., A&R, Creek, Dual, Heybrook, KEF, 
Linn, Nairn, Nytech, Rotel. (cl. Mon). Open late Thurs. 
SADA MEMBER ^5:1!1!
PRISM AUDIO, H West Princes St, Glasgow G4 9BR (041) 
332 1779. C J Walker, Concordant, Elite Rock, Helius, 
JPW, Rotel, Sudgen, Systemdek, Syrinx, Teac. Dern 
facilities: One large room, ring for appointment. Open 
Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30. Home trial facilities, free Installation, 
Instant credit up to £1,000. Credit cards: Access.. Service 
dept.
THE MUSIC ROOM, 221 SI. Vincent St, Glasgow. (041) 
248 7221. 'Friendly advice and service. Choose from the 
widest range in Scotland’.
SADA MEMBER ^5:1!1!

INVERNESS
NESS AUDIO, 1 Greig St, Inverness. (Inverness) 22^30- 
A&R, Denon, J A Michell, KEF, Linn, Monitor, Audio, 
Nairn, Quad, Revolver. Dern facilities: single speaker dem 
room. Open Mon-Sat 9-530. Home trial facilities. Free 
Installation, Instant credit. Credit cards: Access, Amex, 
Barclaycard. Service dept.
KIRKCALDY
ANDREW THOMPSON, 3 Whytescauseway, Kirkcaldy. 
(0592) 205007. Denon, Dunlop Systemdek, KEF, J A 
Michell, Nakamichi, Quad, Revolver, Tannoy, Yamaha Dern 
facilities: 4 rooms. Appointment required. Open Mon-Sat 
9-5.30. Home trial facilities, free installation, credit 
facilities up to £3,00. Credit cards: Access, Creditcharge, 
Visa. Service dept.
WALES
GLAMORGAN (WEST)
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, Number 9 High St, Swansea. 
(0792) 474608. 'South Wales only independant HI-FI 
specialist, dedicated to excellence’.
SADA MEMBER ^^
SOUTH GLAMORGAN
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, 134 Crays Rd, Cardiff. (0222)28585. 
'South Wales only independant Hi-FI specialist, dedicated 
to excellence'. ____  
SADA MEMBER ^^
WALES (NORTH) 
ELECTRO TRADER Hl-FI, 19 Colwyn Crescent, 
Rhos-On-Sea, Colwyn Ba. (0492) 48932. B&W, Dual, 
Musical Fidelity, NAO, Revolver, Rotel, Sansui, Tannoy, 
Thorens, Yamaha Dern facilities, ring for appointment. 
Open Mon-Sat 9.30-5.30 closed for lunch 1-2. Home trial 
facilities, free installation. Credit cards: Access, Amex, 
Visa, Diners. Service dept.

WE WOULD 
LIKE TO HEAR FROM

YOU 
if you have complaints or 
praise for any of the shops 

listed here.
If you feel your shop 

should be included in this 
directory please ring
Hi-Fi Choice on:
01-580 7857 or 

01-631 1433
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GLOSSARY

This is not intended to give dictionary definitions of 
terms, but to explain their meanings in the context of 
this book.

Alignment: Refers to the geometrical relationship 
between cartridge stylus and groove in various planes 
(see Consumer Introduction.)
Alignment protractor. A device used to minimise the 
lateral tracking error of a cartridge/arm combination. 
Amplitude: The actual size of a signal modulation, or 
distance travelled by a headphone transduclng 
element, which corresponds to the level or relative 
loudness of the signal.
Armature: The moving parts of the generator in a pick 
up cartridge (see Stator).
Balance: 1) The overall relative loudness perceived at 
different frequencies (eg bass, treble) 2) the accuracy 
of the match between the two channels of a stereo 
transducer (eg cartridge or headphone).
Bass: LF part of the frequency spectrum, typically 
below 150Hz.
Binaural: Closed system recording/replay technique 
using headphones and 'dummy head' microphones. 
Bottoming: The stylus scraping on the distorted 
rounded bottom of the groove due to incorrect stylus 
geometry.
Cantilever. The thin rod or tube that connects the 
stylus to the armature and hence the cartridge body. 
Capacitance: A reactive electrical property present in 
pickup arm leads and amplifier inputs; correct 
matching is often important to ensure optimum 
inputs; correct matching is often important to ensure 
optimum performance (see Loading').
Channel separation: The degree to which the 
cartridge prevents breakthrough from one stereo 
channel to the other (see Crosstalk).
Clrcum-aural: Headphone type which encloses the ear 
and rests on the side of the head.
Coloratlon: Change in sound quality due to 
resonances or imbalances in frequency response. 
Compatlblllty: The selection of interdependent 
components to achieve optimum system per
formance; notably arm/cartridge mass/compliance 
matching, cartridge electrical loading, or headphone 
compatibility with amplifiers.
Compliance: A measure of the springiness of the 
cantilever/armature seen from the stylus, expressed 
in compliance units (cu), where 1 cu = 10-^cm/dyne. 
Crosstalk: The breakthrough signal measured in the 
alternate channel of a cartridge when a signal is 
recorded on one channel only, expressed in dB as the 
ratio of the unwanted to the wanted signal at 
appropriate frequencies.
Cutter. (disc cutter) Mechanism used to cut recorded 
signal onto lacquer master; consists of turntable, 
lathe, cutting head, cutting and servo amps.
Damping: A means of controlling resonances by 
means of a resistive medium (electrical, me"hanical, 
or acoustic depending on situation).
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Decibel (dB): A logarithmic unit that is convenient for 
expressing ratios that span a wide range on a linear 
scale. For simplicity it can be regarded as a measure 
of relative loudness; for example in frequency 
response and crosstalk measurements.
Direct-cut (disc): A recording technique that transfers 
the music via microphones and mixers direct to the 
disc-cutter without intermediate tape storage.
Disc-cutter see Cutter
Distortion: Literally this can mean any deviation from 
the original, but usually refers to harmonic rather than 
intermodulation distortions when not specified.
Downforce: The weight, measured at the stylus, which 
holds it down in the groove.
Effective mass: The inertia, or mass-controlled 
resistance to movement, of a device, particularly 
important with regard to tonearms.
Electret: Effectively a permanently charged capacitor, 
it is used as the transducing element in certain 
cartridges and headphones.
Electrostatic: A principle employed in some 
headphone transducers using static electricity 
effects to set up a polarising field within which the 
modulated transducer medium moves.
Elliptical stylus: A specially shaped stylus profile that 
makes the 'plan view' radius along the length of the 
groove smaller than the 'elevation view' contact 
radius viewed from the front.
Farad: Measure of capacitance; for cartridge loading 
requirements the microfarad (kF, a millionth of a 
Farad), nanofarad (nF, a thousandth of a millionth of a 
Farad), or most commonly the picofarad(pF, a millionth 
of a millionth of a Farad) are commonly encountered. 
Frequency: A rate of vibration, which responds to 
musical pitch in the audio band.
Frequency range or spectrum: Can refer to any 
particular group of frequencies, but commonly 
applied to the audible band from 20 to 20,000 cycles 
per second (Hz), extending from the deepest bass to 
the highest audible harmonics.
Frequency response: The variation in output over a 
frequency range, particularly of a transducer; can be 
expressed as a range with decibel limits, or depicted 
graphically.
Henry (H): Measure of inductance; more usually 
millihenry (mH), as in cartridge internal inductance. 
Harmonic: The whole-number multiples of a base 
frequency or fundamental, so that twice that 
frequency is the second harmonic, and represents a 
pitch one octave higher, three times that frequency is 
the third harmonic, two octaves above the funda^ 
mental.
Harmonic distortion: (see distortion). The unwanted 
addition of harmonics to a single frequency signal.
H^te (Hz): (^ frequen'cyc The normal measure of 
frequency, equal numerically to the outdated 'cycles per 
^ond. Also kilohertz (kHz) which equals one thousand 
Hz, so the audible frequency range can be described as 
either 20-20,(00 'cycles per second (Hz), or 20Hz-20kHz.



GLOSSARY

HF: High frequency, typically above about 3kHz.
Impedance: Measure of resistance (and reactance) In 
alternating (le audio) signals; this Is of some 
Importance In the compatibility of both cartridges and 
headphones with amplifiers.
Interaural: Concerning the differences between the 
sound perceived at the two ears.
Intermodulation (IM): A form of distortion arising from 
two or more signals producing non-harmonic signals 
that correspond to the sum or difference of the two 
frequencies.
kHz: see Hertz
kohm: see Ohm
Level: Refers to the relative level of a signal to another 
signal or to a datum, usually expressed In dB.
LF: Low frequency.
Llneer: A transducer that produces an output that 
exactly portrays Its Input over the required operating 
range Is described as linear, and Is hence distortion 
free. Hence also nonlinearities (distortions).
Line-contact: A special stylus profile that extends the 
ellipse, Increasing contact length up and down the 
sides of the groove.
Load or loading: The Impedance (Including resistive 
and reactive components, le ohms, mH, pf) seen by 
one component looking back to Its Interconnected 
component; of Importance In compatibility of 
cartridge/amp, and amp/headphone.
Master: Either the original tape from which cutting Is 
done or the negative Imprint taken from the original 
cut lacquer; used to create 'Mothers' and they In turn 
'stampers' or 'Matrixes'.
Matrix: see Master
Midrange, Mldband: The central part of the audible 
frequency range.
Modulation: The audio signal Is 'stored' by means of 
modulations within a medium, eg the 'wiggles' In the 
groove of a plastic disc, or the magnetic coding on a 
tape.
Monitoring: Listening to a programme to check the 
quality; headphones are particularly useful for 
monitoring stereo signals.
Mother: see Master.
Moving-coll: A transducer (eg cartridge or headphone) 
where the signal Is generated by the movement of a 
coll within a magnetic field.
Moving magnet: The most common form of cartridge 
transductlon, where the magnet moves while the coils 
are held relatively stationary.
Octave: Two-to-one ratio of pitch or frequency.
Offset angle: The angle measured between the centre 
line of the plckup cartridge and the line which joins 
stylus and arm pivot point.
Ohm: Unit of electrical Impedance (Including 
reactance) or resistance; also kohm, where 1 kohm = 
1,00 ohms.
Orthodynamlc (lalodynamlc): Headphone transductlon 
system where •flat film conductor operates between 
permanent magnet plates.

Overhang: The amount by which the stylus overhangs 
the centre spindle of a turntable; see alignment In 
Consumer Introduction.
Presence: A quality of forwardness or Immediacy In a 
sound balance, generally related to an upper-middle 
frequency response boost.
Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of a 
resonance; the higher the Q, the sharper and more 
severe In amplitude the resonance.
Ringing: Oscillation due to the excitation of a poorly 
damped resonance.
Separation: As between the two channels of a stereo 
plckup; see crosstalk.
Shibata: A special stylus shape extending the 
elliptical to a 'line-contact' type of profile.
Side-thrust: A force acting on cartridges In pivoted (le 
not parallel tracking) arms, due to the stylus/vinyl 
'friction' acting along the line of the offset angle; 
hence bias or side-thrust compensation.
Slgnal: A term which embraces all encodings of 
sound.
Square wave: A signal which consists of a funda
mental plus a (theoretically Infinite) series of odd (3rd, 
5th etc) harmonics In a precise phase and amplitude 
relationship. It Is useful for examining transient 
performance, symmetry, resonance control and 
'ringing'.
Stator: Refers to the non-moving parts In a cartridge's 
generator mechanism.
Step-up: A transformer or head amp used to boost or 
match the output of a moving-coll cartridge to use 
with a normal amplifier disc Input.
Stylus: The specially shaped piece of diamond In 
contact with the groove and connected to the 
cantIIever.
Subsonic: Below the audible range, le below 20Hz. 
Supra-aural: Headphone type that rests on the pinna 
or outer ear.
Tracing: The following of the groove modulations by 
the stylus; hence for example tracing distortion, 
caused by the Inability of a spherical stylus to trace 
the high frequency Inner grooves on a disc.
Tracksblllty: The ability of the cartridge to cope with 
large amplitude modulations (or of the arm and 
cartridge to follow the groove Itself properly).
Tracking frna: see downforce, playing weight. 
Ultrasonlc: Frequencies above audibility, le greater 
than 20kHz; also supersonic.
Vertlcal tracking angle (VTA): The angle at which the 
plane of motion of the stylus Is set with respect to the 
vertical when viewed from a side elevation of the 
cartridge. Should match the 20^ cutter standard.
Weighting: A factor or function that Is applied to a 
measurement to Increase Its relevance and useful
ness; eg the weighting curves applied to headphone 
frequency response measurements to take account of 
head, ear, and other related effects.
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50X
New low cost high output moving 
coil cartridge. Output voltage 20mV. 
Frequency response 20-2(^00Hz. 
0.3 x 0.7 mil elliptical stylus 5mm 
straight aluminium pipe cantilever 
Weight 4.Sgms
NewPrice £4255
Exchange ^£36.80

20"'2
Very high output voltage of 3.6mV. 
Frequency response 20-40000Hz.
pipecantilever Weight 5.3gms

£110.40^Price 
Exchange PrPrice £78.20

Dynavector
* CARTRIDGES

• Starting September lst, Dynavector products wilU be avail
able direct from Dynavector Systems (UK) Ltd (a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Dynavector Systems of Japan.) By 
omitting our distributor we are able to save costs which wilU 
enable dramatic price reductions to be passed to our 
customers.

• Dynavector cartridges ^wil still be available from our dealers 
but if there is not one in your area, we wilU be pleased to 
supply you by fast mail order.

e Audition any of the famous Dynavector moving coil cart
ridges in your home. So confident are we on this offer that if 
you are not entirely happy with your purchase, you may 
return it to us within 14 days in g^ood condition, and receive a 
full refund of the purchase price, less postal and insurance 
charges.e DYNAVECTOR OWNERS - take advantage of our 
Exchange Scheme. Send your old Dynavector cartridge, 
irrespective of condition and choose any new model at the

10X4
Latest improved type with nude and 
smaller diamond stylus. Output 
voltage 2.5mV. Frequency response 
20-2^50Hz. Straight •lube alumi
nium cantilever Weight 4.Sgms
NNtiw^Price £59.80
Exchange PrPrice £48.30

^23RS
Improved type of the famous 23R 
Karat. Super line contact micro reach 
stylus. Frequency response 
20-^^WHz. 2.3mm length tapered 
ruby cantilever. Weight 5.Jgms

^Price £149.50
Excha^nge^Price £93.15

1702
Superb accuracy and faithful repro^ 
duction of the original record work. 
70 micron meter square elliptical 
stylus. 1.7mm length round section 
straight diamond cantilever Weight 
5.3gms
N—^— £119.75
Ex^^ge^Price £155.25

Al^^ro^^^^oiVAT
^OW.^—mUIC^^^ttonl'/'

special exchange price.
F TO ORDER: FILL IN THE ct UPON AND SEND TC: H
I DYNAVECTOR SYSTEMS (UK) LTD .• 117 KING'S ROAD, I
I LONG DITTON, SURBITON KT& UE |
I IGNAME__________________________ _____________________________________________ ___ I
J----------------------------------------------------------------lCODE------------------------------  I

I ^^^— — ^—No________________________________________(c- £ |

P^^ondP^i^^£1.80_______________________Total Con £__________

I 1^..-^^IP.O.No yah,, £ |
I s;g I
I If YOU OOWN A DYNAVECTCTOR ^^^OUE^^WISHTO P^^ŒIT UNUNDERTIE I 
I EXCHANGE SCHEME. RETURN IT TO US WITH VOUR ORDER I
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PRODUCT INDEX

CARTRIDGES Mission 773HC
Monster Alpha 2

89
62

Ariston RD40AC
Ariston RD40E

145
145

ADC Phase I 19 NAO 9100 89 Ariston RD80SL 145
ADC Phase II 87 NAO 9920 89 Dual CS514 145
ADC Phase Ill 87 Nagaoka MP10 63 Dual CS505-2 110
ADC Phase IV 20 Nagaoka MP11 Boron 64 Dual DX505-2 Deluxe 110
ADC TAX I 87 Nagaoka MP15 89 Elite Townshend Rock 145
ADC TAX II 87 Nagaoka MP20 89 Harman Kardon T35C 147
A&R C77 21 Nagaoka MP50 89 Harman Kardon T55C 147
A&R E77 87 Ortofon OM5E 65 Heybrook TT2 112
A&R P77 22 Ortofon OM10 66 Linn Sondek LP12 114
Audio-Technica AT105E 23 Ortofon VMS5E II 90 Lux PD800 147
Audio-Technica AT110E 24 Ortofon VMS10E li 90 Micheli Synchro 147
Audio-Technica AT115E 25 Ortofon OM20 67 Micheli GyroDec 148
Audio-Technica AT3200XE II 26 Ortofon VMS20E li 90 Mission Cambridge 775^^148
Audio-Technica AT140L 27 Ortofon VMS30E II 90 Oak 118
Audio-Technica AT33ML 28 Ortofon MC10 Super 68 Oracle Alexandria 120
Audionote 102 29 Ortofon MC2000 90 Oracle Delphi 148
Bang & Olufsen MMC5 87 Pickering XV15/625E 90 Pink Triangle 148
Bang & Olufsen MMC4 30 Pickering XV15/1800S 90 OED RP232 124
Bang & Olufsen MMC3 87 RATA RP20 69 OED RP232E 124
Bang & Olufsen MMC2 87 RATA RP40 70 Rega Planar 2 126
Bang & Olufsen MMC1 31 RATA RP70 71 Rega Planar 3 126
Decca London Blue 33 Rega RB100 72 Revox B791 149
Decca London Gold 33 Shure M92E 73 Rote! RP850 149
Decca Super Gold 34 Shure ME75ED 90 SEE Revolver 130
Decca/Garrott 35 Shure M99E 91 SOTA Sapphire 149
Denon 103 36 Shure M104E 91 The Source 134
Denon 103S 87 Shure M105E 91 Systemdek IV 136
Denon 1030 88 Shure ME97HE 74 Thorens 316 140
Denon DL110 37 Shure M110HE 91 Thorens 318 140
Denon DL160 38 Shure M111HE 91 Thorens 320 149
Empire DL160 39 Shure ML120HE 91 Thorens 321 149
Dynavector DV10X IV 40 Shure ML140HE 75 Walker CJ58 142
Dynavector DV23RS 88 Shure V15 VMR 91
Glanz MFG 110EX 41 Stanton 500E li 76
Goldring Epic 42 Stanton HZ9S 77 TONEARMS
Goldring 1010 43 Supex SM100E 91
Goldring 1020 44 Supex SD900 IV 78 Alphason Delta 108
Goldring 1040 45 Supex SD901 IV 79 Alphason Xenon 108
Goldring Electro 2 46 Supex SDX2000 High Output80 Grace G707 145
Goldring Electro 2LZ Boron 88 Supex SDX2000 Low Output81 Helius Orion 147
Grace F9E II 47 Talisman A 82 Linn Basik LVX 147
Grado MT 49 Talisman S 83 Linn Basik LV Plus 147
Grado M1 50 Talisman Alchemist lllS 91 Linn Basik Ittok LVIl 147
Grado M3 51 Technics P205C 4 84 Mission 774L.C 148
Highphonic 53 van den Hui MC-10 85 Rega RB300 128
Koetsu Black 54 Yamaha MC1S 91 SME 330 Series Iii 149
Koetsu Red 55 SME 3009 Series IllS 149
Linn Basik 56 SME 3009R 149
Linn K9 57 TURNTABLES SME Series V 132
Linn Trak 58 Sumiko MDC800 The Arm 149
Linn Asak 89 Acoustic Research EB101 106 The Well Tempered Arm 138
Linn Karma 59 Acoustic Research Legend 145 Zeta Junior 118
Mission Solitaire 61 Ariston RD20 145 Zeta 142
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W tenure 
l'iig to the 

bwkc^re to to H^^
We have the complete selection of all current 
Hi-Fi Choice editions available at our Back 
Issues Centre in the West End of London of 
London, just half a minute's walk from Oxford 
Street (close to Tottenham Court Road tube). 
Of course, you could order them from our 
excellent mail order service, using the coupon 
on page 70, but by visiting in person you save on 
postage costs. The Back Issues Centre also often 
has back numbers of Hi-Fi Choice on sale which 
we cannot offer through the mail order service 
because of shoriage of stock. Our receptionists 
will also be happy to sell you a set of binders or 
take your subscnption. Drop by next time 
you're in the West End. We’ re open Monday to 
Friday, JOam to 5.30pm.

HincHocF 

^KlSci CENTRED
44l' ^CENTRE
14 Place, 4^
L<^ WlP TO

Monday to Friday 
1 Dam to 5.30pm

ADVERTISERS INDEX
Abbott Audio................................................................60
Alternative Audio........................................................4B
Andover Audio............................................................143
Appollo Speaker Stands...........................................154
Ariston Acoustics......................................................... 12
Audio Insight................................................................60
Audio T...........................................................................1B
Audio Technica.................................................. B6 & BB
Automation Sciences.......................................16 & 26
Bang & Olufsen............................................................. 15
Basically Sound.............................................................4B
Beyer Dynamic............................................................146
Brentwood Music Centre............................................4B
Castle Green Distribution.......................................... IBC
Cosmic.............................................................................52
Darbys HiFi...................................................................150
Doug Brady................................................................. 129
Dynavector...................................................................174
Eric Wiley..................................................................... 143
Express Accessories....................................................96
Fanmont Omnicare....................................................154
HiFi Care..........................................................................16
J.A. Michell Engineering..........................................54
Lift.................................................................................117
Linn Products.............................................................OBC
Mecom Acoustics.......................................................139
MRN Products............................................................. 122
Nagaoka.......................................................................8
Ortofon.................................................................... 10-11
QED................................................................................144

Reading HiFi....................................................................60
Rotel HiFi............................................................................4
Russ Andrews................................................................B6
Sansui..............................................................................2-3
See Corporation...........................................................135
Sevenoaks........................................................................32
SME.................................................................................123
Sound Organisation................................................. 152-3
South London HiFi.........................................................BB
Spaldings....................................................................... 116
Syrinx..............................................................................150
Tandberg........................................................................ 137
West Midland Audio.....................................................BB

DEALER GUIDE 92-93 
About Sound 
Andrew Thomson 
Chichester HiFi 
G. E. Manders 
HiFi Centre of Wilmslow 
HiFi Components 
Moorgata Acoustics 
Musical Images Ltd. 
Music & Video Exchange 
Norman Audio 
Norman H. Field 
Paul Roberts HlFI 
Phase 3 HiFi 
Selective Audio
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Till then - just in case you're too young to remember 
- most folk thought the loudspeaker was the 
most important component. With the LP-12, 

we demonstrated that the turntable was the first 
all-important link in the chain of sound reproduction. 

Pretty controversial stuff in its day - but as people stopped 
talking and started listening, the LP-12 became known as 
the finest turntable in the world. And all these years later, 

if you love music more than gadgetry, it's still 
the best source available.

Of course, we've not spent those years going round in 
circles. We've applied the same exacting standards of 
design and manufacture to a full range of high fidelity 

equipment -cartridges, tone arms, speakers, and most 
recently, the new Linn pre-amp and power-amp, completing 

the chain that began with the LP-12. And the result? Well, 
now as always, all we ask is that you listen and compare.

Contact your specialist dealer 
for and A^B demonstration.

LINN
PRODUCTS

simply better!
Linn Products Ltd., 257 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G4S 9SVTel: 041^634 0371 Telex: 77301. MS. BK. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.
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	All the cartridges covered in this book have been subjected to stringent lab tests as well as careful listening tests. This section explains how and why the various tests were carried out.

	Review criteria

	Initial measurements

	Low-frequency resonance

	Channel balance

	ADC Phase I

	A&R C77

	Lab report

	Sound quality

	Conclusions

	Lab report

	Sound quality

	Conclusions
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	Bang & Olufsen MMC4
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	Ortofon OM20

	Conclusions


	RATA RP40

	RATA RP70

	Shure M92E

	Lab report

	Sound quality

	Conclusions


	Talisman A

	Talisman S

	Lab report

	Sound quality

	Conclusions


	Technics P205C 4

	Conclusions


	ran den Hui MC-10

	Acoustic and vibration Isolation

	Low frequency sound quality

	Rumble

	Wow and flutter

	Lab report

	Sound quality
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	Heybrook TT2

	Linn Sondek LP12

	Oracle Alexandria

	Rega Planar 2 and 3

	Conclusion

	Lab report


	SME Series V

	Conclusion


	PRODUCTS FROM SEE LTD


	TANDBERG® ltd

	Conclusion

	products and your local stockist please contact the manufacturers

	Walker CJ58/AR arm

	Elite Townshend Rock (£300)


	BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: RENTABLES AND TONEARMS

	While some accessories help get a system working at its best, others are less worthwhile. This survey looks at the huge variety of products available and picks some of the best.

	Record care

	Turntable supports

	Other turntable accessories

	Loudspeaker stands

	Cables and connectors
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